
PHILADELPHIA: US President Barack Obama was to step
onto the Democratic convention stage yesterday to
champion former political foe Hillary Clinton, defend his
own legacy and bury Donald Trump’s chances of reach-
ing the White House. Clinton on Tuesday became the first
woman to win the presidential nomination of a major US
political party, teeing up the November showdown with
Republican Trump. Democrats had “put the biggest
crack” yet in the glass ceiling for women, she said in a
video message to the convention.

But Trump launched a pre-emptive attack at an incen-
diary press conference, contemptuously putting down
Obama as a “disaster” and making a provocative call for
Russia to hack Clinton’s email. It came only hours before
Obama was to take the stage at the Democratic National
Convention to make the case that America’s first black
president should be followed by its first female president.

Delegates earlier heard a deeply personal testimonial
from former president Bill Clinton, who described a great
friend, wife and mother who suffers the slings and arrows
of politics to be “the best darn change-maker” Americans
could hope for. The current commander-in-chief was like-
ly to offer a harder edge. Expect Obama to “focus on how
secretary Clinton has the judgment, the toughness, and
the intellect to succeed him in the Oval Office,” said White
House spokesman Eric Schultz.

In the twilight of his second term, Obama faces ever-
dwindling opportunities to address the nation, mold his
legacy and influence the 2016 race. But yesterday, the
44th president had a prime-time chance when he
appeared before thousands of delegates in Philadelphia
and tens of millions of viewers at home. The White House
said Obama has been working on his speech for weeks.
Yet this touchstone presidential moment has been a
decade or more in the making. The address bookends
Obama’s career-launching address to the Democratic
convention in 2004, his contentious 2008 primary battle
with Clinton and his eight years in office.

Aides said Obama was to make a familiar case for what
has been achieved during his two terms, highlighting
America’s recovery from the Great Recession. 

Continued on Page 13
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MPs demand Iran apology 
for offending HH the Amir

Dashti jailed for 14 years, six months in absentia
By B Izzak

KUWAIT: A number of MPs yesterday strongly criticized
Iran over remarks aired by Fars news agency deemed
insulting to HH the Amir, who a day earlier criticized Iran
in a speech at the Arab summit. MP Abdullah Al-Turaiji
said the government must summon the Iranian ambassa-
dor to officially protest the abusive statements by the
Iranian news agency and demand an official apology.

He said that if Iran does not
send an apology, the govern-
ment should recall the Kuwaiti
ambassador from Tehran and
take other diplomatic meas-
ures, especially since the insult
was directed at the head of
state. Turaiji said the National
Assembly will not accept Iran’s
continuous interference in
Kuwait’s internal affairs and is
expecting an urgent move by
the government. If nothing happens, the Assembly may
call for an emergency session to debate actions to take or
the Assembly bureau may hold a meeting in the presence
of the prime minister and other ministers.

MP Mohammad Al-Jabri called on the government to
issue a clear response against those who undermine the
Amir. MP Ahmad Al-Azemi also strongly condemned Iran
for its abuse of HH the Amir and insisted that Kuwait
should not accept Iran’s interference in its internal affairs
and should reject Iran’s terror acts.

Continued on Page 13

Abdulhameed Dashti

QAMISHLI, Syria: Residents gather at the site of a bomb attack in this northeastern city yesterday. — AFP (See Page 13)

NEW YORK: Saudi Arabia and Kuwait late on
Tuesday presented a complaint to UN Secretary
General Ban Ki-moon regarding repeated transgres-
sions and assaults committed by Iranian military
boats over the waters of the submerged area adja-
cent to the area divided between Saudi Arabia and
Kuwait. The permanent missions of Saudi Arabia and
Kuwait to the UN, in the complaint, informed Ban of
the Iranian assaults over the waters of the Divided
Submerged Area, on which Saudi Arabia and Kuwait
solely have exclusive sovereign rights to explore and
benefit from its natural wealth.

According to the document, the latest incident of
these infringements was committed by one vessel
and two armed speedboats displaying the Iranian
flag. Each boat had three armed individuals
onboard, as this infringement took place at 13:35 on
Wednesday, April 20, 2016, while another infringe-
ment of an Iranian Hendijan 1401 vessel took place
at 07:32 on Thursday, April 21, 2016.

These two vessels and two boats approached the
Al-Dorra well No. 3 (D3) in the Al-Dorra field (coordi-
nates 63 58 28 North, 16 06 49 East) existing inside 

Continued on Page 13

Saudis, Kuwait 
file complaint at 
UN against Iran 

By A Saleh

KUWAIT: MP Khalil Al-Saleh said his proposal to impose
fees for health services presented to expats who come
to the country on a visit visa, that he submitted at the
start of the last parliamentary term, has been accepted
by the government although it was opposed by the for-
eign ministry when it was discussed at the parliamen-
tary health committee on May 23, 2016.

He said the government was convinced that the pro-
posal is correct and a first step towards reducing the
pressure on government hospitals and stop medicine

wastage. Saleh said that imposing a comprehensive
health policy for visitors to Kuwait will guarantee lesser
squandering and preserve public funds, besides limit-
ing the chaos in presenting treatment and activating
the role of the private sector.

He said the proposal commits the sponsor who
applies for a visa for an expat to attach a health policy,
and based on that, the visitor receives health service in
private hospitals while in the country. He said his pro-
posal is similar to what is available in the region, stipu-
lating that those who wish to visit to produce a health
insurance policy to receive the service free of charge.

Govt accepts plan to impose 
health insurance on visitors

KUWAIT: Kuwait Scientific Center, one of the bodies
of the Kuwait Foundation for the Advancement of
Sciences, announced the death of its CEO and
Chairman Mijbel Suleiman Al-Mutawa yesterday fol-
lowing a sudden heart attack. He was 62 years old.
The Scientific Center ’s Public Relations and

Marketing Manager
Nawaf Al-Rudaini said
the center was saddened
by the death of Mutawa,
especially since he was at
work on Tuesday with his
usual vibrancy.

Rudaini said Mutawa,
who was head of the
center since its establish-
ment in 2000, was
known for his politeness
and encouraging
Kuwaiti youth in order to

create a generation able to take over future respon-
sibilities and enhance the scientific and knowledge
level in Kuwait. He said efforts of Mutawa and his
outstanding administrative skill enabled the center
to cover its operating expenses from its own rev-
enues, to be the only center of its kind in the world
to make this achievement. He added the Scientific
Center did not only place itself on the map of Kuwait
and the Middle East, but it also left a mark on the
world map as an advanced scientific center during
the reign of Mutawa. — KUNA 

Scientific
Center CEO
Mutawa dies 

Clinton makes history with 
nomination for president
Obama steps up to bat for ex-rival

Mijbel Al-Mutawa

IS bombing kills 44 in Syrian city
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KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah meets with Djibouti’s National
Assembly Speaker Mohamed Ali Houmed, in presence of  Speaker of the National Assembly Marzouq Al-Ghanem. 

Acting Prime Minister and Foreign Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah meets with Djibouti’s
National Assembly Speaker Mohamed Ali Houmed. — Amiri Diwan and KUNA photos

KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber
Al-Sabah received at Bayan Palace yesterday Speaker of the
National Assembly Marzouq Al-Ghanem who was accompanied
by visiting Djibouti’s National Assembly Speaker Mohamed Ali

Houmed and the accompanying delegation. The meeting was
attended by Amiri Diwan Advisor Mohammad Daifallah Sharar
and head of the honorary delegation MP Ahmad Lari. The visiting
official had earlier met Acting Prime Minister and Foreign

Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah as well.
Earlier yesterday, His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad
Al-Jaber Al-Sabah received His Highness the Crown Prince
Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, Ghanem and Sheikh

Sabah Al-Khaled, while His Highness the Crown Prince met
Ghanem, Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled and Deputy Prime Minister
and Interior Minister and Acting Defense Minister Sheikh
Mohammad Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah. — KUNA

Amir meets Djiboutian lawmaker

CANBERRA: Western Sydney University has
allocated eight seats in human medicine
major yearly to Kuwaiti students, head of the
Kuwait Cultural Office in Australia Dr Fahad
Al-Ajmi announced yesterday.

Ajmi met with the university president
Barney Glover and other officials where they
signed the agreement to assign eight seats
for Kuwaiti students staring from this year
until five years, the office said in a statement.
Ajmi praised the partnership between the
cultural office and the university especially
that this number of students is unprecedent-
ed compared with foreign students.
Meanwhile, Glover expressed happiness for
the strengthening of relations between the
office and the university, expressing the uni-
versity’s keenness to support the Kuwaiti stu-
dents’ career while they are pursuing their
education there. Western Sydney University,
is an Australian multi-campus university. It
was founded in 1989, and is currently ranked
among the top 400 in the world in the 2014
QS World University Rankings and 19th in
Australia in 2015.

Investments
In other news, Kuwait’s oil and food invest-

ments in Western Australia were the focus of
talks Kuwait ’s Ambassador Najib
Abdulrahman Al-Bader discussed with Kerry
Sanderson, the region’s governor. Following
the meeting with Sanderson at the presiden-
tial palace, Al-Bader said that it was part of
the efforts to promote bilateral ties in all
fields, according to a press release by the
Kuwaiti embassy. He added that he had con-
veyed greetings of the Kuwaiti leadership to

the Western Australian Governor. During the
meeting, Sanderson reiterated keenness on
boosting ties with Kuwait, for mutual benefit.
The press release said the two sides had
addressed various issues of common concern,
focusing on the Kuwaiti oil and food invest-
ments in the region.

Bader noted that Kuwait is among
Australia’s top 20 trade partners. The envoy
stressed the importance of the Western
Australian city of Perth for Kuwait, mainly for
investments reasons. The Kuwait Foreign
Petroleum Exploration Company (KUFPEC)
has various activities there.

In addition, the Livestock Shipping
Services company is based in the city, Bader
said, noting that Kuwait tops the list of
Middle Eastern importers of Australian sheep,
according to Australian official data.
Moreover, there are 170 Kuwaitis studying
engineering in Perth.

Bolstering ties
Separately, Bader and the Speaker of the

Western Australian Legislative Assembly
Michael Sutherland held a meeting in the City
of Perth, discussing means to bolster ties.
According to a statement by the Kuwaiti
embassy, the two officials touched on issues
of regional and international importance.

Ambassador Bader conveyed greetings of
Kuwait’s National Assembly Speaker Marzouq
Al-Ghanem to the Australian lawmaker.
Meanwhile, Sutherland expressed Australia’s
utter commitment to develop relations with
Kuwait. Sutherland took Ambassador Bader on
a tour of the historical building of the Western
Australia Legislative Assembly. —  KUNA

CANBERRA: Head of Kuwait Cultural Office in Australia Dr Fahad Al-Ajmi (right) is
seen during the signing ceremony. — KUNA

Western Sydney University
allocates eight seats
for Kuwaiti students

Ambassador, Governor discuss investments

KUWAIT: The Kuwait University (KU) is plan-
ning to open 13 clinics at its many locations to
offer medical services to students and the
academic community in general.  The
University Secretary General Dr Mohammad
Abdulatif Al-Fares made the statement in a

press release on yesterday. This is part of a
strategy to provide requirements of public
and preventive safety in the university, mak-
ing it easier for ambulances to reach destina-
tion in case of emergency, he added.

The clinic will offer first aid assistance and

services, Fares said. He referred cooperation
and the Ministry of Health saying that an
ambulance station has been opened at the uni-
versity in Khaldya, as a first stage. Other ones
will follow in affiliate buildings in Kaifan and
Shuwaikh. —  KUNA

Kuwait University to open 13 clinics

KUWAIT: With the end of the 2015/2016 school
year, Alghanim Industries, one of the largest pri-
vate companies in the region, announced the
number of its employees who volunteered in the
different programs of INJAZ-Kuwait. Alghanim
Industries was the biggest contributor of volun-
teers for INJAZ-Kuwait this year, with 263
employees volunteering 1,382 hours of their
time to work with students across different pro-
grams offered by INJAZ-Kuwait, in which 4,806
students participated from middle school, high
school, and university levels.

With this contribution, Alghanim Industries
has more than doubled its goal of equipping
2,000 students per school year with the neces-
sary skills that will directly improve their career
prospects, following the commitment made by
the CEO of Alghanim Industries, and the
Chairman of INJAZ-Kuwait,  Omar Kutayba
Alghanim. The World Economic Forum’s Regional
Business Council for MENA, which was chaired
by Alghanim, invited business leaders and
organizations to join a collaborative effort to
making 100,000 youth job-ready by 2017. Part of
the New Vision for Arab Employment Initiative,
partner companies will introduce incremental
corporate initiatives for skill development, fos-
tering entrepreneurship and connecting talent
to markets. Alghanim Industries was one of nine
founding partners of the initiative.

Spirit of volunteerism
Commenting on this achievement, Omar

Kutayba Alghanim said: “I am proud of Alghanim
Industries’ employees and their spirit of volun-
teerism that helped us achieve these great
results. With the help of our employees, we were
able to spread financial literacy to 4,806 stu-
dents from different educational levels and we
aim to continue our contributions through vol-
unteering during the next school year.”

He added: “Our support stems from our
awareness of the challenges we face in the
region. Youth unemployment rates and an edu-
cation gap, resulting from wars in Middle Eastern

countries, increases our responsibility as a lead-
ing company in the region. We value the role
education plays in developing the economy, and
in finding creative solutions for the challenges
we face today. Alghanim Industries is proud to
be one of the largest supporters of INJAZ-
Kuwait, an organization that has been spreading
financial literacy among school and university
students for years.”

Kuwait’s future
CEO of INJAZ-Kuwait, Rana Al-Nibari said: “We

at INJAZ-Kuwait appreciate the continuous par-
ticipation and support of our partners in the pri-
vate. It reaffirms INJAZ’s stance in investing in
Kuwait’s future by spreading financial literacy
and educating the country’s youth in entrepre-
neurial and business culture. Alghanim
Industries is a perfect example of this construc-

tive partnership, where it exerts all effort to sup-
port us and encourages all of its employees to
volunteer with us to guide and educate the stu-
dents. We are pleased by our relationship with
Alghanim Industries, and look forward to having
more of these fruitful partnerships with other
companies in the private sector.”

INJAZ-Kuwait is a nonprofit organization
committed to preparing and empowering youth
in Kuwait to succeed in the global economy.
INJAZ - Kuwait provides K-12 students with
hands-on learning in entrepreneurship, work
readiness, and financial literacy. Alghanim
Industries supports its efforts to provide Kuwait’s
youth with the skills they need to build success-
ful careers in the future. For the past five years,
Alghanim Industries employees have con-
tributed the most volunteers relative to other
companies supporting INJAZ-Kuwait.

Alghanim Industries employees spread
financial literacy among 4,806 students 

Through INJAZ-Kuwait programs 

Alghanim Industries CEO 
Omar Kutayba Alghanim

INJAZ-Kuwait CEO Rana Al-Nibari

Alghanim Industries employees volunteering at AAG.

KUWAIT: The State of Kuwait
has won the 34th place of the
Global Competitiveness Index,
said Minister of Education and
Minister of Higher Education
Dr Bader Al-Essa. In a state-
ment on Tuesday, the minister
added that Kuwait made
progress after moving from
the 40th place to the 34th in
the competitiveness rankings,
referring to an international
praise of Kuwait’s improve-
ment in education system.

He noted that the report of
the Global Competitiveness
Index 2015/16 is an annual
assessment of the factors which contribute to
enhancing production and development in
the economies of the countries in the world.

The result of index is a comprehensive read-
ing which has links to many institutions, he said,
indicating that the ministry’s responsibility is to
know factors behind the decline in the quality of
education through taking a number of meas-
ures to improve education in Kuwait. He noted

that the Ministers’ Council has
assigned Kuwait Direct
Investment Promotion Authority
(KDIPA), in collaboration with
General Secretariat of the
Supreme Council for Planning
and Development, and Kuwait
National Competitiveness
Committee, to reach unified per-
ceptions on competitiveness
reports and improve business
environment in the country. He
underlined the importance of
taking part in international
evaluations constantly to know
strengths and weaknesses so as
to improve education process

and meet requirements as well as cooperate
with international institutions and organiza-
tions working in this field.

He affirmed the importance of benefiting
from practical experiments of Arab and for-
eign countries in the field of TQM in raising
educational system efficiency and its quality
in accordance with the report’s recommenda-
tions. —  KUNA

Kuwait ranked 34th in Global
Competitiveness Index: Minister

Minister of Education and
Minister of Higher

Education Dr Bader Al-Essa
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KUWAIT: Minister of Information and Minister of State for Youth Affairs Sheikh Salman Sabah Salem Al-Humoud Al-Sabah heads the fifth meet-
ing of the Public Authority for Youth. — KUNA

KUWAIT: Minister of Information and Minister of
State for Youth Affairs Sheikh Salman Sabah
Salem Al-Humoud Al-Sabah yesterday conveyed
his gratitude for the country’s leadership for
their support of the youth, calling them the
future of the nation.

Sheikh Salman, who is presiding over the fifth
meeting of the Public Authority for Youth (PAY),
said that support from the country’s leadership
will bolster PAY’s vision and plans for the youth.
He also announced that PAY’s new strategy will
be unveiled on August 11, coinciding with
‘International Youth Day.’ Moreover, he noted

that the meeting yielded the final draft of a
vision that aims to cater to the needs of the
youth, helping them to better contribute to the
development and growth of the nation.

Meanwhile, PAY General Manager
Abdulrahman Al-Mutairi noted that “the inces-
sant support given to us by the country’s leader-
ship has facilitated the works of PAY and the
implementation of this new strategy.”

Furthermore, Ministry of Awqaf and Islamic
Affairs official Waleed Al-Ammar said that the
new strategy aims to instill national values in
youth, in addition to various virtues, as he

underscored the need for youth to eschew all
forms of violence and extremism.

In addition, PAY official Jassim Al-Rubayan
noted that the new strategy will be carried out in
conjunction with state institutions and govern-
ment bodies, adding that the youth were the
ones who forged this strategy by way of voicing
their opinions in a number of workshops and
seminars held over the years. The meeting, which
was attended by officials from across the coun-
try’s government spectrum, highlighted the fact
that support of the youth is needed to ensure a
more prosperous and better tomorrow. — KUNA

Sheikh Salman attributes youth
strategy to leadership support

KUWAIT: The Ministry of
Health announced yesterday
the use of a new immunity
medicine for patients suffering
from viral hepatitis with a 99
percent favorable response to
treatment. The new medicine is
being administered to 300
Kuwaiti patients with hepatitis
C, said Dr Ahmad Al-Fadhli, a
specialist in liver disease and
Gastroenterology at the min-
istry, in a statement issued by
the ministry. He urged Kuwaiti patients with
hepatitis C to seek the advice of their health
providers to determine if they could be suit-
able to be treated with the new medicine.
Kuwait is the first country regionally and the

sixth internationally to use this
new medicine for patients with
viral hepatitis.

In a related notion, the min-
istry is making appropriate
plans to launch an awareness
health campaign today on the
disease of viral hepatitis, in
time for celebrating World
Hepatitis Day  (July 28). The
campaign will involve airing
messages on the ministry ’s
YouTube channel, social net-

work sites, and through SMS. There will also
be a panel discussion about viral hepatitis
tomorrow at the Shaab Al-Bahri medical
center focusing on wiping out this disease
by 2030. — KUNA

New medicine highly effective
against viral hepatitis: MoH

Dr Ahmad Al-Fadhli

KUWAIT: A project to build a new Tail Gas
Treatment system in Al-Ahmadi refinery at
a cost of more than KD 15 million has
passed all inspection tests, Deputy Acting
Director General of Al-Ahmadi refinery
Fahad Al-Daihani said yesterday.

One of the refinery’s key accomplish-
ments this year is to bring that project to
fruition, Al-Daihani noted during the 10th
meeting of Al-Ahmadi refinery employees,
saying that one of the factories affiliated
with Al-Ahmadi refinery has ramped up its
production from 40 thousand barrels daily

to 43 thousand barrels. Moreover, he also
pointed out that work on a number of proj-
ects dealing with gas production and stor-
age in the refinery is to start soon.

Meanwhile, engineer Shujaa Al-Ajmi
said that the Tail Gas Treatment system is
amongst the most pivotal environmental
projects to be completed this year, adding
that new gas production lines are being
studied. The annual meeting brings togeth-
er all employees and engineers of Al-
Ahmadi refinery to address any concerns or
issues they may have. — KUNA

Al-Ahmadi refinery’s gas
project passes inspections

KUWAIT: Kuwait’s Army Chief of Staff Lieutenant General Mohammad Khaled Al-
Khoder meets the Peninsula Shield Forces (PSF) Commander Major-General Hassan
bin Hamza Al-Shehri. — KUNA

KUWAIT: Military cooperation featured
high on the agenda of talks held yesterday
between Kuwait ’s Army Chief of Staff
Lieutenant General Mohammad Khaled Al-
Khoder and the Peninsula Shield Forces
(PSF) Commander Major-General Hassan
bin Hamza Al-Shehri.

During the meeting with the PSF dele-
gation, Khoder lauded the deep-rooted ties
among the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC),

and keenness to promote them, the
Ministry of Defense Directorate of Moral
Guidance and Public Relations said in a
press release.

They also discussed issues of common
concern. The meeting was attended by
Deputy Chief of Staff Lieutenant General
Sheikh Abdullah Al-Nawaf Al-Sabah, and
Army Commander Major General Sheikh
Khalid Al-Saleh Al-Sabah. — KUNA

Chief of Staff, Peninsula
Shield Forces commander

discuss cooperation

By Meshaal Al-Enezi and agencies

KUWAIT: Kuwait Municipality con-
firmed yesterday it was continuing its
intensive inspection campaigns for vari-
ous activities in the governorates under
the slogan ‘Your Health Matters’ which
include food, restaurants, cooperative
societies, markets and malls.

The municipality said in a press
statement that the irregularities
removal department of the capital gov-
ernorate in coordinating with Public
Hygiene and Road Works Department
carried out a wide-scale inspection
campaign which resulted in lifting and
removing 45 irregularities that included
metal barriers, plastic cones and elec-
tronic gates. The emergency team in the
Ahmadi Municipality also carried out a
wide-scale inspection campaign in
Fahaheel industrial zones, including
shops, restaurants and advertising

shops, the statement added. The state-
ment asserted keenness of the regulato-
ry bodies to monitor any violation and
apply the law on all violators.

In other news, Kuwait Municipality
released a statement in response to sev-
eral complaints about speed bumps’
painting, in which it clarified that put-
ting paintings on speed bumps is not its
responsibility, adding that this job calls
under other ministries. The Municipal
Council had received many complaints
on that regard, which made some
members send questions to the execu-
tive apparatus at the municipality.

Meanwhile, Kuwait Municipality’s
legal and technical teams held meet-
ings with fines’ collecting team at the
Public Prosecution. The two sides dis-
cussed the mechanism to implement a
project that helps enforce final court
orders pertaining with municipality-
related cases.

Municipality continues
its intensive 

inspection campaigns

KUWAIT: The situation of illegal resi-
dents in Kuwait is improving and the
government will look into further meas-
ures to better serve this sector of society,
an official said yesterday. 

In a speech to the conference on the
UN Convention against Torture in
Geneva, Head of the status adjustment
department in the Central Apparatus for
I llegal Residents Affairs Colonel
Mohammad Al-Wohaib said that the
apparatus was further working on
improving the situation of stateless peo-
ple, noting that his country was consid-
ering granting the citizenship to a num-
ber of illegal residents, according to a
press release by the Apparatus.

On the other hand, efforts carried out
by the apparatus had resulted in some
8,000 illegal residents revealing their
original citizenships, said the official,
adding that those individuals were also
given facilities to improve their living
standards in Kuwait.

He noted that there was a special law
which enabled children of Kuwaiti mothers
to acquire citizenship, adding that on the
legislative level, a draft law had been pre-
pared to grant around 4,000 people the
Kuwaiti citizenship this year. Kuwait is keen
on boosting and protecting human rights
and it is willing to join all international con-
ventions and accords aimed at achieving
these goals, said Wuhaib. — KUNA

Illegal residents’ situation
in Kuwait improving: Official

By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: Hawally police carried out a security
campaign in Salmiya during which 71 wanted
persons and violators were arrested. Police

enquired about 687 persons, 10 were arrested for
suspicion of having drugs, 10 were wanted for
civil cases, five had expired residency permits, 16
others were in violation of residency permits, five
were absconding and 25 did not carry their IDs.

Also, 43 traffic citations were issued, two vehicles
were impounded and two others were caught.
Separately, Hawally firemen put out a fire that
broke out in a vehicle in Jabriya co-op society’s
parking lot. No injuries were reported.

KUWAIT: These handout photos released by the Interior Ministry yesterday show a number of people arrested during a police crackdown in Salmiya.

Scores arrested in Salmiya crackdown

A fireman puts out a fire in a car in Jabriya yesterday.

ISLAMABAD: A Kuwaiti delegation discussed
measures to control climate change in a meeting
with Chairman Senate of Pakistan Raza Rabbani
yesterday. The meeting was held on the sidelines
of a two-day Asian Parliamentary Assembly (APA)
meeting of standing committee on Economic
and Sustainable Development Affairs in Pakistan’s
federal capital Islamabad.

In an interview after the meeting, the Kuwait
delegation head MP Hmoud Mohammad Al-
Hamdan told that matters of mutual interest
were discussed during the meeting. “We thanked
the Senate of Pakistan for hosting the meeting
and expressed appreciation to their efforts for
regional cooperation in Asia,” said Hamdan.

The MP further said we discussed the issue of
climate change and environmental issues that
have a negative impact on the population. The
Chairman Senate extended his greetings to the
Emir of Kuwait, His Highness Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah. He extended an invita-
tion to the Speaker of the state of Kuwait,
Marzouq Ali al-Ghanem to visit Pakistan.

Hamdan said that “Pakistan is an important
Muslim country that has close ties to the Gulf
states and we want to have benefits from its
experiences in number of fields including tech-
nology and nuclear science.” Kuwaiti MP Dr Khalil
Abdullah Apple, who is also a member of Kuwait

delegation, told KUNA that Kuwait is an active
member of APA and attends all its meetings.
During the current session of the Standing
Committee meeting, many countries have come up
with number of ideas to increase cooperation
among the Asian states. Dr Khalil Abdullah stressed

that APA should develop a mechanism to bind its
member states to ensure the implementation of
the proposals approved by APA. He expressed his
hopes that APA would follow a procedure to imple-
ment the resolutions passed by the association to
increase its significance. — KUNA

Kuwait tackles climate change at
APA Standing Committee meeting

ISLAMABAD: The Kuwaiti delegation meets with Chairman Senate of Pakistan Raza Rabbani. — KUNA
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Kuwait condemns
French Church attack 

KUWAIT: Kuwait on Tuesday strongly condemned the
terrorist attack against a Church in the French south-
ern suburbs of Rouen, Normandy, where a priest was
killed by the attackers. “This heinous crime, which is
rejected by all faiths and laws, affirms anew how these
terrorist groups target the security of mankind and
stability of the world,” a foreign ministry source said in
a statement. Kuwait, he affirmed, was in full solidarity
with France’s battle against these terrorist groups and
supported the Paris government’s measures to main-
tain the country’s security and stability. — KUNA

Ministry confirms
blackout in Jahra

KUWAIT: Ministry of Electricity and Water (MEW) said a
technical failure caused electricity blackout in Al-Jahra
Area Tuesday, and technicians were working on restoring
power. A technical failure happened in one of the major
power stations thus losing 31 megawatts affecting the
commercial area in Jahra, Dr Meshaan Al-Otaibi, MEW
spokesman and Assistant Undersecretary for Planning
and Training. Otaibi, in a statement, said work was under-
way to restore electricity as soon as possible. He said
mobile generators were brought to provide electricity in
vital areas. — KUNA

In Brief

o f  t h e  d a y

KUWAIT: Skyscrapers in Al-Watiyah, a main suburb in Al-Qiblah district of Kuwait City. — KUNA 

AP chief welcomes
Yemen talks ultimatum 
NOUAKCHOTT: President of the Arab Parliament Ahmad
Al-Jarwan welcomed on Tuesday the ultimatum by the
State of Kuwait to the Yemeni parties so as to end the UN-
brokered peace negotiations. Following the conclusion of
the 27th Arab League Summit, Jarwan said in a statement
that Kuwait and His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah have exerted all possible efforts
so as to render the talks a success. “Kuwait has been host-
ing the talks for a long time,” he said. “The Yemeni parties
will be responsible for the failure of the talks.” — KUNA

KUWAIT: The 28th Pearl Diving Trip kicks
off today with the ‘Dasha’ ceremony, to be
held at the Kuwait Sea Sports Club (KSSC)
in Salmiya starting from 8:30 am. The voy-
age, which is held through August 4, 2016,
is organized under the patronage of His
Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad
Al- Jaber Al-Sabah. At least 193 youth men
are participating in the trip on board of 13
diving ships, presented by His Highness the
Amir as well as the late Amir Sheikh Jaber
Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah. KSSC
Chairman Major General Fahad Al-Fahad
commended the participants, saying that
their perseverance to brave the extreme
weather conditions and participate in the
heritage-revival trip reflects the true mettle
of Kuwait’s youth.

Pearl Diving Trip
kicks off today

KSSC Chairman Major General 
Fahad Al-Fahad

KUWAIT: Kuwait Red Crescent Society (KRCS), in collab-
oration with Fantasy World, concluded the ‘Donate a
Toy’ campaign that was kicked off at the beginning of
the Holy month of Ramadan.  KRCS Secretary General
Maha Al-Barjas told the press yesterday that donations
made during this campaign will be delivered to children
of misfortunate families listed on the KRCS’ records.

The ‘Donate a toy’ campaign has deeper meaning
that just collecting toys for underprivileged kids, it tick-
les morals and emotions and it teaches fortunate chil-
dren concepts of “voluntarism” and “social responsibili-
ty.”  Separately, Head of KRCS’ local aid department

Mariam Al-Adsani stressed the society’s cooperation
with the private sector in charity work. KRCS is continu-
ing to support social and charity works especially dur-
ing the holy month of Ramadan, Adsani said. KRCS, with
support of the private sector, have helped more than
3,000 families during the last holy month of Ramadan,
she added. The aid included clothes, blankets, school
tools and food stuff, in addition to iftar meals, Eid Al-
Adha clothes and coolers. The society is working to
keep up with the latest humanitarian developments in
the local arena, stressing importance of delivering help
to needy people all over the world. — KUNA

‘Donate a Toy’
campaign concludes

KRCS stresses cooperation with private sector 

KUWAIT: The National Bank of Kuwait (NBK) was honored by Capital Governor Thabet Al-Muhanna for organizing its 20th annual social program during
this year’s holy month of Ramadan.

Head of Kuwait Red Crescent Society’s
local aid department Mariam Al-Adsani.

KUWAIT: Kuwait Red Crescent Society’s Secretary General Maha Al-Barjas
participates in the ‘Donate a Toy’ campaign. — KUNA

Kuwait Red Crescent Society workers offer aid locally.
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KUWAIT: The General Secretariat of the Supreme Council
for Planning and Development (GSSCPD) held a press con-
ference yesterday to announce a national exhibition under
the auspices of His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah. The Knowledge Transfer and
Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) expo takes place on
February 20-22, 2017.

Khaled Mahdi, Secretary-General of the GSSCPD, said
that the expo is applying the recommendations of the
‘Contemporary Functions of States from a Knowledge
Economy Perspective’ national conference which was
held under the auspices of the Amir in February, which
shows the seriousness of the government in supporting
and enhancing the knowledge economy system in
Kuwait by increasing institutional and community aware-
ness and involvement of the private sector in financing,
implementation, management of activities and knowl-
edge projects.

He noted that the idea of the expo is to transfer knowl-
edge through small and medium enterprises, as the devel-
opment plan aims to enable the private sector to lead
development through partnership between the public and
private sectors represented in the partnership body or
through privatization of some sectors of the state by the
Supreme Council, or through the body to encourage direct
investment, as well as the development of small and medi-
um enterprises.

Mahdi stressed the importance of enhancing the knowl-
edge-based economy that makes a platform to connect all

parties to achieve the desired goals through the national
expo. “I hope that through this exhibition, we can deliver
knowledge, creative goods and investment opportunities
and present them directly to young Kuwaitis, investors and
initiators to start economic and commercial activities in
Kuwait,” he pointed out.

Youth projects
Yousef Al-Ibrahim, Advisor at the Amiri Diwan, said that

the Diwan was the first supporter of the project, pointing
out that His Highness’ orders are to support youth projects
that reflect on the private sector and initiatives. “The Amiri
Diwan has supported the knowledge economy conference
before, because we believe that the knowledge-based
economy can propel the Kuwaiti economy to advanced
stages quickly,” he said.

Khalid Al-Hashash, Head of Kuwait Center for
Knowledge, added that the exhibition focuses on four sec-
tors - energy (include all related industries, especially
renewable energy and gas), information and communica-
tion technology, light industry and finally public health
and beauty. He said that the expo aims to attract more
than 300 international companies operating in the above
sectors from 15 countries from Asia, America and Europe.

The Knowledge Transfer Expo is an annual knowledge
economy flagship event. Each year, a new theme is chosen
that focuses on a specific knowledge economy applica-
tions in the business world. This year, the expo provides a
one-stop marketplace featuring a full range of knowledge-
based business opportunities and solutions for small- and
medium-sized enterprises.

Knowledge Transfer, SME
exhibition held in February
Event to enhance knowledge economy system in Kuwait

KUWAIT: (From left) Yousef Al-Ibrahim, Khalid Mahdi, and Khaled Al-Hashash attend the press conference. 
— Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat
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Crime
R e p o r t

Woman accused of polygamy
KUWAIT: The Hawally prosecutor received a complaint by
an expatriate who said his wife is married to another man.
He said that he married a divorced Egyptian woman and
agreed to keep her children in the house. He also agreed to
keep their marriage secret so that her ex-husband does not
take the children. He said that his wife changed her behav-
ior and kept leaving the house frequently, so he followed
her, until the woman’s son dropped a bombshell when he
said his mother was still married to his father when she
married him and that she forged the marriage contract
claiming she was divorced and took a large dowry.
Detectives are investigating.

Drug dealers arrested
Acting Director of Drug Control General Department
(DCGD) Colonel Waleed Al-Duraei sent two Indians to
the prosecution for possessing 3.5 kg of marijuana. Tips
were received by Duraei about an Indian (30) who
became well-known in the drug trade, so an undercov-
er agent was sent to him to buy 500 gm of marijuana
near the suspect’s house in Fahaheel, and the arrest
was made during the exchange. When police went to
his house, they found another kilogram. He told police
he bought the drugs from an Indian woman and led
police to her house, where 2.5 kg of the substance was
found. She said she brought the weed with her a few
months ago with the intention to trade.

Kidnap charges
Authorities are investigating the claims of a citizen that
she was kidnapped by a taxi driver, who categorically
denied her accusation. A security source said the
woman called police to tell them a Pakistani driver had
kidnapped her, and was refusing to stop while driving
on Fahaheel Expressway towards Ahmadi. A police
patrol then stopped the taxi in Sabah Al-Salem.
Policemen took the two to Nugra police station, where
the Pakistani driver was surprised by the accusation
and denied it. He said she claimed the kidnapping after
a dispute over the fare. Investigations are ongoing.

Away from the laws that give the state the
right to demand all the money owed by the
citizen for the distinguished and subsidized

services including electricity and water, today we
have a stand that holds the humanitarian spirit.

Before the arrival of Ramadan, we had a prece-
dent set and a public opinion issue when the
municipality cut power to some violators. With the
spirit of humanity, power was restored to those
who were affected. 

Then MPs and officials began discussing how
to find ways and mechanisms to force citizens and
expats to pay government dues, because this is a

legitimate right of the state and cannot be disput-
ed, yet our words today are directed to the minis-
ter of electricity and water, because he is the deci-
sion maker, and we should agree that paying is
something that cannot be argued with, except
the method.

Our complaint today is rather an appeal to not
cut power during summer. There are some cases
where people are complaining against the way the
Ministry of Electricity and Water (MEW) sent its
demands. 

A woman said she was surprised by a message
received on her phone warning about a power cut
within one week from the date of the message if
she does not pay the due amount.

Your Excellency the minister, Kuwait is facing an
extreme heat wave, and there are amounts owed by
some who cannot pay, while some families are not
in Kuwait. Our question to you is: Why should the
children and the elderly bear the punishment of
power cuts? Why is an ultimatum not sent, bearing
in mind that the majority of those who complained
were not given prior warning.

From the daughter of Kuwait to the decision
maker, the Minister of Electricity and Water - I will
not argue over the right of the government, being
among those citizens who demand protection of
public funds, but ask you to have a rather different
method or postpone it. If there is no other way to
recover the state’s right from citizens, have the
power cuts by the start of October. 

— Translated by Kuwait Times

Humanity law
By Dr Nermin Al-Houti

Al-Anbaa

Dual nationality
A citizen was charged with having dual nationality and
driving while intoxicated. A security source said Nuwaiseeb
customs officers noticed a motorist was behaving abnor-
mally, so he was searched, and they found an ID of a Gulf
citizen although he gave officers his Kuwaiti passport.
Investigations are underway.

Why should the children and
the elderly bear the 

punishment of power cuts?

KUWAIT: Cape Town has come in 10th out of the world’s top 15
cities named in the 2016 Travel and Leisure magazine awards, and
is the top city in Africa and the Middle East. Among the world’s
top 100 hotels, South Africa had eight. 

These were the Cape Grace (at 97), Singita Kruger National
Park (95), Madikwe Safari Lodge tied 84th (with La Casa Que
Canta, Mexico), the Saxon Hotel, Villas and Spa (75), La Residence
in Franschhoek (70), Lion Sands Game Reserve (60), Singita Sabi
Sand (18), Londolozi (13). Singita’s Grumeti in Tanzania came 11th,

Tongabezi Lodge in Zambia 36th, and Mombo Camp and Little
Mombo in Botswana 29th.

In the Best Safari Lodges in Africa Category, South Africa was
way ahead. Said T&L, “South African properties made up about
two-thirds of the list, with a full four lodges - andBeyond
Kirkman’s Kamp, Lion Sands Game Reserve, Singita Sabi Sand, and
Londolozi - located in the Sabi Sand Game Reserve area, border-
ing renowned Kruger National Park.”

— (Source: www.sapeople.com) 

Al-Jarida

Cape Town, eight South African hotels
in top US travel Magazine’s best of lists

Higher than Rome, below Florence

KUWAIT: The Commercial Bank of Kuwait (CBK) organized a sign language course for employees at CBK Academy
in Faiha, in order to enable staff members to interact with clients with hearing disabilities.

Man beats own mother
Sulaibiya detectives are working hard to arrest a man
who beat his mother in her house. The woman called
police and told them what happened, so they went to
the house, but the son had already escaped. As soon as
the patrol car returned to the station, a call came from
the same woman, saying her daughter had swallowed
pills to commit suicide. Police and paramedics rushed
back and transferred the girl to hospital. — Al-Anbaa

Inside a modern day  ‘Nadafah’ shop. Modern day ‘Nadafah’ craftsmen stuffing furniture with cotton.

A modern day ‘Nadafah’ shop.An old-fashioned ‘Nadafah’ craftsman teasing cotton to stuff it in furniture.

Al-Nadafah: Revival of
old cotton-teasing craft

KUWAIT: ‘Al-Nadafah’ has
reclaimed its spot as a cultural
craft that can be practiced in
modern-day Kuwait. A long
stick is used to manually beat or
tease the cotton or wool, later
used as stuffing for pillows, mat-
tresses or furniture. Nowadays,
the long stick is replaced with a
teasing machine and the cotton
is replaced with sponge. ‘Al-
Nadafah’ offers a different feel
to the furniture, which is why
some people still prefer the
hand-made to the machine-
made. — KUNA
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NORMANDY: Saint-Etienne-du-Rouvray Mayor Hubert Wulfranc, center left, delivers his speech to the media in front of city hall a day after an hostage taking left a priest dead in Saint-Etienne-du-Rouvray. — AP

PARIS: French President Francois Hollande yesterday sought to
head off religious tensions and defuse criticism over security fail-
ings after jihadists killed an elderly Catholic priest in his church.
Hollande met with top religious leaders as a violence-weary
France mourned Tuesday’s attack, which came less than two
weeks after the Bastille Day truck massacre that killed 84 people
in the southern city of Nice.

France’s large Catholic community was in shock after two
men stormed into a church in the northern town of Saint-
Etienne-du-Rouvray during morning mass and slit the 86-year-
old priest’s throat at the altar. Another man was left seriously
injured in the attack. One of the attackers was identified as
French jihadist Adel Kermiche, 19, who was awaiting trial on ter-
ror charges and had been fitted with an electronic tag despite
calls from the prosecutor for him not to be released. “We are
stunned, because we did not know it was dangerous to be a
priest these days in France,” said Pierre Amar, a priest from
Versailles near Paris.

Residents of Saint-Etienne-du-Rouvray were struggling to
come to terms with the bloodshed in their small town, so far
from France’s tourist hubs. They made their way to a makeshift
memorial to lay flowers, candles and messages of peace-a ritual
that has become chillingly familiar from Brussels and Paris to Nice
and Munich, all cities that have been struck by attackers inspired
by the Islamic State group. 

‘A war of religions’ 
Kermiche and his accomplice entered the centuries-old stone

church of Saint Etienne, taking hostage the priest, Jacques
Hamel, three nuns and two worshippers. One nun managed to
flee and alert police. The two jihadists were gunned down by
police after leaving the church, marching three hostages in front
of them, shouting “Allahu akbar” (God is greatest). 

Prime Minister Manuel Valls has warned that the goal of the
attack, claimed by Islamic State jihadists, was to “set the French
people against each other, attack religion in order to start a war
of religions”. In an editorial, Le Monde newspaper recalled a key
strategy of IS, to eradicate the so-called “grey zone” in which
Muslims live peacefully alongside other religions, making it so
uncomfortable for them to do so that they are forced to join
ranks with the jihadists. “France comes under attack because it is
made up of one of the biggest Muslim communities in Europe.

The jihadists’ aim is to provoke violent revenge attacks that will
create a religious war in our country,” wrote the daily.

Dalil Boubakeur, the head of France’s Muslim community,
voiced his “deep grief” at the attack which he described as a “blas-
phemous sacrilege which goes against all the teachings of our
religion”. Following the meeting with Hollande he urged
stepped-up security at places of worship. “We deeply desire that
our places of worship are the subject of greater (security) focus, a
sustained focus,” he said.

Hollande also met his defence and security chiefs, who tried
to find new ways to reassure a jittery population as his govern-
ment comes under fire from the opposition over the repeated
attacks, some nine months ahead of a presidential election.
Defence Minister Jean Yves Le Drian said the 10,000-member
Sentinelle military force-deployed after an attack in January 2015
— would be spread out more in areas outside Paris.  Interior
Minister Bernard Cazeneuve vowed that events taking place
across the country over the summer months, in which the majori-
ty of French people flock to holiday spots, would take place
under tight security. He said local government officials should
cancel events “if conditions do not allow for optimal security”.

‘Where are the police?’ 
The government, already under pressure after the Nice attack,

faced more questions over security weaknesses after it emerged
one of the church attackers was known to anti-terror investiga-
tors. Paris prosecutor Francois Molins said Kermiche twice tried to
travel to Syria under a false identity. After his latest arrest in
Turkey in May 2015, he was held in custody until March this year
when he was released and fitted with the electronic bracelet.

He was allowed him to leave his house on weekdays
between 8:30 am and 12:30 pm, Molins said. Le Monde report-
ed that he had spent time in a psychiatric unit, showing signs
of psychological problems reported in many of the attackers
inspired from afar by IS. “It should not be possible for some-
one awaiting trial on charges of having links to terrorism to be
released” on house arrest, said the deputy chief of France’s
police union, Frederic Lagache. Mohammed Karabila, who
heads the regional council of Muslim worship for Haute
Normandie, where the church attack took place, asked simply:
“How could a person wearing an electronic bracelet carry out
an attack? Where are the police?” —  AFP 

France aims to ease religious fears 
Church attack highlights major security failings 

SAINT-ETIENNE-DU-ROUVRAY: One of the assailants who
slit the throat of an elderly French priest had dreamed of
going to Syria and threatened to attack churches-but sel-
dom visited his local mosque, neighbors said. Adel
Kermiche, 19, had been known to the French authorities
before Tuesday’s shock church attack in a Normandy town
and was described by one acquaintance as a “time bomb”. 

Kermiche and another unidentified man stormed the
centuries-old stone church in Saint-Etienne-du-Rouvray,
taking priest Jacques Hamel hostage along with three
nuns and two worshippers before slitting the elderly cler-
ic’s throat. He lived in his parents’ modest home-less than
two kilometers from the church-where he spent much of
the day under curfew, fitted with an electronic tag while
awaiting trial for alleged links to terror. A family member
had raised the alarm after Kermiche went missing des-
tined for war-torn Syria in March 2015.

German authorities arrested him shortly afterwards as
he attempted to transit the country using his brother’s
identity. He was returned to France where he was
detained on March 23 last year for “criminal association in
connection with terrorism” and preparing a terrorist act.
He was released on bail but banned from leaving the
Seine-Maritime region of northern France. Six weeks later

he fled the family home once again and was ultimately
traced to Turkey where he was detained on May 13 last
year.

He was arrested on his return to France and remanded
in custody before being released on bail subject to a cur-
few as he awaited trial for links to terrorism. “We knew he
wanted to go to Syria,” said a 60-year-old neighbor of the
assailant’s family, who added that he “never saw him go to
the mosque” that the family attended. “He never spoke to
us,” said the neighbor. “The last time I saw him was on
Friday. He was playing football in his garden.”

Sister Danielle, a nun who managed to escape the
hostage situation and alert police, described how the
attackers made Hamel kneel at the altar in his white
vestments. “In the church everyone was shouting ‘stop,
you don’t know what you’re doing’. But they didn’t stop.
They forced him (Hamel) to get down on his knees.  He
tried to struggle, he tried,” she told RMC radio. “They
recorded it. They did something like a sermon around
the altar in Arabic,” she added. Danielle then fled the
church in a daring escape after which she was able to
call police. Three other hostages escaped unharmed
while one worshipper had severe knife injuries to his
throat. ‘Hyperactive child’  — AFP

France Priest attacker was  
‘Syria obsessed time-bomb’
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DUBAI: Bahrain’s top Shiite cleric went
on trial yesterday on charges of illegal
fund raising and money laundering,
judicial sources said, just weeks after
the Sunni-ruled kingdom revoked his
cit izenship.  Sheikh Isa Qassim is
accused of collecting funds illegally and
has deposited more than $10 million in
his private bank accounts, attorney gen-
eral Haroun Al-Zayani said in a state-
ment on the official BNA news agency.

Qassim, considered the spiritual
leader of the majority Shiite community
in Bahrain,  al legedly kept other
amounts in cash to avoid legal controls,
said the statement, accusing him of hid-
ing the source of the money.
Authorities also accused him of pur-
chasing properties worth more than
one million dinar ($2.65 million) in an
attempt to legitimize the funds. Two of
his aides, Sheikh Hussein Mahrus and

Mirza Al-Obaidli, are also on trial in the
same case.

The three defendants did not appear
in court for the hearing, held amid tight
security, witnesses said. The next hear-
ing will be on August 14. On June 20,
Bahrain said it had revoked Qassim’s cit-
izenship, accusing him of sowing sectar-
ian divisions. Since then dozens of
Shiites have staged a sit-in outside his
home in the village of Diraz, which

authorities have cordoned off.  The
move against Qassim prompted criti-
cism from Bahrain’s Western allies as
well as its foe Iran, which the kingdom
accuses of fuelling unrest among its
Shiite community.

Bahrain has been shaken by unrest
since security forces crushed Shiite-led
protests demanding a constitutional
monarchy and an elected prime minis-
ter in 2011. Despite repeated calls from

their Western allies, Bahrain’s rulers
have made no concessions to the Shiite
opposition and have intensified a crack-
down on critics. 

This month, a court ordered the dis-
solution of the kingdom’s main Shiite
opposition bloc, Al-Wefaq, which was
the largest group in parliament before
its lawmakers resigned en masse in
protest at the crushing of demonstra-
tions. — AFP 

Bahrain cleric on trial for money laundering

SURIF, Palestinian Territories; Israeli forces
fired anti-tank missiles at a house in the West
Bank after a shootout overnight, killing a Hamas
member accused of a deadly attack on a rabbi,
authorities said yesterday. Several other people
were arrested in the hours-long raid in the vil-
lage of Surif, near Hebron.

Military footage showed a house being hit
with an anti-tank missile then further demol-
ished with an earthmover. The military said sol-
diers surrounded the house where the Hamas
member was hiding out and exchanged fire with
him. Afterwards, the house was struck with anti-
tank missiles and the militant’s body was found
inside. He was identified as Mohamed Fakih, 29,
and Hamas hailed him as a “martyr”.

“After extensive research, we found the hide-
out of the terrorist who killed Michael Mark,”
Colonel Roman Gofman, commander of the
brigade that led the operation, said in a video
distributed by the military. “We besieged the
house and exchanges of fire took place after he
opened fire at the soldiers. We responded and
the terrorist was killed in battle. His house was
destroyed on him.”

Soldiers carried away Fakih’s body and arrest-
ed three people, who were led away with their
eyes covered and loaded into military vehicles,
an AFP photographer witnessed. The official
Palestinian news agency reported five people
were arrested and said several villagers were
injured, with Palestinian ambulances denied

access to the site by Israeli soldiers. The Israeli
army reported three arrests over the course of
the investigation that began after the July 1
attack that killed the rabbi. It called them part of
a cell “affiliated with Hamas”, the Islamist move-
ment that runs the Gaza Strip and which has a
strong presence in parts of the West Bank, par-
ticularly Hebron.

Flashpoint city 
The July 1 attack saw a car targeted by gun-

fire south of Hebron, leading to a crash that
killed Mark and wounded three family members.
It was among a series of attacks in the Hebron
area at the time, including a June 30 stabbing by
a Palestinian in the Jewish settlement of Kiryat
Arba that killed a 13-year-old girl. Hebron is the
scene of frequent tensions in the Israeli-
Palestinian conflict. Several hundred Israeli set-
tlers live in the heart of the city under heavy mil-
itary guard among around 200,000 Palestinians.

Fakih had served time in Israeli jail for links
to the Islamic Jihad movement and joined
Hamas while in prison, according to Israel’s
Shin Bet security service. It issued a statement
saying a Palestinian security official was arrest-
ed earlier this month on suspicion of driving
Fakih to the scene of the rabbi attack. Fakih’s
brother and cousin were also held on suspicion
of helping him to hide after the attack, the
statement added.

Hamas said in a statement it “hails the Al-
Qassam martyr Mohamed Fakih, who was mar-
tyred after a gun battle that lasted more than
seven hours with occupation forces in Surif.” The
Al-Qassam Brigades are Hamas’s armed wing.
Violence in the Palestinian territories and Israel
since October has killed at least 218 Palestinians,
34 Israelis, two Americans, an Eritrean and a
Sudanese, according to an AFP count. Most of
the Palestinians killed were carrying out knife,
gun or car-ramming attacks, according to Israeli
authorities. Others were shot dead during
protests and clashes, while some were killed in
Israeli air strikes in the Gaza Strip. — AFP 

Hamas member said to be
behind rabbi attack killed 

House hit and demolished by anti-tank missiles

SURIF: Palestinian inspect the house that was severely damaged in an exchange of fire
between Israeli soldiers and Palestinians during an operation to find the men accused of mur-
dering an Israeli rabbi earlier this month. — AFP 

ANKARA: Turkey ’s justice minister
Monday denied claims by a human rights
group saying that suspected plotters of
the July 15 coup have been subjected to
torture in detention. Bekir Bozdag, minis-
ter of justice, said on his Twitter account,
“ There has not been any torture or
assault of detainees in custody,” in
response to allegations by Amnesty
International. Bozdag added, “The claims
of torture and assault make up a package
misinformation campaign formed by
members of the Fetullah Terrorist
Organization/Parallel State Structure
(FETO/PYD), one which is untrue and dis-
torted.” The group said Sunday that it had
evidence the detainees have been tor-
tured as well as beaten and even raped.

Meanwhile, the Justice Ministry issued
a statement saying that Turkey is a con-
stitutional state, and that it meets nation-
al and international criteria on human
rights law even amid a state of emer-
gency. “The health conditions of the

detainees were checked by doctors after
the detention and during custody, in line
with detention regulations,” the state-
ment said. The ministry added that con-
trary to Amnesty claims that Turkey lacks
an institution which monitors detention
conditions, Turkey’s Human Rights and
Equality Institution is continuing to fulfill
its duties.

The deadly coup attempt began late
July 15 when rogue elements of the
Turkish military tried to overthrow the
country’s democratically elected govern-
ment, killing at least 246 people and
injuring more than 2,100 others. The gov-
ernment said the attempted coup was
organized by followers of US based
preacher Fetullah Gulen. Gulen is
accused of a long-running campaign to
overthrow the state through infiltrating
Turkish institutions, particularly the mili-
tary, police, and judiciary, forming a par-
allel state. - Report courtesy of Turkish
Embassy of Kuwait 

Turkey’s Justice Minister denies 
coup detainee torture claims

BEIRUT: Syrian government air
strikes and artillery fire killed at
least 16 civilians yesterday in
rebel-held neighborhoods in the
east of Aleppo city, a monitor
said. The Britain-based Syrian
Observatory for Human Rights
said seven people had been killed
in the Sakhur neighborhood and
another seven in Al-Ansari district.
Two more were killed in the
Sukari and Bustan Al-Qasr neigh-
borhoods, the monitor said,
adding that the toll could rise
because people were still trapped
under the rubble. The renewed
strikes came as Syria’s army offi-
cially announced it had surround-
ed the rebel-held east of the city.

Opposition neighborhoods of
Aleppo have been effectively
besieged since July 7, when gov-
ernment troops advanced to
within firing range of the sole
remaining supply route into the
east. They have continued to
advance, seizing the road itself
and at least one rebel-held neigh-
borhood in the north-west of the

city. “Our armed forces... cut all the
supply routes and crossings used
by terrorists to bring mercenaries,
weapons and ammunition into
eastern neighborhoods of
Aleppo,” the army said in a state-
ment carried by official media.

It added that “in order to stop
the bloodshed” fighters were
being offered the opportunity to
lay down their arms, “settle their
situations” and remain in or leave
Aleppo. A day earlier the military
said it had sent text messages to
residents and fighters in Aleppo
urging rebels to lay down their
weapons and identifying “safe
passages” for civilians wishing to
leave. Once Syria’s economic pow-
erhouse, Aleppo has been rough-
ly divided between rebel control
in the east and government con-
trol in the west since mid-2012.
More than 280,000 people have
been killed in Syria since the con-
flict began in March 2011 with
anti-government protests that
were met with a regime crack-
down. — AFP 

Syria regime strikes kills 
16 in rebel-held Aleppo

ISTANBUL: Women walk at a shopping street. — AP

ANKARA: Turkey’s prime minister warned
yesterday that the crackdown following a
failed coup was not over, as authorities
issued arrest warrants for dozens of former
newspaper staff. A senior minister also
revealed that a major army shake-up had
been planned just before the putsch-sug-
gesting elements in the military made the
dramatic move because they knew they
were about to be purged.

Since the attempted power grab on the
night of July 15, more than 15,000 people
have been detained and more than 8,000
of them remain in custody, according to
the latest interior ministry figures. “The
investigation is continuing, there are peo-
ple who are being searched for. There could
be new apprehensions, arrests and deten-
tions,” Prime Minister Binali Yildirim told Sky
News, according to the network’s transla-
tion of his remarks. “The process is not
completed yet,” he said.

In the attempted coup, renegade sol-
diers sought to topple President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan but were stopped by
crowds of civilians and loyalist security
forces. At least 270 people were killed on
both sides. Turkey blames the botched
putsch on US-based preacher Fethullah
Gulen, who strongly denies the accusations
and demands that the United States resist
calls for his extradition. But Yildirim said
Turkey was “determined” to secure his
removal. “We shared all the details with
them and, from this point on, the task falls
on the shoulders of the US government,”
the prime minister said.

‘Planned purge’ 
Energy Minister Berat Albayrak, who is

Erdogan’s son-in-law, said Turkish authori-
ties had been planning a major purge of
the military and other institutions to
remove Gulen-linked elements ahead of
the coup attempt. He suggested parts of
the armed forces had wanted to act against
the government as they knew they were
about to be expelled.

“They were going to take really impor-
tant steps to remove Gulenist officers and
generals from the armed forces. We were
already working on this,” said Albayrak, who

was with Erdogan on the coup night.
Turkey yesterday issued arrest warrants for
47 former staff of the once pro-Gulen
Zaman newspaper suspected of links to the
reclusive cleric. An official who declined to
be named said the swoop covered “execu-
tives and some staff including columnists”,
describing Zaman as the “flagship media
organization” of the Gulen-led movement.
In March, Zaman and its English-language
sister newspaper Today’s Zaman were tak-
en over by state-appointed administrators
and it has since taken a strongly pro-gov-
ernment line. 

Several former staff are believed to have
since left Turkey. The official insisted the
warrants were not related to what individ-
ual columnists had previously said or writ-
ten. But “prominent employees of Zaman
are likely to have intimate knowledge of
the Gulen network and as such could bene-
fit the investigation”, the official explained.
Earlier in the week, Turkey issued another
42 arrest warrants for journalists which
London-based rights group Amnesty
International described as a “draconian
clampdown on freedom of expression”.
Sixteen of those 42 have so far been
detained, according to state-run news
agency Anadolu.

New military shake-up 
A large-scale shake-up of the Turkish

armed forces is expected to be announced
when the country ’s Supreme Military
Council meets today. With 143 generals and
more than 3,000 soldiers arrested on suspi-
cion of coup links, there are gaping holes in
the command structure which will have to
be filled. Tens of thousands of Turkish civil-
ians have also lost their jobs since July 15.
Erdogan is set to visit Russia on August 9 to
repair ties harmed by the downing of a
Russian warplane by Turkish jets last year, in
an apparent shift in diplomatic strategy.
“We will see more developed relations and
that is what needs to take place,” Yildirim
said of ties with Russia. The EU meanwhile
appointed a new ambassador to Turkey and
repeated warnings that Ankara must
respect democracy and human rights for
ties to prosper. — AFP 

Turkey PM warns that post
coup crackdown not over

DAHRIYA, Palestinian Territories:
When a Palestinian doctor stopped
to help a family of Israelis targeted
in a West Bank shooting, it was
hailed as a rare moment of com-
passion in a bitter conflict. Ten
months of violence between
Israelis and Palestinians have deep-
ened suspicions between the two
sides, with doctors and medics say-
ing they come under greater scruti-
ny at times of increased tensions.
Some Israeli and Palestinian medics
say they have been attacked while
working, but all insist that politics
is far from their minds when they
respond to a medical emergency.

Ali Shroukh, who lives in the
town of Dahriya in the Israeli-occu-
pied West Bank, said he did not
think twice when he rushed to assist
the Israeli shooting victims, and
rejected the label “hero”. Shroukh
was on his way to Al-Aqsa mosque
in Jerusalem to pray on July 1 when

shots were fired at a car carrying a
family of Israeli settlers south of the
flashpoint West Bank city of Hebron,
causing a crash that killed the
father. He said he stopped to help
even though he knew from the car’s
number plate that the passengers
could be Israeli settlers. “I am not a
hero,” Shroukh told AFP. “I followed
my religion, my conscience and my
profession. It is a humanitarian mis-
sion to stop and help.”

Stark example 
He said doctors “make an oath

to help an enemy before a friend”.
Shroukh said he has received mes-
sages of congratulations from
around the world, including from
Palestinian and Israeli doctors,
praising him for putting politics
aside. But keeping politics out of
the medical profession, like most
things in the Israeli-Palestinian con-
flict, is near impossible. Medics

Palestinian medics caught 
in the turmoil of conflict

DAHRIYA, Palestinian Territories : Palestinian doctor, Ali Shroukh,
walks down the stairs at his private clinic on July 11, 2016 in the
southern West Bank village . — AFP 

have been accused of bias and of
abandoning wounded people from
the other side. One stark example
of this is in Jerusalem.

The Israeli government does not
formally draw a distinction
between predominantly Jewish
west Jerusalem and Palestinian-
dominated east Jerusalem, which
Israel occupied in 1967 and later
annexed. But the Israeli medical
service Magen David Adom (MDA)
says it will only enter parts of east
Jerusalem with a police escort for
security reasons-which can lead to
delays of more than 30 minutes in
people receiving vital treatment,
some medics say. In their absence,
the Palestinian Red Crescent (PRCS)
tries to fill the gap, while MDA first
responders who live in east
Jerusalem or volunteers from the
United Hatzalah group also rush to
the scene, often on motorbikes, to
provide first aid until ambulances
arrive. Palestinian Ramzi Batesh,
who works for United Hatzalah, said
the rescue group established an east
Jerusalem branch of the originally
Jewish organization because the
time gap was leading to lives lost.

Medics threatened 
Responders in east Jerusalem

are all  Palestinians, except for
Jewish volunteer Josh Wander. He
said he has had stones thrown at
him as he raced to provide care
while wearing his yarmulke skull
cap, but that those in need are

rarely concerned about his religion.
“I have never faced hostility from
the people calling me,” Wander
said. “I have only found apprecia-
tion from the people in need. (But) I
have had issues in the past going
into certain neighborhoods and
coming out of certain neighbor-
hoods.”

Violence since last October has
killed 217 Palestinians and 34
Israelis, with Israeli authorities say-
ing that most of the Palestinians
killed were carrying out knife, gun
or car-ramming attacks. Palestinian
medics say they are regularly pre-
vented from reaching wounded
people by Israeli soldiers, and AFP
journalists have witnessed soldiers
threatening medics. A video that
circulated last year showed Israeli
forces firing pepper spray at PRCS
medics during a dispute amid
clashes in the West Bank. Last year,
an Israeli woman claimed that PRCS
medics refused to treat members of
her family after an attack near a set-
tlement in the West Bank in which
her husband and son died.

A fine line 
The Israeli government accused

PRCS of failing to remain neutral,
with wide Israeli media coverage
condemning the medics. However
an internal probe by the
International Committee of the Red
Cross later rejected the claim that
its Palestinian affiliate refused to
treat Jewish victims. — AFP
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MOSCOW: The Kremlin yesterday denied
Moscow was interfering in the US election cam-
paign after President Barack Obama refused to
rule out that Russia could be trying to sway the
vote in favor of Donald Trump. Hillary Clinton’s
campaign has blamed Russia for an embarrass-
ing leak of emails from the Democratic National
Committee, propelling the Kremlin to the heart
of American political debate as tensions
between Moscow and Washington linger
months before the US presidential elections.

“President Putin has repeatedly said that
Russia has never interfered and does not inter-
fere in internal affairs, especially in the electoral
processes of other countries,” Kremlin
spokesman Dmitry Peskov told reporters. The
Kremlin spokesman had earlier dismissed as
“absurd” claims that Russia was involved in the
hacking of emails that were released by
WikiLeaks. “Moscow has carefully avoided any
actions, any words that could be interpreted as
direct or indirect influence on the electoral
process,” Peskov said. “If you talk about some
suspicions regarding our country, then you need
at the very least to be precise and concrete,”
Peskov added.

Russian political analysts say that the Kremlin
has always preferred to work with Republican
politicians but play down Russia’s actual influ-
ence on the vote’s outcome. “The Kremlin has
traditionally considered that a Republican
administration is more convenient because it is
more pragmatic,” independent analyst Nikolai
Petrov told AFP. “It does not strive to interfere in
internal affairs, in the fight for human rights. In
this sense it is easier to negotiate with the
Republicans.” Petrov added that Moscow’s ability
to influence the US election campaign was limit-
ed, however, saying it was “not a situation in
which Russia could play an active role.” In an
interview with NBC News set to air Wednesday,
Obama said that “anything was possible” follow-
ing suggestions that Russia could have been
behind the hack. Obama told NBC he could not
speak about the precise motive for the hack or
subsequent leak but was aware of Trump’s posi-
tive comments about the Russian leadership.
“What we do know is that the Russians hack our
systems. Not just government systems, but pri-
vate systems,” Obama said. 

Working with Clinton 
Trump has made no secret of his admiration

for President Putin, leading some to suggest the
Kremlin strongman was working to help propel
the real estate billionaire into the White House.
In December last year, Putin praised Trump as “a
very striking man, unquestionably talented”. “It’s
not up to us to judge his virtues, that is up to US
voters, but he is the absolute leader of the presi-
dential race,” Putin said. Trump responded by
hailing Putin as a “strong leader, a powerful
leader”. Trump wrote on Twitter Wednesday that
Putin had called him a “genius”. 

Although the Kremlin has more experience
working with Clinton, who served as US
Secretary of State from 2009 to 2013 and was
US First Lady for eight years, it would find Trump
“easier to negotiate with,” according to Petrov.
Putin and Clinton have a history of directing
jabs at each other, with the Kremlin strongman
calling Clinton “weak” in a 2014 interview on

French television. He was speaking after Clinton
compared Putin’s meddling in Ukraine to
aggression by Nazi leader Adolf Hitler, drawing
scorn from the Kremlin. 

Analysts say that Trump’s calls to revamp US-
Russia relations are in the Kremlin’s interests
and have added weight to its preference for the
Republican candidate. Asked about his attitude
to Trump last month, Putin said: “Mr Trump has
said that he is ready for a full-scale revival of
Russian-American relations. What’s wrong with
that? We welcome that.

” WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange, speaking
Tuesday on CNN, refused to confirm or deny
that Russia was the source of the emails his
organization leaked. “We like to create maxi-
mum ambiguity as to who our sources are,”
Assange said. “Perhaps one day the source or
sources will step forward and that might be an
interesting moment. Some people will have egg
on their faces.” — AFP 

CARACAS: The Venezuelan government
asked electoral authorities Tuesday to
ban the opposition coalition seeking to
oust President Nicolas Maduro in a recall
vote, accusing them of massive fraud.
Ratcheting up the tension in a country
pushed to the brink of collapse by an
economic crisis, Maduro’s camp hit back
with a vengeance on the same day the
opposition was hoping to get a green
light to go ahead with its bid to hold a
recall referendum. “We have just asked
for the cancellation of the registration of
the Democratic Unity Roundtable (MUD),
for being involved in the worst vote fraud
in the country ’s history,” said Jorge
Rodriguez, Maduro’s designated aide to
monitor the recall process.

He accused the opposition of includ-
ing the names of thousands of dead peo-
ple, convicts and minors in a petition
submitted in May with 1.8 million signa-

tures requesting a recall vote. The oppo-
sition has denied such charges, accusing
the authorities of stalling. Tuesday was
the final day for the National Electoral
Council (CNE) to rule whether the oppo-
sition successfully collected at least
200,000 valid signatures, the first stage of
the long and winding recall procedures.

Near the end of the day, the CNE said
it would only meet Monday to examine
its auditors’ report on the petition. It did
not say when it would announce its rul-
ing. “The electoral authority will not
accept pressure,” it said in a statement. “It
is acting in strict compliance with the
law.” Maduro’s opponents are racing to
complete the process by January 10, the
cutoff to trigger new elections. After that
date-four years into the president’s six-
year term-a successful recall vote would
simply transfer power to Maduro’s hand-
picked vice president.

Off to farm 
Venezuela has sunk into crisis as glob-

al prices for its main export, oil, have col-
lapsed. The economy is set to contract
eight percent this year, its third year of
recession, a UN panel forecast Tuesday.
Food and medicine shortages, hyperinfla-
tion, looting, lynching and mounting
chaos are fueling growing discontent
with Maduro, who has declared a state of
emergency.

His labor ministry used emergency
powers Tuesday to issue a resolution
declaring that private companies must
send their employees to work on govern-
ment agriculture programs aimed at
curbing food shortages. Firms whose
workers are drafted into the programs
will not have to pay their wages, but will
have to cover their social security contri-
butions. No timeframe was given for the
resolution, which was described as tem-

porary. It comes after Maduro gave his
military sweeping powers over food pro-
duction and distribution earlier this
month. Maduro blames Venezuela’s crisis
on an “economic war” waged by wealthy
elites unhappy with his rule. Opponents
say the failure of his own socialist policies
is to blame.

Waiting game  
A recent poll found 64 percent of

Venezuelans would vote to remove
Maduro in a referendum. But time is not
on the opposition’s side. Even if the CNE
validates the initial recall petition, the
opposition will still have to collect anoth-
er four million signatures, or 20 percent of
the electorate, in just three days. If those
signatures are accepted, it would force a
recall referendum. To win it, Maduro’s
opponents would need more votes than
he won the election with in 2013 —

around 7.5 million. Maduro’s camp has
plenty of ways to stall. Besides seeking to
have MUD declared illegal, Maduro’s allies
have filed more than 8,000 legal chal-
lenges to the referendum drive with pros-
ecutors and the Supreme Court.

Protests loom 
Venezuela’s economic tailspin is

threatening Maduro and the leftist “revo-
lution” launched in 1999 by his late pred-
ecessor and mentor, Hugo Chavez. The
opposition’s referendum push comes
after it won legislative elections in
December, only to find its power stymied
by a Supreme Court it condemns as a
Maduro lapdog. Opposition leaders have
called nationwide demonstrations for
Wednesday to pressure the government.
But electoral authorities warned they
would halt the referendum process in the
event of violence. — AFP 

Venezuela Govt seeking ban on oppn over recall ‘fraud’

Kremlin denies interference 
in US presidential campaign 

Obama doesn’t rule out possibility 

PHILADELPHIA: A delegate wears a hat with a bubble-head doll of Democratic Presidential can-
didate Sec Hillary Clinton during the first day of the Democratic National Convention. — AP 

PHILADELPHIA: Former President Bill Clinton speaks during the second day session
of the Democratic National Convention. — AP  

PHILADELPHIA: When Hillary Clinton first
ran for president in 2008 she was badly
stung by a backhanded compliment from
rival Barack Obama, who called her “likable
enough” before going on to win the
Democratic nomination and the White
House. Eight years later, with her party’s
nomination to succeed Obama firmly in
hand, the question of her likability, trust-
worthiness and honesty still hangs over her
bid to become America’s first woman presi-
dent, this time in a Nov. 8 election against
Republican Donald Trump.

The Democratic National Convention in
Philadelphia this week is, in part, an effort
to reintroduce her to American voters, more
than half of whom view her unfavorably,
according to Reuters/Ipsos polling. The criti-
cisms have dogged her for years: She can
appear stiff in front of crowds, struggling to
show off the compassion her supporters say
she shares in private and leaving some vot-
ers with the impression she is not giving
straight answers to tough questions.
Clinton recognizes the problem, aides say.
“She knows that she has work to do to earn
people’s trust,” said Jennifer Palmieri,
Clinton’s communications director. “She also

realizes there aren’t some magic words you
can say to earn that trust overnight.”
Speaker after speaker at the convention
took the stage on Monday and Tuesday to
offer testimonials on her behalf, including
her husband, former President Bill Clinton,
who filled his prime-time speech on
Tuesday with anecdotes and private
moments shared by America’s best-known
political couple.

Gay basketball player Jason Collins told of
the support she offered when he went pub-
lic with his homosexuality; a grandmother
described how her daughter’s battle with
drug addiction inspired Clinton to address
the drug crisis. A parade of others offered
behind-the-scenes glimpses of the former
first lady, US senator and secretary of state,
describing how she drove through a blizzard
to attend a funeral, planned birthday parties
and visited survivors of the Sept 11, 2001,
attacks. Clinton’s personal image, which has
fluctuated during her 25 years in the public
eye, slumped after a divisive Democratic pri-
mary, a lingering controversy over her use of
a private email system while serving as the
top US diplomat, and repeated Republican
attacks on “crooked Hillary.” — Reuters 

PHILADELPHIA: Bernie Sanders loyalists warned
that the Democratic Party could rupture over the
nomination of Hillary Clinton after a volatile
night that saw a large group of Sanders dele-
gates and supporters exit the party’s national
convention to stage a sit-in at a nearby media
tent. They rejected Sanders’ call for unity even
after the Vermont senator took the symbolic
step of declaring Clinton the winner of the state-
by-state delegate count inside the convention in
Philadelphia.

“I suspect we are witnessing an event that
will fundamentally change American politics,”
said Cory James, 22, a college student from Flint,
Michigan, who expects the Democratic Party to
break apart over Clinton’s victory. Thousands of
activists have taken to the streets during the
convention this week to voice support for
Sanders, a liberal US senator, and his progressive
agenda. The “Bernie or bust” brigades that have
marched across the sun-warped city threatened

to disrupt Clinton’s moment as the first woman
to be nominated for president by a major US
political party.

“We all have this unrealistic dream that
democracy is alive in America,” said Debra Dilks,
of Boonville, Missouri, who spoke as a protest
broke up near Philadelphia’s City Hall. She said
she wasn’t sure she would even vote in
November. “Hillary didn’t get the nomination.
The nomination was stolen,” Dilks said.

Protests and walk-outs 
At the media tent protest, some had their

mouths taped shut, while a few others sponta-
neously sang, “This land is our land.” They said
they were holding a peaceful protest to com-
plain about being shut out by the Democratic
Party. In the streets outside, Sanders supporters
who had spent the day protesting began facing
off with police. They started scaling 8-foot walls
that blocked off the secure zone around the are-

na parking lot. Police and the Secret Service
immediately arrested four protesters, who will
be charged with entering a restricted area.

Protests continued into the night as Sanders
supporters and an anti-police brutality group
joined together. Later, another protester set an
Israeli flag on fire as people chanted, “long live
the intifada.” Others then came together for a
candlelight vigil. Earlier in the day, activists held
a midday rally at City Hall, and then made their
way down Broad Street to the convention site.
By early evening, a large crowd had formed out-
side the subway station closest to the arena. The
crowd consisted of an assortment of protesters
espousing a variety of causes, but mostly
Sanders supporters and other Clinton foes on
the left.

“I think people were hoping we could sway
the delegates and show that there really is a
movement here,” said Alexis Holmes, a school
janitor from Carbondale, Illinois, who has been
protesting in the city since Sunday. The long-
standing bitterness between Sanders’ support-
ers and Clinton’s seemed to grow worse over the
past few days after a trove of hacked emails
showed that officials at the Democratic National
Committee played favorites during the primaries
and worked to undermine Sanders’ campaign.
Sanders had urged supporters Monday to fall in
line behind Clinton for the good of the country.
But many were not swayed. Engineer Chris
Scully, of Troy, New York, said he opposes Clinton
because of her war record as US secretary of
state. He carried a “Jill Before Hill” sign Tuesday at
a demonstration at City Hall, in a nod to Green
Party candidate Jill Stein. As Scully spoke, a pass-
er-by called out: “That’s a vote for Trump!”

In a separate protest against police brutality
and racial injustice, about 500 people marched
down Broad Street to City Hall. Protest leader
Erica Mines told the crowd that it was an “anti-
police rally” and a “black and brown resistance
march” and instructed all white people to move
to the back. March participant Tiara Willis, of
Philadelphia, said she subscribes to the slogan
“I’m with her ... I guess.” She said she would not
back Trump and called Clinton, “the lesser of
two evils.” — AP 

Make Hillary likable again: 
Party seeks Clinton recast 

Sanders loyalists warn of 
split after Clinton victory

PHILADELPHIA: Former Democratic Presidential candidate, Sen Bernie Sanders, I-Vt, walks off
the stage after speaking to delegates during the first day of the Democratic National
Convention. — AP  

PHILADELPHIA: There have been millions
of words, decades of video and reams of
commentary devoted to the story of Bill
and Hillary Clinton. It’s been dissected,
defended and decried at kitchen tables and
on cable news, in tabloids and classrooms.
But on Tuesday night, as millions of voters
watched and with the political stakes as
high as they’ve ever been, the former presi-
dent tried to make sense of it all and make
the case for his wife, the newly minted
Democratic presidential nominee Hillary
Clinton. “In the spring of 1971, I met a girl,”
he began.

The former president’s tenth address to
a Democratic convention was by far his
most personal, a 42-minute tour through
wedding proposals and Halloween parties,
the deaths of parents and movie
marathons. Perhaps their worst moments -
the Monica Lewinsky scandal, impeach-
ment and legal battles that followed - were
conspicuously omitted though hinted at.
“She’ll never quit on you,” he said. “She nev-
er quit on me.”

Instead, Bill Clinton cast himself as a pas-
senger in his wife’s life, reshaping the story
of much of their decades in politics. The goal
was to make Clinton, perhaps the most
famous female politician in the world, yet a
public figure her aides claim remains
unknown, relatable to voters. He cast her as
a liberal heroine of her own story, who
fought for education reform, health care, civ-
il rights, the disabled, 9/11 first responders
and economically depressed rural areas.
“She’s the best darn change-maker I’ve ever
met in my entire life,” he said. “This woman
has never been satisfied with the status quo
on anything. She always wants to move the
ball forward. That is just who she is.”

Glass ceiling 
He dismissed the multiple views of his

wife, telling delegates and the nation: “One
is real, the other is made up.” He never once
mentioned GOP nominee Donald Trump by
name, dismissing Republican attacks on
Clinton as “made up” and a “cartoon alter-

native.” Rather, Bill Clinton focused nearly
exclusively on his wife’s achievements and
how she’d influenced him. “I have lived a
long full blessed life. It really took off when
I met and fell in love with that girl in the
spring of 1971,” he said. But it wasn’t only
Clinton who broke a glass ceiling on
Tuesday when she became the first female
nominee of a major party. Should she win
on Election Day, her husband will step into
a singular role in American history: first
gentleman.

The potential new title is perhaps the
strangest twist in a political career known
for its second acts. After health scares and
political missteps, the Comeback Kid, as he
was known in his first presidential race,
could come back to Washington one last
time. In 2012, he acted as a powerful val-
idator for President Barack Obama, electri-
fying the room as the party’s “explainer-in-
chief.”

Nearly 70, Bill Clinton is a bit frailer, a
touch shakier, though aides and friends say
his famous memory remains sharp. Some
say his administration’s legacy has been
repudiated by his own party, which shifted
left during Obama’s time in office. “God
bless him, Bill even looks old now,” said
Republican strategist Alex Castellanos. “He’s
not the once and future king, he’s the once
and past king.” But no one doubts that Bill
Clinton still wants to be at the center of the
action. While aides have said he will not get
a Cabinet post or a seat in the Situation
Room should his wife win, Clinton has
made clear that her closest adviser will
remain involved with her administration,
saying he’d likely have a role in managing
the nation’s economy.

They remain a “two for one” package, as
Bill Clinton famously said during his first
presidential race. But on Tuesday night, he
hinted, just barely, that Clinton perhaps is
finally getting her part of the deal. “I mar-
ried my best friend,” he said. “And I really
hoped that she choosing me and rejecting
my own advice to pursue her own career
was a decision she’d never regret.” — AP 

Bill Clinton tells a love story 
to make his case for Hillary



SYDNEY: Vatican finance chief George
Pell is being investigated by Australian
police over child sexual abuse allega-
tions, a report by the national broadcast-
er said yesterday, as the leading Catholic
cleric denounced the claims as “totally
untrue”.

The new allegations against Pell
being probed by police in Victoria state
span two decades, the Australian
Broadcasting Corporation reported. They
came just months after the cardinal
admitted he “mucked up” in dealing with
pedophile priests in the state.

When he was the Catholic Archbishop
of Sydney in 2002 Pell was accused of
historic sex abuse claims but was later
cleared of any wrongdoing. The ABC said

it had obtained eight police statements
from complainants, witnesses and family
members helping the police investiga-
tion. But the 75-year-old strongly denied
the allegations in a statement to the
ABC, saying “claims that he has sexually
abused anyone, in any place, at any time
in his life are totally untrue and com-
pletely wrong”.

A Victoria police spokeswoman told
AFP they would not be making any com-
ment. Victoria police Chief Commissioner
Graham Ashton said in June police were
looking into allegations against Pell. The
allegations include claims from two men,
now in their 40s, who said they were
groped by Pell in summer 1978-79 at
Eureka pool in Ballarat, where the cleric

had grown up and worked. They also
include allegations that Pell was naked in
front of three young boys believed to be
aged eight to 10 in a Torquay surf club
changing room in summer 1986-87.

Widespread allegations 
The national Royal Commission into

Institutional Responses to Child Sexual
Abuse in Australia was established in
2012 after a decade of growing pressure
to investigate widespread allegations of
pedophilia. The police investigation into
Pell-which the ABC said has lasted more
than a year and involves allegations from
Ballarat, Torquay and Melbourne-is part
of a wider probe into complaints that
emerge from the royal commission.

The commission has spoken to almost
5,000 survivors and heard harrowing
allegations of child abuse involving
places of worship, orphanages, commu-
nity groups and schools. Pell previously
told the commission he was not aware of
offences that had occurred in Victoria,
where pedophile priests abused dozens
of children in the 1970s and 1980s. He
has also denied allegations raised during
the commission that he tried to bribe a
victim of the now-jailed pedophile priest
Gerald Ridsdale-with whom he once
shared church accommodation-to keep
him quiet.

While consistently denying any
wrongdoing, the high-flyer has admitted
he “should have done more” to follow up

on claims of abuse by other clergy. Pell
was ordained in Rome in 1966 before
returning to Australia in 1971 and rising
to become the nation’s top Catholic offi-
cial. He left for the Vatican in 2014 after
being hand-picked by Pope Francis to
make the church’s finances more trans-
parent. Francis has approved the cre-
ation of an internal church tribunal to
punish bishops who cover up sex abuse
by priests, but networks of abuse sur-
vivors are sceptical that much will
change. Other countries where alleged
or confirmed cases of sexual abuse have
come to light include Austria, Belgium,
Canada, Germany, Ireland, Mexico, the
Netherlands, Poland and the United
States. — AFP 

Top pope aide probed for Australia child sex abuse 
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AFINSA: This file photo taken on May 12, 2006 shows member of the police standing
guard outside the offices of Afinsa, one of two companies accused of selling overval-
ued and fake stamps to 350,000 small investors in a gigantic pyramid scheme, 12
May 2006. — AFP 

MADRID: Spain’s top criminal court said
yesterday it had sentenced 11 former exec-
utives of stamp firm Afinsa to up to 12
years in jail for their role in a vast scam that
ruined thousands of savers. The Madrid-
based Audiencia Nacional also ordered six
of the accused to pay 2.57 billion Euros
($2.8 billion) in compensation for the losses
incurred by investors-including former
Afinsa president Juan Antonio Cano, who
was sentenced to 12 years and ten months
in prison.

The court said the scam, which saw
Afinsa sell low quality and sometimes fake
stamps for highly inflated prices to more
than 190,000 people in Spain and Portugal
from 1998 to 2006, was “one of the biggest
frauds our courts ever experienced.” The
company promised to buy back people’s
stamps after these supposedly rose in val-
ue, which would see their clients recoup
their initial investment plus interest, the
court said. But given that the reportedly

rare stamps were actually of little value in
the collectors market, initial investors were
only paid thanks to the cashflow received
by other newer customers, in a classic Ponzi
scheme.

By 2006 when authorities started inves-
tigating the scam, Afinsa had accumulated
2.57 billion Euros in liabilities. According to
the court, the investors were largely mid-
dle-class people, “who in many cases lost
the savings they were keeping for retire-
ment or for crisis situations.” In one case
reported by the El Pais daily in May 2006,
nearly half of the 2,300 inhabitants of the
village of Dosbarrios, a farming community
in the heart of the country, lost their sav-
ings. Apart from Cano, who was found
guilty of aggravated fraud and criminal
insolvency, the other former executives
received prison sentences ranging from
two years and three months to 11 years.
They were also ordered to pay fines total-
ing more than 72 million Euros. — AFP 

Eleven jailed in one of 
Spain’s biggest frauds

WARSAW: Outside the Polish prime minis-
ter ’s office, on an elegant tree-lined
avenue, a makeshift village of government
opponents has sprung up to condemn the
reforms to the country’s top court, changes
they see as a “violation of democracy”. For
nearly 150 days, dozens of members of the
Committee for the Defence of Democracy
(KOD) have camped out here in tents with
improvised kitchenettes and colorful ban-
ners, taking turns manning the fort to keep
the sit-in going.  Their source of discontent
lies in the reforms of the Constitutional
Court that the conservative Law and Justice
(PiS) party pushed through soon after
sweeping to power late last year.

The changes to the top court’s decision-
making rules, which according to the
opposition were intended to paralyze the
institution, have notably alarmed the
European Union and triggered several
demonstrations across the country.  The
KOD activists have been occupying the
three tents along a 100-meter stretch of the
avenue outside Warsaw’s large Lazienski
Park since March. They set up the makeshift
village in response to the government’s
refusal to publish a March 9 judgment by
the Constitutional Court that would strike
down the changes.

‘Democracy is being violated’ 
“The government refuses to publish the

rulings of the constitutional court.  And yet
that’s its job,” said Mateusz Kijowski, who
founded the KOD civic movement to
oppose what critics see as an attempt by
the PiS to marginalize the court.
“Democracy is being violated. Only global
public awareness will help us,” he told AFP. 

Their sit-in is peaceful.  Volunteers
engage passersby in discussion, distribute
pamphlets, gather petition signatures.
“We’re firmly against any kind of aggressive
rebellion. We’re protesting with smiles,” said
KOD activist Slawomir Milowy.  “We cherish
the freedom we won 26 years ago too
much to have it taken away from us now,”
he told AFP, referring to the events of 1989,
when the freedom-fighting Solidarity trade
union negotiated a peaceful end to com-
munism in Poland. Passersby have
responded every which way to the sit-in:

Car honks, victory signs, selfies-even swear
words. “One time, these Spaniards called
out: ‘We’re with you, we wish we could do
the same at home,’” recalls Jerzy Gogol,
who is one of the collective’s coordinators
and proudly wears his “I love KOD” badge.
Milowy said nearby residents have even
been dropping off food for them.  “One
woman brings excellent soup every day,”
said Aleksandra Juziuk, a 71-year-old pen-
sioner who came down from northern
Poland to join the protest.  She is proud of
belonging to KOD, which she calls the
country’s “second social movement after
Solidarity”-which she also joined a quarter
century ago. Juziuk may be able to spend
12 straight hours at the village, but others,
like lawyer Jerzy, have work commitments
to factor in. Still, he tries to come help out
for at least three hours a day.

Giant calendar 
The volunteers have at their disposal

piles of provisions stashed inside the tents
like an Aladdin’s cave: water bottles, coffee,
tea, sweets, newspapers, gadgets.
Concerned about their visibility, the volun-
teers feed the KOD social media accounts
with a steady flow of updates. Every day
they post a photo of the giant calendar
showing how many days have passed since
the March 9 judgment.  

Kijowski said the makeshift village has
authorization from Warsaw mayor Hanna
Gronkiewicz-Waltz, who belongs to the lib-
eral Civil Platform (PO) opposition. But a
couple of police officers still make daily
rounds to check that all the papers are in
order, for which Juziuk is grateful: “We
thank the police for carrying out controls.
They keep us safe.”

Just a couple of meters away is the tent
of another group, Citizens of Poland, which
KOD considers “more radical” because of
some of their tactics, like protesting before
parliament when it is forbidden.  “We’re ordi-
nary citizens. We distinguish ourselves from
KOD but we still support their actions,”
member Tadeusz Jakrzewski told AFP.  “Here,
there’s no hierarchy, we all have the same
position.” Their tent is more bare boned,
equipped only with essentials like water
bottles, cots and warm clothes. — AFP

BERLIN: The online magazine of the Islamic
State group has described how a 27-year-old
Syrian asylum-seeker who blew himself up at a
bar in the southern German town of Ansbach
spent months planning the attack, once even
hiding his home-made bomb in his room
moments before a police raid. The weekly Al-
Nabaa magazine’s report, published late
Tuesday, added that Mohammad Daleel had
fought both in Iraq and Syria with a branch of
al-Qaida and the IS group before arriving in
Germany as an asylum-seeker two years ago.

Daleel died and 15 people were wounded
when the bomb exploded in a wine bar Sunday
night after he wasn’t allowed entry to a nearby
open-air concert because he didn’t have a tick-
et. The Ansbach attack was the last one of four
attacks in the country in the span of a week,
two of which have been claimed by the Islamic
State extremist group. The attacks have left
Germany on edge and Chancellor Angela
Merkel’s policies of welcoming refugees under
renewed criticism.

Background checks 
Conservative lawmakers have called for an

increased police presence, better surveillance
and background checks of migrants and new
strategies to deport criminal asylum seekers
more easi ly.  Al  Nabaa’s  Arabic-language
report on the attacker said he initially fought
against government forces with Al-Qaida’s
branch in Syria before pledging alliance to IS
in 2013. He also helped the group with its
propaganda effor ts,  sett ing up pro - IS
accounts online. In Germany he started mak-
ing the bomb, a process that took him three
months, Al Nabaa wrote.

It added that German police once raided his
asylum shelter in an unrelated case and
searched Daleel’s room without noticing the
bomb that he hid moments before the raid. The
IS group earlier claimed the Ansbach attack,
publishing a video it said of Daleel pledging
allegiance to the group and vowing that
Germany’s people “won’t be able to sleep
peacefully anymore.” It appears to be the same
video as the one found by German investiga-
tors on the suicide bomber’s phone. Daleel
unsuccessfully applied for asylum in Germany
and was awaiting deportation, German author-
ities said.

The unprecedented bloodshed in Germany
began July 18, when a 17-year-old from
Afghanistan wielding an ax attacked people on
a train near Wuerzburg, wounding five people
before he was shot to death by police. The
Islamic State group claimed responsibility. The
deadliest attack came Friday night in Munich.
The German-born, 18-year-old son of Iranian
refugees went on a shooting spree and killed
nine people. The youth had obsessively
researched mass shootings, and authorities said
the attack does not appear to be linked to
Islamic extremists.

On Sunday, a 21-year-old Syrian used a
machete to kill a 45-year-old Polish woman in
the southern city of Reutlingen. Authorities said
assailant and victim knew each other from
working in the same restaurant, and the inci-
dent was not related to terrorism. Despite the
fact that not all the cases were terror-related,
they have caused concerns about the govern-
ment’s migration policy that saw more than 1
million people enter Germany last year.

‘Halt to Muslim immigration’ 
A senior figure in the nationalist Alternative

for Germany party, which has no seats in the
national parliament but saw its popularity surge
after last year’s migrant influx, suggested yester-
day that there should be “a halt to immigration
for Muslims to Germany” until all asylum-seek-
ers currently in the country have been regis-
tered, checked and had their applications
processed. “For security reasons, we can no
longer afford to allow yet more Muslims to
immigrate to Germany without control,”
Alexander Gauland, a deputy party leader, said
in a statement. “There are terrorists among the
Muslims who immigrated illegally and their
number is rising constantly.”

The Interior Ministry rejected the notion that
Germany is still seeing uncontrolled migration.
Spokesman Johannes Dimroth said that “for
some time” all new arrivals have been registered
and checked against security databases. “As for
the concrete question of whether you can act
differently according specifically to a person’s
religion, as I understand it that simply would be
incompatible with our understanding of free-
dom of religion,” he said.

German train operator Deutsche Bahn said
yesterday that following the attacks it would
invest heavily in increased security and hire
hundreds of security staff to control trains and
train stations across the country. The city of
Munich said it is re-evaluating its security con-
cept for the annual Oktoberfest and is consider-
ing banning all backpacks from the popular
beer fest. — AP 

IS magazine describes 
bomber preparations 

ANSBACH: Refugees from Syria stand near the site of the attack and hold up a sign reading ‘we
are Muslims and not terrorists’. — AP

KRAKOW: Pope Francis heads to Poland yester-
day for an international Catholic youth festival to
preach charity and openness to migrants, a mis-
sion made tougher by a jihadist murder of a
priest in France. The Argentine pontiff is flying in
to meet youngsters from across the world at a
week-long faith extravaganza dubbed “the
Catholic Woodstock”, but is expected to tackle
Poland’s rightwing government over refugee
rights before he joins the festivities.

The brutal killing of an elderly priest during
mass in France on Tuesday, in an attack claimed
by the Islamic State group, cast a shadow over
the gathering of the hundreds of thousands of
pilgrims gathered in Krakow and increased con-
cerns over security. A string of recent terror
attacks targeting civilians in Europe appears to
have dampened turnout however. Around
200,000 pilgrims attended the opening mass on
Tuesday, security sources told AFP, while organis-
ers had originally expected around half a million. 

The assassination of the French priest has also
complicated Francis’ desire to champion
migrants and emboldening Polish Prime Minister
Beata Szydlo and her rightwing government
who have refused to take in refugees for security
reasons. In an apparent swipe at the anti-
migrant US Republican presidential candidate
Donald Trump, Francis also sent a video message
yesterday to Hispanic faithful in Brownsville,
Texas, on the Mexican border. “Always look to the
future, don’t let anyone throw up walls in your
lives,” he said.  

Francis, 79, will meet Polish President Andrzej
Duda in Krakow’s Wawel Castle, before retiring
for a closed door question-and-answer session
with the country ’s bishops. The pope, who
voiced “pain and horror” at the “barbaric killing”
of the priest, is likely to slam religious violence
and the persecution of Christians while warning
Europe not to succumb to xenophobia. Poland is
on high security alert, deploying over 40,000
personnel for the visit. Authorities also charged
an Iraqi man Monday with possessing trace
amounts of explosive material. True to character,
Francis is refusing to bow to security concerns,
and will take to the road in his open-top pope-
mobile for some stages of his trip.

‘All mourning’ 
“World Youth Day is a great celebration and

we hope the attack in France will not ruin it,” said

Marcin Przeciszewski,  head of Catholic
Information Agency KAI, as groups of faithful
gathered Tuesday to pray for the fallen French
priest. One 20-year old French pilgrim, who gave
her name as Elisabeth, said: “I think we are all
mourning to some extent, it’s inevitable. “This
has to be the WYD (World Youth Day) of hope”. A
group of French pilgrims gathered in Krakow for
prayer on Tuesday night.

“The best answer to violence is love, peace
and prayer,” said one of the young pilgrims,
Pierre Darme, as some of his friends prayed with
their eyes closed. The pope will likely have to
work overtime to win hearts and minds in the
homeland of Polish pope John Paul II. The charis-
matic saint, hailed for his role in toppling
Communism, sponsored conservative Catholic
movements-a legacy which sits uncomfortably
with the Argentine pontiff ’s attempts to nur-
ture a more flexible, compassionate Church.
“Polish Catholics probably aren’t going to be
welcoming the pope they really want, but giv-
en their current social and political situation,
they may be getting exactly the one they
need,” Vatican expert John Allen wrote on the
Cruxnow.com website.

‘Testing time’ 
As Europe struggles to cope with the biggest

wave of asylum-seekers since World War II,
Francis has repeatedly called for the protection
of the downtrodden and persecuted, seeking to
set an example by sheltering Syrian Muslim fami-
lies in Rome. But Poland has refused to take part
in an EU deal to share the burden of migrants
arriving in Italy and Greece by boat. “Francis is
expected to face a testing time,” wrote
Christopher Lamb in Catholic weekly newspaper
The Tablet.

Many of Poland’s bishops are “at odds with
the direction of his papacy,” particularly Francis’
push to open church doors to traditional “sin-
ners” such as single mothers and divorced peo-
ple who have remarried. The off-the-record
meeting with church leaders will give the pontiff
a chance to call on dissident bishops to reconsid-
er their attitudes. At the heart of the visit will be
a meeting with Holocaust survivors at the former
Nazi death camp Auschwitz, where Francis will
pray for the camp’s 1.1 million mostly Jewish vic-
tims, before the five-day trip winds up with the
customary papal vigil and mass. — AFP 

Pope heads to festival under 
the shadow of church attack

KRAKOW: A group of folk dancers rehearse prior to the arrival of Pope Francis at the military
airport. — AP 

Poles stage sit-in 
against reforms



NEW DELH: Two Muslim women have
been beaten up at a railway station in
central India on suspicion of carrying
beef, an offence in many parts of the
Hindu-majority country, police said
yesterday. The meat the women were
carrying has since turned out to be
buffalo, but police in Madhya Pradesh
state  sa id  they  were  attacked on
Tuesday at a busy station, apparently

after a group of vigilantes raised sus-
picions.

Video footage broadcast on local tel-
evision channels showed a group of
women slapping, kicking and punching
the two as a large crowd gathered. The
two women were subsequently arrest-
ed on suspicion of carrying beef.  Tests
found it was actually buffalo, and they
now face the lesser charge of carrying

commercial quantities of meat without
a license. Cows are revered by Hindus
and slaughtering them is illegal in most
Indian states.

Several states also bar the sale and
possession of beef, and there has been
a recent upsurge in attacks by vigi-
lantes from the Hindu right on people
suspected of killing cows. 

“We had prior information and had

deputed force to arrest them but unfor-
tunately some people attacked them,”
said Manoj Sharma, district police chief
of  Mandsaur where the incident
occurred.

None of the people who attacked
the two women had been arrested for
the assault, Sharma said. It comes days
after a group of low-caste Hindu men
were beaten by vigilantes in the west-

ern state of Gujarat on suspicion of
killing a cow-a charge they denied. The
men said they were taking the dead
cow to be skinned-a task commonly
given to low-caste villagers in India,
where the animals roam freely. 

Opposition parties raised the latest
attack in parliament yesterday and
demanded the government act against
vigilante groups. — AFP

2 Indian Muslim women beaten for carrying beef

DHAKA: Bangladesh yesterday launched a
hunt for the survivor of a police raid on an
extremist hideout which killed nine suspect-
ed Islamists who claimed to belong to the
Islamic State group. Investigators hope the
escaped extremist and another man who was
arrested during a major gunfight in Dhaka
Tuesday will shed light on the group’s pro-
claimed ties with the IS. “We’ve alerted all
checkpoints in the capital in a bid to arrest
him (the escapee),” deputy commissioner of
Dhaka Metropolitan Police, Masud Ahmed,
told AFP.

Officers believe the nine slain extremists
were part of the same group that killed 22
people during an attack on an upscale Dhaka
cafe on July 1 — an attack claimed by IS.
Police said they recovered IS’s black flag and
robes from the Dhaka hideout, but main-
tained the extremists are actually members
of the domestic Islamist group Jamayetul
Mujahideen Bangladesh (JMB). “We’re con-
ducting an investigation. Hasan has claimed
that they were IS members,” a senior security
official told AFP, referring to a 25-year-old
arrested in the raid who is being treated in
hospital. “We suspect he is one of the leading
members of the group.”  

Investigators are also trying to retrieve
information from a laptop and several mobile
phones recovered in the raid. IS has claimed
responsibility for dozens of murders of reli-
gious minority members and foreigners in
Bangladesh in recent months. Bangladesh
authorities, however, have steadfastly main-
tained that the IS has no presence in the
world’s third-largest Muslim majority nation.
They blame homegrown groups such as JMB.
Following the Dhaka cafe attack, IS released
photos of five gunmen posing with the
group’s flag. They also published gruesome
images of the carnage before commandos
ended the siege. — AFP
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NEW DELHI: India has been plagued with often
deadly political disputes for decades: A decades-
old confrontation between protesters and armed
forces in Kashmir has claimed tens of thousands
of lives. A festering conflict with Maoist rebels
cuts a wide swath across many of the country’s
states. A host of insurgencies fuel violence in the
northeast.

Many of these conflicts date back to India’s
independence in 1947 from British colonial rule,
when maps were drawn without adequate con-
sideration given to the schisms it would create
between ethnic groups. Many other disputes
stem from centuries of discrimination and
exploitation that still have not been addressed or
resolved. These long-simmering conflicts could
have an impact on how quickly India, the world’s
fastest-growing economy, succeeds in its aim of
becoming a leading global power. A look at three
major conflicts:

MAOISTS
India’s Maoist conflict began as an armed

struggle in the late 1960s, when poor peasants in
the village of Naxalbari in West Bengal state
demanded land rights. The uprising was crushed,
but the conflict spread across vast tracts of central
and southern India. Rebels inspired by Chinese
revolutionary leader Mao Zedong have been
fighting ever since, staging hit-and-run attacks
against Indian authorities. They demand a greater
share of wealth from the area’s natural resources
and more jobs for farmers and the poor.

Just last week, at least 10 Indian paramilitary
soldiers were killed in an ambush by Maoist
rebels in dense forests in the eastern Indian state
of Bihar. The government’s response was to send
more troops, but the rebels had fled deep into
their forest hideouts. Since the 1980s, Maoist
rebels have recruited thousands of poor villagers
and indigenous tribespeople, training them in the
use of arms and explosives to target government
officials, security forces and state installations.
Over the past decade, the rebels have acquired
smuggled Chinese-made shoulder rocket launch-
ers, and explosives and mines that they have used
to deadly effect.

The government has called them India’s great-
est internal security threat. Thousands have died
on both sides, but little has changed in the strug-
gle. Many Indians have grown weary of the con-
flict. Politicians debate whether a military opera-
tion to flush the rebels out of their jungle hide-
outs is preferable to offering better economic
opportunities to assuage the rebel fury.

NORTHEAST INSURGENCIES
In India’s remote northeast, government

forces battle dozens of ethnic insurgent groups
who push a welter of demands ranging from
independent homelands to maximum autonomy
within India.  More than 21,000 people have
been killed in insurgency-related violence in
northeast India, according to the South Asia
Terrorism Portal.

The most prominent of those conflicts, that of

the Naga people, has been on the boil since the
mid-1950s. Naga leaders Isak Chishi Swu and
Thuingaleng Muivah signed a truce with New
Delhi in 1997 and been engaged in peace talks
ever since. Swu died earlier this month, but
Muivah said the peace talks would carry on.
“Things are on track and we are expecting to
reach an acceptable solution to the long-stand-
ing Naga issue soon,” Muivah said recently.
Several other insurgencies in the northeastern
states of Mizoram, Manipur, Tripura and Assam
- al l  of  which share borders with either
Myanmar or Bangladesh - are keeping Indian
security forces on a near-constant counterin-
surgency mode.

The government has cease-fire agreements
with more than 40 insurgent groups in the region,
and over the years it has signed peace agree-
ments with six. Those deals gave ethnic groups
more autonomy, but India has rejected their
demands for separate homelands. This resulted in
the splintering of several insurgent groups, with
some factions carrying on with hit-and-run guer-

rilla strikes. Neighboring Bhutan and Bangladesh
are cooperating with Indian authorities to expel
insurgent leaders and cadres operating from their
territories. New Delhi is trying to reach a similar
agreement with Myanmar.

KASHMIR
Clashes between protesters and Indian forces

in the Indian-controlled portion of Kashmir this
summer again highlight the challenge that the
restive Himalayan region has posed for Indian
policymakers ever since it was split between India

and Pakistan shortly after the two archrivals
gained independence in 1947. New Delhi initially
grappled with largely peaceful anti-India move-
ments in its portion of Kashmir. However, political
blunders, broken promises and a crackdown
against dissent resulted in a full-blown armed
rebellion against Indian control in 1989.
Thousands of Kashmiris crossed over to Pakistani-
controlled Kashmir for arms training, returned
with guns and grenades, and joined the armed
struggle against India for a united Kashmir, either
under Pakistan rule or independent of both.

Kashmir became a battleground, with rebel
groups ratcheting up bloody attacks aimed at
Indian security forces and pro-India Kashmiri
politicians. India responded with a massive milita-
rization of Kashmir, saying it was fighting a
Pakistan-sponsored proxy war. Soldiers empow-
ered with emergency impunity laws carried out a
brutal military crackdown. 

At least 68,000 people have died in Kashmir
since 1989. Kashmir rebels suffered a major set-
back after 9/11, as the US pressured Pakistan to

rein in militants. The militancy was largely
crushed, but many Kashmiris remain opposed to
Indian rule. In recent months, demonstrations by
unarmed protesters have often led to intense
clashes between rock-throwing Kashmiri youths
and armed government soldiers. New Delhi and
Islamabad have yet to find common ground to
resolve the dispute. The churning is again produc-
ing a new generation of homegrown militants,
something which has deeply worried Indian
establishment. —- AP 

A look at the conflicts that 
plagued India for decades

Disputes stem from centuries of discrimination 

ASSAM: In this June 7, 2014 file photo, relatives mourn by the coffin containing the body of a
police officer Nityananda Goswami, who was killed in a rebel attack, as they load his body in a
vehicle during his guard of honor function in Gauhati, in the northeastern Indian state. — AP 

NEW DELHI: A 44-year-old activist who has
been on a hunger strike for nearly 16 years
to protest alleged brutality by India’s mili-
tary said Tuesday that she will end her fast
and run in state elections. Irom Sharmila
told a court in the northeastern state of
Manipur that she’ll give up her fast on Aug
9 and stand as an independent candidate
in elections early next year.

Sharmila has not eaten any food volun-
tarily since Nov 5, 2000, when she began
her protest against an Indian law that sus-
pends many human rights protections in
areas of conflict. Three days earlier, 10 civil-
ians were killed by paramilitary troops in
Malom, a small town on the outskirts of
Imphal, the Manipur state capital. Three
days after she started her hunger strike,
she was arrested on charges of attempting
suicide - a crime in India - and prison offi-
cials at a government hospital in Manipur
have since force fed her through a tube in
her nose.

“The only way to bring change is elec-
toral process. I will stand as an independ-
ent candidate from Malom constituency,”

Sharmila told reporters outside the court
on Tuesday, according to a statement from
Amnesty International. She said the single
issue on her agenda would be the removal
of the law that allows the military to act
with impunity. The Armed Forces Special
Powers Act is in effect in Indian-ruled
Kashmir and northeastern areas wracked
by separatist insurgencies. The law says
troops have the right to shoot to kill sus-
pected rebels without fear of possible pros-
ecution and to arrest suspected militants
without a warrant. It also gives police wide-
ranging powers of search and seizure.

It prohibits soldiers from being prose-
cuted for alleged rights violations unless
granted express permission from the feder-
al government. Such prosecutions are rare.
Sharmila has spent most of her detention
in the hospital, where doctors make sure
her condition is stable. She also is required
to report to a local court every 15 days. Her
long hunger strike has garnered her sup-
port from across the world, and Amnesty
International has called her a prisoner of
conscience. — AP 

MAI JA YANG: Leaders of Myanmar rebel
armies held talks in a war-hit border town
yesterday, state media reported, as they
prepare for a major peace conference with
a government desperate to end insurgen-
cies that have plagued the country.
Myanmar has been racked for half a centu-
ry by ethnic rebel wars in its resource-rich
frontier states, leaving tens of thousands
dead or displaced.

Some groups have signed ceasefires but
several other rebel armies are still fighting
the nation’s army —  including in the
northern state of Kachin, where yesterday’s
talks were held. Aung San Suu Kyi, the
democracy activist leading the country’s
first civilian government, says ending the
fighting is essential if Myanmar is to rise
from the ashes of junta rule. She wants to
restart full peace talks within weeks. This
week’s summit, held in a Kachin town rav-
aged by years of warfare, brought together
“leaders representing 17 ethnic armed
groups to search for common ground in
working toward a federal system for the
country”, state-run Global New Light of
Myanmar reported yesterday. The negotia-
tors, many sporting traditional clothing,
gathered in a hall in Mai Ja Yang, a town
ringed by displacement camps on the bor-

der with China, which also sent an envoy to
the talks. Peace is hard to secure.

Distrust in the still-powerful military
runs deep and the rebel groups themselves
are divided-with four pulling out of the Mai
Ja Yang talks at the last minute. The con-
flicts are complex and fuelled in part by the
illegal trade in drugs, timber and jade,
much of which is funneled across the bor-
der to China.  Rebels use the proceeds to
buy guns. The former military-backed gov-
ernment launched a peace dialogue but
failed to secure a nationwide ceasefire with
all groups. 

Suu Kyi has promised a greater level of
federal autonomy in a bid to secure peace,
but has yet to spell out how it would work.
It is a promise her independence hero
father also made in 1947. It was ignored
by the junta that took control several
years after his assassination and ruled over
Myanmar for almost 50 years. Suu Kyi’s
ability to wrest a peace deal or decentral-
ize the government will depend heavily
on the support of the military, which
remains a potent political and economic
force. It holds the keys to any charter
changes, runs crucial government min-
istries and dominates the economy’s most
lucrative sectors. — AFP 

IMPHAL: In this Wednesday, Aug 20, 2014 file photo, Irom Sharmila, center, walks out
of a security ward after her release in Porompal district. — AP 

Indian activist to end 
16-year hunger strike

NEW DELHI: India has signed a billion-dollar
deal with Boeing to buy four maritime surveil-
lance planes, defense and aviation sources said
yesterday, as it looks to counter China in the
Indian Ocean. The deal for four P-8I aircraft fol-
lows India’s earlier purchase of eight of the
planes from the American aerospace giant in
2009. “The deal has been signed. The delivery
dates are being worked out,” a defense ministry
source told AFP, adding that the deal was worth
more than a billion dollars.

India has already deployed its original eight
long-range P-8I aircraft to track submarine
movements in the Indian Ocean. The navy is
looking to beef up its fleet to strengthen its
capabilities against submarines and surface
ships. “India has a vast maritime border and
these planes are meant for long-range surveil-
lance,” a Boeing official told AFP, adding that a
clause in the earlier agreement provided for
New Delhi to purchase four more planes. “The

navy will likely deploy them in the Indian Ocean
and Bay of Bengal to counter Chinese influence
in the seas,” the official said.

India, the world’s number one defense
importer, is in the midst of a multi-billion dollar
upgrade of its Soviet-era military hardware. The
country has signed several big-ticket defense
deals since Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s
Bharatiya Janata Party stormed to power in
2014. Other deals have been mired in bureau-
cratic wrangles, however, notably the agree-
ment to buy 36 Rafale fighter jets from France’s
Dassault Aviation which has been pending
since 2012. 

Modi’s government has raised the limit on
foreign investment in the defense sector and
encouraged tie-ups between foreign and local
companies. Modi, a hardline Hindu nationalist,
has also called for the manufacturing of
defence equipment locally and cut down
reliance on expensive imports. — AFP 

KACHIN STATE: In this photograph taken on July 26, 2016, a Myanmar armed rebel
secures a hilltop overlooking Mai Ja Yang where Myanmar ethnic rebel leaders and
representatives are gathering for a four day summit in the town controlled by the
Kachin Independence Army. — AFP 

Myanmar rebels hold meet 
as Suu Kyi yearns for peace

Bangladesh hunts 
escaped extremist 
as IS link probed

India signs $1 billion 
deal for spy planes

KATHMANDU: At least 58 people have died in
floods and landslides triggered by heavy rains
in Nepal, the government said yesterday.
Another 20 people are missing and the Nepal
army is racing to evacuate hundreds more from
flooded villages as the waters rise. The home
ministry spokesman said 58 people were con-
firmed dead and another 20 were still unac-
counted for.

“Our teams are working continuously in
search and rescue operations, as well as to pro-
vide relief,” deputy spokesman Jhanka Nath
Dhakal told AFP. Images released by the army,

which is involved in the operation, showed vil-
lagers waiting on rooftops to be evacuated in
motorboats. 

Scores of people die every year from flood-
ing and landslides during the monsoon rains in
Nepal and neighboring India. Earlier this
month, two children were killed when a school
in the capital partially collapsed in heavy rains.
The situation is particularly desperate this year
because millions of Nepalis are still living in
tents or makeshift huts after a devastating
earthquake that killed nearly 9,000 people in
2015. — AFP 

Landslides kill 
58 ACROSS Nepal
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CILACAP: Indonesia will  be “on the
wrong side of history” if it proceeds with
a fresh round of executions this week,
rights groups warned yesterday, as
authorities confirmed 14 prisoners will
face the firing squad. A group of drug
convicts including foreigners have been
given notice of their executions and
could be put to death as early as Friday,
though authorities remain tight-lipped
about specific details.

Attorney-General Muhammad
Prasetyo said yesterday that 14 people-
including prisoners from Nigeria,
Pakistan, India and Zimbabwe-had been

put in isolation and would be executed
this week. “They still have the right to see
their family. We have also asked what
their last requests are,” Prasetyo told
reporters. Family members and embassy
officials visited the condemned prisoners
yesterday on Nusakambangan Island,
home to a high-security prison where
Indonesia conducts executions. 

Indonesia-which has some of the
toughest anti-drugs laws in the world-
executed 14 drug convicts, mostly for-
eigners, in two batches last year. Activists
intensified pressure on Indonesia’s
leader this week, urging him not to pro-

ceed with the third round of executions
since he took office in October 2014.
“Indonesian President Joko Widodo,
popularly known as ‘Jokowi’, will be put-
ting his government on the wrong side
of history if he proceeds with a fresh
round of executions,” Amnesty
International said in a statement.

“Sadly, he could preside over the
highest number of executions in the
country’s democratic era at a time when
most of the world has turned its back on
this cruel practice,” added the group’s
Southeast Asia head Josef Benedict.
Human Rights Watch urged Widodo to

call off the executions and avoid a
“potential diplomatic firestorm”, referring
to the global criticism Indonesia attract-
ed when it put to death eight drug con-
victs in April  2015, including two
Australians and a Brazilian.

Citizens from Indonesia, Nigeria,
India, South Africa, Pakistan and
Zimbabwe would be executed in this
round, said lawyers from the Jakarta-
based Community Legal Aid Institute,
who had visited some of the inmates in
prison this week. Lawyers for some of
the condemned inmates have been mak-
ing last-minute bids to save their clients

from the firing squad. A letter from
Indonesian convict Merri Utami to
Widodo asking for clemency was sent on
Tuesday. 

Activists lobbying on behalf  of
Pakistani prisoner Zulfiqar Ali said they
would also consider making a final
appeal, despite alleging their 52-year-
old client was tortured into confessing.
“We’ve seen how Indonesia’s legal sys-
tem is full of flaws. Jokowi can actually
put a moratorium on executions, he has
the right to do so,” said Al Araf, the
director of Indonesian rights group
Imparsial. — AFP 

Pressure mounts on Indonesia to call off looming executions
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HONG KONG: Hong Kong pro-democracy activists
challenged controversial new election rules in court
yesterday after candidates for an upcoming vote
were asked to sign a form saying the city is an
“inalienable” part of China. Critics have slammed the
new stipulation as political censorship and an
attempt to deter candidates in September’s parlia-
mentary elections from advocating self-determina-
tion or independence from Beijing. It comes as some
young campaigners are calling for more distance or
even a complete breakaway from the mainland as
fears grow that freedoms in the semi-autonomous
city are disappearing due to Beijing interference. 

At least 13 pro-democracy candidates have
refused to sign the declaration. Hong Kong’s High
Court said yesterday it would not make a ruling on
the challenge over the legality of the form-brought
by two pro-democracy political groups-before the
end of the nomination process Friday, as activists
had wanted. Instead the case was adjourned until
August. 

“The public should be angry...if candidates have
to be screened based on their political views,”
activist Avery Ng of the League of Social Democrats
told reporters, adding he was “disappointed” with
the delay in the court decision. Edward Leung of
Hong Kong Indigenous-a “localist” group pushing for
independence from Beijing-said everyone had the
right to stand. “This is definitely political censorship
if someone is not approved to stand in the election,”

Leung told reporters outside court. It is not yet clear
whether those candidates who have refused to sign
the form will be barred from running. 

Some have told local media their candidacy has
been confirmed despite opting out of the declara-
tion. Others have said they have been quizzed by
election officials over their stance on independence.
Leaders of several pro-independence groups have
announced they are running for the legislature in
September, as well as other pro-democracy cam-
paigners who are calling for self-determination for
Hong Kong. 

Beijing and Hong Kong officials have repeatedly
said that advocating independence goes against the
city’s mini constitution and that independence
activists could face legal consequences. Election
authorities in Hong Kong introduced the new decla-
ration form earlier this month. It sets out three con-
stitutional points, including the description of Hong
Kong as a “local administrative region” of China.
Hong Kong was returned from Britain to China in
1997 under an arrangement that guarantees civil lib-
erties unseen on the mainland. 

But concerns have grown that such freedoms are
now fading. That negative sentiment was exacerbat-
ed by the disappearance last year of five Hong Kong-
based booksellers from a firm that published gos-
sipy books about leading Chinese politicians. All
resurfaced on the mainland where they were investi-
gated over trading banned books. — AFP 

TOKYO: A Japanese man who admitted murder-
ing 19 people at a centre for the mentally dis-
abled grinned at news cameras yesterday
before being questioned about the country’s
worst killing spree in decades. Police searched
the home of the 26-year-old, who reportedly
said he wanted all disabled people to “disap-
pear”, after the knife rampage that left his vic-
tims in pools of blood, including some who
were stabbed in the neck.

With a blue jacket draped over his head,

Satoshi Uematsu was escorted out of a police
station into a waiting van before a crowd of
flashing cameras. Inside the vehicle with the
jacket removed, he smiled broadly in footage
broadcast on morning news shows. Uematsu’s
self-styled mission to rid the country of the
mentally disabled laid out earlier this year in a
long letter that came to light Tuesday-has

shocked Japan, as has the carnage at the Tsukui
Yamayuri-en centre in the city of Sagamihara
outside Tokyo.  

Questions were being asked about why he
had been allowed to leave the hospital where
he was admitted in February for mental evalua-
tion following his explicit threats. In a sign that
the care centre feared its former employee,
public broadcaster NHK-citing Kanagawa pre-
fectural officials-said the facility in April set up
16 security cameras to watch out for him after

he was discharged from the hospital. An official
at the Tsukui police station where Uematsu was
held after the attack declined to comment on
the investigation, only confirming that he was
being transported to prosecutors for question-
ing. Plainclothes police officers were seen
searching his house where yellow tape declared
it a no-entry zone. The two-storey dwelling is in

the same neighborhood as the care centre.
Local media said Uematsu has told police that
he wants to apologize to bereaved families
about the sudden loss of their loved ones,
though he still justified what he did. “I saved
those with multiple disabilities,” he told police,
according to private broadcaster TV Asahi which
cited investigative sources. Uematsu broke into
the care centre in the forested hil ls of
Sagamihara in the early hours of Tuesday. He
reportedly tied up two caregivers before stab-
bing residents using a total of five knives-leav-
ing a total of 26 people injured, 13 of them
severely.

‘Appalling’ 
He quickly turned himself in at a police sta-

tion, carrying bloodied knives and admitting to
officers: “I did it.” Uematsu reportedly also said:
“The disabled should all disappear.” Security
camera footage taken near the centre showed a
vehicle arriving there shortly before the attack
began. The driver opened the boot to remove
objects before walking toward the facility.

At around 2:50 am, shortly after an emergency
call was made to police from the centre, the
footage shows the driver dashing back to the
vehicle, carrying a large bag. Uematsu left his job
at the care home and was forcibly hospitalized in
February after telling colleagues he intended to
kill disabled people at the centre. But he was dis-
charged 12 days later when a doctor deemed he
was not a threat. He had previously delivered a
letter to the speaker of the lower house of parlia-
ment in which he threatened to kill hundreds of
disabled people, outlining a broad plan for night-
time attacks against Tsukui Yamayuri-en and
another facility. 

In the rambling letter he presented a vision of
a society in which the seriously handicapped
could be euthanized with the approval of family
members since “handicapped people only create
unhappiness”. The top-selling Yomiuri Shimbun
daily called the case “appalling” and urged a
probe of the decision to release Uematsu from
medical care. “It is a matter of great regret for soci-
ety to let such a serious stabbing incident hap-
pen,” it said in an editorial which also called for
increased security at care facilities. Japan has one
of the lowest rates of violent crime in the devel-
oped world.  The killing spree is believed to be the
nation’s worst since 1938, when a man armed
with an axe, sword and rifle went on a rampage
that left 30 people dead. — AFP 

Japan’s knife attacker 
grins before cameras

He wanted all disabled people to ‘disappear’

SAGAMIHARA: This video frame grab taken from footage supplied by Japanese broadcaster
TBS on July 27, 2016 shows murder suspect Satoshi Uematsu grinning inside a vehicle as he
departs to the prosecutor’s office from a local police station. — AFP 

SEOUL: Foreign veterans of the Korean War and their family members salute during a
commemorative ceremony marking the 63rd anniversary of the Armistice
Agreement and UN Forces Participation in the Korean War. — AP  

SEOUL: South Korea yesterday accused
rival North Korea of floating propaganda
leaflets down a river in the first such inci-
dent. South Korea’s military discovered
dozens of plastic bags, each carrying about
20 leaflets, near the estuary of Seoul’s Han
River close to the tense Korean border last
Friday, according to the South’s Defense
Ministry. Seoul is only an hour’s drive from
the border.

The leaflets contained threats to launch
missile attacks and a repeat of the North’s
long-running propaganda such as that the
North won the 1950-53 Korean War, a min-
istry official said, requesting anonymity
because of department rules. The war end-
ed with no one’s victory. An armistice that
stopped the fighting has yet to be replaced
with a peace treaty, leaving the Korean
Peninsula split along the world’s most
heavily fortified border and at a technical
state of war. Yesterday marked the 63rd
anniversary of the armistice’s signing.

North Korean recently warned of
unspecified “physical” measures in
response to a US plan to deploy an
advanced missile defense system in South
Korea by the end of next year. North Korea
last week fired three ballistic missiles into
the sea, according to Seoul defense offi-
cials. The rival Koreas resumed old-fash-

ioned, Cold War-era psychological warfare
in the wake of North Korea’s fourth nuclear
test in January.

Seoul began blasting anti-Pyongyang
propaganda broadcasts and K-pop songs
from border loudspeakers in retaliation for
the North’s atomic detonation. Pyongyang
quickly matched Seoul’s campaign with its
own border broadcasts and launches of
balloons carrying anti-South leaflets across
the border. 

The latest discovery of propaganda
leaflets marks the first time for North Korea
to use a river to send leaflets, according to
the South Korean defense official. He said
North Korea is believed to have used a river
because the direction of wind isn’t favor-
able in the summer to fly propaganda bal-
loons from north to south.

Many in South Korea believe their
broadcasts could sting in Pyongyang
because the rigidly controlled, authoritari-
an country worries that the broadcasts will
demoralize front-line troops and residents
and eventually weaken the grip of absolute
leader Kim Jong Un. Nearly 30,000 North
Koreans have fled to South Korea since the
end of the Korean War, mostly for political
and economic reasons. South Koreans
defecting to the impoverished, authoritari-
an North is highly unusual. — AP 

SEOUL: Vietnamese protesters hold their national flags, anti-China placards and a
banner that reads: “We oppose China because they escalate tensions on the waters
of the South China Sea” during a rally against China near the Chinese Embassy. — AP 

N Korea floats propaganda 
flyers in river for 1st time

MANILA: The Philippines said yesterday it
had “vigorously” lobbied Southeast Asian
nations to take a united stance critical of
Beijing’s claims to most of the South China
Sea, but insisted a diluted statement
remained a victory. After initially denying
doing so, Foreign Secretary Perfecto Yasay
said he lobbied his counterparts at a meet-
ing of the 10-member Association of
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) in Laos
this week to refer to the verdict in a state-
ment issued on Monday.

The statement avoided mentioning this
month’s ruling by a UN-backed tribunal in
The Hague that Beijing’s claims to almost all
of the strategic waterway had no legal basis,
instead calling merely for “self-restraint”.
Asked at a news conference in Manila if he
pushed for ASEAN to refer to the ruling,
Yasay said: “Yes, vigorously”. However he said
the statement was a “victory” for ASEAN, as it
referred to upholding principles of interna-
tional law.  

Legal challenge
The Philippines, under the previous

administration of Benigno Aquino, launched
the legal challenge in 2013 against China’s

claims to most of the sea. China insists it has
sovereign rights to nearly all of the sea,
including waters approaching ASEAN mem-
bers the Philippines, Vietnam, Malaysia and
Brunei. Efforts to forge a united ASEAN front
on the issue have crumbled in recent years
as China has successfully lobbied Cambodia
and Laos, which are members of the bloc
but Chinese allies. The Philippines has also
adopted a more moderate stance on China
under the new government of President
Rodrigo Duterte, who has courted closer
Chinese economic and political ties since
taking office on June 30.

Yasay initially said on Tuesday he had not
asked ASEAN members to refer to the ruling
in its end-of-meeting statement. “No. Never,
never did. Please don’t put words into my
mouth,” Yasay told reporters in Vientiane
when asked if he had called for a reference.
“The other countries are not part of our fil-
ing of the case before the arbitral tribunal so
why would we insist that it be put in the
ASEAN statement?”  Back in Manila yester-
day, Yasay denied making those comments.
“I never said those things, all right? And
please don’t put words into my mouth,” he
told reporters. — AFP

Philippines lobbied ASEAN 
on sea row verdict: Govt 

SYDNEY: A teenage boy shown
hooded and shackled in images
from a juvenile detention centre
that shocked Australia has apolo-
gized for  his  cr imes as  anger
mounted over the scandal yester-
day. The treatment of Dylan Voller
has become the focus of outrage
after graphic evidence was broad-
cast of prison guards assaulting
mostly indigenous boys in the
Nor thern Terr i tor y,  including
stripping them naked and using
tear gas.

It prompted an appalled Prime
Minister Malcolm Turnbull to order
an inquiry into the treatment of
young inmates. In one video from
last year, Voller, then 17, is shown
hooded and shackled to a mechani-
cal restraint chair and left alone for
two hours. A former guard at the
Don Dale Centre in Darwin told the
Australian Broadcasting
Corporation, whose Four Corners
programme exposed the abuse on
Monday, he had seen the boy put in
the chair at least three times.

Voller, who has been in and out
of custody since he was 11 and is
now in an adult prison, thanked the
ABC for “getting the truth out there”
in a hand-written letter released by
his lawyer yesterday. “I would just
like to thank the whole Australian
community for the support you
have showed for us boys as well as
our families,” said Voller, who has
previously been convicted of crimes
including car theft and robbery. “I
would also like to take the opportu-
nity to apologise to the community
for my wrongs and I can’t wait to
get out and make up for them.”

Northern Territory Chief Minister
Adam Giles has insisted he was not
aware of the extent of the abuse, as
calls mounted for him to resign
after comments he made in 2010
urging criminals to be put “in a big

Hooded teen speaks as Australia 
anger on juvenile abuse mounts

concrete hole” resurfaced yester-
day. The Northern Territory News
headlined its front-page “Sack the
lot of them”, while The Australian
broadsheet said in an editorial:
“Juvenile detention horror a win-
dow on our shame.”

Rights groups have called for the
royal commission to be Australia-
wide, but Turnbull ruled this out,
saying it risked becoming too cum-

bersome. “This royal commission,
which will be done in collaboration
with the Northern Territory govern-
ment, will be focused on the youth
detention centres and youth deten-
tion practices in the Northern
Territory that were the subject of
the Four Corners program,” he said
yesterday. 

The Northern Territory has one
of the highest crime rates in

Australia, with indigenous offenders
making up more than two-thirds of
the prison population. 

According to Amnesty
International, Aboriginal children
are 26 times more l ikely to be
jailed than their non-indigenous
counterparts as they struggle to
deal with poor education, high
unemployment rates, and sub-
stance abuse. — AFP 

HK activists in court
over election rules
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Meanwhile, the criminal court yesterday sentenced con-
troversial MP Abdulhameed Dashti to14 years and six
months in jail in absentia for insulting Saudi Arabia and
Bahrain and urging people to join Lebanon’s Hezbollah. The
court sentenced Dashti, who has been living in Britain for
the past four months, to 11 years and six months for insult-
ing Saudi Arabia on Twitter, calling on people to join the
Lebanese group Hezbollah and spreading false news about
alleged Saudi interference in Kuwaiti institutions. In a sec-
ond case, he was sentenced to three years in jail for insult-
ing Bahrain and the 2011 Saudi military intervention in the
Gulf nation to assist the government against protests.

Dashti, a staunch supporter of Tehran and Syrian
President Bashar Al-Assad, described the verdicts on his
Twitter account as “very strange” and “oppressive”, and
vowed that he will not back down. He did not say
whether he will come back to contest the jail terms.

According to the ruling, if Dashti returns to the country,
he will be arrested immediately to start serving the sen-
tence. He will not be able however to challenge the rul-
ings while he remains overseas.

Dashti also faces several other similar cases of mainly
insulting Saudi Arabia on Twitter or issuing statements to
the media, accusing the Saudi government and the
Wahhabi religious school, predominant in the kingdom,
of spreading terrorism in the region and the world. MPs
repeatedly debated Dashti’s controversial statements
against Saudi Arabia and demanded in a session a few
months ago to revoke his membership in the house. But
eventually, the Assembly accepted a letter from Dashti
claiming he was undergoing medical treatment in Britain.

In May last year, Dashti filed a request to question the
foreign minister over Kuwait’s participation in the Saudi-
led attack on Yemen’s Houthi rebels, but the Assembly
rejected the move, saying it was against the constitution.
Dashti was elected in the July 2013 general polls.

MPs demand Iran apology for offending...

Continued from Page 1

the Saudi-Kuwaiti submerged divided zone, which
may lead to confrontations that threaten peace and
security in this region, noted the joint document. It is
known that Saudi Arabia and Kuwait solely have exclu-
sive rights to explore and benefit from the hydrocar-
bon wealth in the Dorra field and the divided sub-
merged area.

The governments of Saudi Arabia and Kuwait express
“their deep demurral and dissatisfaction about these
repeated assaults and transgressions; and demand from

the Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran to stop
these transgressions and assaults in order to preserve
their interests,” it stressed. It also asked for negotiations
to begin with Saudi Arabia and Kuwait as one party, and
Iran as the other party, to determine the maritime
delimitation separating the waters of the divided sub-
merged area and the waters of the Iran in accordance
with the provisions of international law. Nevertheless,
both the governments of Saudi Arabia and Kuwait did
not receive any response from the government of Iran
despite their repeated call for negotiations to deter-
mine these borders, it noted. — KUNA 

Saudis, Kuwait file complaint at UN...

Continued from Page 1

Obama will also try to leverage his vast popularity
among Democrats to unify a party scarred by the bruis-
ing primary campaign between Clinton and leftist Bernie
Sanders. The four-day confab in Philadelphia - the City of
Brotherly Love - has so far been less than fraternal.

Despite entreaties from party leaders, Sanders’ sup-
porters have booed a pastor who mentioned Clinton’s
name and even jeered Sanders when he did the same.
Having fought his own bitter primary against Clinton
eight years ago, Obama could offer a conciliatory mes-
sage. But so far in the campaign, Obama’s most potent
role has been as a foil to Trump.  Early yesterday, he told
NBC that while “anything is possible” when it came to
November’s election, Trump appeared unprepared.
“What I think is scary is a president who doesn’t know
their stuff and doesn’t seem to have an interest in learn-
ing what they don’t know,” he said, referring to Trump.

Trump hit back at a press conference near Miami,
essentially inviting Russia to hack into Clinton’s email,
and deriding Obama as “the most ignorant president in
our history”. “Russia, if you’re listening, I hope you’re able
to find the 30,000 emails that are missing,” Trump said,
referring to emails Clinton sent and received while secre-
tary of state but deleted on grounds they were personal
and not work-related. The FBI concluded this month that

Clinton had been “extremely careless” in her handling of
classified material via a private email server, but did not
recommend that she face criminal charges.

Republicans see the missing emails as a smoking gun,
however. Clinton’s campaign fired back: “This has to be
the first time that a major presidential candidate has
actively encouraged a foreign power to conduct espi-
onage against his political opponent,” spokesman Jake
Sullivan said. “This has gone from being a matter of
curiosity, and a matter of politics, to being a national
security issue.”

Obama has already tried to convince voters that
Trump does not have the judgment or demeanor to be
commander-in-chief. The 44th president has contrasted
the seriousness of the task at hand - fighting the Islamic
State group, addressing high levels of gun violence, heal-
ing racial divides - with the tone of Trump’s insult-laced
populist campaign. Delegate-goers got another dose of
that message on Monday, when First Lady Michelle
Obama spoke. “I want someone with the proven strength
to persevere, someone who knows this job and takes it
seriously, someone who understands that the issues a
president faces are not black and white and cannot be
boiled down to 140 characters,” she said. While the White
House has posited a Clinton win as a third Obama term, a
Trump presidency would almost certainly undo key parts
of Obama’s legacy. — AFP 

Clinton makes history with  nomination...

QAMISHLI, Syria: A massive bomb blast claimed by the
Islamic State group killed at least 44 people and wounded
dozens yesterday in the Kurdish-majority Syrian city of
Qamishli. It was the largest and deadliest attack to hit the city
since the beginning of Syria’s conflict in March 2011. Syrian
state media gave a toll of 44 dead and 140 injured in the
bombing, which hit a western district of the city where several
local Kurdish ministries are located.

The Britain-based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights
monitor gave a toll of 48 dead, adding that children and
women were among those killed. Kurdish officials said the
attack was carried out by a suicide bomber driving an explo-
sives-laden truck, adding that the blast detonated a nearby
fuel container. An AFP journalist saw devastating scenes in the
bomb’s aftermath, with distraught civilians, some covered in
blood, staggering through rubble past twisted metal and the
burned-out remains of cars.

One man running along the streets was completely cov-
ered in blood, his shirt drenched red. He was gripping the arm
of a small boy whose face was grey and red with blood and
dust. They ran past a hysterical woman who was crying and
screaming, her clothes torn. A girl and boy stood next to her,
apparently in shock. Children could be heard screaming as
smoke rose from small fires that continued to burn amongst
the rubble. Civilians and local security forces with guns slung
across their backs worked to carry the dead and wounded
from the remains of damaged and destroyed buildings.

US Probes Civilian Casualties 
The Islamic State group claimed the attack in a statement

circulated on social media, calling it “a response to the crimes
committed by the crusader coalition aircraft” in the town of
Manbij, a bastion of the jihadist group in Syria’s Aleppo
province. Kurdish fighters have been a key force battling the
jihadists in north and northeastern Syria and are the main
component in the Syrian Democratic Forces alliance currently
seeking to oust IS from Manbij. They are backed by air strikes
launched by the US-led coalition fighting IS in Syria and Iraq.

Civilians have been caught up in the fighting and yester-
day, 800 residents fled the town for areas under SDF control,
the Observatory said. Also Wednesday, a spokesman for the
US-led coalition said it had opened a formal investigation to

determine whether its strikes near Manbij last week had killed
civilians. The Observatory reported that 56 civilians were killed
in strikes as they fled a village near Manbij on July 19, and
Colonel Chris Garver said there was sufficient credible evi-
dence of civilian victims to warrant a probe.

Qamishli is under the shared control of the Syrian regime
and Kurdish authorities, who have declared zones of
“autonomous administration” across parts of north and north-
east Syria. It has regularly been targeted in bomb attacks,
many of which have been claimed by IS. But a source in the
Kurdish Asayesh security forces told AFP that “this is the
largest explosion the city has ever seen”.

The area that was targeted houses several Kurdish admin-
istration buildings including the defense ministry and was
considered a secure zone, with multiple checkpoints and
security measures in place. “This blast is the biggest in
Qamishli in terms of both the toll and the damage since the
beginning of the war,” Observatory director Rami Abdel
Rahman said.

Hospitals Swamped 
Local officials said hospitals in the city had been swamped

with casualties from the attack. And Syrian state television car-
ried an appeal from the governor of Hasakeh province, where
Qamishli is located, urging residents to “go to public and pri-
vate hospitals to donate blood for the victims of the terrorist
bombings”. More than 280,000 people have been killed in
Syria since the war began with anti-government protests that
were met with a regime crackdown.

In Aleppo city, at least 18 people were killed in govern-
ment air strikes and artillery fire Wednesday on rebel-held
neighborhoods in the east of the city, the Observatory said.
The Syrian army, meanwhile, officially announced it had sev-
ered “all the supply routes and crossings used by terrorists to
bring mercenaries, weapons and ammunition into eastern
neighborhoods of Aleppo”. The opposition-held east has been
effectively under siege since July 7, when government forces
advanced within firing range of the sole remaining route in.
Aleppo was once the country’s economic powerhouse but it
has been ravaged by war and divided roughly between gov-
ernment control in the west and rebel control in the east since
mid-2012. —  AFP 

Massive IS bombing kills 
44 in Syrian Kurdish city

Mountains from the South African Drakensberg mountain range on the outskirts of Harrimsmith are seen cov-
ered with snow after an unusual cold front gripped the country yesterday. A cold front moving in from the west
brought snow to parts of KwaZulu-Natal and the Free State. Stormy weather across the country has caused
chaos and disaster. — AFP 

PHILADELPHIA: Former US president Bill Clinton addresses the second day of the Democratic National
Convention at the Wells Fargo Center on Tuesday. — AFP 
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Rima Jayanti has not had formal training in detec-
tive work but with her sharp eye and gut
instinct, her task is to spot Indonesian women at

Jakarta’s bustling airport in danger of being sent
abroad to a life of domestic servitude. Making her
rounds, the 23-year-old quickly points out groups of
women likely heading abroad to work as maids. “We
can tell from their appearance - sometimes with a bit
of instinct too - who are the potential victims and
where they are going,” Jayanti said.

Domestic helpers going to the Middle East tend
to wear an Islamic headscarf, be middle-aged and elu-
sive when asked about their plans, she said. Women
travelling to Hong Kong or Taiwan meanwhile usually
have short hair, wear sneakers and are younger. Some
2.3 million Indonesians are working as maids in
wealthier countries in Asia and the Middle East, risking
abuse including the non-payment of wages and physi-
cal assault.

Jayanti is part of a small team of “maid detectives”
from Jakarta-based rights group Migrant Care, track-
ing down potential victims of human trafficking, and
offering advice to others leaving of their own free will
on how to look after themselves. They have had some
small successes since they began work last year. They
rescued a woman who had been brought to the air-
port by a maid agent, only to discover she was about
to be sent to Saudi Arabia against her will.

Women often approach a maid agent to help
them secure a placement abroad and handle the
paperwork. While most work within the law, some
have been accused of trafficking women. “Some
women do not know where they are going and what
type of job they are getting into, making them vulner-
able to human trafficking,” said Migrant Care’s advoca-
cy program manager Mike Verawati.

High Demand for Indonesian Maids
Maids make up more than a third of the six mil-

lion Indonesians working abroad, attracted by promis-
es of higher salaries. Last year, migrant workers sent
home some $9.4 billion in remittances, according to
official data. But stories abound of maids being sent
abroad against their will, enduring horrific abuse and
living in slave-like conditions. A Hong Kong woman
was convicted last year of beating her Indonesian
maid, denying her food and confiscating her passport.

Jakarta last year summoned the Saudi Arabian
ambassador after two Indonesian maids were execut-
ed in the Gulf state within a week, one for killing her
allegedly abusive employer. Complaints of mistreat-
ment of Indonesians in the Middle East and the ensu-
ing diplomatic rows prompted Jakarta announced in
May 2015 to permanently ban maids from moving to
the region.  Maids already working there were allowed
to remain.

But groups like Migrant Care and the National
Advocacy Network of Domestic Workers - two of the
Indonesia’s leading organizations fighting for maids’
rights - have criticized the ban. They say it restricts
women’s rights to employment and puts them in
greater danger by driving underground an industry
which already has a dark side to it.  In March,
Indonesian police busted a human trafficking ring
which allegedly sent up to 600 Indonesians to work as
domestic helpers in the Middle East, local media
reported.

‘I Like Working in Saudi’
A Migrant Care survey found 1,020 women inter-

viewed at the airport between March 2015 and May
this year were heading abroad to work as maids, with
the majority going to the Middle East. Most travelled
on tourist or special pilgrimage visas, lured by promis-
es of salaries of at least $300 a month. Sri, who only
gave her first name and has worked in Saudi Arabia in
the past, said she was heading back in the hope of
finding employment there again. “I like working there -
my work can support my family,” the 40-year old said,
wearing a white headscarf and travelling with 16 other
women. She was spotted by the “maid detectives”. As
Sri spoke, a maid agent lurked in the background, tak-
ing photos of her talking.

Officials from the foreign ministry and the gov-
ernment‘s migrants’ protection agency, BNP2TKI, told
the Thomson Reuters Foundation they have advised
domestic helpers against travelling illegally. “Maybe
one or two are leaving illegally. — Reuters

Focus

‘Maid detectives’ 
seek to save women 
from trafficking

By Vijay Joshi

Daring to take on China in a territorial
dispute in the South China Sea, the
Philippines went to an international

tribunal for justice, and won big. But it
turned out to be a pyrrhic victory. Beijing
came back with such ferocity and manip-
ulative diplomacy that other Southeast
Asian countries that have similar disputes
with it are apparently backing down. One
by one, their positions became clear at
meetings this week of Asia-Pacific and
Southeast Asian nations, a gathering that
was supposed to unanimously call out
China for  a host  of  actions in the
resource-rich South China Sea - building
artificial islands and military airstrips,
sending warships, staging live-firing exer-
cises and shooing away fishermen from
other countries.

And so, the four-day conclave in
Vientiane, the Laotian capital,  ended
Tuesday with China’s muscles bulging more
than ever, and the vaunted unity of the 10-
member Association of Southeast Asian
Nations in disarray. “Neither China nor
ASEAN emerged from the Vientiane meet-
ings with honor,” said Ian Storey, a senior
fellow at the Institute of Southeast Asian
Studies, a Singapore-based think tank. “It’s
a sad state of affairs when expectations of
ASEAN being able to do anything to lower
tensions in the South China Sea are zero,
and instead the focus is on whether it can
get its act together.”

Philippine Foreign Secretary Perfecto
Yasay Jr sought to put a positive spin on
the developments. “Whether or not you will
say that this is a triumph of China or a tri-
umph of the Philippines, or a defeat of
China or a defeat of the Philippines, the fact
is clear,” he told reporters in Manila on
Wednesday. “This is a victory for ASEAN for
upholding the very principles of interna-
tional law and ... more importantly, pursu-
ing our negotiations in the dispute in a
peaceful manner. “Be that as it may, the

actual resolution of this dispute between
China and the Philippines is a matter
between China and the Philippines,” he
said, reflecting a position that suits China
perfectly.

Coup de Grace 
The first coup de grace China dealt was

at an ASEAN foreign ministers’ meeting,
where it successfully prevented a joint
communique from mentioning the July 12
ruling by the Hague-based arbitration pan-
el in favor of the Philippines. While the
communique did express concerns about
the tensions in the South China Sea, it did
so without naming China. A millstone
around the neck of ASEAN - Southeast
Asia’s main grouping - is that it can issue
statements only when there is consensus
among all 10 members. China leveraged
that by ensuring that Cambodia and Laos
would not provide that consensus. Both
countries receive massive aid from China,
which recently announced a $600 million
package to Cambodia.

“As an association, ASEAN loses pow-
er and relevance when it punts on the
most important regional issues,” said
John Ciorciari, a Southeast Asia expert at
the University of Michigan. “Yet ASEAN
operates by consensus, and when push
comes to shove, national interests tend
to trump regional solidarity. Aid has won
China some close friends in Southeast
Asia,  and Cambodia in particular has
been quite willing to cast vetoes on com-
munique language inimical to Chinese
interests,” he said.

China does not accept the arbitration
panel’s ruling, and says all disputes should
be settled bilaterally through negotiations.
It did not participate in the panel’s hear-
ings, and insists that almost all of the South
China Sea, which is ringed by claimants
China, Vietnam, Malaysia, Brunei,  the
Philippines and Taiwan, belongs to it histor-
ically. It also accuses outside parties - the
United States, Japan and Australia - of

needling ASEAN countries and raising ten-
sions. After ASEAN’s failure to rebuke China,
those three countries issued a joint state-
ment in Vientiane saying they strongly
oppose “any coercive unilateral actions that
could alter the status quo and increase ten-
sions”.

China lashed out at them yesterday,
with Foreign Minister Wang Yi saying in a
statement that the three countries were
“fanning the flames” of regional tension.
“Now it is the time to test whether you are
peacekeepers or troublemakers,” he said.
Diplomats who attended the Laos meet-
ings said it was interesting to see that
claimant countries appeared less enthusi-
astic than others in wanting to rebuke
China. Even the Philippines was not too
forceful in asking for strong language in
the joint ASEAN statement. It repeatedly
pointed out that the ruling by the arbitra-
tion panel was the result of its “unilateral”
lawsuit, implying that ASEAN should not
get involved.

Malaysia’s foreign minister didn’t even
show up for the meetings. At a later meet-
ing of ASEAN and Asia-Pacific nations,
Brunei took pains to praise China’s leader-
ship, according to diplomats who attend-
ed the meeting.  And on Tuesday,
Vietnam’s deputy foreign minister, Le Hoai
Trung, told AP that his country prefers
bilateral  dialogue with China,  which
Beijing wants. The Philippines is in a tight
spot because even though it went to the
tribunal and won, that was under the pre-
vious government of Benigno Aquino III.
President Rodrigo Duterte, Aquino’s suc-
cessor, has made friendly overtures to
Beijing and is leaning toward bilateral
negotiations.

But the bottom line is that the tri-
bunal’s decision, although legally binding,
is non-enforceable. The arbitration panel
didn’t take a position on who owns the
disputed territories, which include reefs
and rocky outcroppings in the vast sea. It
concluded only that many of them are

legally rocks, even if they’ve been built
into islands, and therefore do not include
the international rights to develop the sur-
rounding waters.

Concessions 
Now it is up to China to decide what

concessions it wants to make, and how
much pressure the smaller countries can
take. “At this point, it (the ruling) is not a
magic stick ... it’s not a solution to every-
thing, but rather it needs to be combined
with other measures,” said Tran Viet Thai,
deputy director of the Institute of
Strategic Studies, a Vietnamese govern-
ment think tank. 

China is showing no signs of slowing
down its efforts to exert control over the
South China Sea. State-run companies are
joining forces to offer luxury cruises in the
waters. Three companies dealing in ship-
ping, tourism and construction will con-
tribute to running as many as eight cruise
liners by June 2017 to service a region
through which an estimated $5 trillion in
global trade passes each year. They’re also
building four docks, which will be able to
handle 2 million passengers a year.

One of China’s main cellphone carri-
ers, China Telecommunications Corp, has
extended 4G service to several disputed
South China Sea islands. Its competitor
China Mobile Communications Corp
already offers similar services. Along with
creating new islands by piling sand on top
of coral reefs, China has built airstrips, har-
bors and lighthouses that is says will ben-
efit fishermen and ship owners who tran-
sit the strategic waterway. Clearly, China is
not giving up the sea - tribunal or no tri-
bunal - yet the ruling will continue to
hang over it like a dagger.  “It’s impossible
for (the ruling) to be irrelevant,” US
Secretar y of State John Kerr y told
reporters in Manila, where he made a stop
after the Laos meetings. But “we are not
trying to create a confrontation. We are
trying to create a solution,” he said.  — AP 

China emerges more muscular after ASEAN meet

By Manipadma Jena

When the Indian state of Telangana announced a
three-week window for free registration of land
that had exchanged hands via handwritten notes

on plain paper, the offer triggered more than a million
applications. All over the southern Indian state the sale of
land on notes known as “sada bainamas” has been cus-
tomary because of widespread inability to pay the regis-
tration fees, illiteracy or ignorance of the law. Around a
million farmers in Telangana lack secure title to land
bought this way, according to a 2014 survey carried out in
the state by Landesa, a U.S. based charity .

Guram Muttaya is a beneficiary of the registration
drive and one of many farmers who occupy land they have
been cultivating for 30 to 40 years on the strength of infor-
mal documents. “Registering the land will bring me gov-
ernment agriculture loans, compensation for crop dam-
ages and crop insurance too,” Muttaya told the Thomson
Reuters Foundation, holding up a torn piece of paper
bearing a signature.

The piece of paper is his only proof of ownership of a
fifth of a hectare of land he bought in Kannayapally village
27 years ago for $67 and whose market value has risen to
$3,000. Studies have shown that broadly distributed
secure land rights for farmers can help to pull families out
of poverty and boost sustainable economic development.

No Records
As many as 70-85 percent of those who own land pur-

chased on plain paper are poor farmers who rely on the
land for their livelihoods, according to a government-com-
missioned report in 2006, the latest data available. Absent
from government land records and lacking a document
proving legal title, the farmers are never recognized as
legal owners and are deprived of institutional benefits
over decades. More than a third of Telangana’s 35 million
people depend on land cultivation for their livelihood.

High labor costs, low mechanization and reliance on
rain for irrigation in more than half of cultivated land in
the semi-arid state have left many farmers struggling to
make ends meet. Meanwhile, the property sector has
boomed and the price of land - like Muttaya’s plot - has
risen steeply, prompting some descendants of those who
sold their land on plain papers to refuse to honor “sada
bainamas”. Almost a million land-related complaints have
been filed at the state’s revenue offices over the two pre-
vious years, according to the Landesa survey.

Digital Records
Since last year, in a bid to clean up its land records,

the state has been digitalizing and storing individual
records using the Telangana Land Records Management
System. E Venkatachary, a land and revenue official in
Nalgonda district, told the Thomson Reuters Foundation
the new online application process would help poor
farmers. “This time the scheme is wholly targeted at the
disadvantaged and tribal farmers,” he said. “To ensure
transparent land records for them in future and eliminate
graft that illiterate farmers may be victims of, we intro-

duced an online applications process at dedicated cus-
tomer service centres.”

Electronic applications include biometric authentica-
tion linked to the unique identification number (IUD)cre-
ated for all Indian citizens. “At each stage, as we scrutinize
applications, upload notices to be served to applicants,
and finally generate titling certificates, we can only log in
with our IUD authentication,” said Chandra Vadana, a tax
inspector in the village of Parthy.

Venkatachary said “sada bainama” transactions con-
stitute 5 to 10 percent of agricultural land in most vil-
lages. “It (sada bainama) is the backbone of the land
administrative system as it pertains to poorest of farmers
and regularizing their right is important,” Venkatachary
said. Previous offers by the government to register infor-
mal land sales had attracted far fewer applicants than the
one launched in June, with the one prior to that, in 2009,
garnering just 70,000 applications. This time an aware-
ness campaign spread the message, said Venkatachary.

Landesa produced a book about “sada bainama”
that explained the process of registration in the local
language and the scheme was publicized by the media,
he said. There are still hurdles to be overcome though
as many of the applications are likely to be found ineli-
gible, or could lead to legal disputes. Tax inspector
Vadana said in at least 20 percent of applications,
descendants of the sellers were disputing that their rel-
ative ever sold the land, alleging the signature was false
or demanding the market price for land occupied for up
to 20 years.  — Reuters 

India farmers seize land registration offer

By Beh Lih Yi



BARCELONA:  Barcelona paraded Portuguese midfielder Andre Gomes at the
Camp Nou yesterday after his 55-million-euro capture from Valencia on a five-
year deal. The 22-year-old, part of Portugal’s European Championship-winning
side, has a release clause of 100 million euros ($110 mn, £84 mn) and will cost
an initial 35 million euros, with 20 million in add-ons. Gomes, who agreed the
move last week, said he chose the Spanish champions because he felt it gave
him the best chance to progress as a player. “Every club has its
own personality. The one that suits me the best is Barcelona,”
the player said, adding that he had rebuffed other offers to
move to other clubs. Gomes made 77 appearances for
Valencia in two seasons after joining from Portuguese side
Benfica. He was also believed to be a target of Barcelona’s bitter
rivals Real Madrid. Gomes is Barcelona’s fourth summer cap-
ture, after they re-signed Denis Suarez from Villarreal and
snapped up defenders Samuel Umtiti from Lyon and
Lucas Digne from PSG. — AFP
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LONDON: England’s Football Association plans to let teams make an
additional, fourth, substitution in extra-time from the quarter-finals
onwards of next season’s FA Cup, the governing body said yesterday. The
rule change, which still requires approval from the International Football
Association Board (IFAB), the game’s global law-makers, will see teams
who have made all three changes during the regulation 90 minutes of a
quarter-final, semi-final or final tie permitted one more substitute during
the 30 minutes of extra-time. FA chief executive Martin Glenn said on
www.thefa.com: “With the Cup now adopting a straight knock-out format
from the quarter-finals onwards (there will be no replays in any matches
from the stage), the introduction of a fourth substitute in extra-time will
bring extra intrigue and interest.” The additional substitute scheme is the
latest planned change to the FA Cup, the world’s oldest senior knockout
football competition, after officials decided to banish replays from the last
eight onwards in a bid to reduce fixture congestion. — AP

Extra substitute trial set 
for FA Cup’s latter stages

Barcelona unveil new 
signing Andre Gomes

BERLIN: Striker Yussuf Poulsen has turned down the chance to play for
Denmark at the Rio Olympics to help get newly promoted RB Leipzig ready for
the Bundesliga season. The 22-year-old was selected for the Danish team to play
at the Rio Games from August 5 to 21, but the forward has opted to stay behind
to help Leipzig prepare for their first season in Germany’s top flight, which
opens on August 26. The final for the men’s Olympic football tournament takes

place on August 20 and, had Denmark progressed that far, Poulsen
would have struggled to be included when Leipzig kick off their

first Bundesliga campaign the following weekend. Having only
been created in 2009, when energy drink manufacturer Red Bull

took charge, RB Leipzig have won three promotions in the last
seven seasons to reach the Bundesliga. And Poulsen wants to
be included for their opening match against Hoffenheim on
August 28. “It wasn’t an easy decision for me, for the last few

weeks I have been thinking a lot about my goals and made
my decision after some constructive talks with those in

charge at the club,” he told German daily Bild. — AFP

Poulsen turns down Rio to 
prepare for Bundesliga

WELLINGTON: Sonny Bill Williams passes
for a superstar in this part of the world
where rugby holds a rare pre-eminence
over all other sports.

When he competes in rugby sevens at
the Olympics in Rio de Janiero next month
it’s likely his light, which shines brightly in
New Zealand, will be eclipsed by stars in
sports with a bigger international reach.

But few athletes competing in these
Olympics could claim to approach Williams’
versatility and by the end, if rugby sevens
has captured a wider audience, Williams
likely will be among its most recognized
names. When New Zealand Rugby appealed
to its high-profile players to compete in sev-
ens at Rio, Williams was one of only two All
Blacks to answer the call: the other, Liam
Messam, didn’t make the final cut.

Williams has already to his credit two
Rugby World Cup winner’s medals, has
competed at a Rugby League World Cup
and also has collected titles in Super Rugby
and Australia’s National Rugby League. He
has been, also, the New Zealand profes-
sional heavyweight boxing champion.

To demonstrate prowess in rugby’s
three formats - rugby union, rugby league
and rugby sevens - and to excel also at box-
ing, even in the face of moderate opposi-
tion, proves that Williams is an athlete of
rare scope and talent.

The magnitude of his profile and popu-
larity should have brought him a windfall in
endorsements, yet he rarely promotes any-
thing other than charitable causes. And he
has made decisions throughout his career
which have come at a cost.

As a much younger man he quit a con-
tract in Australian rugby league to play rug-
by union in France for the Toulon club,
which is famous for its lavish salaries. That
hardened the view among detractors that
he flips from one club or sport to another,
pursuing only his own interests.

But Williams, who grew up with his par-
ents and four siblings in subsidized hous-
ing in the Auckland suburb of Mount
Albert, says his career choices have never
been based on financial considerations.

“My manager in my early 20s put me
into a bad investment and I was in debt,”
Williams recently told the New Zealand
Herald newspaper. “People thought I was
living the dream in Toulon but I had to pay
$750,000 to get out of my (rugby league)
contract.”

OFFERS
Williams recently signed a three-year

deal with New Zealand Rugby in the face of

more lucrative offers, mainly to pursue his
Olympic ambitions.

He was quickly accepted into the team
by veteran coach Gordon Tietjens, who rec-
ognized him as an athlete uniquely adapt-
ed to the modern sevens game. In its infan-
cy, sevens was a game populated by sprint-
ers and, even more recently, by players who
mixed speed with size.

Williams may lack outright pace but his
strength, fitness and his ability to pass in
tackles makes him ideally adapted to New
Zealand’s current style.

From the earliest stages of his career
Williams has been pursued by many club,
and as a younger player he allowed fame to
turn his head. But he says family and his
Muslim faith have given him peace and sta-
bility. “Never in my wildest dreams would
that young fella that went to Australia (to
play rugby league) be here right now,” he
told the Herald. “I used to be a bit of a scal-
lywag. I did a lot of bad things and went off
course but Allah was with me.”

GOOD HUMOR AND PATIENCE
Williams has shrugged off that past but

remains a polarizing figure. He is as much a
sporting celebrity as New Zealand has at
the moment and he bears that responsibili-
ty, the calls for autographs and selfies, with
good humor and patience. He is known for
random acts of kindness which, if he had
his way, would go unpublicized.

But some still doubt his commitment to
rugby and even question his ability. While
he has often insisted as a clause of his con-
tract the right to continue his boxing
career, his feats in the ring haven’t won
widespread credibility.

Some think he has trifled with the All
Blacks jersey, wearing it for the first time in
2010, giving it up after the 2011 World Cup,
then returning just in time to play in the
2015 World Cup. He also once rejected
selection in the New Zealand rugby league
team only to have a change of heart and be
reinstated at the expense of another player.

Some see those decisions as signs of
capriciousness and self-interest. In fact,
they seem consequences of his talent and
desire to please: when he returned from
rugby union to rugby league in 2012 he did
so to honor a handshake agreement made
many years before. Now Williams has the
chance to display his talent on a much
wider stage. It is an opportunity made
sweeter by the fact his sister, Niall, has been
chosen for the New Zealand women’s
teams, meaning two of the four Williams
siblings will be in Rio together. — AP

LONDON: Chris Froome underlined his love of
yellow with a third Tour de France triumph on
Sunday, now the British rider has his eyes on
Olympic glory alongside the golden sands of the
Copacabana.

The 31-year-old missed out on gold at
London 2012, settling for a bronze in the time
trial, but looks almost unbeatable at present and
will be the man to overcome in the Rio road
races.  Froome’s victory in the Tour’s individual
time trial last week, a brutal 17km uphill slog,
was so dominant that he finished 21 seconds
ahead of second-placed Dutchman Tom
Dumoulin who could miss Rio after breaking his
wrist in France.  

So the 31-year-old will be clear favourite for
TT gold over two laps of Rio’s 29.8km course
boasting the 1.2km Grumari hill, at an average
gradient of seven percent, and the 2.1km Grota
Funda climb plus a high-speed section next to
the Atlantic.  “It almost feels like a TT through the
Ardennes at points,” Team Sky rider Froome, who
claimed a third Tour de France title in four years
on Sunday, said.

“It’s not a mountain TT because you have this
flat section you do twice. Ordinarily I would say a
climber should do really well but with this flat
section you need someone who can really hold
the speed up at 55kmh on the flat. I really liked it.”
The time trials will be held on Aug. 10, with the
women doing just one lap of the 29.8km circuit.

INTRIGUING SPECTACLE
Before that, though, the men’s and women’s

road races taking place on the first weekend of
the Games will provide an intriguing and unpre-
dictable spectacle set against the backdrop of
Rio’s lush landscape.

The 144-strong men’s race on Aug. 6 will tack-
le 256.5km, taking in four laps of the Grumari
loop, a tricky cobbled section, and three loops of
the ‘Canoas/Vista Circuit’ including an 8.9km
climb, a fast descent and a 20km flat to the fin-
ish.  The 67-rider women’s race, over half the dis-
tance, will see Britain’s world road champion
Lizzie Armitstead and Dutch Olympic champion
Marianne Vos likely battling for gold.  Froome,
bidding to do what no man has ever done by
winning the road race and T T at the same
Games, cannot count on his usual selfless Team
Sky support for the mass-start race that begins
and finishes in Flamengo Park.

The five-man British team, like those from
other powerhouse nations, will probably work
together to maximise medal prospects, but fel-
low Sky riders Geraint Thomas and Ian Stannard
have eyes on the podium as will Adam Yates,
who finished fourth on the Tour, and Steve
Cummings who brilliantly won stage seven.
Italian former Tour de France winner Vincenzo
Nibali, Tour runner-up Romain Bardet of France,
Spain’s Alejandro Valverde, Poland’s mountain
man Rafal  Majka,  Por tugal ’s  Rui Costa,

Belgium’s Greg Van Avermaet and Froome’s
trusty Dutch Team Sky protector Wout Poels
will all be in the mix too.

FANS’ FEAST
Australian Richie Porte is another rider to

watch and his team mate Simon Clarke, a late
call-up for the injured Simon Gerrans, said the
race could be a feast for fans.  “It’s going to be
one of the most unique one-day races we’ve
ever seen,” Clarke, who said he will ride for Porte,
forecast.  “It’s going to be chaos.”

Slovakia’s road world champion Peter Sagan
is likely to concentrate on the cross-country
event having deemed the road race profile not
favourable.

Froome though, like most of the top riders,
has already familiarised himself with the rolling
Rio course and liked what he saw. Having raced
lightly early in the year with Rio a big priority, he
has plenty left in the tank.

“The second circuit, you literally go right next
to one of the Favelas there,” he said at Sky’s train-
ing camp in Mallorca this year. “It’ll be an amaz-
ing experience.  

“I just felt if there was a one-day course I
could win, it would look something like this.”
“Having said that, it’s such a complicated thing.
You can’t rely on too much teamwork with four
team mates and that amount of climbing. It’s
every man for himself.” — Reuters

OAKLAND: Oh yeah, Kevin Durant fully
planned on putting up the initial shot for the
U.S. as he played his first game at Oracle Arena
since joining the Golden State Warriors.

Kyrie Irving promised to get the ball in his
hands to do so, too. Cheered all night long by
his basketball-crazed new fan base, Durant
knocked down a 3-pointer on the Americans’
first touch and slammed home a dunk the very
next time down the floor. Then, another pretty
one-handed jam just a few minutes after that.
He scored the first 10 points for the United
States. What a performance for Golden State’s
newest big star to help lead the US Olympic
team past China 107-57 on Tuesday night for a
third dominant victory in as many exhibition
games.

“It was amazing. The atmosphere was great,
energy was great. The fans showed me major
love, so I appreciate that,” he said. “It was good
to get out there in front of them and play well.”

Durant, who finalized his two-year contract
with the Warriors on July 8, scored all 13 of his

points during a 131/2-minute span of the first
half while playing his first game at his new
home, Oracle Arena.

He was the first American player back on
the floor after halftime to get in some more
shots, all while Warriors general manager Bob
Myers stood close by along the sideline.

Booed in Los Angeles a couple days back,
Durant received a far friendlier reception in
the Bay Area he will  now call home. He
emerged for pregame warmups to huge roars.
He departed the court before the game to a
swarm of autograph hounds hanging over the
railings in the tunnel - and kindly obliged. One
person held a sign that read, “KD is not a
Villain.” “Certainly you wouldn’t want to be
introduced after KD in line,” said coach Mike
Krzyzewski, noting Durant’s big defensive
strides. “The crowd, the welcoming for Kevin
was fantastic. I know he appreciated it very
much.” Durant received a rousing standing
ovation when introduced along with Warriors
All-Stars Draymond Green and Klay

Thompson. Also cheered was former Golden
State forward Harrison Barnes, part of this past
season’s runner-up team that squandered a 3-
1 series lead to the Cleveland Cavaliers to miss
out on a repeat title.

SUPPORT
The sellout crowd went nuts again when

Durant checked back into the game at the
2:32 mark of the third quarter. “I didn’t lose
sleep over today. I just wanted to be myself. ... I
knew I was going to pull the first shot since
like yesterday. Luckily it went in,” he said. “I’m
not going to lie, it felt a little weird for these
fans to be cheering me on like that obviously
being somewhere for so long and then mak-
ing a change.”

Krzyzewski’s latest star-studded roster sure
looks untouchable just more than a week
before the Rio Games begin. DeMarcus
Cousins had 21 points and 11 rebounds,
Carmelo Anthony scored 20 points and
Thompson added 15 points with four 3-point-

ers and five assists.
Chants of “M-V-P! M-V-P!” greeted Durant in

the building where Stephen Curry has won the
past two NBA MVPs, becoming this first unani-
mous winner last season.

Curry - who opted out of playing for the
Americans in their Rio Olympic run - had a
courtside seat to watch with his wife, Ayesha.
He put on a little shooting show after the
game. Durant took a moment to chat with
Curry. Warriors assistant coach and former
member of the Thunder staff Ron Adams was
an early arrival to watch Durant’s warmup
routine. At his introductory news conference,
Durant joked, “Ron Adams was the only rea-
son I came.” 

“Being one of the best players in the world,
he’s easy to play with,” Krzyzewski said. Before
joining Golden State, Durant and the
Oklahoma City Thunder blew a 3-1 lead to the
Warriors in the Western Conference finals. He
is ready to chase a championship with Curry
and Co. Green, joined on the court by Durant

and Thompson, took the microphone before
tipoff to thank the fans. “We appreciate the
support,” he said. “We look forward to going
on to Rio and winning the gold.”

It will be the second straight Olympics the
Americans have three teammates on the ros-
ter.  Durant, James Harden and Russell
Westbrook represented the US four years ago
at the London Games.

The next stop for Krzyzewski’s team will be
in Chicago to face Venezuela on Friday night at
United Center before wrapping up its pre-
Olympic tour against Nigeria on Monday in
Houston. He wants the Americans to tone
down a little bit of the flash that he considered
his players having too much fun.

China, which lost to the Americans 106-57
on Sunday, and the US also meet in their
Olympic opener Aug. 6. A moment of silence
was held for former Warriors great Nate
Thurmond, a Hall of Famer who died earlier
this month at age 74 after a short bout with
leukemia. — AP

Durant shines in first game at new home arena

Sonny Bill Williams targets 
Olympic gold for N Zealand

LONDON: In this Oct. 24, 2015 file photo, New Zealand’s Sonny Bill Williams runs with
the ball during the Rugby World Cup semifinal match between New Zealand and South
Africa at Twickenham Stadium in London. Williams passes for a superstar in this part of
the world where rugby holds a rare pre-eminence over all other sports. — AP

From yellow to gold, 
Froome eyes road to glory

Chris Froome
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SPRINGFIELD: Jason Day has opted for
rest over practice before defending his
world number one status and his first
major title when the 98th PGA
Championship tees off Thursday at
Baltusrol.  The 28-year-old Australian
skipped practice Tuesday over the par-70,
7,428-yard layout and opted for another
rest day after spending Monday with his
family, posting an Instagram photo from a
video game center.  Day, who hosted a
champions dinner Tuesday night at the
course, intends to play a full first practice
round Wednesday at Baltusrol before play-
ing the first two rounds alongside four-
time major winner Rory McIlroy and five-
time major champion Phil Mickelson.

American Dustin Johnson, who won his
first major at last month’s US Open, would
overtake Day for the top ranking spot if he
wins and the Aussie finishes worse than a
two-way share of second-or if Johnson is a
solo runner-up and Day is 29th or worse.

Fellow first-time major winners Danny
Willett of England from the Masters and
Sweden’s Henrik Stenson from the British
Open will play alongside Johnson on
Thursday and Friday. A field of 156 players,
including 72 players from 24 nations out-
side of the United States, will compete for

a $1.8 million (1.63 million euros) top prize
from a $10 million purse.

TOUGH START
Day will be playing his fourth event in

five weeks and third in a row. But after
withdrawing from the Rio Olympics over
Zika virus concerns he will have a month
off before the US PGA Tour’s season-ending
playoffs opener.  “It has been very difficult
to plan my practice schedule around tour-
nament schedule, because when I’m done, I
take a few days off and I’m tired, and you’ve
got to try and somehow manage that,” Day
said last week at the Canadian Open.

“The biggest thing is being able to pre-
pare properly for the events, give yourself
the best opportunity to win, and then try
and do your best. That’s all you can ask.”

Two inches of rain fell Monday night at
the course and more is in the forecast on
Friday.  “The key this week is going to be on
ball striking and staying patient because it’s
a pretty tough start, and then just kind of
hanging on,” Willett said. “Put it in the fair-
ways and in the middle of the greens. Give
yourself as many birdie chances as possible.”
Long-hitters like their chances this week,
especially with the only par-5 holes the 649-
yard 17th and 554-yard 18th. “If I can hit my

driver halfway decent, I’ll have a better
advantage over some of the guys, at least
half the field,” said two-time Masters winner
Bubba Watson. “You have got to drive the
ball well,” said McIlroy. “It’s a long golf

course for a par 70 and the two par-5s
coming at the end of the course. You’ve
got to drive the ball in the fairway and
pretty long as well.  “You’re going to see a
lot of guys hit a lot of greens. I think lag

putting is going to be a big thing. If you
have good speed on the greens, that’s
going to be a big help.“Everything’s is
straight out in front of you. There’s no real
hidden secrets to it.”

STENSON LIKES HIS CHANCES 
McIlroy, Tiger Woods and Padraig

Harrington have won the British Open and
PGA crowns in the same year in the past
decade. Before then it had been done only
twice in 81 years. But Stenson likes his
chances.  “If it behaves like it normally
does, I think that can put me in good posi-
tion,” Stenson said. “It should play into my
strengths, which is mid- to long-irons. So I
think it’s a good course for me.”

And he opted to delay playing the back
nine until Wednesday, saying, “I wanted to
walk the course but I decided to conserve
energy and not get out there any longer.”

Mickelson, a 46-year-old US left-hander
who won the 2005 PGA at Baltusrol, could
become the fourth-oldest major champion
in history by capturing the Wanamaker
Trophy on Sunday after settling for second
to Stenson at the British Open two weeks
ago at Royal Troon. “It will be important to
drive the ball well, and I actually am looking
forward to that challenge,” he said. — AFP

US high school federation calls for pitch limits in 2017

SPRINGFIELD: Jason Day of Australia hits a shot during a practice round prior to
the 2016 PGA Championship at Baltusrol Golf Club yesterday in Springfield,
New Jersey. — AFP

SPRINGFIELD: Third-ranked Jordan Spieth has simpli-
fied his game to try and ease a season of frustrations
and recapture the form for the PGA Championship
that brought him two 2015 major titles.

Spieth, who turns 23 on Wednesday, squan-
dered a five-shot lead on the back nine at
Augusta National last April and let a Masters title
slip through his fingers, literally putting the
green jacket on England’s Danny Willett.  He won
in May at Colonial and shared third at the WGC
event in Akron, but missed the cut at the Players
Championship, settled for a share of 37th at the
US Open and 30th at the British Open-inconsis-
tent efforts he hopes to put behind him this
week at Baltusrol in the year’s final major.  “I
don’t think that I am a better player this year
than I was last year,” Spieth said. “I think I’m the
same player, that I’ve just been getting a bit too
frustrated on the golf course, at times.

“But recently, I’ve quickened my step. I’ve got-
ten back to kind of the ‘gunslinger,’ the way that I
grew up playing, which is just step up and hit it.
I went from over-dissecting shots to really feel-
ing like less is more.” 

Spieth now has his eyes set on a career Grand
Slam and he still lacks a Wanamaker Trophy from
the PGA in his hardware collection.  “This would
be a fantastic time to grab a third leg, still
young,” Spieth said. “Golf is a game where you
smack it, go up to the next one and smack it
again and you count it up at the end. Simplifying
things has really been the trend recently. It has
really helped me. I’m actually trending very
much in the right direction right now.”

If Spieth wins on Sunday, he would be the
youngest PGA Championship winner since Tom
Creavy in 1931 at 20 years and seven months.
The only younger was Gene Sarazen, who was
almost two months younger when he won in
1922.  “I was pretty satisfied for quite a while and
then you tee it up in the next major and then all
of the sudden you have a chance to make histo-
ry,” Spieth said. “That fuels you. Any major cham-
pionship fuels you.”

OUTSIDE NOISE OUTSIDE
Spieth’s eight titles before turning 23, one

more than achieved by Tiger Woods, have
helped him achieve some of his goals for this

season. A win Sunday would add to that.
“I set my own expectations so high. So have I

met them this year? Not yet,” Spieth said. “I still
can. I’ve improved from categories from last year
I wanted to improve and other categories have
diminished slightly.  “I’m hitting the ball further
this year, which is really nice. I have more confi-
dence in my mid- to long-iron play than I did last

year. Short game has gone down just a bit. I’m
working hard on it.

“Fortunately, having gone now through it, if I
have to go through that kind of crescendo to
maybe just a little bit of a valley, I feel like I’ve
matured quite a bit this year as a person and
player in trying to stay focused on my own goals
and keep outside noise outside.” — AFP

WELLINGTON: World number one Lydia Ko
grew up thinking the Olympics were an impossi-
ble dream, so she won’t let anything-even the
Zika virus threat-stop her chasing glory in Rio.
Golf is returning to the Olympics after a 112-year
absence and the 19-year-old New Zealander
believes she can take in three Games before giv-
ing up, and who knows maybe turning to a new
career in cooking.  “I never thought of golf
returning to the Olympics, especially since it was
last played in 1904, it’s just incredible,” she told
AFP.  “I feel so privileged to have the opportuni-
ty. If you end up getting a medal that’s great, but
just to say ‘I’m an Olympian’, that’s something to
be proud of your whole life.”

While concerns over the Zika virus have
prompted a host of male golfers-including the
world’s top four Jason Day, Jordan Spieth, Dustin
Johnson and Rory McIlroy —  to skip Rio, Ko said
she would not follow.  “I’m more excited about
the Olympics, about the ceremony, about just
being part of the Olympic vibe than worrying
about the Zika virus,” she said.  “There are so
many experts that are taking care of all that...
we’ve just got to trust them.”

Ko is the strong favourite for the women’s
golf gold medal at the landmark Games.

‘ONE OF A KIND’ 
Such has been her dominance — 14 LPGA

titles including two majors since turning pro in
late 2013 — that it’s easy to forget the Korean-
born Kiwi is still a teenager. Ko has torn up the
record books in becoming the youngest player
to win a professional tournament, youngest
world number one, youngest major winner and
the fastest to claim 10 LPGA Tour titles.

Her coach David Leadbetter, who has worked
with legends such as Nick Faldo and Ernie Els,
describes her as a “savant” and “Tiger-esque”,
referring to Tiger Woods, in her ability to read
the game.

“She’s just destined to be one of the greats,”
he told Radio New Zealand in April after her sec-

ond major win at the ANA Inspiration in
California.  Pundits have been impressed with
Ko’s temperament as much as her ability with
the clubs, hailing a composure under pressure
that belies her tender years.  Ko credits the sta-
bility and work ethic instilled by her parents,
who moved from Seoul to Auckland when she
was six. Her interest in golf started at five, when
an aunt gave her a putter and a seven iron. 

Within two years she was competing at the
New Zealand Women’s Amateur tournament.
Five years later she won the event, then at 14
became the world’s top-ranked amateur.

Her family, mindful of the burn-out rate
among golf prodigies, resisted calls for her to
turn professional immediately. Instead, she con-
tinued her school studies and practised for up to
50 hours a week.  She also kept winning, claim-
ing four professional tournaments as an ama-
teur, meaning she was unable to collect more

than US $2.0 million in prize money.
The steady approach paid dividends, with

Ko’s career earnings exceeding US$7 million
since she turned pro in late 2013. Despite her
stellar career, Ko insists “I’m just a normal
teenager” who enjoys watching action movies
and posting on social media.  A self-confessed
“food-holic”, she misses New Zealand chocolate
on tour and says she is looking forward to trying
Brazilian cuisine in Rio.  Her meticulous career
plan initially involved retiring at 30 to become a
psychologist, but Ko said her love of food may
now dominate when she hangs up the clubs.
“I’m still planning to retire at 30 but not sure
about becoming a psychologist. I do have an
interest in cooking these days, so I’m still think-
ing,” she said. “Since I’ve got 12 more years to go,
it would be an honour to participate in three
Olympics-I’ll try my best to retain my level to
Olympic standard.” — AFP

Frustrated Spieth back to 
basics in PGA title bid

Jordan Spieth 

Golf star Ko hungers 
for Rio Games success

Lydia Ko

SPRINGFIELD: Bubba Watson watches his tee shot on the 15th hole during a practice
round for the PGA Championship golf tournament at Baltusrol Golf Club in
Springfield, N.J., yesterday. — AP 

SPRINGFIELD: The Olympics has thrown
another wrinkle into the golf schedule, this
one affecting the American team for the
Ryder Cup. The PGA Championship typically
is the final event to earn one of the eight
automatic qualifying spots, and then Davis
Love III would have four captain’s picks lead-
ing up to the Ryder Cup matches that start
Sept. 30 at Hazeltine.

Because the PGA has been moved to the
end of July ahead of the Olympics, qualifying
for the Americans won’t end until Aug. 28 after
The Barclays. Love is looking beyond standings
because of the Olympics. For example, Rickie
Fowler has slipped to No. 10 in the standings.
He is going to Rio de Janeiro, taking him out of
at least two tournaments ( Travelers
Championship and John Deere Classic) that
others behind him in the standings might not
play. Bubba Watson (No. 7 in the standings) is
playing next week at the Travelers
Championship as the defending champion.
However, Matt Kuchar (No. 8) and Patrick Reed
(No. 11) will be in Rio for the Olympics.

“I think the assistant captains and I are
going to be challenged, because we have so
many factors like the Olympics that we
haven’t really dealt with before,” Love said.
“Rickie just told me he’s going to be down
there for 11 days. You have to factor in that
there’s two weeks he could have played here.”

It’s more than just the Olympics. Brooks
Koepka was at No. 3 until an ankle injury
knocked him out of a lucrative World Golf
Championship and the British Open, where
money counts double toward the Ryder Cup
standings. Koepka now is at No. 9, and his
ankle is not at full strength. Daniel Berger,
who won in Memphis a week before the U.S.
Open, withdrew from the WGC event at
Firestone and The Open with a shoulder
injury. He is at No. 16.

Love said he is keeping an “unofficial
points list” in his head among those who are
playing well, but either don’t have enough
tournaments because of injury (Jim Furyk, for
example) or might be missing events because
of the Olympics. “We know who is playing
well and who is not playing well,” Love said.
“And we know who our team wants as their
teammates or their partners. We have a
longer list maybe than you would think.”

Love could get a little more clarity this
week, anyway. The PGA Championship also is
worth double points. 

NO SMOKING
A week into making good on a bet, the

caddie of Henrik Stenson was starting to
struggle. Gareth Lord had a friend in Florida
who told him he should quit smoking, and
the conversation led to a bet: If Stenson wins
a major, Lord stops smoking.

And then Stenson won the British Open,
closing with a 63 for a three-shot victory at
Royal Troon. Stenson could tell his caddie was
struggling when Lord jokingly told him on
more than one occasion, “I wish Phil had shot
59.” Tuesday morning on the range as the sto-
ry was going around, someone did some
quick math and realized Lord should be on
his ninth day of no smoking, not seventh day.

“I had so much to drink, the first two days
didn’t count,” Lord replied.

LONG DRIVE
Rory McIlroy thought he had his first victo-

ry of the week before the PGA Championship

even started. For the third straight year, the
PGA of America staged its “Long Drive
Championship,” this time on the first hole at
Baltusrol. Jordan Spieth was the early leader
at 314 yards, but that was before McIlroy
hammered one 345 yards.

“I hit one out there pretty good this morn-
ing,” McIlroy said Tuesday. “Not going to lie to
you,  I’ve been checking the board since to
see if anyone’s got up close to me. I saw Gary
Woodland on the putting green just as he
was going out, and I said, ‘That’s one of the
guys I’m worried about.’ I thought he could
maybe get it out there by me. But thankfully,
he missed the fairway.

“I don’t know if I’m still on top, but I hope
so by the end of the day.” By the end of his
news conference, he received the bad news -
Byeong Hun An ripped one 347 yards, and
that was the winner.

An received a gold money clip, while
McIlroy had to settle for the silver and Nicolas
Colsaerts (341 yards) received a bronze clip.

RUN OF THE LINKS
The Irish Open is moving to July next year,

making it three straight weeks of links golf
through the British Open. The European Tour
said Tuesday that the Irish Open will be
played at Portstewart Golf Club on July 6-9.
That’s the week before the Scottish Open at
Dundonald Links on the Ayrshire coast, fol-
lowed by The Open at Royal Birkdale.

It will be the first time Portstewart, which
dates to 1894, hosts a European Tour event.

“To get that date right before the Scottish
is huge,” said Rory McIlroy, the tournament
host. “To play a round of links golf leading
into the Open, hopefully we can attract some
marquee names to come over and play. With
it being at the start of July, hopefully - fingers
crossed - we can get some decent weather.”

DINNER PRANK
The late Sam Snead was famous for being

tight with his money, as former PGA champi-
on Bobby Nichols once discovered. The PGA
Championship has been hosting a champions
dinner since 1965, and Nichols was the first
host as the defending champion. Nichols
wanted to know who was picking up the tab,
and he was told it would be taken care of by
the PGA of America. And that allows Nichols
to play a prank. “At the end of the meal, I said
that we needed to collect from each champi-
on beginning in 1942 to help pay the tab,”
Nichols told the PGA’s website. “Before I could
say the year, Sam Snead ...  was headed for
the door. We had to all call Sam back, letting
him know that we were just teasing.” Snead
won the first of his three PGAs in 1942. 

DIVOTS
Bubba Watson was home long enough

between majors to open a candy store in
Pensacola, Florida. It’s called “Bubba’s Sweet
Spot,” offering up fudge, ice cream and a vari-
ety of candy. “Who doesn’t like candy and
fudge and ice cream?” Watson said. “So I’m
spending the most money in there.” ... Bill
Calfee, president of the Web.com Tour the
past 10 years, has decided to retire after this
year. Calfee played on the PGA Tour from
1976-85 and has worked at the tour in various
roles since 1991. ... Jhonattan Vegas at the
RBC Canadian Open became the second play-
er this year to make birdie on the final three
holes and win. — AP

Olympics present problem in 
US qualifying for Ryder Cup
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MIAMI: The first ever Caribbean Premier
League games in Florida could be the
launchpad for the United States to have
its own T20 cricket franchise, organisers
of the tournament said.

The six games being held at
Lauderhill  in South Florida from
Thursday to Sunday are the first time
that the CPL has branched out from its
island bases to the United States.

The games will  be played at the
Central Broward Regional Park, which
has the only purpose built cricket stadi-
um in the United States and which held
the first full international matches on
American soil, two Twenty20 games
between New Zealand and Sri Lanka in
2010. Lauderhill is an area with a large
population of people of Jamaican her-

itage while South Florida itself has com-
munities from across the cricket-loving
Caribbean region.

“There are lots of hoops you have to
jump through but if you look at the way
America embraces its sport, having a
local franchise here makes a lot of sense,”
CPL’s chief operating officer Pete Russell
said. “It ties you into the local communi-
ty and makes it a lot more relevant.  That
would make a lot of sense. There is no
issue with putting it into our schedule.
But its one step at a time we have to see
how these games go, but so far,  so
good,” he said. Some prospective
investors in the league have already
shown interest in a US franchise, said
Russell. “A lot of potential owners have
talked to us about it (but) we are mindful

of the politics involved here and also in
terms of cricket generally. We wouldn’t
be so presumptuous as to say ‘We are
having a franchise here’ - there are a lot
of things you have to consider before
you do that. We have had preliminary
conversations but no more than saying
‘Wouldn’t it be a good idea in the future’,”
he added.

INTERNATIONAL DISPUTE 
The CPL features franchises from

Jamaica, Barbados, Guyana, Trinidad and
Tobago, St.Lucia and St.Kitts and Nevis
and includes international players as
well as those drawn from the T20 World
Cup winning West Indies team.

The progress of cricket in the US has
been hampered by administrative prob-

lems with the USA Cricket Association
(USACA) having been suspended by the
International Cricket Council (ICC) in
December. The ICC is currently running
affairs in the US directly. There have
been previous attempts to popularise
the sport through games involving
retired international stars, playing at
baseball venues, but Russell believes the
demographics mean there is no real
need to convert Americans to the sport.

“As well as the Caribbean diaspora,
you have the Asian population here who
are cricket-starved,” he added. While no
plans for the future have been announced
it is unlikely that this week’s games, featur-
ing all six franchises, will be the last time
that the CPL features at Lauderhill. “We
have invested well over a million dollars in

coming to Florida. The stadium is great
but to bring it up to international stan-
dard with the screens, the lights and the
hospitality areas, we have had to invest,”
said CPL chief executive Damien
O’Donohoe. “We are bringing that
Caribbean flavour and feel and it is going
to be a very special atmosphere come
Saturday and Sunday,” he added.

Lauderhill mayor Richard Kaplan said he
is delighted that the games are likely to be
well attended with a large contingent of
fans travelling down from New York as well
as from across the Sunshine State. “I do see
the possibility of a franchise, I do see the
possibility of numerous long-term relation-
ships in the development of the sport. But
we need to resolve the issues around sanc-
tioning of the games,” he said. — AFP

Caribbean Premier League eyes US ahead of T20 games

PALLEKELE: Australia’s batsman Steve O’ Keefe plays a shot as Sri Lanka’s Kusal Mendis dives to catch the ball during day two of the first test
cricket match between Sri Lanka and Australia in Pallekele, Sri Lanka, yesterday. — AP

PALLEKELE: Australia took command yester-
day of a low-scoring Test against Sri Lanka,
building up an 86-run first innings lead before
dismissing opener Kulsan Perera with the last
ball of a rain-affected day in Pallekele.

Despite the heroics of Lakshan Sandakan,
who took four wickets on debut, the hosts
were staring down the barrel at stumps on
the second day of the opening Test after rain
again forced an early end to proceedings.
Perera fell for just four when he was lbw to
paceman Mitchell Starc, leaving Sri Lanka
wobbling on six for one-still 80 runs short of
having to make the visitors bat again.

Australia had earlier been bowled out for
203 in reply to Sri Lanka’s first innings total of
117, with the rookie Sandakan and the veter-
an Rangana Herath both taking four wickets
apiece. Adam Voges top-scored for the
Australians with 47, meaning no player from
either side managed to score a half-century in
the first innings.  And with the turning pitch
showing few signs of respite, the Australians’
first innings lead could well prove decisive as
they try to cement their position as Test crick-
et’s number one side. The 38-year-old Herath,
who has hinted that he may soon retire from
Test cricket, was the pick of the bowlers and
unlucky not to record another five-wicket haul.

He dismissed both overnight batsmen-
skipper Steve Smith and Usman Khawaja-in
successive overs and had a third wicket in the
morning session when wicketkeeper Peter
Nevill was caught at mid-on.  After lunch
wicketkeeper Perera dropped a chance off
Josh Hazlewood, denying Herath what would
have been his 24th five-wicket haul.  Australia
scored at less than two runs per over off
Herath as his 25 overs went for only 49.

DEBUTANT’S DELIGHT 
While Herath was providing captain

Angelo Mathews with options both for attack
and containment, Sandakan ran through the
lower order to finish with impressive figures
of four for 58. His first wicket was that of the
all-rounder Mitchell Marsh who added 60 for
the fifth wicket with Voges before being
bowled for 31.  “I bowled a googly to the oth-
er batsman, Voges, and when he got beaten, I
thought that I will do the same thing and
Marsh fell into the trap. It was a good feeling,”
a delighted Sandakan told reporters.  “He is a
guy who can play the anchor role. It’s a big
wicket, dismissing him is special.”

Seamer Nuwan Pradeep finished with two
wickets, including that of the resolute Voges
who was brilliantly caught by Kusal Mendis at
gully after facing 115 deliveries and hitting
three fours. Voges expressed frustration that
the Australians had failed to put together any
big partnerships. He said he would have felt
more comfortable had they managed to
stretch the lead into three figures on a tricky
pitch.  “We felt if we had one or two good

partnerships... and got a 100-plus run lead
and then we’re feeling we are driving the
game,” Voges told reporters.  “A little bit of
missed opportunity there... we know in these
conditions you need to get bigger scores and
big partnerships.” The match has so far been

badly hit by rain, with afternoon downpours
in what is Sri Lanka’s rainy season forcing the
umpires to call a premature end to play at tea
on both days. The second Test will be held in
Galle from August 4-8 and the third in
Colombo from August 13-17. — AFP

Aussies build up 
lead over S Lankans

Sri Lanka 1st innings 117 (D de Silva 24, K
Perera 20; Josh Hazlewood 3-21, 
Nathan Lyon 3-12)

Australia 1st innings (overnight 66 for two)
J. Burns b Herath 3
D. Warner b Pradeep 0
U. Khawaja lbw b Herath 26
S. Smith st Chandimal b Herath 30
A. Voges c Mendis b Pradeep 47 
M. Marsh b Sandakan 31
P. Nevill c Perera b Herath 2
S O’Keefe c Mendis b Sandakan 23 
M. Starc c Perera b Sandakan 11
N. Lyon lbw b Sandakan 17
J. Hazlewood not out 2
Extras: (b 4, lb 7) 10
Total: (all out, 79.2 overs) 203

Fall of wickets: 1-3 (Warner), 2-7 (Burns), 3-69
(Smith), 4-70 (Khawaja), 
5-130 (Marsh), 6-137 (Nevill), 7-160 (Voges), 8-179
(Starc), 9-190 (O’Keefe)
Bowling: Pradeep 16-6-36-2, Herath 25-8-49-4,
Dilruwan Perera 14-1-43-0, 
Sandakan 21.2-3-58-4, Mathews 3-1-6-0

Sri Lanka 2nd innings
K. Perera lbw b Starc 4
K. Silva not out 2
Extras: 0
Total: (1 wicket, 2.2 overs) 6
Fall of wicket: 1-6 (Perera)
Bowling: Starc 1.2-0-3-1, Hazlewood 1-0-3-0
To bat: Karunaratne, Mendis, Chandimal,
Mathews, De Silva, Dilruwan Perera, 
Herath, Sandakan, Pradeep. — AFP

SCOREBOARD

PALLEKELE, Sri Lanka: Scoreboard at stumps on the second day of the first Test between Sri Lanka
and Australia in Pallekele yesterday:

LONDON: England all-rounder Ben Stokes has
been ruled out of next week’s third Test against
Pakistan at Edgbaston with a torn right calf, the
England and Wales Cricket Board said yesterday.

Durham paceman Stokes suffered the injury
midway through bowling his sixth over on the
fourth day of the second Test at Old Trafford on
Monday, when England completed a 330-run
win to level the four-match series at 1-1.

A scan revealed the extent of Stokes’s injury
and the 25-year-old’s fitness will be reviewed by
the England medical team next week, with the
squad assembling in Birmingham on Monday.

In addition to the remaining 10 fit players
who featured at Old Trafford, England have
selected Nottinghamshire paceman Jake Ball,
who made his Test debut in a 75-run defeat by
Pakistan in the series opener at Lord’s.

Also in a 13-man squad are Middlesex fast
bowler Steven Finn, who also played in the first
Test, and Yorkshire leg-spinner Adil Rashid.
Doing without Stokes is something England
have got used to in a season where he has start-
ed only two out of five Tests and has not fin-
ished one. A left knee injury cut short Stokes’s
participation in the first Test against Sri Lanka in
May and left him needing surgery which saw
him miss the final two Tests of that series, as well
as the subsequent one-dayers and lone

Twenty20. But in Stokes’s absence, Chris
Woakes-also a pace-bowling all-rounder-has
seized his chance to revive a stuttering Test
career and next week will see him involved at
his Warwickshire home ground. In five Tests this
season, against Sri Lanka and Pakistan, Woakes
averages 42 with the bat and under 19 with the
ball-exemplary figures for an international all-
rounder. England coach Trevor Bayliss, speaking
before it was confirmed Stokes would not play
in the third Test, said: “If he does miss out, it will
give someone else an opportunity. 

“Yes, he’s a big player for us-he adds a lot of
spark to the team. He bats, bowls and he’s a
leader in the field.” The Australian added: “But
Woakes has done brilliantly so far this season, so
we are lucky in that aspect.”

The third Test starts on August 3.

England third Test squad
Alastair Cook (Essex, capt),  Alex Hales

(Nottinghamshire), Joe Root (Yorkshire), James
Vince (Hampshire), Gary Ballance (Yorkshire),
Chris Woakes (Warwickshire), Jonny Bairstow
(Yorkshire, wkt), Moeen Ali (Worcestershire),
Stuart Broad (Nottinghamshire),  James
Anderson (Lancashire), Steven Finn (Middlesex),
Jake Ball (Nottinghamshire),  Adil Rashid
(Yorkshire). — AFP

BULAWAYO: New Zealand’s Test cricket
team begins a fresh era under new captain
Kane Williamson today, when they start a
two-match series against Zimbabwe at
Queens Sports Club.  New Zealand’s last
Test assignment took place back in
February, when former captain Brendon
McCullum closed his international career
with a typically buccaneering century as the
Black Caps lost to Australia by seven wickets
in Christchurch.

McCullum was credited with turning
around New Zealand’s fortunes and image
over his last three years as captain, when he
led them to the final of the 50-over World
Cup and adopted a popular, attacking
approach to all forms of the game.

His retirement has given Williamson, 25,
the opportunity to create his own legacy as
New Zealand’s 29th Test captain, and his
record as a batsman allied with a calm
demeanour has suggested that he will be
more than capable.  Last year he scored
2692 international runs across the three for-
mats, the third highest of any player in a cal-
endar year, and also became the sixth bats-
man to score 10 Test hundreds before the
age of 25.  He was named as Wisden’s
Leading Cricketer of the Year for his efforts.
Williamson has the benefit of beginning his
tenure against Test cricket’s weakest nation,
who have not played a Test match since los-
ing 3-0 to Bangladesh in November 2014.

Nevertheless, New Zealand have not forgot-
ten the last time that they played a Test in
Zimbabwe, when the hosts threatened to
chase down a target of 366 and lost by just
34 runs. “The last time we played Test crick-
et in Bulawayo it was well fought, so we also
expect a tough series in the Test matches
this time around,” New Zealand coach Mike
Hesson said. “We respect every opposition
that we play against, that’s something that
we are very proud of, regardless of whether
we are playing the number one team in the
world or not.” New Zealand prepared for the
tour with a week-long training camp at
South Africa’s High Performance Centre in
Pretoria, where they were exposed to the
dry mid-winter pitches that they will face
both in Bulawayo and in a two-Test series
against the Proteas next month.

The surface at Queens is often benign,
which could present a challenge for the
tourists in their bid for victory in the two
Tests at the venue.  “I think the conditions
will pose many challenges,” said Hesson.
“Zimbabwe’s players are obviously familiar
with the nature of the surface, which I think
is going to be relatively slow.

“Taking 20 wickets will be a challenge.
Our bowling needs to be very disciplined.”
Zimbabwe will be without strike bowlers
Tinashe Panyangara and Tendai Chatara,
while legspinner Graeme Cremer will cap-
tain for the first time in a Test. — AFP

DHAKA: Bangladesh’s Mustafizur Rahman
is unlikely to play any further part for
English county team Sussex this season
after he was diagnosed with a tear in his
shoulder, cricket officials said yesterday.

The promising paceman, nicknamed
Fizz, aggravated an old shoulder injury dur-
ing his short stint with Sussex in the ongo-
ing Twenty20 Blast competition, playing
two matches and bowling just 7.2 overs
before being sidelined.  

Sussex rested the 20-year-old left-arm
quick from matches against Gloucester-
shire and Hampshire but hoped he would
be fit enough to return for Thursday’s clash
with Glamorgan.

It had been planned that Mustafizur
would join Sussex for the whole of their
Blast and One-Day Cup campaigns. But he
only arrived in time to play his first match
away to Essex last week.  Sussex said
Wednesday that Mustafizur would play no
part in their upcoming Blast or One-Day
Cup group matches.

“Under the direction of the Bangladesh
Cricket Board, (he) is due to have a scan this
week to ascertain whether or not he will be
fit enough to play in any knockout matches
should Sussex qualify for the latter stages
of either competition,” a club statement
said. “It is hoped that there is a possibility of

him returning to Hove in the future.”
However, Bangladesh Cricket Board

(BCB) spokesman Jalal Yunus said his
chance of playing any further matches for
Sussex this season looked “very bleak” after
an MRI scan suggested a tear in his shoul-
der.  “We will have another MRI report
today to get a full assessment of his condi-
tions,” Yunus told reporters in Dhaka. 

“But, at the moment I don’t see any
chance that he will play any further match-
es for Sussex this season.” Bangladesh
national team physio Baizidul Islam said
the initial MRI report had detected a
Superior Labrum, Anterior to Posterior tear
in Mustafizur’s shoulder. 

“Usually it requires surgery for complete
recovery. But players can continue playing
with painkillers,” he said.  

Bangladesh cricketers Tamim Iqbal and
Nasir Hossain have suffered similar injuries
in the past but continued to play without
surgery.  But the BCB’s Yunus said that
because Mustafizur is a bowler, the board
will not take any risks.  

“He is a young player with a long future
ahead of him. Naturally we would love to
get long service from him,” said Yunus.
Mustafizur’s stint with Sussex was delayed
twice over concerns he may be burnt out
and visa complications. —AFP
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SHANGHAI:  China’s table tennis team
travel to Rio de Janeiro under a cloud of
controversy as fans lament that even
being the world champion does not
guarantee a coveted Olympic singles
spot in one of the world’s most competi-
tive sporting teams.

The failure of world number one Liu
Shiwen to clinch one of China’s two
spots in the competition was greeted
with an outcry at home described by
local news outlet Sina Sports as “one of
the most tragic things to happen to the

Chinese women’s team in the last 20
years”. The tough selection - which fell to
defending London champion Li Xiaoxia
and world number two Ding Ning - also
underlines how China is likely to once
again dominate the medal tables at Rio
as it did in the 2008 and 2012 Olympics.
“That’s a crazy story in itself that the
world’s best ranked player won’t be play-
ing in the singles event, but that just
shows the strength of the Chinese team,”
Matthew Pound, from the sport’s gov-
erning body, the International Table

Tennis Federation, told Reuters.
In a handwritten letter published by a

journalist from state broadcaster CCTV in
May, 25-year-old Liu, who will play in the
team event instead, did not directly
address the decision, but said “all our
efforts and preparations are for that
moment when the red, five star flag is
raised up high.”

Chinese table tennis players currently
make up the majority of the world’s top
five ranked men and women. The coun-
try won all four medals in the 2008

Beijing Olympics and repeated the feat
at the 2012 London Olympics.

In the men’s singles, China will be rep-
resented by London champion and
world number four Zhang Jike and world
number one Ma Long, while Fan
Zhendong and Xu Xin-number two and
three respectively-will participate in the
team events.  Germany, North Korea,
Japan and South Korea are expected to
put up the hardest fights for medals at
the Riocentro venue, where the matches
will run throughout the Games from

Aug. 5-21.  The youngest player to take
the stage will be 15-year-old Adrian Diaz,
who will be Puerto Rico’s first Olympic
table tennis player, while the oldest is
54-year-old Chinese-born Spanish player
He Zhiwen.

Paralympians Natalia Partyka of
Poland and Australia’s Melissa Tapper are
notable participants, while surprises
could come from Britain, whose men’s
team broke a 33-year-long medal
drought in March with a bronze at the
world team championships.  — Reuters

China’s tough selection highlights likely domination

BEVERLY HILLS: In this March 8, 2016, file photo, double trap and skeet
shooter Kim Rhode poses for photos at the 2016 Team USA Media Summit in
Beverly Hills, Calif. Mass shootings exacerbate the rift over gun control and
often put Olympic shooters in the crosshairs of hate. — AP

MOSCOW:  President Vladimir Putin meet mem-
bers of Russia’s Olympic team yesterday as the
list of its athletes banned from the Rio Games
over revelations of state-run doping soared
above 100.  An AFP journalist at the Kremlin said
the athletes meet Putin included banned track
and field stars Yelena Isinbayeva, Sergey
Shubenkov and Maria Kuchina, who are barred
from competing next month in Rio.  The
International Olympic Committee (IOC) sparked
fierce criticism on Sunday when it resisted a
blanket ban in favour of allowing individual
sports federations to make the call on which

Russians can go to Rio.  International sports fed-
erations are now scrambling to vet Russian ath-
letes as time ticks down to the start of the
Games on August 5.  Putin, who has made sport-
ing success a priority in a bid to harness national
pride, is set to meet 49 athletes, including those
approved for Rio and those set to miss out, at a

ceremony in the Kremlin.  The influential head of
the country’s Orthodox Church will then bless
the scandal-tainted team ahead of its departure
for Brazil on Thursday. The exact number who
will actually go remains unclear. 

“At the meeting there will be the team mem-
bers who are going to Rio and those who are not
going as we are convinced anyway that they are
also part of the team,” Kremlin spokesman
Dmitry Peskov told journalists.  Russia’s track and
field team-including Isinbayeva and Co.-was
already banned from Rio over state-sponsored
doping, but its Olympic Committee last week

optimistically named a 387-strong squad for the
Games.  Since the IOC decision at the weekend,
the number of Russian competitors allowed to
take part has steadily decreased.

Rowing’s international governing body FISA
was the latest to get tough with Russia,
announcing late on Tuesday that 22 of 28

Russian competitors had been banned under
strict criteria imposed by the IOC.  That took the
number of Russian athletes banned since
Sunday to 41, in addition to the 67 track and
field athletes already banned by the
International Association of Athletics
Federations (IAAF).

Sixteen Russians from its fencing team have
though been cleared, the sport’s governing
body said. The head of Russia’s trampolining fed-
eration, Nikolai Makarov, told TASS news agency
that he had received “verbal permission” from
the sport’s international authorities that the
team will be allowed to compete.  The latest
doping scandal to rock Olympic and Russian
sport was triggered this month by Canadian law
professor Richard McLaren for the World Anti-
Doping Agency (WADA), whose report detailed
an elaborate doping system directed by the
Moscow sports ministry that affected more than
30 sports over four years. 

LAST-GASP APPEALS 
Controversially, among the Russians banned

is Yuliya Stepanova, the 800m runner who lifted
the lid on systematic doping and corruption in
Russian athletics.

Stepanova, who fled Russia and is reviled by
many back home, is making one last-gasp
appeal of her IOC ban.

Her inclusion is backed by the IAAF and many
anti-doping officials, who have praised her
whistleblowing efforts, but was nixed by an IOC
ethics commission.

Four-time world breaststroke champion Yulia
Efimova also plans to appeal her ban at the
Court of Arbitration for Sport.

The IOC has received praise from Russia but
stinging criticism from elsewhere for failing to
impose a total ban on the country over shocking
evidence of a state-organised system to cheat. 

Germany ’s  Olympic discus champion
Robert Harting launched a verbal attack on
IOC president Thomas Bach, calling his compa-
triot “part of the doping system not the anti-
doping system”. Bach fired back that the deci-
sion to leave individual sports federations to
decide which Russians could compete
“respects the right of every clean athlete
around the world,” noting that would-be
Russian Olympians must clear “the highest
hurdles” to make the Games. — AFP

Putin to meet Russia’s 
dope-tainted Rio team

SAO PAULO:  In a sport long dominated by
Europeans, South American riders will be
out in force at the continent’s first Olympic
Games to be held in R io de Janeiro’s
Deodoro area next month.

A r g e n t i n a ,  Co l o m b i a ,  Ve n e z u e l a ,
Uruguay and hosts Brazil  are all  repre-
sented. Peru qualified for the individual
show jumping competition for the first
time, as did Ecuador in individual three-
day eventing.

“It’s more than the usual... The level has
increased tremendously so they are a force
to contend with in the future,” Sabrina
Ibanez,  secretar y general  of  the
International Equestrian Federation (FEI),
said of South American riders.  Ibanez told
Reuters more South Americans had quali-
fied after investment in grass-roots devel-

opment programmes over the past decade.
She noted a strong showing in last year’s
Pan American Games in Toronto, where
Venezuela claimed silver in individual jump-
ing and Argentina came second in team
jumping to Canada.  Riders from Chinese
Taipei, the Dominican Republic, Palestine,
Qatar and Zimbabwe will also be making
Olympic debuts, though the favorites are
coming from more traditional equestrian
strongholds like Germany and Great Britain.
At the 2012 Olympics in London,  New
Zealand and Saudi Arabia were the only
non-European countries to take home
equestrian medals - bronze for team event-
ing and team show jumping respectively.

In addition to the geographical diversity,
much of the 2016 equestrian field is young.
The entire Brazil dressage team is under 25.

With a new generation coming up, some
notable veterans were left out. Brazil’s only
Olympic gold medal equestrian, the 2012
flag bearer Rodrigo Pessoa, is the alternate
of the host nation’s show jumping team.

Canada’s Ian Millar, who holds the record
for most Olympic appearances at 10 Games,
has been sidelined due to an injured horse
but his daughter Amy will make her show
jumping debut.  Among the Olympic cham-
pions returning are Germany’s four-time
gold medallist Ludger Beerbaum, 52, in
show jumping and New Zealand’s double
gold medallist Mark Todd, 60, in eventing.

“The level of competition is so strong at
the moment and you just need everything...
it could go to any one of 10 different people
and hopefully I might be one of those 10,”
Todd, who heads to Rio with more Olympic

medals than any other equestrian, told
Reuters. Germany’s Michael Jung is return-
ing after winning team and individual gold
in eventing in London and Great Britain’s
dressage prodigy Charlotte Dujardin is back
with Valegro, the horse she won individual
and team gold medals on in 2012.  Athletes
and the FEI, the sport’s governing body,
said they were pleased with the Deodoro
facility, which has been upgraded since
hosting the Panamerican Games in 2007.
An episode of Glanders, a fatal disease for
horses, at a nearby military facility is no
longer a concern after Deodoro was isolat-
ed for much of last year, Ibanez said.  “The
agriculture ministry has guaranteed that
the place is clean, they have done all tests
necessary so we are confident it is com-
pletely free,” she said.  —Reuters

MOSCOW: Russian President Vladimir Putin, looks at Russia’s pole vaulter Yelena Isinbayeva as
she speaks at the Kremlin, in Moscow, Russia, yesterday during a reception for the Russia’s
Olympics team. At least 105 athletes from the 387-strong Russian Olympic team announced
last week have been barred from the Rio Games in connection with the country’s doping scan-
dal. — AP

LOS ANGELES: Kim Rhode sees the news
on television or social media. Another mass
shooting, in Aurora, San Bernardino,
Newtown, Orlando, Dallas, Baton Rouge.

For the two-time Olympic gold medalist
shotgun shooter, what comes next has
become routine. “I just wait for my phone
to ring,” Rhode said. “I know the questions
are coming.” Shooting is one of the most
divisive sports on the Olympic program.

Guns, always a hot-button issue, have
been thrust even further to the forefront of
public  debate with the spate of mass
killings in recent years. Sport shooters are
staunch supporters of the Second
Amendment, given their chosen event.
Because they are public figures, more so
during Olympic years, they have become
targets for anti-gun groups.

Mass shootings exacerbate the rift over
gun control and often put Olympic shoot-
ers in the crosshairs of hate. “It’s unfortu-
nate that we get lumped in with that,” said
Rhode, who is vying to become the first 

American athlete to win medals in a
sixth straight Olympics at next month’s
Rio Games. “There has to be some kind
of reality.”

When Rhode won her second career
gold, in skeet at the 2012 Olympics in
London, one of the first questions she
was asked by media was about the the -
a te r  s h o o t i n g  a t  Au ro r a ,  Co l o r a d o,
which occurred a few days earlier and
left 12 dead.

Sometimes it goes beyond inquiries.
Several shooters have received death
threats, requiring extra security. Trap shoot-
er Corey Cogdell-Unrein needed extra pro -
tection after someone posted hunting
videos on her Facebook page without her
knowledge.

A two-time Olympian, she grew up in
Alaska, where the family hunted for its
food, and still hunts. Despite saying she
didn’t agree with the content of the videos,
Cogdell-Unrein received numerous death
threats before the 2012 Olympics.

TOUGHER GUN LAWS
After the London Games, where she

won bronze, thousands of people signed a
petition to strip her of the medal.
“Unfortunately, there were people who
decided to hone in on me as a public figure
at the time and they wanted to push their
agenda of trying to stop animal cruelty and

hunting,” said Cogdell-Unrein, who is head-
ed to Rio. “Hopefully that will not happen
again. If it does, I will be better prepared for
it this time. I definitely don’t support ani-
mal cruelty and a lot of the things they
were saying I was a part of.”

As gun laws become stricter, the abili-
ty to obtain guns and ammunition could
become much tougher for  Olympic
shooters.

In California, where Rhode lives, Gov.
Jerry Brown recently signed a law requiring
background checks for anyone purchasing
ammunition, among other restrictions.
Rhode burns through up to 1,000 shotgun
shells a day in training and is concerned
how the new laws will affect her ability to
properly prepare.

“I’m not sure how that’s going to work
out, how that’s going to affect me, what
that’s going to entail,” she said. “It could
make things much more difficult for me to
train.” Travel is another issue for Olympic
shooters.

Shooters and their liaisons must keep
up on gun laws, not only for each of the 50
states, but any country they may travel to
or through for competitions. For air gun
shooters, that sometimes means sending
their air canisters to their destination ahead
of time. Even knowing the regulations
doesn’t always make things go smoothly.

Rhode once had a flight from San
Marino delayed for hours after a competi-
tion because security officials were con-
cerned she had multiple shotguns and
ammunition in her luggage. Jay Shi, an air
gun and pistol shooter headed to his first
Olympics, had to wait nearly four hours to
get cleared into China for a competition as
security hand counted every bullet. The
process was repeated when he left.

Shi had to stand by another time as a
security person took out his pistol to exam-
ine it because of the strange-looking han-
dle used on competition guns.

“The rule is not to touch the gun, but
they took it out and were looking at it,” Shi
said. “I was freaking because now they’re
waving a gun all around.”

The issues Olympic shooters face won’t
subside anytime soon. The debate over gun
control is a divisive chasm that seems to
grow deeper with each mass shooting.

Athletes who use guns for their sport
will likely always be part of that debate -
whether they want to be or not. — AP

NEW DELHI:  Indian wrestler Narsingh
Yadav’s allegations of ‘sabotage’ after failing
a dope test gained grounds but his Olympic
hopes receded further with the country pro-
tectively naming a replacement for him at
next month’s Rio Games.

The United Wrestling Federation (UWF)
has confirmed in a statement that Parveen
Rana will compete in men’s 74kg freestyle at
Rio, replacing Yadav whose samples from an
out-of-competition test returned positive for
a banned steroid.  Yadav, who will appear
before a National Anti-Doping Agency
(NADA) panel later on Wednesday, has
lodged a police complaint against a junior
wrestler accusing him of contaminating his
food at the Sports Authority of India training
centre in Sonepat.  “We at the federation also
believe that he has been a victim of conspir-
acy and the person behind it has also been
identified,” Wrestling Federation of India
(WFI) assistant secretary Vinod Tomar told
Reuters.

“ The UWF gave us until  July 25 to
announce a replacement or vacate the quali-
fication spot. “So the immediate task was to
protect the spot.  I f  we did not name a
replacement, even Narsingh, provided he
gets a clean chit, won’t be able to compete
at Rio.

“At least, we are now sure of sending
someone in the event.” Yadav secured India a
berth at the Games by winning a bronze
medal at last year’s world championships in
Las Vegas.  The 26-year-old, however, had his
Olympic berth in jeopardy when Sushil
Kumar, who won bronze in the 66kg catego-
ry in Beijing in 2008 and silver in London,
moved up a weight and sought a court order
for a bout between the pair to determine
who should go to Rio.

Last month, the Delhi High Court ruled
against Kumar, the only Indian athlete to win
two individual Olympic medals, clearing the
way for Yadav to compete in Rio.  Yadav was
provided police security, a rare measure for
an Indian athlete, at the Sonepat training
centre due to possible threats to his life.

Asked if it meant end of Yadav’s dreams to
compete at Rio, Tomar said: “If he manages to
get a clean chit from NADA, we’d approach
the governing body to allow him to compete
there.”  — Reuters

Olympic shooters thrust 
into gun-control debate

India name Rio replacement 
for ‘sabotaged’ wrestler

S American riders gain ground in Rio

NEW DELHI: Indian wrestler Narsingh Yadav (C) arrives at the National Anti-Doping Agency
(NADA) in New Delhi yesterday. India’s wrestling body on July 25 threw its weight behind dope-
tainted grappler Narsingh Yadav, saying he was innocent and should be given a chance to com-
pete at the Rio Games. India, which has a dismal medal record at the Olympics, is ranked third on
a global list of doping offenders compiled by the World Anti-Doping Agency, behind Russia and
Italy. — AFP
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BERLIN: Wolfgang Niersbach, the former
president of the German Football
Association (DFB), said yesterday that he
will appeal the one-year ban imposed on
him by FIFA’s ethics committee.  The 65-
year-old was banned on Monday over mis-
conduct surrounding Germany’s success-
ful 2006 World Cup bid. 

Niersbach resigned from the German
FA last November amid accusations the
DFB used a slush fund of 10 million Swiss

francs (6.7 mill ion euros, $8 mill ion,
according to the exchange rate at that
time) in 2000 to buy the right to host the
tournament. Niersbach confirmed reports
to SID, an AFP subsidiary, that he wants “to
lodge an appeal after consultation with
my lawyer” and wants to “get written rea-
sons for the judgment if nothing else”.

FIFA’s ethics committee found
Niersbach guilty of failing to report find-
ings about possible unethical conduct and

conflicts of interest during the bidding
process. In 2006, the former sports jour-
nalist was the vice-president of the 2006
World Cup organising committee and was
in charge of media and marketing.
Niersbach says he has “acknowledged and
regretted” his mistakes, but described the
punishment as “inappropriate and exces-
sive”.  He had hoped to have his name
cleared before the hearing in Zurich,
although investigators had wanted a two-

year ban.  Niersbach had insisted that
quitting his job should have been punish-
ment enough because he was not directly
accused of paying bribes or financially
benefitting from corruption. 

The ethics committee suspension has
forced his immediate removal from posts
he currently holds on the FIFA Council and
UEFA executive committee.  FIFA opened a
probe on March 22 targeting six people
including Niersbach and Franz

Beckenbauer, the German football legend
and World Cup organising committee
chief,  over their roles in the bidding
process, amid allegations of bribery.

The FIFA investigation followed the
release of a report commissioned by the
DFB which found that Germany may have
bought votes to secure the tournament.
The report linked Beckenbauer to a sus-
pect deal with disgraced former FIFA big-
wig Jack Warner. — AFP 

Ex-German FA boss Niersbach to appeal FIFA ban

SHENZHEN: Borussia Dortmund’s players attend a training session with teammates in Shenzhen, south China’s Guangdong province yesterday,
ahead of the International Champions Cup football match between Manchester City and Borussia Dortmund. — AFP 

MILAN: Gonzalo Higuain “betrayed” Napoli by
joining rivals Juventus, claimed club owner
Aurelio De Laurentiis despite pocketing 90m
euros ($98.8m, £75.3m) for the sale of the
Argentine striker.

In the most unlikely move of the Serie A
summer transfer period, Higuain ended his
fairytale three-year spell with Napoli on
Tuesday when he agreed to a record five-year
deal with the Italian champions that is expect-
ed to earn him 7.5m euros a year. As Juventus
fans mostly rejoiced, their Napoli counterparts
reacted by posting photos of their idol’s
Napoli shirt in the toilet. And De Laurentiis,
despite a bulging bank account, was not far
behind in slamming the 28-year-old striker
whose record tally of 36 goals last season took
Napoli to the brink of ending their 26-year
wait for the Serie A title.

He told Corriere dello Sport: “Some people
say that to speak of betrayal is exaggerated,
but I think the opposite because there is the
full sense of betrayal in this (Higuain) choice
because of the ingratitude shown.

“Obviously I have to consider the role
played by Juventus, but I expected a different
kind of behaviour (from Higuain).”  Higuain
was feted as the King of Napoli only two
months ago when he broke Gunnar Nordahl’s
66-year-old record of 35 goals in a single Serie
A season as the Azzurri battled Juve for a
‘scudetto’ title they last won in 1990. In the
end, Napoli finished second but Higuain was
undoubtedly the star of last year’s campaign.
De Laurentiis slapped a 94.7m euros buyout
clause into his contract but when Juventus
offered 90m euros over two instalments, the
Napoli owner buckled. De Laurentiis conceded
the transaction was above board. But he said
Higuain’s snap decision to quit Napoli, follow-
ing advice from his brother and agent, reflect-
ed the “unscrupulous” nature of the modern
game. “True, there was the clause so there was
no formal impropriety... but the unscrupulous
nature of football means there is no respect

for sentiment,” added De Laurentiis.
“We understood, as soon as Higuain’s

brother spoke, that we might run the risk of
having to look for a new centre-forward. “But
we didn’t think that risk was serious, or that he
(Higuain) could simply wipe clean his three
years spent with Napoli.” Higuain was under-
going a medical in Turin on Wednesday morn-
ing ahead of signing a five-year deal that will
make him the third most expensive signing in
history after Gareth Bale and Cristiano
Ronaldo. He will be officially unveiled today.

But Higuain’s shock move to what remains
the most potent, revered and hated club in

Italy was met with mixed reaction. For Italian
icon and one-club man Francesco Totti, who is
set to play his final season with Roma, it is a
disaster that smacks more of “business than
passion”. “Look at what’s happened now with
Gonzalo Higuain leaving Napoli for Juventus.
It’s a disaster,” said Totti. “But, it’s completely
normal now that when a foreigner comes to
Italy he has the possibility of going to another
team to make more money.”

Napoli already had their sights set on Inter
Milan striker Mauro Icardi, although Polish inter-
national Arkadiusz Milik (Ajax) is tipped as a
more realistic replacement for Higuain. — AFP

Ungrateful Higuain 
‘betrayed’ Napoli

NAPOLI: Juventus’ forward Gonzalo Higuain from Argentina holds his jersey at the Juventus’ head-
quarter in Turin yesterday. In the most unlikely move of the Serie A summer transfer period,
Higuain ended his fairytale three-year spell with Napoli on Tuesday when he agreed to a record
five-year deal with the Italian champions that is expected to earn him 7.5m euros a year. — AFP 

COVENTRY: Joe Hart’s below-par perform-
ances at Euro 2016 mean he should no longer
be considered an automatic choice as
England’s number one goalkeeper, according
to former international great Peter Shilton.
England were surprisingly knocked out by
rank outsiders Iceland in the last 16 in France
last month and Manchester City keeper Hart
acknowledged he “didn’t perform personally
to the level that’s required to push through to
the quarter-finals”.  “It wasn’t a good tourna-
ment for Joe, his concentration levels didn’t
seem to be great,” Shilton told Reuters in an
interview while playing in this week’s
Farmfoods British Par-3 Golf Championship at
Nailcote Hall near Coventry.  “I think maybe
he’s come back to the pack, alongside Jack
Butland and Fraser Forster, and it’s all to play
for now. All goalkeepers make mistakes but
the best ones make fewer and he obviously
came unstuck at the Euros.”

Shilton is England’s most capped keeper,
having made 125 appearances for his country
between 1971-90.  The twice former
European Cup winner with Nottingham
Forest in 1979 and 1980 believes Hart, 29, is
over-rated.  “I’ve always said I don’t think Joe
is as good as a lot of people think he is,” said
the 66-year-old Shilton. “He’s a good keeper
but he’s prone to making errors, and not just
for England. “There’s competition now and in
my eyes he’s not an automatic choice at the
start of this season.  “New manager Sam
Allardyce has reportedly said that Joe was too
highly strung in the tunnel before games in
the Euros and he is going to tell him to calm

down but after 60-odd games for England
you should know that anyway.”

Shilton said Stoke City keeper Butland and
Southampton rival Forster were getting bet-
ter all the time.  Butland’s chances of going to
Euro 2016 were wrecked when he fractured
his ankle in a 3-2 friendly win over Germany
in Berlin in March. “I  think they ’re both
improving,” said Shilton in reference to the
two England goalkeeping understudies.
“They’ve both had some bad luck.

“Butland was very unlucky when he
injured his ankle but I believe he’s got charac-
ter and will come back strongly this year.”

Shilton did not exactly give a ringing
endorsement to the Football Association’s
decision this month to bring in Allardyce as
manager to replace Roy Hodgson. “A lot of
people may be looking at a couple of things,
a) Sam has never won a big trophy and b) the
style of football he plays,” said the former
Southampton, Stoke, Leicester City and Derby
County keeper. “Sometimes though a manag-
er can only play a style with the players he’s
got. Sam’s an Englishman, he’s experienced,
he’s come up through the ranks ... and he
seems a logical choice.  “You do want an
Englishman in charge but by the same token
you want the right man in charge,” said
Shilton. “We could maybe have put in Harry
Redknapp, who plays a better type of foot-
ball, with a younger man under him.

“But he’s been out of the game for a cou-
ple of years now and that’s probably gone
against him. Hopefully Sam can pick up the
debris left from the Euros.”    — Reuters

LONDON: Five most expensive transfers
after I talian champions Juventus
splashed out 90 million euros ($98.8m,
£75.3m) to prise Argentina striker
Gonzalo Higuain away from Napoli on
Tuesday:

Gareth Bale (WAL) Spurs to Real
Madrid £85.1m 2013

Welsh forward whose performances
for an attractive Spurs side launched Real
into a massive bid. The English side could
not refuse such advances and let their
star man go. He has built on his career at
the Santiago Bernabeu with two
Champions League titles, scoring in the
final of the first of the two against
Atletico Madrid. His experience in La Liga
helped him lead Wales in their memo-
rable run to the Euro 2016 semi-finals.
Bale also scored a stunning winner in the
Copa del Rey final against Real’s arch
rivals Barcelona in 2014.

Cristiano Ronaldo (POR) Manchester
United to Real Madrid £83.7m 2009

Real Madrid came calling for the
Portuguese master with what was then a
world-record bid. Ronaldo was keen to
join anyhow, and since arriving in the
Spanish capital he has become their all-
time top goalscorer and consistently set
records in the Champions League, which
he has won three times in his career,
twice with Real. He has achieved all this
despite the hottest of competition from
Barcelona’s Argentinian superstar Lionel
Messi, who still leads in the overall La
Liga scoring charts. 

Gonzalo Higuain (ARG) Napoli to
Juventus £75.3m (90m euros, $98.8m)

2016
Juventus paid the biggest fee for a

domestic transfer in history when they
matched Higuain’s buy-out clause of 90
million euros to bring the Argentinian to
Turin from Napoli on Tuesday. The 28-
year-old former Real Madrid striker top-
scored in Serie A last season with a
record-equalling 36 goals as Napoli fin-
ished second to Juve. Coach
Massimiliano Allegri led Juventus to a

record fifth consecutive league title in
2016, but he will be hoping that Higuain
can help his side improve in Europe, after
following up their 2015 Champions
League final defeat to Barcelona with a
last-16 exit at the hands of Bayern
Munich.

Luis Suarez (URU) Liverpool to
Barcelona £75m 2014

Barcelona didn’t hesitate to sign the
striker despite his shame at the World
Cup finals when for the third time he bit
an opponent, this time Italy defender
Giorgio Chiellini. 

As a result Suarez was unable to play
competitively or train with them for four
months, but once his ban was over he
repaid them in full. No disgraceful inci-
dents have followed and he ended his
first season with them by scoring in the
Champions League final win over
Juventus. His trident attacking partner-
ship with Messi and Neymar yielded a La
Liga record for three forwards of 122
goals that campaign. Scored a hat-trick
to seal the league title for Barca last term
and went on to complete the domestic
double in a season in which he grabbed
a staggering 58 goals.

Neymar (BRA) Santos to Barcelona
£71.5m 2013

Off the pitch alleged shenanigans
over how much went to the player, his
family and to the selling club itself have
dogged Barcelona over the transfer of
Neymar, who on the pitch has shone for
them in their brilliant three-pronged
attack. The Brazilian shrugged off an
injury that ended his 2014 World Cup
campaign early to play a pivotal role in
Barcelona’s Champions League success. 

Like Suarez, he scored in that final
against Juventus, and collected La Liga
and Copa del Rey winners medals. 

There was no let up last term either as
he scored in the cup final against Sevilla.
Legal problems still hover over the trans-
fer despite a high court judge ruling that
he didn’t believe it could be pursued in
the courts-as the prosecutor takes issue
with that decision. — AFP

SHENZHEN: Pep Guardiola denied dictating to
his Manchester City players exactly what they
can eat and said none were overweight, after
Gael Clichy claimed the new manager had
banned junk food and exiled out-of-shape
stars. Speaking in China, where City are on a
money-spinning pre-season tour, the French
defender told the Guardian newspaper and
other British media that former Barcelona and
Bayern Munich coach Guardiola had wasted no
time in laying down the law.

“You often hear managers say being healthy
is really important. With him, if your weight is
too high, you’re not training with the team.
That is the first thing and you can hear it a lot,
but for my part it’s the first time any manager
has really done it,” Clichy said.

“So we have a few players who are not train-
ing with the team yet. “He cut out some juice
and pizza and all the heavy food is not allowed,”
added the 31-year-old. 

There has been plenty of attention paid to
Guardiola’s new regime on and off the pitch
since his high-profile arrival this summer, but
the Spaniard denied taking a dictatorial
approach with his players. “The nutritionist is

the boss. I’m not a chef. He decides what they
have to eat,” he said, speaking in the southern
Chinese city of Shenzhen, the latest leg of their
stop-start China tour. He also denied his players
had returned to training out of shape: “No, they
are not overweight.”I want my players fit. For
me that is important... I need to get my players
absolutely fit.”

‘NO HOLIDAY’ 
City’s pre-season preparations took a hit on

Monday when their derby against Manchester
United was called off because of the poor pitch
at Beijing’s “Bird’s Nest” Olympic Stadium, fol-
lowing heavy rain. Guardiola, who will be under
pressure to inspire ambitious City to silverware
in his first season, now wants to get on with the
business of playing football. He revealed that
the club were making a frantic push to line up
an English Championship or non-league club
for a friendly next week to replace the lost
Beijing game. “We haven’t travelled here to
China for just a holiday, we have travelled here
to play games,” said Guardiola. “Maybe it’s a les-
son for the people who organised the games.
The pitch is the most important thing.”

The City players arrived in Shenzhen on
Tuesday and were given scorching late after-
noon workouts, and again Wednesday, as they
dusted off the disappointment of the cancelled
Manchester derby. 

Guardiola said he had been enjoying put-
ting the City squad through its paces and
assessing the quality at his disposal.

“Every manager has his own ideas,” he said.
“But it’s impossible to achieve even one victory
if the players don’t want it. They are comfort-
able with the challenge and they are trying to
understand me and I am trying to understand
them as soon as possible.”

The heat in Shenzhen remains as it was in
Beijing - baking - but there seems little chance
of any similar heavy downpours.

So City have been able to get on with the
business at hand-getting match ready for
Borussia Dortmund, who breezed past United
4-1 in Shanghai last Friday.

Guardiola’s men can expect much of the
same Thursday from last season’s Bundesliga
runners-up in front of what is expected to be a
sell-out crowd of around 40,000 at the
Shenzhen Universiade Stadium. — AFP

No Man City players overweight: Guardiola

SHENZHEN: Manchester City’s head coach Pep Guardiola attends a team training session in
Shenzhen, south China’s Guangdong province yesterday. — AFP

Shilton no longer views 
Hart as England’s No 1

Five most expensive transfers
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BALTIMORE: Colorado Rockies’ Carlos Gonzalez (5), David Dahl (26) and Charlie Blackmon (19) celebrate the team’s 6-3 win over the Baltimore Orioles in a baseball game, Tuesday, in Baltimore.  — AP

BALTIMORE: It didn’t matter to the Colorado Rockies that
Chris Tillman was unbeatable at Camden Yards, where the
Baltimore Orioles rarely lose regardless of who’s on the
mound. On Tuesday night, the Rockies emphatically spoiled
Tillman’s bid to become the first 15-game winner in the
majors. Colorado’s Carlos Gonzalez and Trevor Story had two
RBIs apiece to lead the surging Rockies past the first-place
Baltimore Orioles 6-3 on Tuesday night. Colorado has won five
of its past six games and rebounded from a disappointing
series opener when they lost in the 10th inning on a throwing
error by right-hander Jordan Lyles. Tillman (14-3) gave up six
runs and nine hits in five innings. The right-hander retired six
of the first seven batters but needed 89 pitches to get 15 outs.

MARLINS 5, PHILLIES 0
Giancarlo Stanton drove in two runs to lead Miami to a win

over Philadelphia at Marlins Park. Marlins center fielder Ichiro
Suzuki, who started the day needing four hits to reach 3,000,
went 1-for-5 and also stole a base. Both of Stanton’s RBI hits
came on shots to the opposite field. 

CARDINALS 3, METS 2 (GAME 1)
Jedd Gyorko hit a two-run home run in the third inning,

and St. Louis defeated New York in the opener of a double-
header. The Cardinals opened their 10-game road trip in a
mostly empty stadium, and all the runs were scored in the
opening four innings.

METS 3, CARDINALS 1 (GAME 2)
Bartolo Colon pitched seven strong innings and combined

with two relievers on a three-hitter as New York earned a split
of their doubleheader against St. Louis with a victory in the
nightcap. Colon (9-5) rebounded from three consecutive starts
that did not last beyond 5 2/3 innings by allowing a run and
three hits. It was the fifth time he lasted at least seven innings
and allowed one run this season.

WHITE SOX 3, CUBS 0
James Shields threw 7 2/3 scoreless innings, and Adam

Eaton homered as the White Sox earned their fourth straight
win, defeating the Cubs at US Cellular Field. Shields, who was
booed off the mound on June 8 following a rough first start
for the White Sox after being obtained from the San Diego
Padres, left to a standing ovation Tuesday. He allowed only
four hits while striking out five and walking four.

MARINERS 7, PIRATES 4
Seattle ace Felix Hernandez, in his second start back from a

calf injury, gave up three runs over the first two innings before
settling down to lead the Mariners to a win over Pittsburgh at
PNC Park. Hernandez (5-4) pitched six innings, giving up all
four runs on nine hits, with three strikeouts and a walk. Steve
Cishek pitched the ninth for his 24th save.

BRAVES 2, TWINS 0
Adonis Garcia homered and Lucas Harrell pitched six

strong innings to lead Atlanta to a win over Minnesota at
Target Field. Almost 25 years since playing in one of the most
epic World Series of all time, won by the Twins with a 1-0 vic-
tory in Game 7, the Braves and Twins locked up in another
low-scoring game.  The stakes were a little different this time
around; both Atlanta and Minnesota have the worst records in
their respective leagues.

TIGERS 9, RED SOX 8
Tyler Collins walked with the bases loaded in the seventh

inning to force in the winning run, and Detroit edged Boston

at Fenway Park. Collins worked a two-out, full-count walk from
Red Sox reliever Robbie Ross Jr. (1-2), allowing Justin Upton to
trot home from third. Blue Jays 7, Padres 6 (12 innings)
Toronto scored three runs in the bottom of the 12th inning
including the winner on a wild pitch-to come back and defeat
San Diego. With Edwin Encarnacion batting, Paul Clemens
uncorked a wild pitch that allowed Devon Travis to score the
winning run from third.

YANKEES 6, ASTROS 3
CC Sabathia snapped a six-start winless streak and New

York claimed its third consecutive series with a victory over
Houston at Minute Maid Park. Sabathia (6-8) produced his
best start since mid-June, allowing just two runs on four hits
and two walks with five strikeouts over 6 2/3 innings. He has
surrendered at least four runs and seven hits in each of his six
starts dating back to a 4-1 win over the Twins on June 16.

ANGELS 13, ROYALS 0
Yunel Escobar had five hits, matching his career high, and

Carlos Perez contributed four hits, including a home run, as
Los Angeles topped Kansas City. Johnny Giavotella had three
hits, including two doubles, and Kole Calhoun drove in four
runs as the Angels accumulated 22 hits, equaling their season
high. Mike Trout drove in three runs with two hits.

INDIANS 7, NATIONALS 6
Francisco Lindor’s RBI single capped a three-run bottom of

the ninth inning as Cleveland rallied for a wild win over
Washington at Progressive Field. Reliever Bryan Shaw (2-4) got
the win for Cleveland while Nationals closer Jonathan
Papelbon (2-4) took the loss.

ATHLETICS 6, RANGERS 3
Sonny Gray remained undefeated in Texas, Josh Reddick

drove in three runs and Oakland beat the Rangers at Globe
Life Park. The A’s evened the three-game series at a game
apiece against the American League West leaders. Texas had
its three-game winning streak snapped.

BREWERS 9, DIAMONDBACKS 4
Scooter Gennett and Jonathan Villar each hit two-run sin-

gles in the eighth inning as Milwaukee rallied for a victory
over Arizona at Miller Park. Gennett put Milwaukee ahead 4-3
with an RBI single in the sixth, but an error on left-hander Will
Smith led to Arizona tying the score in the seventh.

DODGERS 3, RAYS 2
Yasmani Grandal’s seventh-inning home run was the differ-

ence as Los Angeles held on for a victory over Tampa Bay
before 46,960 fans at Dodger Stadium. Dodgers starter Bud
Norris blanked the Rays for 6 1/3 innings, striking out six and
allowing just two hits with two walks (one intentional). Norris
(6-9) also recorded his 1,000 strikeout during the win, striking
out Kevin Kiermaier in the fourth.

GIANTS 9, REDS 7
Matt Cain (2-6) belted a three-run home run in San

Francisco’s four-run second inning, and he went 5 1/3 innings
to win for the first time since May 21. Five relievers followed
Cain with closer Santiago Casilla surrendering a ninth-inning
run before posting his 22nd save. The Giants, who led 5-0 after
three innings, held on for onlytheir second win in 10 games
following the All-Star break.  —  Reuters

Rockies rough up Tillman and beat Orioles 

American League
Eastern Division

W L PCT GB      
Baltimore 58 41 .586 -       
Toronto 57 44 .564 2       
Boston 55 43 .561 2.5   
NY Yankees 52 48 .520 6.5   
Tampa Bay 38 61 .384 20      

Central Division
Cleveland 57 41 .582 -       
Detroit 53 48 .525 5.5   
Chicago White Sox 50 50 .500 8       
Kansas City 48 51 .485 9.5   
Minnesota 37 62 .374 20.5  

Western Division
Texas 58 43 .574 -       
Houston 54 46 .540 3.5   
Seattle 51 48 .515 6       
Oakland 46 55 .455 12      
LA Angels 45 55 .450 12.5 

National League
Eastern Division

Washington 58 42 .580 -       
Miami 54 46 .540 4       
NY Mets 53 46 .535 4.5   
Philadelphia 46 56 .451 13      
Atlanta 34 66 .340 24      

Central Division
Chicago Cubs 59 40 .596 -       
St. Louis 53 47 .530 6.5   
Pittsburgh 51 48 .515 8       
Milwaukee 43 55 .439 15.5  
Cincinnati 39 61 .390 20.5  

Western Division
San Francisco 59 41 .590 -       
LA Dodgers 57 44 .564 2.5   
Colorado 48 52 .480 11      
San Diego 43 58 .426 16.5  
Arizona 41 59 .410 18 

MLB results/standings
St. Louis 3, NY Mets 2; Colorado 6, Baltimore 3; Seattle 7, Pittsburgh 4; Toronto 7, San Diego 6 (12 Innings); Detroit 9, Boston 8; Miami 5, Philadelphia 0;
Cleveland 7, Washington 6; Chicago White Sox 3, Chicago Cubs 0; NY Mets 3, St. Louis 1; Oakland 6, Texas 3; Milwaukee 9, Arizona 4; Atlanta 2,
Minnesota 0; NY Yankees 6, Houston 3; LA Angels 13, Kansas City 0; LA Dodgers 3, Tampa Bay 2; San Francisco 9, Cincinnati 7.

RIO DE JANEIRO: Roger Federer is sitting out the rest of
this season, including the Rio de Janeiro Olympics and US
Open, to protect his surgically repaired left knee.

Federer wrote on his Facebook page Tuesday that he
needs “more extensive rehabilitation following my knee
surgery earlier this year.”

“The doctors advised that if I want to play on the ATP
World Tour injury free for another few years, as I intend to
do, I must give both my knee and body the proper time to
fully recover,” Federer said.

The owner of a record 17 Grand Slams titles turns 35 on
Aug. 8, so the reference to “another few years” might give
his fans increased hope of seeing Federer continue to
wield a racket for quite some time.

His agent, Tony Godsick, wrote in an email to The
Associated Press that Federer’s plan is to “be ready for the
start of next year.”

Federer is the first member of tennis’ so-called “Big 4” - a
group that also includes No. 1-ranked Novak Djokovic, 14-
time major champion Rafael Nadal and 2012 gold medalist
Andy Murray - to pull out of the Rio Games, where that
sport’s competition starts on Aug. 6, a day after the open-
ing ceremony.

Federer often has spoken about how much the
Olympics mean to him, in part because he met his wife,
Mirka, when both were athletes at the 2000 Sydney Games.
Federer won a silver medal in singles for Switzerland four
years ago in London, and he teamed up with Stan

Wawrinka to win a gold medal in doubles at the 2008
Beijing Olympics.

In Brazil, Federer was expected to play singles, doubles
with Wawrinka, and mixed doubles with Martina Hingis. He
is the second big draw who will be missing from the Rio
tennis tournament: Five-time major champion Maria
Sharapova won’t be there because she is serving a two-
year doping ban.

The arthroscopic procedure Federer had on his knee in
February, repairing torn cartilage, was the first operation of
his lengthy and accomplished career. Federer said he got
hurt while preparing a bath for his twin daughters.

He’s also had back issues this season, missed the French
Open to end his record 65-appearance streak at major
tournaments, and did not win a title of any sort in 2016 -
making it the first year since 2000 that he will finish with-
out at least one trophy.

So after participating in every single Grand Slam tour-
nament from the 2000 Australian Open through the 2016
Australian Open, Federer will be sitting out two of the last
three this year. He is a five- time champion at the US Open
and was the runner-up there to Djokovic last year. Federer,
who has spent more weeks at No. 1 than anyone in the his-
tory of the ATP computerized rankings, currently sits at No.
3, having gone 21-7 this season. Depending on how other
players fare, of course, Federer’s ranking will tumble over
the course of the rest of the year. — AP

Federer to miss rest of season, 
including Olympics, US Open
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LONDON: British Chancellor of the Exchequer Philip Hammond (center), and British Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Transport and Minister for Aviation, Lord Tariq Ahmad (right) listen to London City Airport CEO Declan Collier, as
they pass beneath a British Airways aircraft during a tour of the airport in east London yesterday. — AFP 

LONDON: The British government hailed a
£344 million (410 million euro, $450 mil-
lion) investment to expand London City
Airport yesterday as evidence Britain was
“open for business” despite its Brexit vote.
Finance minister Philip Hammond was at
the airport to cheer the announcement by
the Canadian-Kuwaiti consortium which
owns the airport, a business travel hub
located close to Britain’s financial centre.
The “ambitious growth plans will boost
international connections, strengthening
the City of London’s links to destinations
across the world, and send a clear signal
that Britain is open for business,” he said.

The investment will expand the airport
terminal, create more space for planes to
taxi and add new stands to allow bigger
planes to use the airport. The Finance
Ministry said it expected the expansion
would create 1,600 airport jobs for staff, as
well as 500 construction jobs and could

contribute £1.5 billion to the British econo-
my by 2025. Flights from City go to Europe
as well as New York. Last year it had a
record 4.3 million passengers-an 18-per-
cent increase from 2014. Its expansion had
been blocked by then London mayor Boris
Johnson, who is now the foreign minister.

But the new mayor Sadiq Khan lifted the
ban. The plan is being launched as propos-
als to expand one of London’s two main air-
ports-Heathrow and Gatwick-appear to be
stalled due to environmental concerns
despite demands for increased capacity.
City airport was bought earlier this year by
a consortium of Canadian and Kuwaiti
investors from US fund Global
Infrastructure Partners. The sale was
announced by Alberta Investment
Management Corporation, Ontario
Municipal Employees Retirement System
(OMERS), and Wren House, an arm of the
Kuwait Investment Authority. —  AFP 

£344 million expansion for London City Airport
Airport owned by Canadian-Kuwaiti consortium 

LAGOS: Every morning, Mama Biliki prepares small bags of popcorn
outside her ramshackle house in Ajegunle, one of Lagos’ poorest
neighborhoods, to sell by the roadside for 50 naira each. On a good
day, she reckons she can earn about 5,000 naira ($16, 15 euros) hawk-
ing them to pedestrians and motorists stuck in the traffic jams that
plague Nigeria’s biggest city. 

But the governor of Lagos state, Akinwunmi Ambode, is getting
tough on street selling, leaving Mama Biliki and others like her with an
uncertain future. “I appeal to the government to allow us to hawk on
the streets since we don’t have money to rent a shop, so we can contin-
ue to feed our families,” she said. “Even those with a shop, they don’t
sell as much as me who hawks in the streets. There are so many taxes
on shops that it doesn’t allow them to make a profit.”

In Nigeria’s financial hub, a noisy, overcrowded melting pot of some
20 million people, hawkers can be seen everywhere, snaking between
the cars in choking fumes and oppressive heat. Hungry drivers or pas-
sengers in packed danfos (public minibuses) can buy snacks of spicy
plantain chips and roasted peanuts, and quench their thirst with cold
drinks.  It’s possible to do some grocery shopping while the traffic idles
in snaking, honking queues: pre-packed fruit and vegetables and dried
noodles from boxes are offered hopefully at car windows.

Elsewhere, there are Nollywood DVDs on sale at traffic lights; hats
from every Nigerian region; basketball hoops; mobile phones; and at
Christmas time, a whole variety of festive decorations. And it’s always
clear when there’s a fuel shortage: hawkers sell rubber pipes and plas-
tic funnels to get petrol from the jerrycans of illegal roadside traders.
Goods are seasonal and predictable. But now the hawkers-who provide
a measure of service to gridlocked commuters with no time to shop-
risk up to six months in jail and a fine of 90,000 naira if they’re caught. 

Governor Ambode called the petty traders an “environmental nui-

sance but also... (a) security threat to citizens”.
“Street traders and buyers will henceforth be arrested and prosecut-

ed,” he said in a statement earlier this month.  “The Task Force on
Environmental Sanitation and Special Offences has been mandated to
ensure the law of the state against street trading is enforced to the letter.”

Negative effect
For the traders, though, the crackdown could rob them of a lifeline.

Despite Nigeria’s nominal status as Africa’s leading economy, most of
its 180 million people live in dire poverty. Shedrach Ogona, who sells
cooking utensils on the road, said: “We’re not criminals, we have (quali-
fications). We’re trained. Most of us are trained in one thing or another.
“Please, let the government do what is reasonable.” Kingsley Shokun,
who sells books, said many of the hawkers were not on the road by
choice. 

“We’re not enjoying selling here,” he protested. Nigeria’s economy
has been built on oil but with global prices low since 2014, the flow of
money has dried up-not that it ever reached the majority in the first
place. Inflation rocketed to 16.5 percent in June-the highest for nearly
11 years-driving up the cost of living, particularly for fuel and food.

Nigeria’s dependence on oil has been laid bare, with little
domestic  manufac tur ing or  industr y  to plug the gap.
Unemployment among young graduates has been estimated at
nearly 45 percent. According to Chinedu Bosah, secretary of the
Campaign for Democratic and Workers’ Rights (CDWR), banning the
hawkers could have a negative effect. One hawker was knocked
down by a truck as he tried to evade arrest. “What is going to be the
alternative? The alternative will only be crime. And the government
keeps spending money for security, reinforcement. It doesn’t pay
society,” said Bosah. — AFP 

LAGOS: A street vendor looking on as he sells his wares on a road of Lagos. — AFP 

Nigeria’s Lagos bans street selling
No hawking, no trading 

DUBAI: Pacific Controls, a Dubai-based technolo-
gy company, is in talks with banks about restruc-
turing debts of 1.4 billion dirhams ($381 million),
sources said, one of the largest firms to have to
do so since the emirate’s economy began to
slow. It is also set to be the highest-profile exam-
ple to date of a company receiving assistance
from a special mechanism set up by the United
Arab Emirates’ banking federation to help firms
struggling to repay debt, the sources said.

Launched in 2000, the privately owned com-
pany benefited from the boom in the UAE’s
economy as it provided technology services to
local businesses, more recently expanding into
cloud computing and the internet of things. Gulf
economies have cooled since lower oil prices
began to squeeze revenues in 2014, with gov-
ernments cutting spending and delaying proj-
ects. Pacific Controls’ clients include a number of
state institutions, such as Dubai Civil Defense
and the Roads and Transport Authority, govern-
ment controlled companies including telecoms
firm Etisalat, as well as banks, hospitals and
schools, its website showed.

It also has clients outside the UAE, such as
Saudi Arabian telco Etihad Etisalat (Mobily) and
King Abdullah University of Science &
Technology (KAUST). It has encountered difficul-
ties in part because of delayed payments from
some of its clients, the sources said, declining to
specify which owed money or how much the
firm is owed. Pacific Controls has not made pay-
ments on short-term bilateral loans for working
capital, sources said. But payments related to a 1
billion dirham longer-term facility had mostly
been met, although the principal on a June
repayment was only 80 percent covered, one of
the sources added.

Many businesses have found it hard to repay
hefty debts after the slowdown hit their balance
sheets, although so far this has mostly been
among small and medium sized enterprises and
companies with debt issues lingering from the
emirate’s 2009-10 financial crisis. “Pacific Control

Systems group has been in the midst of an orga-
nizational restructuring exercise. The compre-
hensive exercise will help streamline the opera-
tions of the company,” the company said in a
statement yesterday. “The management of
Pacific Controls is confident of a turnaround on
account of Pacific Controls’ intrinsic technology
innovation, investment in infrastructure and sin-
cerity towards the purpose of the group and its
operations.”

Intervention
Given the importance of Pacific Controls to

the local economy, the sources said that it was in
no danger of collapsing and a solution would be
reached. Among the predominantly-UAE
lenders on its main loan are Dubai Islamic Bank,
National Bank of Fujairah and United Arab Bank.
One of the sources said the company had used
short-term loans to fund long-term capital
expenditure projects. With revenue yet to accrue
from these schemes, its cashflow position was
then compounded by disruption from delayed
payments. Lenders this month asked the UAE
Banks Federation to help reach an agreement
with the company and mediate between the
short and long-term lenders, the sources said.

Under the federation scheme launched in
March, companies in difficulty could agree a
new voluntary arrangement with lenders.  It was
brought in due to the absence of an effective
UAE insolvency law and after a jump in so-called
‘skipping’ cases by SMEs which was forcing
banks to set aside more cash for bad loans. The
UAE Banks Federation declined to comment. The
Dubai Media Office didn’t immediately respond
to a request for comment. KPMG has been
appointed as financial advisor to assist with the
restructuring and turnaround of Pacific Controls,
the company said. It has also selected a new
CEO, as Dilip Rahulan - who was the firm’s chief
executive and executive chairman - is currently
recuperating from illness. He will stay on as
chairman. —  Reuters

UAE’s Pacific Controls in talks 
over 1.4 billion dirhams debt
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EXCHANGE RATES

Al-Muzaini Exchange Co.

CURRENCY BUY SELL
ASIAN COUNTRIES

Japanese Yen 2.879
Indian Rupees 4.508
Pakistani Rupees 2.899
Srilankan Rupees 2.084
Nepali Rupees 2.826
Singapore Dollar 224.330
Hongkong Dollar 39.118
Bangladesh Taka 3.868
Philippine Peso 6.435
Thai Baht 8.687

GCC COUNTRIES
Saudi Riyal 80.950
Qatari Riyal 83.386
ani Riyal 788.462
Bahraini Dinar 806.160
UAE Dirham 82.648

ARAB COUNTRIES
Egyptian Pound - Cash 30.750
Egyptian Pound - Transfer 34.559
Yemen Riyal/for 1000 1.219
Tunisian Dinar 136.980
Jordanian Dinar 428.350
Lebanese Lira/for 1000 2.023
Syrian Lira 2.0163
Morocco Dirham 31.118

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN COUNTRIES
US Dollar Transfer 303.400
Euro 335.410

Malaysian Ringgit 75.350
Chinese Yuan Renminbi 45.870
Thai Bhat 9.645
Turkish Lira 100.045

CURRENCY BUY SELL
Europe

British Pound 0.391319 0.406319
Czech Korune 0.004314 0.016314
Danish Krone 0.040738 0.045738
Euro 0.0327885 0.0336885
Norwegian Krone 0.031333 0.036533
Romanian Leu 0.074498 0.074498
Slovakia 0.009051 0.019051
Swedish Krona 0.030979 0.035979
Swiss Franc 0.299214 0.310214
Turkish Lira 0.096447 0.106747

Australasia
Australian Dollar 0.218594 0.230594
New Zealand Dollar 0.207096 0.216595

America
Canadian Dollar 0.224611 0.233611
Georgina Lari 0.137008 0.137008
US Dollars 0.299250 0.304250
US Dollars Mint 0.299750 0.304250

Asia
Bangladesh Taka 0.003397 0.003981
Chinese Yuan 0.044080 0.047580
Hong Kong Dollar 0.037016 0.039766

Indian Rupee 0.004361 0.004771
Indonesian Rupiah 0.000019 0.000025
Japanese Yen 0.002791 0.002971
Kenyan Shilling 0.002986 0.002986
Korean Won 0.000257 0.000272
Malaysian Ringgit 0.071286 0.077286
Nepalese Rupee 0.002681 0.003031
Pakistan Rupee 0.002728 0.003018
Philippine Peso 0.006337 0.006637
Sierra Leone 0.000052 0.000058
Singapore Dollar 0.217947 0.227947
South African Rand 0.015083 0.023583
Sri Lankan Rupee 0.001662 0.002242
Taiwan 0.009341 0.009521
Thai Baht 0.008331 0.008881

Arab
Bahraini Dinar 0.798072 0.806572
Egyptian Pound 0.027140 0.032258
Iranian Riyal 0.000084 0.000085
Iraqi Dinar 0.000182 0.000242
Jordanian Dinar 0.424763 0.433763
Kuwaiti Dinar 1.000000 1.000000
Lebanese Pound 0.000151 0.000251
Moroccan Dirhams 0.019363 0.043363
Nigerian Naira 0.001252 0.001887
Omani Riyal 0.781502 0.787182
Qatar Riyal 0.082511 0.083961
Saudi Riyal 0.079807 0.081107
Syrian Pound 0.001286 0.001506
Tunisian Dinar 0.132882 0.140882
Turkish Lira 0.096447 0.106747
UAE Dirhams 0.081166 0.082866
Yemeni Riyal 0.001371 0.001451

Dollarco Exchange Co. Ltd

Rate for Transfer Selling Rate
US Dollar 303.600
Canadian Dollar 230.590
Sterling Pound 399.465
Euro 334.860
Swiss Frank 301.905
Bahrain Dinar 802.590
UAE Dirhams 82.890
Qatari Riyals 84.105
Saudi Riyals 81.680
Jordanian Dinar 427.800
Egyptian Pound 34.092
Sri Lankan Rupees 2.083
Indian Rupees 4.511
Pakistani Rupees 2.891
Bangladesh Taka 3.863
Philippines Pesso 6.441
Cyprus pound 159.995
Japanese Yen 3.900
Syrian Pound 2.405
Nepalese Rupees 3.810

Sterling Pound 400.180
Canadian dollar 231.430
Turkish lira 100.460
Swiss Franc 308.020
Australian Dollar 228.760
US Dollar Buying 302.200

GOLD
20 Gram 266.930
10 Gram 136.380
5 Gram 69.040

Bahrain Exchange Company

DUBAI: The quality of real estate loans in
the United Arab Emirates has continued to
improve despite sliding home prices, the
International Monetary Fund said, in a
sign that the UAE is coping better with a
real estate downturn than it did in the last
slump seven years ago. Dubai’s average
residential real estate price plunged 11
percent in 2015 and in neighboring Abu
Dhabi prices sank 0.8 percent, the IMF said

in a report yesterday after annual consul-
tations with the UAE government. But
non-performing loans in the construction
and real estate development industries
shrank to 7.5 percent of the total at the
end of March 2016 from 12.3 percent in
2013, the IMF said. The quality of loans to
households - a measure of financial strain
among home buyers - has also been
improving, with the ratio of non-perform-

ing loans dropping to 4.9 percent from 10
percent over the same period.

As a result, falling property prices “do
not appear to pose systemic risks for the
financial sector,” the IMF concluded. That is
a change from the last slump, when the
bursting of a speculative bubble in real
estate prices strained the balance sheets
of banks across the UAE and brought
Dubai’s government close to defaulting

on its debt. This time, steps taken in 2014,
such as tighter self-regulation in the prop-
erty industry, rises in real estate transac-
tion fees imposed by the government and
mortgage loan caps introduced by the
central bank, have limited speculation and
the amount of bad loans, the IMF said.

The strength of the banking system
appears to be helping the UAE ride out a
region-wide economic slowdown caused

by low oil prices. The IMF has predicted
Abu Dhabi’s gross domestic product
growth will fall from 4.4 percent in 2015
but remain solid this year at 1.7 percent. In
Dubai, where the economy does not rely
directly on oil and state-linked firms are
vigorously pushing tourism and real
estate projects, the IMF actually expects
growth to accelerate marginally, to 3.7
percent from 3.6 percent. — Reuters

UAE’s property loans improving despite price slide 

PARIS: Air France-KLM said yesterday it man-
aged to cut its net loss significantly in the first
half of this year but warned attacks had reduced
the attractiveness of France as a travel destina-
tion. “The global context in 2016 remains highly
uncertain regarding the geopolitical and eco-
nomic environment in which we operate,” the
French-Dutch airline group said in a statement,
citing “a special concern about France as a desti-
nation”. 

The group cut its net loss to 114 million euros
in the first half of the year compared to 638 mil-
lion in the same period in 2015.  On an operat-
ing basis, it made a profit of 218 million com-
pared to a loss of 238 million. While the airline
group even managed a net profit of 41 million

euros in the second quarter, it noted a “clear
deterioration during the quarter” in revenues,
which dropped by 5.2 percent.

The company’s shares soared nearly 4.8 per-
cent in early Paris trading, vastly outpacing the
stock exchange’s CAC 40 index which rose 1.1
percent. The results were announced as Air
France faced another strike by employees,
which forced it to cancel 13 percent of flights
yesterday during the peak summer travel sea-
son. Chief financial officer Pierre-Francois
Riolacci said unit revenue fell by 5.6 percent in
the second quarter, which he put down to the
sluggish global economic recovery and “most of
all the effect of the terror attacks that have
struck Europe in recent quarters and which

resumed with the Brussels attacks at the end of
March.” The March 22 Brussels airport and metro
attacks which killed 32 people are believed to
be the work of jihadists closely linked to the cell
which carried out the November Paris massacres
in which 130 people died. The July 14 attack in
Nice in which 84 people were killed when a gun-
man drove a 19-tonne truck into a crowd of rev-
elers following Bastille Day fireworks has
renewed concerns about the impact on tourism,
which accounts for 7 percent of France’s econo-
my and employs two million people. French offi-
cials said earlier this month that the number of
tourists arriving on regular flights has fallen by
5.8 percent since January, including by 11 per-
cent in Paris.— AFP

Air France-KLM cuts loss, warns of attacks impact

CAIRO: Egypt’s largest listed bank, Commercial
International Bank (CIB), became the latest
lender yesterday to reduce the amount of for-
eign currency customers can spend and with-
draw abroad using debit and credit cards.
Egypt has suffered from a shortage of dollars in
the banking system that has sapped its ability
to import since a 2011 uprising drove away
tourists and foreign investors, both crucial
sources of hard currency.

Last month, Egypt’s central bank wrote to
bank chiefs asking that they “ensure that debit
cards, including pre-paid cards, issued in local
currency by Egyptian banks are only used with-
in the country.” The central bank later said the

letter was not intended to signal a blanket ban
on card use, but instead a request that banks
prevent individuals from misusing debit cards
to acquire large quantities of foreign currency
while abroad.

CIB’s move follows similar measures taken by
a number of other banks last week, including
Emirates NBD Egypt. CIB told clients yesterday
that it would change the limits for purchases
made in foreign currency using the bank’s cards
from Aug 1. It did not specify which cards
would be affected or give the new limits, but
several bank staff told Reuters that the move
would impact both credit and debit cards with
limits cut by about 50 percent.

CIB cut Classic Card owners’ maximum pur-
chases outside of Egypt to $2,500 a month from
$5,000, and $3,500 a month from $7,500 a
month for Gold Card owners. 

A bank official, speaking on condition of
anonymity, attributed the CIB limits to “com-
patibility with the market trend in the rest of
the banks.” Egypt’s foreign currency reserves
h ave  h a l ve d  s i n ce  t h e  2 0 1 1  u p r i s i n g  to
about $17.5 billion. Emirates NBD Egypt told
customers last week that it would suspend
u s e  o f  E g y p t i a n  c re d i t  a n d  d e b i t  c a rd s
abroad entirely, but later rowed back on the
decision and said it would set new limits
instead. — Reuters

Egypt CIB limits the use 
of bank cards abroad

FX shortage bites 

KUWAIT: Ooredoo Kuwait, a mem-
ber of the international Ooredoo
Group, yesterday announced the
appointment of Frederic Debord,
who is joining Ooredoo Kuwait as
Chief Operating Officer. Ooredoo
Kuwait’s CEO and General Manager
Sheikh Mohammed bin Abdullah Al
Thani said: “We wish to extend a
very warm welcome to Frederic
Debord for joining Ooredoo

Kuwait’s family. We are confident in
his ability to contribute positively to
our ongoing success in Ooredoo
Kuwait”.

Debord has two Master’s degrees
in Finance and Management, as well
as Business Administration. He has
almost thirty years of experience
under his belt, and a wealth of inter-
national telecommunications expe-
rience having worked for industry

heavy weights like France Telecom,
Orange Slovensko, Orange
Dominican. His most recent role was
CEO of INWI Morocco, where he
worked for more than six years.
Among the highlights of his tenure
there was the implementation of a
recovery strategy for the company,
which contributed to the growth in
customer base during the first two
years. 

KUWAIT: CEO KFH-Group, Mazin
Saad Al-Nahedh reiterated KFH’s
leadership in innovating sharia-
compliant products, indicating
that the bank had achieved
remarkable presence in the sub-
scription of the sovereign debt
issuances (Tawarruq) issued by the
State to help bridge budget
deficit. KFH subscribed to 20 mil-
lion of the last 7-year Tawarruq
issue of 25 Million to Islamic banks,
ie 80% of the issue. 

I t is worth noting that KFH
announced in an earlier statement
that KD 700 million sovereign debt
issuances ( Tawarruq) went to

Islamic banks since the beginning
of the program that had started last
April. The share of KFH accounts for
50% which represents its market
share of Islamic banks in Kuwait.
The pace of offering the Tawarruq
issues is suitable for the market and
the liquidity volume.

Al-Nahedh said that KFH has a
proven track record of success in
the subscription of the sovereign
debt issuances (Tawarruq), indicat-
ing the issue was Tawarruq for
Islamic banks rather than sukuk as
the government is still working on
finding legislative framework for
this important product; sukuk that

opens new horizons for financing
the State’s budget deficit and the
development process as per sharia
principles. The sukuk legislation
process reached advanced stages.

KFH has extensive experience in
the sukuk issuances in the domes-
tic and global capital markets. The
success is not only for KFH solo but
also for the Group. 

KFH-Turkey was the f irst  to
enter the sukuk market in 2010.
The bank issued lease certificates
in domestic and overseas markets
in different currencies such as US
Dollar,  R inggit  Malaysia and
Turkish Lira. 

KFH achieves remarkable presence in 
Sovereign Debt Issuances ‘Tawarruq’

Mazin Saad Al-Nahedh 

Ooredoo Kuwait appoints Frederic 
Debord as Chief Operating Officer

Frederic Debord
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LONDON: British retailers suffered their sharpest fall in
sales in four years after last month’s vote to leave the
European Union, raising doubts about the ability of
consumers to stave off a Brexit recession. Official fig-
ures earlier yesterday showed the economy as a whole
grew fairly robustly in the run-up to the vote. But most
economists are expecting a sharp slowdown as busi-
nesses and consumers retrench after the referendum
shock. The Confederation of British Industry said sales
fell sharply between June 28 and July 14 and retailers
cut orders with suppliers by the most since the 2008-
09 financial crisis.

“It’s a bad start,” HSBC economist Elizabeth Martins
said.  “If you are looking for a relatively resilient con-
sumer as we are then it’s not particularly encouraging.”
The Bank of England is expected to cut interest rates
next week for the first time since 2009 and finance
minister Philip Hammond reiterated yesterday that the
government was ready to support the economy as it
went through a “period of adjustment”. Sterling
extended losses slightly to hit a day’s low against the
U.S. dollar after the CBI data, though the industry lob-
by warned against drawing too strong conclusions
from the numbers.

“While conditions in the retail sector have weak-
ened, we should be careful about reading too much
too soon, as consumers were likely to err on the side of
caution in the immediate period following a vote to
leave the EU,” CBI chief economist Rain Newton-Smith
said. The CBI data represents an early gauge of how
the retail sector has fared since the unexpected result
of June 23’s vote.  Surveys of manufacturers and servic-
es firms last week suggested the economy was shrink-
ing at the fastest pace since 2009. The numbers cover
the period after the June 23 vote when the govern-
ment was thrown into chaos by the “Leave” vote and
the announcement by David Cameron that he would
resign as prime minister. The CBI said its retail sales vol-
ume index for July fell to 14 from +4 in June, its lowest
since January 2012. — Reuters

LONDON: Britain will enter EU exit talks in a strong
position, finance minister Phil ip Hammond
declared yesterday, after data revealed economic
growth unexpectedly accelerated in the run-up to
the Brexit referendum. Gross domestic product
(GDP) grew 0.6 percent in the second quarter, the
Office for National Statistics (ONS) said in a first
estimate for April-June, which included the shock
EU exit vote towards the end of the period.  That
beat market expectations for 0.5-percent growth,
as activity was boosted by rebounding industrial
production, and followed 0.4-percent expansion in
the first quarter.

“Today’s GDP figures show that the fundamen-
tals of the British economy are strong,” said finance
chief Hammond. “In the second quarter of this year
our economy grew by 0.6 percent-faster than was
expected.  “Indeed we saw the strongest quarterly
rise in production for nearly twenty years, so it is
clear we enter our negotiations to leave the EU
from a position of economic strength.”

Britons had voted on June 23 to leave the
European Union in a surprise vote that sent mar-

kets tumbling and the pound slumping in its after-
math. Also yesterday, European Commission head
Jean-Claude Juncker appointed veteran French
politician and former EU commissioner Michel
Barnier to lead the exit negotiations with Britain.
Juncker said Barnier was a “skilled negotiator with
rich experience in major policy areas relevant to
the negotiations (and) ... has an extensive network
of contacts.”

‘Challenges ahead’
Conservative Prime Minister Theresa May, whose

predecessor David Cameron resigned after losing
the referendum, has already signaled however that
London will not be rushed into EU exit talks-and
will most likely will begin the negotiations early
next year. “Those negotiations will signal the begin-
ning of a period of adjustment, but I am confident
we have the tools to manage the challenges ahead,
and along with the Bank of England, this govern-
ment will take whatever action is necessary to sup-
port our economy and maintain business and con-
sumer confidence,” added Hammond yesterday. 

British economic activity in the second quarter
was driven by particularly strong growth in indus-
trial production-which expanded by 2.1 percent.
That compared with a 0.2-percent decline in the
previous three months and matched figures last
seen in the third quarter of 1999, according to the
ONS. The services sector meanwhile grew 0.5 per-
cent in the second quarter, but this was offset by
falls in agriculture and construction. Scotiabank
economist Alan Clarke said the second quarter was
not rocked by “intense” worries over Brexit-because
many had expected Britain to stay.  “The outcome
of the referendum was a real surprise,” said Clarke.
“Most people thought the UK would vote to stay in
the EU, so the pre-vote jitters were probably not as
intense as feared.”

Gloomy data had indicated last week that storm
clouds were gathering-in the first indication of eco-
nomic contraction since the referendum.  Britain’s
economy was battered by the Brexit vote in July
and faced a “dramatic deterioration” in activity as
orders dried up and business investments were
canned, key data showed Friday. Private sector

business activity, as measured by research group
Markit’s Purchasing Managers Index (PMI), showed
economic growth had slumped at its fastest rate
since the global financial crisis.

More stimulus likely
Most economists argue that accelerating second-

quarter growth was unlikely to change the outlook
for more economic stimulus. The Bank of England
has already flagged a possible August interest rate
cut in response to Brexit. Hammond meanwhile
declared last weekend that the government could
unleash a “fiscal response” in his autumn budget
update to counter the negative effects of Brexit.
“Better-than-expected growth in the second quarter
is unlikely to alter the course of policymakers,” said
Schroders economist Azad Zangana.  “Both the Bank
of England and HM Treasury are plotting stimulus
packages in order to minimize the damage from the
uncertainty surrounding Brexit. “This is likely to
include a cut in interest rates in August, possibly a
restarting of quantitative easing, and fiscal stimulus
in the Autumn Budget Statement.”— AFP 

UK ‘in position of economic strength’ for Brexit talks

MILAN: About a month on from Britain’s vote to
leave the European Union, there’s little evidence
that economic activity across the continent has
been derailed yet. That’s some reassurance for
the 19-country euro-zone as it faces a host of
other problems, many of which relate to Italy, the
bloc’s third-largest economy. The country has to
shore up its banks - and will get some idea
tomorrow of the scale of the problem when reg-
ulators publish the results of EU-wide bank stress
tests. Separate figures tomorrow will also show
how the euro-zone economy was faring in the
run-up to the British vote. Analysts estimate that
the quarterly growth rate halved to 0.3 percent in
the second  quarter compared with the first for a
variety of reasons, including the pick-up in the
price of oil, concerns over a slowdown in China
and uncertainty ahead of the British referendum
on June 23. 

No doubt the vote for so-called Brexit has
proven a shock to many and a jolt to the
European project of political integration. But so
far the economic fallout appears to have been
contained. Surveys of business activity, such as
the Ifo index of German business confidence,
have shown resilience, in marked contrast to
those assessing the state of the British economy.
“Europe already appears to have moved on,” said
James Nixon, chief European economist at
Oxford Economics.

Nixon said “the more immediate challenge”
for European policymakers is the constitutional
referendum in Italy expected this fall, “where the
government currently faces a good chance of
succumbing to the same sense of populist disaf-
fection that prompted Brexit.” The Brexit vote has
raised the stakes in Italian Premier Matteo Renzi’s
upcoming referendum on a raft of changes
designed to streamline the country’s political sys-
tem. Opinion polls point to a close outcome.
Defeat could lead to Renzi’s resignation, early
elections and fresh uncertainty over the direction
both of the EU and of the euro-zone itself.

In the meantime, Renzi has another problem
to contend with - the financial health of Italy’s
banks. Renzi is looking for a way to rescue them
from a pile of bad loans that aren’t being repaid.
Italian banks have been worn down by some 360
billion euros ($400 billion) in loans that won’t be
paid back in full. Given Italy’s size, any negative
fallout would far outweigh the impact from the
repeated problems over the past few years,
notably in Greece.   Any rescue attempt that
involves the use of public money could run into
resistance from the EU, which recently intro-
duced new rules to avoid a repeat of some of the
recent bailouts that afflicted the euro-zone.

During the region’s debt crisis over the past few
years, the perilous situation of some banks was at
the root of some of the bailouts. Under the terms
of the new rules, taxpayer money can now only
be used after bank creditors such as bondholders
have been “bailed in,” meaning they lose some of
their money first. That provision was aimed at
making sure that the cost of rescuing banks
doesn’t overwhelm the state’s finances as they

did in the case of Ireland. “I think bail-ins are a
very sound economic principle, which basically
says that those investors that put in their money
and take out some profit in the good years carry
the losses in the bad years,” Jeroen Dijsselbloem,
the euro-zone’s top official recently said.   A par-
ticular problem for Italy is that about a third of
bank bonds are held by small retail investors.
Inflicting losses on them, as well as depositors,
could be highly unpopular ahead of the upcom-
ing referendum.  “It should therefore come as no
surprise that there is an increasing sense of
urgency to resolve the problems facing the
Italian banking sector well ahead of (the) vote,”
said Oxford Economics’ Nixon. A major step in
assessing the scale of the problem will emerge
tomorrow when the European Banking Authority
will release results on the financial health of EU

banks. The five Italian banks being assessed,
including UniCredit and Monte dei Paschi di
Siena, are expected to feature high in the list of
those requiring help. 

There’s talk that Monte dei Paschi may even
pre-empt the stress tests with a multi billion cash
call from investors. As in previous moments of
crisis in the euro-zone, most close observers
expect a last-minute deal to be thrashed out that

involves some sort of bending of the European
rules. European Central Bank President Mario
Draghi last week indicated that there is some
flexibility in the rules that would make sure that
they don’t fail their first test.

“There are escape routes available for particu-
lar circumstances,” economists at Bank of
America Merrill Lynch said in a note to clients.
“There is a way; we are waiting for the will.” What
would help Italy in particular would be a
strengthening in the recovery from recession.
Italy’s economy has grown less than other major
countries for years, fueling popular discontent
and the growth of previously fringe parties, such
as the 5-Star Movement, which has gained on
Renzi’s left-of-center Democratic Party in polls.
With Britain having made its choice, Italy is now
facing the glare.— AP 

Italian banks in focus as 
Europe shrugs off Brexit 

Italian banks struggling with pile of bad loans 

BRUSSELS: Veteran French politician and
former EU commissioner Michel Barnier
was named Wednesday to lead Brexit talks
with London where he was the “bete noire”
of free-wheeling bankers hostile to his
bonus curbs and tighter regulations.
European Commission head Jean-Claude
Juncker said Barnier was just the man to
lead what promise to be difficult talks as he
has the experience and contacts needed to
win agreement.

Britain’s June 23 vote to quit the 28-
nation European Union shocked EU leaders
who had bet on a vote to remain, with
France and the Commission leading
demands that negotiations should begin as
soon as possible. “I am very glad that my
friend Michel Barnier accepted this impor-
tant and challenging task. I wanted an
experienced politician for this difficult job,”
Juncker said in a statement. “I am sure that
he will live up to this new challenge and
help us to develop a new partnership with
the United Kingdom” after it becomes the
first country to leave the EU.

Barnier, 65, held the key Commission
financial services portfolio from 2010 to
2014, spearheading efforts to tame the
eurozone debt crisis which nearly brought
down the single currency project. He was
central to efforts to save the EU’s stricken
banks, laying down tough rules to police a
new banking union system which often put
him at loggerheads with the City of
London, one of the world’s top financial
markets. Barnier was also closely linked to
curbing banker bonuses, which were wide-
ly blamed for encouraging the risk-taking
culture that ultimately left the banks over-
stretched and in need of massive govern-
ment bailouts costing billions. Jacques
Lafitte of the Avisa investment advisory
group in Brussels said the appointment
sent a very clear message of intent to
Britain. “After all these years that the City
has demonized Michel Barnier, often
unjustly, the Commission could not have
sent a firmer message to the English,”
Lafitte said.

Barnier told BFM TV in France shortly
after the June 23 Brexit vote that the out-
come was a loss for all but stressed the

common interests. “Beyond Brexit, we will
continue to have shared interests with the
British, especially in everything that touch-
es upon our collective security,” he said.
Barnier was currently serving as an adviser
to Juncker on security issues as the EU reels
from a series of deadly attacks claimed by
Islamic State jihadis.

No rush to begin talks
New British Prime Minister Theresa May

has made clear London will not be rushed
into the Brexit talks which are widely
expected to begin early next year. May
insists she wants Britain to keep the fullest
access possible to the bloc’s single market
of 500 million people while at the same
time having the right to limit EU migrants,
the key issue which turned the referendum.
Juncker and EU leaders agree that close ties
with the world’s fifth largest economy are
in the interests of both sides but they also
insist they will not accept limits on the free
movement of people, a core EU principle.

Juncker has repeatedly stressed the
need to get the talks underway as soon as
possible so as to end the uncertainty over
both Britain’s and the bloc’s future. Barnier
takes up his position on October 1 but the
Brexit talks can only begin once Britain
invokes Article 50 of the Lisbon treaty,
which sets the clock ticking on two-years of
divorce talks. If the talks fail to produce an
agreement, Britain will end up leaving the
EU unceremoniously and be treated as any
other country with no special privileges
under World Trade Organization rules.

Barnier also previously served as EU
commissioner for regional policy and had
stints as both French foreign and agricul-
ture minister. He tweeted he was “honored
to be entrusted UK negotiation by
@JunckerEU and @EU Commission.
Rendez-vous for beginning of demanding
task on 1 October.” Juncker said Barnier was
a “skilled negotiator with rich experience in
major policy areas relevant to the negotia-
tions (and) ... has an extensive network of
contacts.” “He will report directly to me and
I will invite him to brief regularly the (com-
missioners) to keep my team abreast of the
negotiations,” he added. — AFP 

LONDON: GlaxoSmithKline plans £275 mil-
lion ($361 million) of new investments at
three drug manufacturing sites in Britain, sig-
naling its confidence in the country despite
last month’s vote to leave the European
Union. Britain’s biggest drugmaker, which
had argued against Brexit before the referen-
dum, believes the UK remains an attractive
place for making medicines, thanks to a
skilled workforce and relatively low tax rates.
The country’s so-called patent box boosts
profits from patented innovations by halving
the rate of corporation tax. This tax relief,
which favors pharmaceutical companies, has
come under fire in recent days from the
opposition Labour Party.

GSK said yesterday it was investing in
sites at Barnard Castle, in the north of
England, Montrose, in Scotland, and Ware,
north of London. It plans to increase pro-
duction of next-generation respiratory
drugs and biotech medicines. The vast
majority of these products will be exported.
“It is testament to our skilled UK workforce
and the country’s leading position in life sci-
ences that we are making these investments
in advanced manufacturing here,” said Chief
Executive Andrew Witty.

Business minister Greg Clark said GSK’s
move was a clear vote of confidence in Britain
and demonstrated that “there really is no
place better in Europe to grow a business”.
The company, which will report quarterly
results at 1100 GMT, has a large part of its
global research and manufacturing cost base
in Britain, even though nearly all its sales are
generated overseas. Witty, who is retiring
next year, had said before the vote that
Britain should remain in the EU, due to fears
that Brexit could disrupt Europe’s unified sys-
tem for drug regulation and hamper access
to top scientific talent.

Helped by Sterling fall
Despite this, the company, which will be

helped by recent falls in sterling, has con-
cluded that the country remains a good
place to do business. Britain accounts for
nearly half of GSK’s worldwide research and
development and around a third of its manu-
facturing. It has a total of nine UK manufac-
turing sites employing some 6,000 staff.
Uncertainty surrounding the vote to leave
the EU in last month’s referendum has raised
fears over corporate investment in Britain,
which some economists fear could exacer-
bate difficult times ahead as the government
negotiates future trade relations.

GSK’s substantial investment therefore
gives some reassurance and follows signs that
foreign buyers, lured by a plunge in the
pound, are looking to snap up bargains in
Britain, led by Japanese group SoftBank’s $32
billion swoop for chip designer ARM Holdings.
The board of French utility EDF, meanwhile,
will meet on July 28 to consider a final invest-
ment decision on its $24 billion Hinkley Point
C nuclear project in Britain. The pharmaceuti-
cals industry is a notable success story for
Britain, directly employing more than 70,000
people and accounting for 25 percent of all
business research and development spend-
ing. Witty, together with AstraZeneca CEO
Pascal Soriot, chairs an industry task force set
up by the government to address regulatory
and other issues facing the pharmaceutical
sector following Britain’s decision to leave the
EU. GSK said the new investments would cre-
ate some new jobs but it did not give a num-
ber. At Barnard Castle, it will spend 92 million
pounds on a sterile facility to make biotech
drugs, while Montrose will get 110 million for
a new unit making lung drug ingredients,
and 74 million at Ware will expand produc-
tion of its Ellipta inhaler. — Reuters

FRANKFURT: Deutsche Bank headquarters are photographed in Frankfurt, Germany.
Bank’s new co-CEO said its financial performance was unsatisfactory. Deutsche Bank
says its second-quarter profit dropped 98 percent as the company pushed ahead
with a restructuring effort and uncertainty over events such as Britain’s vote on
European Union membership weighed on markets. — AP 

Bankers ‘bete noire’ 
to lead Brexit talks

LONDON: Ryanair planes are seen at Stansted Airport in England. Ryanair said it will
reduce winter services at its main London hub and focus on other European bases
because of weakened British growth and consumer sentiment following Britain’s
vote to leave the EU. — AP 

ROME: Italian Premier Matteo Renzi (right) listens to British Prime Minister Theresa May during
a joint press conference at the end of their meeting in Rome on Wednesday, July 27, 2016. In
the background Rome’s landmark St Peter’s Basilica at the Vatican. — AP 

GlaxoSmithKline invests $361 
million in UK despite Brexit 

UK retailers report 
biggest fall in sales 

in four years 
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LONDON: Gold steadied near $1,320 an ounce
yesterday as traders awaited the outcome of a
two-day Federal Reserve policy meeting later,
which will be closely watched for any clues on
the scale and pace of interest rate hikes this year.
Spot gold was $1,319.56 an ounce at 1200 GMT,
little changed from $1,319.84 late on Tuesday.
US gold futures for August delivery were down
$1.40 an ounce at $1,319.40. 

The Fed is expected to leave rates unchanged
at this meeting, but its policy statement, due
after European markets close, is predicted to
sound a more positive note on the economy
that may boost expectations for a rate rise later
this year. Gold is particularly sensitive to rising

US rates, which would lift the opportunity cost
of holding non-yielding bullion, while boosting
the dollar, in which it is priced. “Our economists
are expecting a rate hike in December, but if the
Fed starts to sound hawkish now, that could
weigh on gold,” UBS analyst Joni Teves said.
“There are downside risks here.”

The dollar rose against a basket of currencies,
as reports of a larger than previously expected
fiscal stimulus plan for Japan knocked the yen
lower. Forex traders are also gearing up for a
Bank of Japan policy meeting later this week.
Federal Reserve policymakers are looking for
more evidence of a pick-up in inflation before
moving on rates, analysts said, as they try to

square a string of upbeat US data with a global
growth slowdown and other headwinds.
Uncertainty over the path of US rates has eroded
nearly 50 percent of the gains gold has made
since UK voters shocked the markets by voting
last month to leave the European Union. The
metal hit a more than two-year high of $1,374.71
an ounce after the move. 

“Gold’s insurance benefits come at a price on
these levels,” Julius Baer said in a note. “While
Brexit-related uncertainty should be supportive
for prices in the short term, the market appears
too complacent with U.S. monetary policy.”
Holdings of the world’s largest gold-backed
exchange-traded fund, SPDR Gold Shares, fell by

Gold treads water ahead of Fed statement

NEW YORK: People walk to work on Wall Street beneath a statue of George
Washington, in New York. Stocks moved higher in early trading yesterday, led by
gains in technology stocks after Apple soared on a strong earnings report. — AP 

FRANKFURT: European banks are lending
more to consumers and businesses but not
enough to boost economic growth, ana-
lysts said on Wednesday based on new fig-
ures from the European Central Bank.
Loans from euro-zone banks to households
and companies grew 1.1 percent in June,
the same pace as in April and May, the
European Central Bank said yesterday.
Discounting strictly financial transactions,
loans grew by 1.4 percent-picking up
speed over May’s 1.2 percent increase and
April’s 1.0 percent. But while the figures are
“a tentatively encouraging sign, it’s early
days to suggest that’s going to lead to a
stronger pickup in economic growth,” ana-
lyst Jack Allen of Capital Economics said.

“I still find it difficult to really see that it’s
going to help the euro-zone recovery,”
Carsten Brzeski of ING Diba bank agreed.
Low lending by banks to the private sector
has long been blamed for contributing to
the slowness of the economic recovery in
the euro-zone. In the first half of 2016, the
ECB took a sequence of steps to try and
boost lending-many of which had not tak-
en full effect by June. It lowered interest
rates and expanded its quantitative easing

program, which by buying up safe-haven
government bonds aims to force investors
to place money in the real economy.

It also introduced so-called “targeted
long-term refinancing operations” that
offers banks cheap funding but requires
them to in turn to lend it on to firms and
households. But fierce headwinds face the
ECB as it struggles to support growth in the
euro-zone, analyst Allen said. Banks are less
willing to lend in the face of the uncertain-
ty triggered by Britain’s vote to quit the EU
and fears over the condition of the banking
sectors of some member states, including
Italy. Meanwhile, the boost to the economy
from low oil prices and the weak euro is all
but over. Against that background, the
lending data was “positive, but no reason
to stop” the ECB from doing more, ING’s
Brzeski said. June’s loan data may add to
the arguments for the ECB to extend quan-
titative easing past the current March 2017
deadline. Bank chief Mario Draghi may also
do away with a rule that bans the ECB buy-
ing bonds with a yield lower than its own
bank deposit rate of interest.  But beyond
that, “there is hardly anything they can do,”
Brzeski said. —AFP 

Loan growth too weak to 
boost euro-zone recovery

another 4.5 tons on Tuesday to 954.24 tons.
It has seen an outflow of nearly 28 tons in
the last three weeks. Among other precious
metals, palladium, which hit a nine-month

high of $694.30 on Tuesday, was up 0.2 per-
cent at $688 an ounce. Silver was down 0.2
percent at $19.59, while platinum was up
0.1 percent at $1,093 an ounce. — Reuters

LONDON: Oil prices fell close to three-
month lows yesterday after US industry
data showed weekly oil stocks declined by
less than expected, feeding into concerns
over persistent oversupply dragging
down prices. Global benchmark Brent
crude was on track for the first monthly
loss since January and the largest of 2016.
Futures traded 51 cents down at $44.36 a
barrel by 1045 GMT. US West Texas
Intermediate (WTI) crude was trading
down 22 cents at $42.70 a barrel, close to
a three-month low of $42.36 reached on
Tuesday.

“Today’s weakness is just part of the
general belief that the market is oversup-
plied,” said Tamas Varga, oil analyst at
London brokerage PVM Oil Associates.
Weekly industry data from the American

Petroleum Institute (API) late on Tuesday
showed that U.S. crude stocks fell by
827,000 barrels in the week to July 22, well
short of the 2.3 million barrel draw that
had been expected. Closely watched US
government oil stocks data will be pub-
lished later.

“Falling gasoline stocks and a renewed
decline in US oil production would con-
tribute to stabilizing oil prices,” said
Carsten Fritsch, commodities analyst at
Commerzbank. A firmer dollar has also
weighed on oil prices over recent weeks. A
stronger US currency makes dollar-
denominated commodities such as oil
more expensive to buy. Other analysts
said they expect prices to fall further in
the short term as oversupply persists
while demand growth stutters. — Reuters

Oil nears 3-month low 
as oversupply weighs

Palladium slips after touching fresh nine-month highs 

LONDON: Stocks rose in Europe and Asia
yesterday while the yen sank against the
dollar, after Prime Minister Shinzo Abe said
his government would present a $265 bil-
lion stimulus package to reflate the
Japanese economy. The larger-than-
expected figure helped lift Tokyo stocks 1.7
percent and Asian shares to one-year highs.
It was unclear how much would be spent to
boost growth directly but analysts said the
package put pressure on the Bank of Japan,
meeting on Friday, to take steps to ease
monetary policy.

Wall Street looked set to open higher,
with Dow Jones and S&P 500 futures up
about 0.2 percent. The pan-European
STOXX 600 index rose 0.6 percent, led high-
er by the auto and luxury sectors on a busy
day of company earnings. LVMH rose 7.5
percent after its fashion and leather sales
beat forecasts. However, Deutsche Bank
dropped 4.5 percent after announcing
sharply lower second-quarter revenues as
low interest rates and volatile markets
weighed on the business. Chief Executive
John Cryan warned deeper cuts may be
needed. Britain’s FTSE 100 index gained 0.4
percent.  Germany’s DAX index rose 0.8 per-
cent and has recouped all losses incurred
since Britain’s June 23 vote to leave the
European Union. MSCI’s broadest index of
Asia-Pacific shares outside Japan edged up
0.2 percent, having earlier climbed to its
highest level since Aug. 11, 2015. It has risen
10 percent so far this month. Chinese stocks
, however, had their weakest day in six
weeks on worries about new regulatory
restrictions.

More dollar downside?
In currency markets, the dollar rose 0.9

percent to 105.50 yen, having risen as far as
106.54 at one point, after reports of the
Japanese stimulus package. “So far it looks
like the Bank of Japan is not ready to do
something new and that leaves the poten-
tial for more downside for the dollar before
the meeting on Friday,” said Thu Lan
Nguyen, a currency strategist with
Commerzbank in Frankfurt. Gains against
the yen pushed the dollar up 0.1 percent
against a basket of currencies before a poli-
cy announcement from the Federal Reserve
later in the day.

The US central bank is not expected to
change policy this month but investors will
scour its statement, due at 1800 GMT, for any
hints on the timing of future rate hikes.
Stronger US economic data of late has
revived expectations of a Fed hike and mar-
kets see roughly an even chance of a rate rise
in December. Two-year US Treasury yields,
seen most sensitive to higher rates, held
close to four-week highs. By contrast
Japanese two- and five-year government
bond yields hit record lows of minus 0.37
and minus 0.38 percent respectively. German
10-year Bund yields, the benchmark for euro
zone borrowing costs, fell 1.5 basis points to
just above minus 0.10 percent. Germany auc-
tioned 1 billion euros of 30-year bonds at a
record low yield as investors bought them in
anticipation of the European Central Bank
needing to buy more longer-dated bonds
under its asset-purchase scheme as low
yields at short maturities put half of German
debt out of the scheme’s reach. — Reuters

Europe stocks rise; Asia 
lifted by Japan stimulus
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SAN FRANCISCO: Twitter’s shares fell
hard after its quarterly update showed
more losses for the struggling social
media platform, which has seen sluggish
growth in revenues and active users.
Shares were down nearly 11 percent at
$16.45 in after-hours trade following the
report, which showed Twitter’s loss nar-
rowed to $107 million in the second quar-
ter from $136 million a year earlier.

Significantly for investors, the number
of monthly active users edged up to 313
million, up three percent from a year ago
and only slightly more than the 310 mil-
lion in the past quarter. Revenue rose 20
percent from a year earlier to $602 million
but lagged expectations. “We’ve made a
lot of progress on our priorities this quar-
ter,” Twitter chief executive Jack Dorsey
said of the results. Dorsey added that “we
are confident in our product road map,
and we are seeing the direct benefit of
our recent product changes in increased
engagement and usage.”

A Twitter co-founder, Dorsey returned
to the CEO job last year in a bid to boost
growth and user engagement, with its
shares slumping on concerns that it is fail-
ing to keep pace in the fast-growing
world of social media.  Twitter has been
seeking to expand its reach with live
video and an array of partnerships in
sports and the political field, but the
moves appear to have had little impact.
Dorsey said he expects the new strategy
to yield benefits.  “We’re working every
day to make Twitter faster, more intuitive
and easier to use,” he told a conference
call. “You’ve already seen us take some
big steps here, like the changes to the
timeline and the announced changes to
the character count and reply rules, and
there’s more changes like these on the
way.” He said growth “also involves edu-
cating people about why to use Twitter.”
Twitter has been streaming video from
the Republican and Democratic conven-

tions, and has struck deals for live video
content around NBA basketball games.

Earlier this year Twitter struck a deal
with the National Football League to
stream Thursday night American football
games, and also streamed content from
the Wimbledon tennis tournament.
Twitter has never posted a profit since its
keenly anticipated stock market debut in
2013 but has been ramping up its adver-
tising efforts to bring in revenue.
Advertising revenue totaled $535 million,
an increase of 18 percent year-over-year,
with mobile accounting for 89 percent of
that. Revenues from the United States
amounted to $361 million, up 12 percent
from a year earlier and international rev-
enue grew 33 percent to $241 million.

Analysts skeptical 
Yet many analysts remain skeptical

about whether Twitter can reverse its for-
tunes. “We remain cautious on Twitter’s
ability to show meaningful user growth in
the near-term, but management sounded
confident in product and marketing
improvements,” said Mark Mahaney at
RBC Capital Markets in a note to clients.
“Twitter believes it can command premi-
um ad pricing, but its dramatic ad rev-
enue deceleration doesn’t support that.”

A Morgan Stanley note to investors
this week offered a “bearish” view on
Twitter, saying that it has failed to drive
significant revenues from its deal on
political and sporting events. “Our web
traffic and app download data show con-
tinued deterioration in engagement and
user growth, which we believe will pres-
sure monetization,” the analysts said.
Twitter shares hit an all-time high of $69
after its IPO in late 2013 but have been
on a downward trajectory since, losing
more than 70 percent over the past two-
and-a-half years. The shares closed at
$18.45 Tuesday ahead of the earnings
report. — AFP 

NIEKY: Two years after devastating
floods, banana planters in Ivory Coast
have staged a comeback, eyeing an
increase in production and new markets
for the popular fruit. The west African
country, which has grown bananas for
more than 50 years, was annually export-
ing almost 300,000 tons of fruit before
disaster struck. In Nieky, a vital banana-
growing region, many have scarred
memories of the events of June 2014.

In fewer than 48 hours, pounding
water forced the Agneby river to burst its
banks, unleashing a muddy wall of water
that damaged 1,300 hectares (3,200
acres) of banana fields. The land is
owned by the Banana Cultivation
Research and Development Company
(SCB), which accounts for 70 percent of
national production. “A quarter of our
turnover was wiped out,” SCB managing
director Olivier Biberson said.

Thanks to a reconstruction effort that
cost six million euros ($6.6 million) - 80
percent of which came from the EU - 850
hectares of bananas were replanted over
15 months and dikes were reinforced to
prevent the land being swamped again.
Today, 1,400 plantation workers are back
at work-jobs that feed 10,000 people.
“The situation is under control. We have
managed to recover our production lev-

els,” said Kossomina Ouattara, the planta-
tion supervisor. Bananas are widely
grown in Africa, especially varieties that
are used for cooking, while Ivory Coast
has carved itself out a niche in the classic
yellow “dessert” banana-and is second to
Cameroon as Africa’s biggest exporter of
the fruit.

Shadow
In 2015, the country exported nearly

300,000 tons of bananas, worth $285.7
million, according to industry sources,
making it the world’s 12th largest
exporter with 2.7 percent of global mar-
ket share. Agriculture in the country of
23 million accounts for a quarter of GDP-
bananas, along with cocoa and coffee,
are a vital part of the economy.  Banana
planters have launched a recovery plan
with a view to hiking production to
500,000 tons by 2020 and are hoping to
build up a lucrative sub-regional market
in Mali, Burkina Faso and Niger.

But a shadow lies over this scheme.
The floods have highlighted the sector’s
vulnerability to bad weather, prompting
some to fear the hand of global warming
in driving costly disasters of this kind.
“The flooding was a consequence of cli-
mate change,” Ouattara said, explaining
that the downpour was by far the worst

in several decades. 
Trade union activists in the SCB have

been lobbying for water pumps to
thwart future floods, but-true to the fick-
le nature of climate-the situation of too
much water has gone into reverse. “In
2014 there were very violent storms, but
this year, it’s the opposite, there’s a short-
age of rain,” agronomist Albert Coulibaly
Minatienni said. “If it rains too much, the
banana plants are hit, and this affects
production volume. In contrast, a short-
age of rain impacts production costs.
Plants have to be watered more and that
becomes prohibitively expensive.”

Advantage
Seeking flexibility in shifting condi-

tions, growers are looking at banana
types hitherto grown in the maritime
south of the country to see if they can
also thrive in savannah territory in the
north. If Ivory Coast has made a banana
bounceback, the European Union can
claim a big chunk of the credit for it. The
Nieky disaster came at a time when the
EU had a program to grant Ivory Coast
45 million euros to back the banana
business and help growers compete with
exports from Central and South
American countries. The project took
effect after a deal in 2009 to end a pro-

longed “banana trade war” between
Europe and producer nations in Latin
America that had been shut out of the
market.

The conflict was sparked in 1993
when the EU gave preferential trade tar-
iffs and quotas to African, Caribbean
and Pacific (ACP) nations, mostly former
European colonies. Ivory Coast has the
advantage of being the nearest export-
ing nation to the huge EU market. The

boat trip takes between seven and nine
days compared with several weeks for
exports from South America, which
means bananas can be dispatched
when they are closer to maturity. “The
distance will prove a big advantage
when the carbon footprint is factored
into product sales,” SCB boss Biberson
added. “Clients will prefer products that
have a smaller carbon footprint than
others.”— AFP 

Ivory Coast banana growers on the comeback trail

DABOU: People work on bunches of bananas in a treatment and packaging cen-
tre near Dabou, around 45kms from Abidjan. — AFP 

TOKYO: Japan’s prime minister unveiled a
surprisingly large $265 billion stimulus
package yesterday to reflate the world’s
third-largest economy, adding pressure on
the central bank to match the measures
with monetary stimulus later this week. The
earlier-than-expected announcement to
boost the flagging economy sent Japanese
and other Asian stock markets higher while
it weighed on the safe-haven yen, but
lacked crucial details on how much of the
package would be direct government
spending.

The size of the package, at more than
28 trillion yen ($265.30 billion), exceeds ini-
tial estimates of around 20 trillion yen and
is nearly 6 percent the size of Japan’s econ-
omy. It will consist of 13 trillion yen in “fis-
cal measures,” which likely includes spend-
ing by national and local governments, as
well as loan programs. “We need to take
steps to support domestic demand and
put the economy on a firmer recovery
path,” Shinzo Abe said in a speech in south-
ern Japan yesterday. “I want to use various
measures to increase our escape velocity
from deflation.”

The market expects the Bank of Japan to
produce some fire power of its own at its
rate review ending on Friday. “The amount
is so large that the stimulus package is
bound to have a big economic impact. It is
impossible to spend this much money in
one extra budget, so this may take place
over the next few years,” said Hiroshi
Miyazaki, senior economist at Mitsubishi
UFJ Morgan Stanley Securities. “The BOJ is
likely to ease policy, including increasing
government debt purchases, so you could
say the BOJ can absorb the new debt. It

also makes it easier to show that the BOJ
and the government are working together.”

Many BOJ policymakers prefer to hold
off on easing as they expect the fiscal stim-
ulus package to boost growth and brighten
the prospects for hitting their 2 percent
inflation target. But yen moves and political
considerations could be decisive factors for
the BOJ policymakers agonizing over
whether to expand stimulus or to save their

dwindling policy resources for when the
economy takes a turn for the worse. Japan’s
Nikkei stock average rose nearly 2 percent
on the larger-than-expected stimulus pack-
age, while the yen slumped against the
dollar.

No lasting impact?
Abe ordered his government earlier this

month to craft a stimulus plan to revive an

economy dogged by weak consumption,
despite three years of his “Abenomics” mix
of hyper-easy monetary policy, big spend-
ing and structural reforms. As part of the
package, the government said it would
raise the minimum wage by 3 percent this
fiscal year to ramp up consumer spending.

Sources told Reuters the package would
have a headline figure of at least 20 trillion
yen. Only about 9 trillion yen was to come
from a combination of direct spending
from both national and local governments
and loan programs. Such “fiscal spending”
appeared to have increased to 13 trillion
yen. But the rest is likely to come from state
subsidies to private firms and lending from
quasi-government entities, which does not
involve direct government spending and
thus may not give an immediate boost to
growth, analysts say. Abe’s administration
has also offered few hints on how it will
finance the package, casting doubts on
Japan’s ability to fix its tattered finances.

Sources have signaled the package will
be funded in state budgets spawning sev-
eral years. The government is considering
issuing construction bonds but remains
cautious about resorting to large-scale
debt issuance. Japan’s finance ministry
denied a media report it was considering
issuing 50-year government bonds for the
first time to capitalize on ultra-low interest
rates. While Abe may have succeeded in
giving stocks a temporary boost, some ana-
lysts have doubts the impact will last.
“Markets are used to this size of stimulus,
so their reaction is neutral,” said Kyohei
Morita, chief Japan economist at Barclays
Capital. “The effectiveness of the stimulus
package itself is questionable.” — Reuters

Malaysia Airlines to 
buy 50 Boeing jets

KUALA LUMPUR: Struggling Malaysia Airlines yester-
day announced plans to purchase 50 Boeing aircraft
for $5.5 billion as it continues efforts to recover from
devastating twin disasters in 2014. Malaysia’s national
flag carrier said it had placed firm orders for 25 Boeing
737 MAX jets and had purchase rights for another 25.
Deliveries are to commence in 2019. New CEO Peter
Bellew said the purchase of the aircraft, which are
known for their fuel efficiency, would aid the airline’s
recovery. “This deal is a game-changer for Malaysia
Airlines with much lower costs and greater efficiency
which we will pass on to our loyal customers with low-
er fares,” Bellew said in announcing the deal. Malaysia
Airlines currently operates 56 Boeing 737-800s as well
as smaller numbers of Airbus aircraft. The devastating
MH370 and MH17 disasters in 2014 pushed the peren-
nially loss-making airline to the brink of bankruptcy as
bookings dried up. MH370 disappeared on March 8 of
that year, en route from Kuala Lumpur to Beijing with
239 passengers and crew. 

News
i n  b r i e f

UAE’s telco Etisalat 
Q2 profit rises 51% 

DUBAI: Abu Dhabi-listed Etisalat reported a 51 percent
rise in second-quarter net profit yesterday on the back of
foreign exchange gains and lower finance costs and roy-
alties. Etisalat, which directly and indirectly operates in
about 18 countries across the Middle East, Africa and
Asia, made a net profit of 2.32 billion dirham ($631.7 mil-
lion) in the three months to June 30, it said in a state-
ment. This compares with a profit of 1.53 billion dirhams
a year earlier. SICO Bahrain forecast Etisalat would make a
quarterly profit of 1.92 billion dirhams. The company’s
board proposed an interim dividend of 40 fils per share
for the first half, according to the statement. Etisalat gen-
erated second-quarter revenue of 13.33 billion dirhams,
up from 12.72 billion dirhams a year earlier. Domestic rev-
enue rose 3 percent to 7.7 billion dirhams due to
increased customer base, while international revenue fell
1 percent year on year to 5.5 billion dirhams because of
currency volatility in Egypt and Pakistan. 

Australia’s inflation 
eases to 17-year low

SYDNEY: Australian inflation eased to a 17-year low in
April-June, official figures showed yesterday, raising
the prospects of another interest rate cut to shore up
the economy. Borrowing costs are already at a record-
low of 1.75 percent and economists said they could
fall further after the consumer price index rose one
percent year on year, the weakest level since the June
quarter of 1999. It was also well off the Reserve Bank
of Australia’s target of 2.0-3.0 percent. The 0.4 percent
on-quarter reading, however, matched market expec-
tations and was stronger than in the January-March
period, where prices fell 0.2 percent-the first drop
since 2008. Australia has been growing stronger than
most of the world’s most advanced economies, but
like most countries it is struggling to kickstart infla-
tion, with oil prices subdued and global trade tepid.
“Quite clearly, deflationary pressures globally are con-
tinuing to be imported to Australia, and intense com-
petition domestically and historically weak wages
growth are keeping price pressures low and inflation
below target,” AMP Capital chief economist Shane
Oliver said.

Ireland cuts growth 
forecast after Brexit 

DUBLIN: Ireland’s central bank yesterday cut its
growth forecasts for 2016 and 2017 because of
Britain’s vote to leave the European Union but said the
full impact would depend on the details of any Britain-
EU deal. The bank cut its GDP forecast to 4.9 percent
this year from a previous forecast of 5.1 percent on
April 1 and to 3.6 percent next year from 4.2 percent
earlier. 

Japanese PM unveils $265 billion
stimulus plan to boost economy

Spending package to exceed 28 trillion Yen

FUKUOKA: Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe delivers a speech in Fukuoka yester-
day. — AFP

UAE’s First Gulf Bank 
Q2 net profit slips 10% 

DUBAI: First Gulf Bank, the third-largest lender by assets
in the United Arab Emirates, broadly met estimates yes-
terday as it posted a 10 percent fall in second-quarter net
profit. FGB, which earlier this month announced it had
provisionally agreed to merge with rival National Bank of
Abu Dhabi, made a net profit of 1.31 billion dirhams
($356.7 million) in the three months ending June 30, it
said in an emailed statement. This compared to 1.45 bil-
lion dirhams in the same period a year earlier, while the
average forecast of four analysts polled by Reuters was for
a net profit in the quarter of 1.35 billion dirhams. Merging
NBAD and FGB, as recommended by the boards of the
two lenders, would create one of the largest banks by
assets in the Middle East and Africa. The deal is expected
to be completed in the first quarter of 2017. 

TOKYO: Sarah Takeda thought she had a
good little business renting a traditional
tatami-mat room in her house on Airbnb.
But she and other hosts in Japan are learn-
ing the hard way that the home-sharing
site’s fastest-growing market is also becom-
ing the next flashpoint in a global battle
over the sharing economy. Hoteliers are up
in arms, local residents complain that out-
siders are invading their neighborhoods,
and Japanese officials say renting out pri-
vate homes is illegal. Calls for change have
reached the highest levels of government,
which is mulling a revision to the rules, as
Japan’s tourist numbers hit fresh records
and Tokyo scrambles to build enough
accommodation to host the 2020
Olympics.  

But Takeda’s hosting days are over, after
local officials knocked on the door of her
home in a quaint seaside town near the
capital. They quizzed her on minute details
of the business, such as asking how she

cleaned sheets for guest futons, Takeda
said. She was later threatened with a
30,000 yen ($280) fine or six months in jail if
she kept renting. “I had no idea Airbnb was
against the law when I was running it,” said
Takeda, a pseudonym, who has since
stopped renting the straw mat room for
about 3,000 yen a night. “They said some of
the neighbors had commented that many
foreigners were coming to our house.”

Japan isn’t alone. Fights over Airbnb
have erupted in Spain, France, Germany and
even in San Francisco, where the company
is based, largely over rising real estate prices
and noise complaints. Still, Japan is particu-
larly fertile territory for home sharing with
visitor numbers soaring as a drop in the yen
makes a once-notoriously expensive coun-
try a bit more affordable. Last year, Japan
drew some 19.7 million visitors, up 47 per-
cent from a year earlier, straining hotel
occupancy rates and highlighting Tokyo’s
accommodation problem. — AFP

TOKYO: Tourists walk with their luggage toward Tokyo station. Airbnb hosts in Japan
are learning the hard way that the home-sharing site’s fastest-growing market is also
becoming the next flashpoint in a global battle over the sharing economy. — AFP 

Japan - latest battleground 
in Airbnb home-sharing war

Twitter shares dive; 
update disappoints
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VIENTIANE: Grain by grain, truckload by
truckload, Laos’ section of the Mekong riv-
er is being dredged of sand to make
cement-a commodity being devoured by
a Chinese-led building boom in the capi-
tal.  But the hollowing out of the riverbed
is also damaging a vital waterway that
feeds hundreds of thousands of fishermen
and farmers in the poverty-stricken
nation.  “Today, it’s more complicated for
us to go fetch water for crops,” Deam
Saengarn said from the muddy river ’s
shores, describing how its gentle slopes
have given way to steep embankments.
The 36-year-old mother of two captures
Laos’ development conundrum: she
depends on $10 daily wage from a sand
extraction firm, but also relies on the very
river she is helping to gouge. 

“We really need this water,” she added
wistfully, dripping with sweat as she sepa-
rated stones from the mountains of sedi-
ment piled on the shore.  All around her,
industrial pipes and excavators suck up
the Mekong’s floor, carving moon-like
craters into the bed of a river that winds
through most of the landlocked nation. It
is a familiar story in a country whose natu-
ral resources have been steadily plun-
dered by businesses-many of them
Chinese-under the gaze of communist
leaders who brook no dissent but wel-
come foreign cash. Sand, an unflashy and
seemingly infinite resource, is the chief
ingredient in cement and the hidden hand
behind the explosion of cities worldwide.  

China is also its top consumer-devouring
more than 60 percent of the global output
and using more sand in four years than the
United States did in the entire 20th century.
Dredging has been taking place for years
along the Mekong, but the industrial scale is
relatively new to Laos, where the grains

pave a flurry of new construction projects in
the country’s sleepy capital, many of them
funded by Chinese firms. 

‘River needs sand’
“We now have many Chinese clients.

They are constructing huge buildings in
Vientiane, so they need a lot of sand and
pebbles,” said Air Phangnalay, who helps
run an extraction company in Laos. China
is the largest source of foreign investment
in neighboring Laos. Chinese businessmen
loom large in the isolated nation and have
zeroed in on its array of timber and mineral
resources-often to the dismay of an impov-

erished populace with few outlets to air
grievances. Experts say the uptick in sand
mining, a lesser-known resource grab, is
harming the delicate ecosystem of a river
some 60 million people across the region
depend on. 

The 4,800 kilometer Mekong, which
starts in southwestern China and empties
out in southern Vietnam, is the world’s
largest inland fishery and among the most
biodiverse rivers on the globe, according to
World Wildlife Fund (WWF).  It naturally pro-
duces around 20 million tons of sediment a
year, but is now seeing twice that much
extracted annually, according to the latest

research to which WWF contributed. Most of
the dredging is taking place in Cambodia
and Vietnam, but the pace of mining is pick-
ing up speed in Laos-an opaque country
where big businesses can swallow up
resources with minimal scrutiny. 

Marc Goichot, from the World Wildlife
Fund, said the rate of mining along the
Mekong has become “unsustainable” and is
setting the stage for especially dire damage
downstream. “The river needs the sand to be
transported from upstream down to the
delta to fight against salinisation and
encroachment of the sea in this crucial area
for agriculture,” he said. Farmers along the

Mekong’s vast delta in Vietnam are already
battling the worst saline intrusion rates in
decades, thanks to severe droughts that
have parched rice paddies across the region.  

Troubled waters 
An official from Laos’ Ministry of Public

Works conceded the dredging “affects the
Mekong river and its ecosystem struc-
ture”.But the official declined a full inter-
view or to provide figures on how much
sand has already been extracted. Without
strict regulation, the dredging will trigger
erosion patterns that could take decades
to reverse, according to the UN’s environ-
mental agency.  

“The problem is that we have long
believed that sand was an inexhaustible
commodity,” Pascal Peduzzi said, adding
that rivers across the world are now under
threat from a global spike in extraction.  

Yet sand mining is not the only effort to
monetize the mighty Mekong-while dan-
gerously disrupting its flow.  There are
already 12 dams built or under construc-
tion on the river’s upper reaches in China,
with at least seven more planned. Another
nine are underway or planned in Laos, plus
two more in Cambodia.

Environmental groups strongly oppose
the stoppages, which they say hamper cru-
cial fish migrations, block key sediment
transfers and threaten to flood lands that
tens of thousands of people call home. It is
damage that will only be compounded by
a free-for-all race to scoop up the river’s
sand. “The river has changed a lot. Here,
the banks are collapsing. This did not hap-
pen before,” a Laos fishermen said as he
drew his nets, declining to give his name in
a country where many fear speaking out.
“It requires us to go further to fish. It’s not
good for us.”— AFP 

Grain drain, Laos’ sand mining damaging the Mekong

VIENTIANE: Workers gather pebbles at a sand excavation site along the Mekong River in Vientiane. — AFP 

SEKOMA: Molefi Ramantele, a small-scale livestock
farmer who ekes out a living in Botswana’s arid
scrubland, lost a third of his cattle in the drought
that has scorched southern Africa. “My life is my
cattle. I have never seen it so bad...It will take me
years to get them back,” the 67-year-old said of his
livestock, often the main measure of household
wealth in rural African economies. 

Farmers, game reserves and central bankers
across southern Africa are among those set to
count the cost for years to come of the drought
that wiped out livestock, pushed up food prices
and caused power shortages and protests. The
2015/2016 El Nino weather system, the Pacific
Ocean phenomenon associated with droughts,
storms and floods, baked southern Africa before
ending in May.

This coincided with a slump in commodity prices
that pressured African exporters’ budgets, eroded
currencies and deepened economic misery as well
as challenging central bankers faced with higher
prices and slow economic growth. Central banks
across the region have raised interest rates to cool
prices and there is little sign of relief. “There are as
yet no clear signs of a recovery in the agricultural
sector, and food price inflation is expected to remain
elevated for some time,” South Africa Reserve Bank
Governor Lesetja Kganyago said last week.

In Malawi, where half the population needs
food aid, June inflation accelerated to 22.6 percent
from 21.5 percent in May, with food inflation run-
ning at 27.7 percent. The kwacha currency has lost
close to 60 percent of its value against the dollar
the last 12 months. In South Africa, the continent’s
biggest producer of maize, the crop is projected to
fall almost 30 percent to around 7 million tons,
which will force Africa’s most industrialized country
to import close to 4 million tons.

Futures for white maize, the staple food, dou-
bled last year and while prices are now 20 percent
below January’s record peaks of over 5,000 rand a
ton, time lags mean increases are still filtering
through the pipeline. Food inflation in South Africa
soared to 12.8 percent in April from 4.1 percent in
June last year and remains over 12 percent, pressur-
ing the wider inflation rate which stands at 6.3 per-
cent, above the central bank’s target range. “Food
inflation in South Africa is likely to remain high
throughout the year,” said Wandile Sihlobo, head
economist with Agbiz, a farm industry lobby group.

Food shortages
This is fueling wage demands of between 20

and 50 percent from mining unions, whose mem-
bers on average have eight people depending on
them to put food on the table. Such demands,
even if only partly met, will further stoke prices,
adding to the dilemma of the central bank which
has raised rates by 200 basis since early 2014 but
does not want to choke an economy it forecasts to
stagnate this year. In Zimbabwe, which is in arrears
of $1.8 billion on $8.3 billion of foreign debt and
has fallen behind on salary payments to soldiers
and teachers, the United Nations estimates 20 per-
cent of the population needs food aid because of
the drought.

This number is expected to rise to 44 percent or
more than 4 million people by early 2017. Hunger,
combined with a cash crunch, is seen as one of the
causes behind a one-day “stay at home” protest in

Zimbabwe earlier this month, the biggest strike
since 2005 against President Robert Mugabe’s long
rule. “In Zimbabwe, the food shortages have added
to cash shortages and perceptions of corruption, it
is another factor that has driven great frustration,”
said Robert Besseling, executive director at busi-
ness risk consultancy Exx Africa.

The Southern African Development Community
has appealed for $2.4 billion to help up to 40 mil-
lion people across the region in urgent need of
support until the next grain harvest in April 2017.
In Zambia, Africa’s second-biggest copper produc-
er, the drought caused power shortages because
water levels in the Kariba hydro-electric dam sank
as low as 12 percent in January. Analysts say the sit-
uation remains precarious, though the government
has said that power supplies are being restored.

Forecasts suggest that El Nino will be replaced
by La Nina, a weather pattern that often brings
rainfall to southern Africa, which could fill dams
and help some in the region recover. “The soil is the
driest in the 20 years that I’ve been here,” said
Gerhard Visser, who runs a game ranch in South
Africa’s northern Limpopo province. “If the rains
come, I might recover in two years.” He said he had
to sell off over half his herd, or 600 impala. But with
the land parched, heavy rainfall may bring more
problems. “In Mozambique, the dry ground could
lead to floods during the upcoming rainy seasons,”
said Mark Sorbara, an analyst with London-based
Africa Risk Consulting. “More importantly the poor
harvest will also negatively impact the ability of
farmers to plant for next year which will extend El
Nino’s effects into 2017.” —  Reuters

KUWAIT: National Bank of Kuwait (NBK) yes-
terday announced the winner for July’s KD
125,000 Al Jawhara monthly prize, Dalal
Rajaan Al Azmi. The draw was held under the
supervision of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry. The winner’s name was announced
live on Marina FM. NBK has doubled cus-
tomers’ chances to win in the weekly, month-
ly and quarterly draws when they do not
withdraw or transfer from their accounts.

NBK customers have chances to win KD
5,000 weekly, KD 125,000 monthly and a
grand prize of KD 250,000 quarterly. Each KD
50 in a customer’s account entitles them one
entry into the draw, thus more money in an
account means more chances into each draw.

This new added feature enables al Jawhara
Account holders’ to double their chances
when maintaining their balance without
withdrawing. Al Jawhara is the most popular
prize-giving account in Kuwait. 

Al Jawhara account entitles account holders
to enter the weekly, monthly and quarterly Al
Jawhara draws. All prizes are automatically cred-
ited to the winners’ accounts the day after the
draw. Al Jawhara account is available for both
Kuwaitis and expats and can be opened at any
of NBK’s numerous branches around Kuwait, or
safely and easily through NBK’s website for exist-
ing customers. For more information, please
contact NBK Call Center at 1801801 or visit NBK
official website www.nbk.com/Jawhara

Al Azmi wins KD 125,000 
in NBK Al Jawhara draw 

KUWAIT: KIPCO - the Kuwait Projects
Company - has announced a net profit of
KD 28 million ($93 million) in the first six
months of 2016, an increase of 10 percent
on the KD 25.4 million ($84.2 million)
reported for the same period last year.
Earnings per share increased 13 per cent in
the first half of the year, standing at 18.3fils
($6.06 cents) from 16.2fils ($5.4 cents) per
share reported for the same period in 2015.

In the second quarter (the three months
ended 30 June, 2016), KIPCO made a net
profit of KD 14.5million ($48.1million), up
8per cent from the KD 13.4 million ($44.4
million) profit reported in the same period
of 2015. KIPCO’s total revenue for the first
six months of 2016 increased8per cent to
KD328million ($1.1 billion) compared to
the KD 304 million ($1.01 billion) for the
first half of 2015. KIPCO’s consolidated
assets increased to KD 10billion ($33billion)
in the first half of 2016, from KD 9.6 billion
($32 billion) at year-end 2015.

Masaud Hayat, KIPCO’s Chief Executive
O ff icer  Bank ing,  said the company ’s
results in the first half of the year reflect
the growth its core businesses are achiev-
ing, in line with KIPCO’s objectives for the
year: “While the economic circumstances

in the region remain challenging, our core
companies have continued to grow their
revenue. 

This reflects our companies’ sound plan-
ning and their ability to work and deliver
despite difficult trading conditions. In the
remaining months of 2016, we expect to
stay on track to deliver our year-end target
of growth in the high single digit.”

KIPCO announces 10% 
increase in net profit

Masaud Hayat, KIPCO’s Chief Executive
Officer Banking

KUWAIT: With the summertime in full swing and
holiday plans in motion, many consumers are
looking for effective ways to reduce their spend-
ing and curb spiraling costs - without having to
radically change their lifestyle. What most peo-
ple don’t know however, is that ‘Smart Driving’
can help improve fuel economy on your regular
commute and help the vehicle perform better. In
line with this, Chevrolet recommends the follow-
ing tips to save fuel:

Drive smoothly
Not accelerating smoothly is one of the most

common mistakes drivers make on the road.

Aggressive driving like jumping on the gas at every
light only to then hit the brakes will not get the driv-
er home any faster. According to Chevrolet engi-
neers, by driving smoothly, drivers can improve
their mileage by approximately 20 percent. 

Use cruise control
Using cruise control helps maintain a con-

stant speed over time, which is much more effi-
cient than speeding up and slowing down over
and over again.

Roll up the windows
Leaving windows open on the highway

increases air pressure in your car, acting like a
parachute trying to slow the vehicles down,
which consumes much more energy than the air
conditioner will, slowing you down and consum-
ing fuel.  

Check tire pressure
Even with tired just five pounds under the rec-

ommended air pressure, it will make the engine
work harder to turn the wheels. Chevrolet recom-
mends checking tires at least once a month, and
the Tire Information Label located on the inside of
your vehicle’s doorframe has the recommended
cold tire pressure for your vehicle. 

‘Check engine’ light
A “check engine” light can be something as

simple as a loose gas cap. But, a more serious
engine problem can cut fuel economy by up to
40 percent.

Avoid excess idling
A car gets 0 kpl when the engine is idling.

Turn off your engine when your vehicle is parked
to save fuel.  

Roof carriers to haul gear and car ornaments
like country flags increases aerodynamic drag
(wind resistance) and lowers fuel economy. 

At highway speeds, up to a third of your fuel

is used to overcome wind resistance, so even
small changes to your vehicle’s aerodynamics
will have a big impact in fuel economy.

Cut access weight
When it comes to saving on gas, it’s not just

the distance but how a vehicle is loaded and
driven that counts. 

Carrying heavy items in your car makes it
work harder and consume more gas. Keep in
mind that for every 100 kg you carry onboard,
your car uses about 0.5 L/100 km more gas
(around 2 percent extra) - and even more in
smaller vehicles.

Smart driving can save drivers money at pump 

From herdsmen to the central bankers, 
southern Africans count drought cost

Impact still playing out in inflation, food supplies

NEW YORK: Boeing, absorbing billions in write-
downs related to two of its newest commercial
jets and a military fuel tanker, reported its first
quarterly loss in nearly seven years. Yet revenue
for the Chicago aerospace giant rose 1 percent
to $24.8 billion, and company shares rose steadi-
ly before the opening bell yesterday. Charges
totaling $3 billion before taxes, led to Boeing’s
first down quarter since the third quarter of
2009, when it lost $1.6 billion.

Boeing also lowered its full-year earnings to
the range of $6.10 and $6.30 per share, from
$8.15 and $8.35. The revenue outlook remains
the same at $93 billion to $95 billion. The report
of a quarterly loss comes days after one of
Boeing’s key suppliers, Rockwell Collins, publicly
called out the company for being behind on $30
million to $40 million in bills for various elec-
tronic and cockpit equipment. “Boeing is delin-
quent and Boeing has contributed to some of
our underperformance here this quarter in cash
flow, which is disappointing, but we’re working

that with them,” Rockwell Collins CEO Kelly
Ortberg said Monday when the company posted
earnings.

The Boeing Co. reported losses of $234 mil-
lion. The adjusted per-share loss was 44 cents,
which was better than Wall Street had expected.
Analysts surveyed by Zacks Investment Research
had projected a loss of 88 cents per share.
Boeing had already warned analysts of the
heavy charges for the quarter, giving them time
to adjust their estimates. The charges this quar-
ter include a $1.2 billion write-down, before tax-
es, on its 747-8. Boeing attributed the loss to
weakness in the air cargo market, saying that the
overall number of freighter jets produced will be
lower than originally estimated. 

The company will continue to manufacture
one of the giant jets every two months but no
longer has plans to double the production rate
to one per month in 2019. Boeing also decided
against spending money to refurbish and sell its
two remaining 787 Dreamliner test aircraft. — AP

RENTON: Photo shows CFM International LEAP-1B engines on Boeing’s 737 MAX named the
‘Spirit of Renton’ on the tarmac at the Boeing factory in Renton, Washington. - AFP 

Boeing reports ‘first’ 
loss in nearly 7 years
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SPARKS, Nevada: Tesla Motors Inc’s next
strategic turn could cost the electric car mak-
er “tens of billions” of dollars over the long
term, but will likely require only a “modest”
capital raise, Chief Executive Elon Musk said
on Tuesday. Musk’s comments during a
media open house at Tesla’s sprawling, bat-
tery “gigafactory” outside Reno, Nevada,
come at a time when the automaker is losing
money and dealing with investigations into a
crash that killed a driver using its Autopilot
driving-assist software.

Musk seemed unwilling to let such speed
bumps slow him down. Last week he
unveiled an ambitious plan to expand the
company into electric trucks and buses, as
well as car sharing. On Tuesday, Musk said
because the plan will roll out over a number
of years, it could be mostly funded from

sales of vehicles, particularly the Model 3
sedan due to launch in 2017. While some
analysts have questioned how profitable the
Model 3 will be, Musk on Tuesday said he
expects the car to generate $20 billion in
revenue per year and $5 billion in gross prof-
it once it is up to full production of about
500,000 vehicles a year. “It’s possible to fund
quite a bit with that,” Musk said, adding that
not all the proposed new vehicles will hap-
pen simultaneously. Musk said Tesla has fin-
ished engineering the Model 3 and he is
confident it can launch production next
summer. On Tuesday, Musk turned his atten-
tion to the $5 billion battery plant being
developed with Japan’s Panasonic Corp

,Musk said the factory could ultimately
support 1.5 million electric vehicles a year
and he was confident the partners could

eventually lower battery costs to $100 per
kilowatt-hour by 2020.

Rival General Motors Co has said it
expects to achieve battery costs of $145 per
kilowatt hour with the LG Chem batteries
used in its $35,000 Chevrolet Bolt. That vehi-
cle is due to launch later this year, nearly a
year ahead of Tesla’s similarly priced Model
3. Tesla will release its second quarter results
Aug. 3. The company said earlier this month
that its deliveries for the quarter fell short of
its forecasts. Analysts will be looking for
signs that the company is containing its
costs and slowing its cash burn. 

Overhaul in Fremont plant
Tesla took another hit June 30 when US

highway safety regulators disclosed they
were investigating the fatal May 7 crash

involving Tesla’s Autopilot system, which
takes partial control of steering and braking.
Musk on Tuesday again defended the tech-
nology, describing Autopilot as “unequivo-
cally” a good thing. He said Tesla took a
number of steps to “reduce complacency”
among Autopilot users. Earlier in the day, the
US National Transportation Safety Board said
the Tesla involved in the fatal crash was
exceeding the 65-mile-per-hour speed limit.
Musk’s broad new strategy for Tesla outlined
last week also calls for combining with solar
energy company SolarCity Corp , ramping
production of Tesla vehicles to 500,000 a year
by 2018 from 80,000 vehicles projected for
this year, and expanding Tesla’s vehicle prod-
uct lineup to include pickup and semi trucks.
Tesla is also gearing up for a substantial over-
haul of its vehicle assembly plant in Fremont,

California. Model S sedans and Model X sport
utilities are currently built using two separate
lines of welding robots. Tesla said earlier in
July production, which also fell short of tar-
gets in the second quarter, is now averaging
about 2,000 vehicles a week.

That’s still about half the rate of a con-
ventional auto assembly plant. During a tour
on Monday, cars went past welding robots
on carriers, with one empty carrier between
each vehicle. Soon, company officials say,
the current models will be built using one
line of welding robots, so the other line can
be reconfigured to build the Model 3. A new
paint shop installed in the plant will be
capable of processing 10,000 cars a week.
Assembly of the power trains for Tesla cars
will be moved to the Reno gigafactory, Tesla
officials said. — Reuters

Tesla’s Musk sees ‘modest’ capital raise for next strategic turn 

SAN FRANCISCO: Twitter is in danger of becom-
ing the next internet company forced into a des-
peration sale if it cannot find a way to start lur-
ing people and advertisers back to its some-
times-befuddling messaging service. The 10-
year-old company’s second-quarter report,
released Tuesday, provided another sobering
snapshot of Twitter stuck on a treadmill, as other
digital communications channels such as
Facebook and Snapchat are racing ahead in the
battle for people’s attention and allegiance.
Twitter averaged 313 million users a month in
the April-June period, a gain of just 3 million
from the previous quarter.

Even more telling, Twitter has added only 9
million monthly users since the San Francisco
company brought back co-founder Jack Dorsey
as CEO a year ago. Dorsey has tried to shake
things up by rolling out a “Moments” feature that
bundles messages about current events, loosen-
ing the 140-character on tweets and showing
tweets in the order most likely to appeal to each
person’s perceived interests, rather than a
chronological fashion. The ineffectiveness of
those measures have spurred speculation that
Twitter might be bought by a suitor that prizes
its still-sizeable audience and the insights that its
service provides into the hot topics that people
are talking about around the world. 

Future growth
Industry analysts believe the prospect of a

Twitter takeover is the main reason that the
company’s stock had climbed 34 percent from
its all-time low of $13.73 leading into the sec-
ond-quarter earnings report. The shares
reversed course after the disappointing report
came out, shedding $2.11, or 11 percent, to
$16.34 in extended trading. Twitter’s stock has
lost more than half its value since Dorsey’s
return as CEO. In a conference call Tuesday to
discuss the quarterly results, Dorsey said he
believes Twitter is building a “company and busi-
ness of importance” when asked about whether
selling might more sense than remaining inde-
pendent.

“We’re making the right decisions on our
product and it gives us a foundation for future
growth,” Dorsey said at another point in the call.
Little or no growth often culminates in acquisi-
tions in internet industry. Years of stagnation

finally prodded internet pioneer Yahoo Inc. to
conduct an auction that resulted in Monday’s
$4.8 billion deal to sell its online operation to
phone company Verizon. And a slowdown in
user growth helped convince professional net-
working service LinkedIn to agree recently to a
$26.2 billion sale to Microsoft. Finding new users
isn’t Twitter’s only problem.

The company seems to be losing its appeal to
advertisers as well, likely because people aren’t
spending as much time reading and posting
tweets. Twitter’s second-quarter revenue rose 20
percent from last year to $602 million. By com-
parison, online social networking leader
Facebook is expected to boast a 33 percent
increase in its quarterly revenue when it releases
its numbers yesterday. For the second straight
quarter, Twitter acknowledged advertiser
demand fell below management’s expectations.

To make matters worse, Twitter still hasn’t
manage to eke out a profit in its history. The
company lost $107 million in its latest quarter,
narrowing from a $137 million loss at the same

time last year. Twitter has little hope of ever rival-
ing Facebook, which has nearly 1.7 billion
monthly users, and now it’s starting to look like
it will be left in Snapchat’s rear-view mirror.
Started just five years ago as ephemeral messag-
ing service, Snapchat now has 150 million peo-
ple who use its app daily. Twitter doesn’t break
down its daily audience, but Jefferies internet
analysts peg the number at 140 million.

About three-fourths of Snapchat’s users are
under 34 years old, a statistic that bodes well for
its future growth. Twitter is pinning its hope for
future growth largely on live video of sports and
other events that tend to get people talking on
its service. In its biggest deal so far, Twitter will
begin streaming the National Football League’s
Thursday night game. But the NFL deal or next
month’s Summer Olympics evidently won’t help
Twitter much in the current quarter, which ends
in September. Twitter projected about $600 mil-
lion in revenue during the period, well below the
$682 million anticipated by analysts surveyed by
FactSet.—AP

Twitter still struggling to 
grow as rivals race ahead

‘Twitter is building a company and business of importance’

NEW YORK: This file photo shows the Twitter bird logo on an updated phone post on the floor
of the New York Stock Exchange. — AP

The Cisco 2016 Midyear Cybersecurity
Report (MCR) finds that organizations
are unprepared for future strains of

more sophisticated ransomware. Fragile
infrastructure, poor network hygiene, and
slow detection rates are providing ample
time and air cover for adversaries to operate.
According to the report’s findings, the strug-
gle to constrain the operational space of
attackers is the biggest challenge facing
businesses and threatens the underlying
foundation required for digital transforma-
tion. Other key findings in the MCR include
adversaries expanding their focus to server-
side attacks, evolving attack methods and
increasing use of encryption to mask activity. 

So far in 2016, ransomware has become
the most profitable malware type in history.
Cisco expects to see this trend continue with
even more destructive ransomware that can
spread by itself and hold entire networks,
and therefore companies, hostage. New
modular strains of ransomware will be able
to quickly switch tactics to maximize effi-
ciency. For example, future ransomware
attacks will evade detection by being able to
limit CPU usage and refrain from command-
and-control actions. These new ransomware
strains will spread faster and self-replicate
within organizations before coordinating
ransom activities. 

“As organizations capitalize on new busi-
ness models presented by digital transfor-
mation, security is the critical foundation.
Attackers are going undetected and
expanding their time to operate. To close
the attackers’ windows of opportunity, cus-
tomers will require more visbility into their
networks and must improve activities, like
patching and retiring aging infrastructure
lacking in advanced security capabilities.  As
attackers continue to monetize their strikes
and create highly profitable business mod-
els, Cisco is working with our customers to
help them match and exceed their attackers’
level of sophistication, visbility and control,”
said Mike Weston, Vice President, Cisco
Middle East. 

Visibility across the network and end-
points remains a primary challenge. On
average, organizations take up to 200 days
to identify new threats. Cisco’s median time
to detection (TTD) continues to outpace the
industry, hitting a new low of approximately
13 hours to detect previously unknown
compromises for the six months ending in
April 2016. This result is down from 17.5
hours for the period ending in October
2015. Faster time to detection of threats is
critical to constrain attackers’ operational
space and minimize damage from intru-
sions. This figure is based on opt-in security
telemetry gathered from Cisco security
products deployed worldwide. 

As attackers innovate, many defenders
continue to struggle with maintaining the
security of their devices and systems.
Unsupported and unpatched systems create
additional opportunities for attackers to eas-
ily gain access, remain undetected, and
maximize damage and profits. 

The Cisco 2016 Midyear Cybersecurity
Report shows that this challenge persists on
a global scale. While organizations in critical
industries such as healthcare have experi-
enced a significant uptick in attacks over the
past several months, the report’s findings
indicate that all vertical markets and global
regions are being targeted. Clubs and
organizations, charities and non-govern-
mental organization (NGOs), and electronics
businesses have all experienced an increase
in attacks in the first half of 2016. On the
world stage, geopolitical concerns include
regulatory complexity and contradictory
cybersecurity policies by country. The need
to control or access data may limit and con-
flict with international commerce in a
sophisticated threat landscape. 

Attackers Operating Unconstrained
For attackers, more time to operate

undetected results in more profits. In the
first half of 2016, Cisco reports, attacker prof-
its have skyrocketed due to the following: 

Expanding Focus
Attackers are broadening their focus

from client-side to server-side exploits,
avoiding detection and maximizing poten-
tial damage and profits.  Adobe Flash vul-
nerabilities continue to be one of the top
targets for malvertising and exploit kits. In
the popular Nuclear exploit k it,  Flash
accounted for 80 percent of successful
exploit attempts. Cisco also saw a new trend
in ransomware attacks exploiting server vul-
nerabilities - specifically within JBoss servers
- of which, 10 percent of Internet-connected
JBoss servers worldwide were found to be
compromised. Many of the JBoss vulnerabil-
ities used to compromise these systems
were identified five years ago, meaning that
basic patching and vendor updates could
have easily prevented such attacks. 

Evolving Attack Methods
During the first half of 2016, adversaries

continued to evolve their attack methods to
capitalize on defenders’ lack of visibility.
Windows Binary exploits rose to become the
top web attack method over the last six
months. This method provides a strong
foothold into network infrastructures and
makes these attacks harder to identify and
remove. During this same timeframe, social
engineering via Facebook scams dropped to
second from the top spot in 2015.  

Covering Tracks
Contributing to defenders’ visibility

challenges, adversaries are increasing their
use of encryption as a method of masking
various components of their operations.
Cisco saw an increased use of cryptocur-
rency, Transport Layer Security and Tor,
which enables anonymous communication
across the web. Signif icantly,  HT TPS-
encrypted malware used in malvertising
campaigns increased by 300 percent from
December 2015 through March 2016.
Encrypted malware further enables adver-
saries to conceal their web activity and
expand their time to operate.

Close Gaps
In the face of sophisticated attacks, limit-

ed resources and aging infrastructure,
defenders are struggling to keep pace with
their adversaries. Data suggests defenders
are less likely to address adequate network
hygiene, such as patching, the more critical
the technology is to business operations. For
example: In the browser space, Google
Chrome, which employs auto-updates, has 75
to 80 percent of users using the newest ver-
sion of the browser, or one version behind.
When we shift from looking at browsers to
software, Java sees slow migrations with one-
third of the systems examined running Java
SE 6, which is being phased out by Oracle
(the current version is SE 10). 

In Microsoft Office 2013, version 15x, 10
percent or less of the population of a major
version are using the newest service pack
version. In addition, Cisco found that much
of their infrastructure was unsupported or
operating with known vulnerabilities. This
problem is systemic across vendors and
endpoints. Specifically, Cisco researchers
examined 103,121 Cisco devices connected
to the Internet and found that: Each device
on average was running 28 known vulnera-
bilities. Devices were actively running
known vulnerabilities for an average of 5.64
years. More than 9 percent have known vul-
nerabilities older than 10 years.

In comparison, Cisco also looked across
software infrastructure at a sample of over 3
million installations. The majority were
Apache and OpenSSH with an average num-
ber of 16 known vulnerabilities, running for
an average of 5.05 years. Browser updates
are the lightest-weight updates for end-
points, while enterprise applications and
server-side infrastructure are harder to
update and can cause business continuity
problems. In essence, the more critical an
application is to business operations, the less
likely it is to be addressed frequently, creat-
ing gaps and opportunities for attackers.

Steps to Protect Business Environments
Cisco’s Talos researchers have observed

that organizations that take just a few simple
yet significant steps can greatly enhance the
security of their operations,  including:
Improve network hygiene, by monitoring the
network; deploying patches and upgrades on
time; segmenting the network; implement-
ing defenses at the edge, including email and
web security, Next-Generation Firewalls and
Next-Generation IPS. Integrate defenses, by
leveraging an architectural approach to secu-
rity versus deploying niche products.

Measure time to detection, insist on
fastest time available to uncover threats then
mitigate against them immediately. Make
metrics part of organizational security policy
going forward. Protect your users every-
where they are and wherever they work, not
just the systems they interact with and when
they are on the corporate network. Back up
critical data, and routinely test their effec-
tiveness while confirming  that back-ups are
not susceptible to compromise.

Cisco Leads Industry in 
Reducing Time to Detection

with New 13-Hour Low

Mike Weston, Vice President, 
Cisco Middle East

RSA, The Security Division of EMC, today
unveiled its RSA SecurID Suite, which is a
comprehensive identity solution that com-

bines the separate disciplines of access, gover-
nance, lifecycle and identity assurance, working
together in harmony. As a result, organizations
can leverage one platform for strong control and
visibility, mitigating security and identity risk
and enabling business productivity.

The RSA SecurID Suite includes RSA SecurID
Access, including the traditional RSA SecurID two-
factor authenticators, RSA Identity Governance
and RSA Identity Lifecycle. It is designed to pro-
vide identity governance and management capa-
bilities for regular or privileged users across the
identity lifecycle. It also helps solve identity-relat-
ed challenges by providing secure and conven-
ient access controls, including multifactor authen-
tication and single sign-on (SSO) to ensure that
users are who they say they are. 

In addition, the Suite gives organizations
insights and tools to comply with regulations
and organizational policies, and streamline user
access request and delivery to reduce identity-
related risk and minimize the friction that users
face. As an integral part of the RSA SecurID Suite,
RSA SecurID Access now offers next-generation

identity assurance and additional multifactor
authentication to any resource on-premise or in
the cloud. 

By providing information around application
sensitivity and user attributes to drive context-
based identity assurance, RSA SecurID Access
offers the most actionable insights into identities
and access so administrators can make informed

choices. With RSA SecurID Access users are able
to select from a broad range of next-generation
mobile-based authentication methods such as
EyePrint ID technology, TouchID fingerprint iden-
tity sensor verification and tap or shake so that
administrators ensure strong authentication
while providing convenience for their users. 

Additionally, users can leverage traditional
RSA SecurID hardware and software tokens that
access a full range of applications and resources,
and the RSA SecurID Suite is also engineered to
support FIDO based authenticators. By offering a
wide range of authentication methods, organi-
zations are enabled to control access based con-
text or risk. RSA SecurID Access customers can
protect any resource on-premise or in the cloud. 

With context-based identity assurance, busi-
ness stakeholders and security teams can align
access policies with their business agility needs
and risk profile. 

According to Gartner, “With identity a sustain-
ing element of digital business, IAM is a critical
obligation for business leaders, security and risk
professionals, and IT staff. With the advent of
digital business, it becomes even more impor-
tant that IAM initiatives across the organization
be united within a single program.”

RSA changes the identity game: 
unveils new RSA SecurID Suite

Jim Ducharme, Vice President of Engineering
and Product Management, RSA

Western Digital Corp
today announced that it
has successfully devel-

oped its next generation 3D
NAND technology, BiCS3, with 64
layers of vertical storage capabili-
ty. Pilot production of the new
technology has commenced in
the Yokkaichi, Japan joint venture
facilities and initial output is
expected later this year. Western
Digital expects meaningful com-
mercial volumes of BiCS3in the
first half of calendar 2017.

“The launch of the next gener-
ation 3D NAND technology based
on our industry-leading 64 layer

architecture reinforces our leader-
ship in NAND flash technology,”
said Dr Siva Sivaram, executive
vice president, memory technolo-
gy, Western Digital. 

”BiCS3 will feature the use of 3-
bits-per-cell technology along
with advances in high aspect ratio
semiconductor processing to
deliver higher capacity, superior
performance and reliability at an
attractive cost. 

Together with BiCS2, our 3D
NAND portfolio has broadened
significantly, enhancing our abili-
ty to address a full spectrum of
customer applications in retail,

mobile and datacenter.” BiCS3,
which has been developed jointly
with Western Digital’s technology
and manufacturing partner
Toshiba, will be initially deployed
in 256 gigabit capacity and will be
available in a range of capacities
up to half a terabit on a single
chip. Western Digital expects vol-
ume shipments of BiCS3for the
retail market in the fourth calen-
dar quarter of 2016 and to begin
OEM sampling this quarter.
Shipments of the company’s pre-
vious generation 3D NAND tech-
nology, BiCS2, continue to cus-
tomers in retail and OEM.

Western digital announces world’s
first 64 layer 3d Nano technology
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PATERSON, US: Opioid abuse has turned into a public health
crisis in America, blamed for the deaths of tens of thousands
of people. But one hospital is determined to reverse the epi-
demic. Since January, St Joseph’s Regional Medical Center,
which boasts the largest emergency room in New Jersey, has
stopped prescribing opioid painkillers in all but essential cas-
es, slashing overall use by more than 40 percent.

While these powerful drugs are an “excellent” medication
for terminal cancer patients or those with a broken leg, for the
vast majority there are far safer courses of treatment, says
emergency medicine chief Mark Rosenberg. “In our first 60
days, we were absolutely shocked,” Rosenberg said. “We had
300 patients. And out of those 75 percent of them did not
need opioids.” “It’s just a remarkable change of our prescrib-
ing habits and our management of patients’ acute pain,” he
added.

In 2014, 14,000 people died from an opioid overdose in
the United States, according to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC). Since 1999, these powerful
painkillers have caused 165,000 deaths. The problem dates
back to the 1990s but critics accuse President Barack Obama
of being slow to respond to the scale of the epidemic, com-
paring his delayed reaction to Ronald Reagan’s sluggish
response to the HIV/AIDS crisis.

Back in the mid-1990s, drug companies, professionals
and authorities promoted opiates as a compassionate medi-
cine that would end pain and minimized concerns that they
were addictive. “It led to the epidemic that we’re dealing
with today,” says Andrew Kolodny, chief medical officer at
Phoenix House Foundation, which treats addiction, and
executive director of Physicians for Responsible Opioid
Prescribing. Clean for three months, former heroin addict
Erik Jacobsen, 24, is determined to turn his life around after
getting hooked on the class A narcotic.

Endless cycle 
It all began when he popped a quarter of one of his

grandfather’s painkillers in order to impress a girl he fancied.
“She was using it,” he told AFP at Odyssey House, a treat-
ment center in New York’s East Village. “That’s why I got into
it.” He never tried to get them legally from a doctor. He
didn’t have to, they were so easy to buy on the street in

Gordon Heights, a hamlet an hour’s drive from celebrity
summer resort the Hamptons on Long Island. “There were
so many kids that would get 200 pills a month and they’d
sell it. And then they’d still owe their dealers because they
were using more than they were selling. It would just be an
endless cycle.” 

That was until local authorities realized there was a prob-
lem, doctors clamped down on prescriptions and the police
got involved. “There was one night I couldn’t find any pills.
So I tried heroin. And from there, I never went back,” he said.
He knew three people who died of an overdose, including a
close friend. “I just kind of accepted the possibility that one
day I might die,” he said. “It’s horrible... It’s just crazy what it
does to your body,” he said.

White problem 
He got help when he was arrested and hauled before a

judge, who ordered him to enter a treatment program or go
to jail. He likes Odyssey House and their approach but he is
full of regret. “I lost everything,” he said. He and his fiancee
broke up because of his drug use and three of his best
friends still refuse to talk to him. “I want my life back,” he
said. He believes America’s opiate addiction is getting worse
and wants to do more to help others before it’s too late.

“It’s scary,” he said. “The people that were young in my
town at least, they didn’t realize what they were getting
into,” he said. “You don’t really comprehend how intense it is
when you try this thing.” Experts say the opioid epidemic is a
white problem. While heroin use is on the decline in inner
city New York, painkillers are most abused in suburbs and
rural areas-generally wealthier, whiter areas. Rosenberg says
St Joseph’s one-year fellowship, offered since January to
New Jersey professionals, teaches safe alternatives, how to
support patients to best manage pain and explain to them
the dangers of opioids.

Next January, the program will expand to doctors, nurses
and educators from across the United States and around the
world, with enquiries already in from Britain, Canada,
Scandinavia and Turkey. “If you can sleep, if you can walk,
then pain is not going to be your enemy. That’s what our goal
is, to make you functional in pain, not to eliminate it com-
pletely,” said Rosenberg. “We need to do something.”—AFP 

The ER department fighting
the US opioid painkiller crisis

‘It led to the epidemic that we’re dealing with today’

Paterson, United States: Dr Mark Rosenberg explains the
‘Alternatives to Opioids’ or ‘ALTO’ program which he leads at
St Joseph’s Medical Center in Paterson, New Jersey. — AFP

WASHINGTON: This photo provided by Lars Straub shows a
microscopic image of sperm of a honey bee drone. The red
sperm is dead. The blue is alive. — AP

MEXICO: In this photo, fireflies light up in sync in the woods of Piedra Canteada, near Nanacamilpa, Tlaxcala state,
Mexico.—AP

NANACAMILPA: In the village of Nanacamilpa, tiny fire-
flies are helping save the towering pine and fir trees on
the outskirts of the megalopolis of Mexico City.
Thousands of them light up a magical spectacle at dusk in
the old-growth forests on reserves like the Piedra
Canteada park, about 45 miles east of Mexico’s sprawling
capital city. Piedra Canteada in Tlaxcala state isn’t a gov-
ernment-run park, but a rural cooperative that has man-
aged to emerge from poverty and dependence on log-
ging with the help of the fireflies.

For years, economic forces, including low prices for
farm produce, forced rural communities like Piedra
Canteada to cut down trees and sell the logs. Then, in
1990, community leader Genaro Rueda Lopez got the
idea that the forest could bring tourism revenue from
campers. Business was slow for years. Then in 2011, com-
munity members realized the millions of fireflies that
appear between June and August could draw tourists
from larger cities where few people have seen them in
significant numbers. Indeed, around the world, deforesta-
tion and urban growth are threatening the over 2,000
species of fireflies with extinction.

Five years later, the park’s cabins and camp spaces are
sold out weeks in advance, with the attraction especially
popular among families with young children and couples
seeking a romantic setting. “The amount of fireflies you
see is impressive,” said Carlos Landa, a Mexico City native
who visited Piedra Canteada this week. “Something that I
also find quite impressive is their synchronicity: To turn off
and turn on, that is something really spectacular. It’s like

Christmas in the forest.” The cooperative of 42 families still
cuts some trees, but has preserved over 1,560 acres. “We
log, we live from the forest, from cutting trees, but in an
orderly way,” said Rueda Lopez, one of the cooperative’s
founders. “It’s like a garden, you have to remove the
branches yourself, the dry parts, the parts with diseases to
really grow.” He said they have plans to plant over 50,000
pine trees in the areas they log each year. The idea has
spread to nearby places in largely rural Tlaxcala, like
Granja Interactiva Salma, whose primary business is still
crops like corn, wheat, broad beans and peas. But they say
firefly tours are a much-needed source of extra income.

“We are trying to treat the whole area here with no
herbicides, because it’s logical if we have insecticides, that
could affect the fireflies,” said Hugo Brindis, a certified
guide at Granja Salma. “We are talking to biologists and
the people who make these chemicals to see which have
less of an effect on fireflies and the forest.” He said their
operation is a reservation-only ranch and they are trying
to reduce the amount of people who visit the area, 250
maximum on the weekends, to maintain a sustainable
space in the forest.

In Piedra Canteada, the co-op acquired a small sawmill
in 1998 so it could sell higher-priced cut lumber instead of
just logs. The sawmill gives residents jobs and income
beyond the three-month firefly season. But the fireflies
are now the main source of income. “We have reduced
our wood production, you can say by 60 or 70 percent to
preserve the forest and have better amount of tourism,”
said sawmill manager Salvador Morale.—AP

Mexican farmers using 
fireflies to save forest

Common pesticide
appears to reduce

live bee sperm
WASHINGTON: A new study finds that a commonly
used insecticide kills much of the sperm created by
male drone honey bees, one reason why the bees are
dwindling. The class of insecticide called neonicotinoids
didn’t kill the drones. But bees that ate treated pollen
produced 39 percent less live sperm than those that
didn’t, according to a controlled experiment by Swiss
researchers published yesterday in the journal
Proceedings of the Royal Society B.

It essentially acted as an accidental contraceptive on
the drones, whose main job is to mate with the queen -
but not one that prevented complete reproduction, just
making it tougher, said Lars Straub, lead author of the
study and a doctoral student and researcher at the
University of Bern. Drones, which are the product of
unfertilized eggs, don’t gather nectar or pollen and
don’t sting; they die after mating.

Both the drones that ate insecticide-treated pollen
and those not exposed to the chemicals produced
about the same amount of sperm. The difference was
clear when the researchers put the sperm under the
microscope: The bee that didn’t have pesticide in its
pollen produced on average 1.98 million living sperm,
the one with neonicotinoids in its food about 1.2 mil-
lion. “There’s a reduction in sperm viability and the
amount of living sperm, but that doesn’t mean there’s
no living sperm at hand,” Straub said. 

Queen failure
The big question is there still enough of sperm that

survive to do the job, he said. Queens generally have
one mating flight and store sperm. Study co-author
Geoffrey Williams, a senior bee researcher at the
University of Bern, said the team doesn’t know how the
insecticides might be damaging the sperm, but it seems
to be happening after they are produced. This comes on
top of a study published earlier this year in PLOS One
that reported the high rate of US honey bee colonies
dying coincides with failures of queens. 

And the queen failure was linked to drones’ dead
sperm. “Queen failure is a big problem and this helps
explain it,” said US Department of Agriculture bee scien-
tist Jeff Pettis, who wasn’t part of the neonicotinoid
study but was lead author of the PLOS study on queen
health. “It’s not the queens themselves, it’s the drones.
It’s significant.” There are many problems - mites, para-
sites, disease, pesticides and poor nutrition - that seem
to combine to shrink the numbers of bees and other
pollinators, Straub, Pettis and other scientists said. Pettis
said he guesses that poor sperm health may account for
about a third of the problem.

Neonicotinoid-maker Bayer Crop Science spokesman
Jeffrey Donald said the firm’s scientists will review the
study, but in general “artificial exposure to pesticides
under lab conditions is not reflective of real-world expe-
rience.” Another team of outside researchers, Jerry
Bromenshenk and Colin Henderson at the University of
Montana, praised the Straub study as careful and signifi-
cant. But they said in an email there are still unanswered
questions on how much this matters.—AP

Recent deaths
of kids in hot
cars prompt

pleas to parents
DALLAS: The deaths of four children in hot cars in
recent days has brought the number across the US
this year to at least 23, nearly matching the total for
all of last year and prompting experts to plead for
vigilance and warn parents that it can happen to
anyone. “It just breaks your heart,” said Janette
Fennell, founder and president of KidsAndCars.org,
a national child safety nonprofit based in
Philadelphia. “We’ve done so much to try to get the
word out and maybe that’s why last year was down
a bit but this year is not looking very good.” Four-
year-old Samaria Motyka died on Friday in
Williamsport, Pennsylvania after her caregiver
drove to work instead of taking her to day care. In
Dallas, 2-year-old Boi Lei Sang died after being left
in a hot car in a parking lot Sunday while his family
was in church. Fennell, whose organization tracks
such deaths, said the number began dramatically
rising in the 1990s with the passing of laws requir-
ing that young children be placed in the back seat
to avoid air-bag injuries. “The problem is, when you
are out of sight, you can be out of mind,” said
Fennell, adding that infant and toddler seats now
are rear-facing.

The numbers of heatstroke deaths of kids in cars
fluctuated in the following decades, averaging 37
such deaths a year since 1998. Last year, with about
two dozen deaths, was an unusually low year. The
worst was 2010, with 49, according to both a count
by Fennell and Jan Null, a research meteorologist at
San Jose State University, who also tracks numbers.
Not surprisingly, states with warm climates all year
and large populations had the most hot car deaths
since 1990. Fennell said that there have been 111
hot car deaths in Texas, followed by Florida with 80
and California at 54.

Out of autopilot 
The temperature inside a parked car on a 90-

degree day will reach 119 degrees in 20 minutes
and 133 degrees after an hour, Null said. Parents
should get into the habit of always opening their
back doors when they leave the vehicle, according
to Fennell. Leaving a purse or cell phone in the
back seat can help. Other strategies include keep-
ing a stuffed animal in the car seat and placing it in
the front seat when the child is strapped in as a
reminder that the child is there. Parents also need
to make sure their day care calls them if the child
doesn’t show up, she said.

“It happens to the very best of parents,” Fennell
said. Sleep-deprived parents become distracted
because of a change in routine or thinking about
what needs to be done at work.”It is going to take
technology to startle someone out of autopilot,”
she said. In an industry first, General Motors will
have as a standard feature in their 2017 GMC
Acadia sport utility vehicle a system that monitors
its rear doors to remind drivers who have just
parked to check their rear seats if they’d opened
rear doors at the start of their trip.

She also noted that there is a child seat for sale
that alerts the driver if they are leaving the car and
the child seat is still buckled. But Null said he does-
n’t believe technology is a panacea, noting that
even if new cars were required to have reminder
systems, it would be a slow process for everyone to
get that new of a vehicle. “It would be a help, but
the biggest thing is education and awareness,” Null
said, noting his analysis shows about 30 percent of
the deaths are the result of kids getting into
unlocked cars on their own.—AP

Venezuela food
shortages leave zoo

animals hungry
CARACAS: Some 50 animals have starved to death in the last
six months at one of Venezuela’s main zoos, according to a
union leader, due to chronic food shortages that have
plagued the crisis-stricken South American nation. The fatali-
ties at the Caricuao zoo in Caracas include Vietnamese pigs,
tapirs, rabbits and birds - some of whom had not eaten for
two weeks, according to Marlene Sifontes, 52, a union leader
for employees of state parks agency Inparques which over-
sees zoos. Other animals are at risk across the country. Their
troubles mirror those of Venezuelans who routinely skip meals
or spend hours in supermarket lines, at times chanting “We
want food!” or even looting, amid an unprecedented econom-
ic downturn in the OPEC nation. “The story of the animals at
Caricuao is a metaphor for Venezuelan suffering,” said Sifontes.
Authorities have not given numbers, but state prosecutors
have opened an investigation into the deaths of “various
species of wildlife” at the zoo.

Economic war 
Currently, lions and tigers at the Caracas zoo are being fed

mango and pumpkin by anxious staff to make up for reduced
rations of meat, while an elephant is eating tropical fruit
instead of its usual diet of hay, the union leader said. The zoo’s
management declined comment. President Nicolas Maduro
blames the country’s problems on an “economic war” waged
by local opponents and the United States. His critics say heavy
reliance on oil, the price of which has fallen steeply, and
unsustainable economic policy are to blame.

As with all shortages in Venezuela, the situation for zoos is
worse outside the capital, though wardens are looking for
ways to keep animals alive. In La Laguna, a park in the western
state of Tachira, administrators said they had to seek dona-
tions from local businesses to get fruit, vegetables and meat
for the animals. “We are doing all that is humanly possible to
ensure the zoo continues to function,” said Oslander Montoya,
an accountant for the local municipality which handles fund-
ing for the zoo.—Reuters
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WASHINGTON: In this undated image provided by Adam Summers, a University of Washington professor in the department of Biology and the
School of Aquatic and Fisheries Sciences, a scan of the Thoracocarax Stellatus species of fish is shown, with color added by computer to enhance
the rendering of the structure of the bones. — AP

SEATTLE: University of Washington biology pro-
fessor Adam Summers no longer has to coax
hospital staff to use their CT scanners so he can
visualize the inner structures of sting ray and
other fish. Last fall, he installed a small comput-
ed tomography, or CT, scanner at the UW’s
Friday Harbor Laboratories on San Juan Island in
Washington state and launched an ambitious
project to scan and digitize all of more than
25,000 species in the world. The idea is to have
one clearinghouse of CT scan data freely avail-
able to researchers anywhere to analyze the
morphology, or structure, of particular species.

So far, he and others have digitized images of
more than 500 species, from poachers to sculpins,
from museum collections around the globe. He
plans to add thousands more and has invited oth-
er scientists to use the CT scanner, or add their
own scans to the open-access database. “We have
folks coming from all over the world to use this
machine,” said Summers, who advised Pixar on
how fish move for its hit animated films “Finding
Nemo” and “Finding Dory” and is dubbed “fabu-
lous fish guy” on the credits for “Nemo.”

He raised $340,000 to buy the CT scanner in
November. Like those used in hospitals, the CT
scanner takes X-ray images from various angles
and combines them to create three-dimensional
images of the fish. With each CT scan he posted
to the Open Science Framework, a sharing web-
site, people would ask him, “What are you going
to scan next?” He would respond: “I want to scan
them all. I want to scan all fish.” Then he devel-
oped techniques, such as scanning multiple spec-
imens, that made the goal within reach, he said,
and suddenly a project that easily could have tak-
en 50 years boiled down to just a few years.

“It wasn’t just a joke anymore. We could actu-
ally say it and have a hope of actually getting
every fish scanned,” he said. Scans typically cost
$500 to $2,000 each, but Summers’ project pro-
vides free access to scans. Summers recalled
how as a graduate student 17 years ago he
bribed a hospital technician with Snickers bars
to scan large sting rays in its CT scanner. At the
time, he wanted to know how an animal with a
skeleton composed of cartilage could do such “a
crazy thing” as crush hard prey, such as snails
and mussels. The medical CT scan helped offer

an answer: The sting ray had mineralized tissue
in its cartilage.

Visualize skeletons 
So began his fascination with CT scans as a

way to uncover other puzzles: What’s the struc-
ture of a sting ray’s wing? How does one scale in
armored fish overlap with another and what are
the implications for movement? “It’s been a long
road from getting them for free, paying some
money for them, using hospital facilities in the
middle of the night,” Summers said. The scanner,
about the size of two dorm refrigerators, is
housed at the UW’s marine lab on Friday Harbor,
80 miles north of Seattle, where Summers is
associate director and a professor of biology and
aquatic and fishery sciences.

He is also known for his fish photographs -
stunning images of fish that have been stained
with red and blue dyes to highlight cartilage and
bone - which were shown at the Seattle
Aquarium. The scanner can handle smaller fish;

about two grapefruits stacked on top of each
other. The average fish is about a foot long, so he
said he can cover half the world’s fish. He’s hop-
ing to scan large fish using industrial scanners
elsewhere, including at the University of
Washington. Malorie Hayes, a graduate student
at Auburn University, took Summers up on his
offer to use the scanner after hearing him talk
about the project at a recent conference. 

In two weeks, she’ll fly to the lab to scan over
200 species of African barbs, a small freshwater
fish. Such fish are rare and difficult to obtain, she
said. To look at their skeleton, you typically
would have to destroy the specimen. CT scans
offer a non-destructive way to study those
bones. “Instead of having to cut them open, I can
visualize the skeletons,” she said. “There are lots
of questions that can be answered just by look-
ing at their skeletons.” Summers has been fasci-
nated with how researchers are using the scans.
Some are making computer graphics models
and animating the fish. — AP

Washington scientist launches 
project to scan, digitize all fish
‘Instead of having to cut them open, I can visualize the skeletons’ 

WASHINGTON: In this undated image provided by Adam Summers, a University of
Washington professor in the department of Biology and the School of Aquatic and Fisheries
Sciences, a scan of the Trinectes Maculatus species of fish, also known as the Hogchoker, is
shown. — AP

SYDNEY: A woman using the toilets at a
local cemetery in Australia had the fright of
her life after finding a large fur seal nap-
ping in the cubicle. The discovery of the
120-kilogramme animal was even more
surprising as he was half a kilometer from
the nearest water. “We thought it was a
practical joke when we were told,” Karina
Moore from Devonport Council in north-
west Tasmania state said yesterday.

“It’s a big mystery. It’s very unusual to
find a seal so far inland. “There’s a small
creek about half a kilometer away but he
would still have had to cross a busy road

and several paddocks to make it to the
cemetery.” The council called in Parks and
Wildlife officials who sedated the seal,
which they named Sammy, before moving
him to a local beach and releasing him.

Wildlife biologist Rachel Alderman told
ABC radio Australian fur seals were com-
mon around Tasmania. 

“They’re a really abundant species all
around Tasmania, particularly in Bass Strait,
and we’ve had them turn up in paddocks,
people’s backyards, and now we can add a
toilet block in a cemetery to the list,” she
said. —AFP

Australian woman finds 
napping seal in cemetery 

MEXICO CITY: Honduras’ health minister
says eight babies with severe birth defects
linked to the Zika virus have been born in the
Central American country. Dr Yolani Batres
said Tuesday at a news conference that five
of the babies with microcephaly were born
this week. Batres says there are 493 known
cases of pregnant women who have been
infected with the Zika virus in Honduras. 

Zika is mostly spread by mosquitoes,

but cases of sexual transmission have also
occurred. Some women who contract it
during their pregnancies have given birth
to babies with microcephaly, which leads
to babies with abnormally small heads and
improperly developed brains. 

The Pan-American Health Organization
confirmed that through July 14, Honduras
had not reported a case of microcephaly
linked to Zika.—AP

Honduras reports eight babies 
born with Zika-birth defects

PARIS: Ground controllers bid a final
farewell yesterday to robot lab Philae, cut-
ting communications after a year-long
silence with the tiny probe hurtling
through space on the surface of a comet.
“Today communication with Philae was
stopped,” Andreas Schuetz of German
space agency DLR told AFP from ground
control in Cologne.  “This is the end of a...
fascinating and successful mission for the
public and for science.” The decision to cut
the link was taken to save energy on moth-
er ship Rosetta, orbiting around comet
67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko, for the final
weeks of its own historic mission.

Its batteries depleted, Philae’s last suc-
cessful communication with Earth was on
July 9 last year. The lines had been left
open on the very small chance of it coming
back to life. Under the hash tag
#GoodbyePhilae, the European Space
Agency (ESA) tweeted on behalf of Rosetta:
“Thinking of the wonderful adventures I
had with @Philae 2014 at Comet #67P@.”
On the eve of the break, Philae tweeted:

“It’s time for me to say goodbye. Tomorrow,
the unit on @ESA_Rosetta for communica-
tion with me will be switched off forever...”

The washing machine-sized probe has
been on 67P’s surface since November 12,
2014, an exciting part of the ESA’s ground-
breaking Rosetta mission to probe a comet
for clues to the origins of life on Earth.
Rosetta remains in 67P’s orbit, but as the
comet moves further and further away from
the Sun with its battery-boosting rays, the
spacecraft needs to save all the energy it can. 

“We need to maximize the power avail-
able to Rosetta’s scientific instruments, and
thus had no choice but to turn off the ESS,”
ESA senior science advisor Mark
McCaughrean told AFP. ESS stands for the
Electrical Support System Processor Unit on
board of Rosetta, which was used for Philae
to send home the results of its science
experiments and intermittent status
reports. Rosetta’s own mission will come to
an end on September 30, when it makes a
crash landing to join stranded Philae on the
comet surface. —AFP

Goodbye Philae: Earth severs 
link with silent comet probe

IN SPACE: This handout file artist impression released by the ESA/ATG media lab
shows the European probe Philae separating from its mother ship Rosetta and
descending to the surface of comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko. — AFP
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Crowne Plaza Kuwait Al Thuraya City and Holiday Inn
Kuwait  are delighted to announce the appointment of
Antoine Flouty as Area General Manager of both hotels.

In his new capacity at Al Thuraya City, Flouty will oversee the
complex’s operations, which include two five-star hotel proper-
ties, nine dining outlets, a 24-hour health and fitness centre,
the opulently unique Spa Aquatonic, five ballrooms, 11 meet-
ing rooms, and a 207-seat state-of-the-art auditorium. Flouty
joined InterContinental Hotels Group in 1997 and began his
career in accounting. 

At a later stage, he focused on developing his skills in food
& beverage and grew his career from waiter to Assistant Food
and Beverage Manager, gaining experience in iconic hotels

like Le Vendome InterContinental and Phoenicia
InterContinental in Beirut. His first international assignment
was as Director of Food & Beverage at InterContinental Doha,
followed by that of Executive Assistant Manager as part of the
pre-opening team Crowne Plaza and Staybridge Suites Yas
Island in Abu Dhabi. 

In 2011, he joined InterContinental Regency Bahrain as the
Resident Manager and played an instrumental role in manag-
ing the team and property during a period of political and civil
unrest in the country. His following assignment was as Resident
Manager at InterContinental Jordan. Prior to his appointment
at Al Thuraya City, Flouty was General Manager at Holiday Inn
Downtown Kuwait, a position he took on in August 2014. 

Al Thuraya City appoints
new General Manager

Happy birthday to you Mrs Bukola! May God
guide and protect you as you continue to be a
blessing to your family. Greetings from hus-

band, children, Kuwait African International
Congregation, friends and well-wishers. 

Greetings

Fantacy Production Group held the “Return of Dinosaurs,” and a number
of characters including the elephant and tiger. The play was meaning-
ful and enjoyable, which was enjoyed by the children. The show also

included a magician show and gifts were distributed.

Fantacy Production Group
holds ‘Return of Dinosaurs’ 
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Ahmadi Sama Safwan                                    Fahaeel Makka St 23915883
Abu Halaifa                                        Abu Halaifa-Coastal Rd 23715414
Danat Al-Sultan                              Mahboula Block 1, Coastal Rd 23726558

Jahra Modern Jahra                                   Jahra-Block 3 Lot 1 24575518
Madina Munawara                        Jahra-Block 92 24566622

Capital Ahlam                                                   Fahad Al-Salem St 22436184
Khaldiya Coop                                 Khaldiya Coop 24833967

Farwaniya New Shifa                                           Farwaniya Block 40 24734000
Ferdous Coop                                   Ferdous Coop 24881201
Modern Safwan                               Old Kheitan Block 11 24726638

Hawally Tariq                                                      Salmiya-Hamad Mubarak St 25726265
Hana                                                      Salmiya-Amman St 25647075
Ikhlas                                                    Hawally-Beirut St 22625999
Hawally & Rawdha                         Hawally & Rawdha Coop 22564549
Ghadeer                                              Jabriya-Block 1A 25340559
Kindy                                                    Jabriya-Block 3B 25326554
Ibn Al-Nafis                                        Salmiya-Hamad Mubarak St 25721264
Mishrif Coop                                     Mishrif Coop 25380581
Salwa Coop                                        Salwa Coop 25628241

Ophthalmologists

Dr. Abidallah Al-Mansoor            25622444

Dr. Samy Al-Rabeea                         25752222

Dr. Masoma Habeeb                        25321171

Dr. Mubarak Al-Ajmy                      25739999

Dr. Mohsen Abel                                 25757700

Dr  Adnan Hasan Alwayl               25732223

Dr. Abdallah Al-Baghly                  25732223

Ear, Nose & Throat (ENT)

Dr. Ahmed Fouad Mouner          24555050 Ext 510

Dr. Abdallah Al-Ali                            25644660

Dr. Abd Al-Hameed Al-Taweel  25646478

Dr. Sanad Al-Fathalah                    25311996

Dr. Mohammad Al-Daaory         25731988

Dr. Ismail Al-Fodary                         22620166

Dr. Mahmoud Al-Booz                   25651426

General Practitioners

Dr. Mohamme Y Majidi                  24555050 Ext 123

Dr. Yousef Al-Omar                           24719312

Dr. Tarek Al-Mikhazeem               23926920

Dr. Kathem Maarafi                          25730465

Dr. Abdallah Ahmad Eyadah     25655528

Dr. Nabeel Al-Ayoobi                      24577781

Dr. Dina Abidallah Al-Refae       25333501

Urologists

Dr. Ali Naser Al-Serfy                       22641534

Dr. Fawzi Taher Abul                        22639955

Dr. Khaleel Abidallah Al-Awadi 22616660

Dr. Adel Al-Hunayan FRCS (C)   25313120

Dr. Leons Joseph                                66703427

For labor-related inquiries 
and complaints:

Call MSAL hotline 128 

Sabah Hospital                                                 24812000

Amiri Hospital                                                  22450005

Maternity Hospital                                         24843100

Mubarak Al-Kabir Hospital                        25312700

Chest Hospital                                               24849400

Farwaniya Hospital                                    24892010

Adan Hospital                                                23940620

Ibn Sina Hospital                                         24840300

Al-Razi Hospital                                            24846000

Physiotherapy Hospital                            24874330/9

Kaizen center 25716707

Rawda 22517733

Adaliya 22517144

Khaldiya 24848075

Kaifan 24849807

Shamiya 24848913

Shuwaikh 24814507

Abdullah Salem 22549134

Nuzha 22526804

Industrial Shuwaikh 24814764

Qadsiya 22515088

Dasmah 22532265

Bneid Al-Gar 22531908

Shaab 22518752

Qibla 22459381

Ayoun Al-Qibla 22451082

Mirqab 22456536

Sharq 22465401

Salmiya 25746401

Jabriya 25316254

Maidan Hawally 25623444

Bayan 25388462

Mishref 25381200

W Hawally 22630786

Sabah 24810221

Jahra 24770319

New Jahra 24575755

West Jahra 24772608

South Jahra 24775066

North Jahra 24775992

North Jleeb 24311795

Ardhiya 24884079

Firdous 24892674

Omariya 24719048

N Khaitan 24710044

Fintas 23900322

GOVERNORATE PHARMACY                            ADDRESS PHONE

Plastic Surgeons

Dr. Mohammad Al-Khalaf                        22547272

Dr. Abdal-Redha Lari                                   22617700

Dr. Abdel Quttainah                                 25625030/60

Family Doctor

Dr Divya Damodar                        23729596/23729581

Psychiatrists

Dr. Esam Al-Ansari                                         22635047

Dr Eisa M. Al-Balhan                                  22613623/0

Gynaecologists & Obstetricians

DrAdrian arbe                                   23729596/23729581

Dr. Verginia s.Marin                       2572-6666 ext 8321

Dr. Fozeya Ali Al-Qatan                              22655539

Dr. Majeda Khalefa Aliytami                  25343406

Dr. Ahmad Al-Khooly                                  25739272

Dr. Salem soso                                                  22618787

General Surgeons

Dr. Amer Zawaz Al-Amer                          22610044

Dr. Mohammad Yousef Basher             25327148

Internists, Chest & Heart

Dr. Adnan Ebil                                                   22639939

Dr. Mousa Khadada                                      22666300

Dr. Latefa Al-Duweisan                              25728004

Dr. Nadem Al-Ghabra                                  25355515

Dr. Mobarak Aldoub                                    24726446

Dr Nasser Behbehani                                25654300/3

Paediatricians

Dr. Khaled Hamadi                              25665898

Dr. Abd Al-Aziz Al-Rashed                         25340300

Dr. Zahra Qabazard                             25710444

Dr. Sohail Qamar                                   22621099

Dr. Snaa Maaroof                                  25713514

Dr. Pradip Gujare                                  23713100

Dr. Zacharias Mathew                        24334282

Dermatology

Dr. Mohammed Salam 
Bern University                                      23845955

Dentists

Dr Anil Thomas                                       3729596/3729581

Dr. Shamah Al-Matar                          22641071/2

Dr. Anesah Al-Rasheed                     22562226

Dr. Abidallah Al-Amer                       22561444

Dr. Faysal Al-Fozan                              22619557

Dr. Abdallateef Al-Katrash             22525888

Dr. Abidallah Al-Duweisan             25653755

Dr. Bader Al-Ansari                              25620111

Neurologists

Dr. Sohal Najem Al-Shemeri         25633324

Dr. Jasem Mola Hassan                     25345875

Gastrologists

Dr. Sami Aman                                        22636464

Dr. Mohammad Al-Shamaly         25322030

Dr. Foad Abidallah Al-Ali                 22633135

Endocrinologist

     Dr. Abd Al-Naser Al-Othman 25339330

     Dr. Ahmad Al-Ansari 25658888

     Dr. Kamal Al-Shomr 25329924

Physiotherapists & VD

     Dr. Deyaa Shehab 25722291

     Dr. Musaed Faraj Khamees 22666288

Rheumatologists:

     Dr. Adel Al-Awadi 25330060

     Dr. Khaled Al-Jarallah 25722290

Internist, Chest & Heart

     DR.Mohammes Akkad           24555050 Ext 210

     Dr. Mohammad Zubaid
     MB, ChB, FRCPC, PACC
     Assistant Professor Of Medicine
     Head, Division of Cardiology
     Mubarak Al-Kabeer Hospital 25339667

Consultant Cardiologist

     Dr. Farida Al-Habib          2611555-2622555
     MD, PH.D, FACC

     Inaya German Medical Center
     Te: 2575077
     Fax: 25723123

Soor Center
Tel: 2290-1677
Fax: 2290 1688

info@soorcenter.com
www.soorcenter.com

Psychologists
/Psychotherapists

PRIVATE CLINICS

William Schuilenberg, RPC 2290-1677
Zaina Al Zabin, M.Sc. 2290-1677

Kaizen center
25716707

Noor Clinic
23845955

INTERNATIONAL
CALLS

Afghanistan 0093

Albania 00355

Algeria 00213

Andorra 00376

Angola 00244

Anguilla 001264

Antiga 001268

Argentina 0054

Armenia 00374

Australia 0061

Austria 0043

Azerbaijan 00994

Bahamas 001242

Bahrain 00973

Bangladesh 00880

Barbados 001246

Belarus 00375

Belgium 0032

Belize 00501

Benin 00229

Bermuda 001441

Bhutan 00975

Bolivia 00591

Bosnia 00387

Botswana 00267

Brazil 0055

Brunei 00673

Bulgaria 00359

Burkina 00226

Burundi 00257

Cambodia 00855

Cameroon 00237

Canada 001

Cape Verde 00238

Cayman Islands 001345

Central African 00236

Chad 00235

Chile 0056

China 0086

Colombia 0057

Comoros 00269

Congo 00242

Cook Islands 00682

Costa Rica 00506

Croatia 00385

Cuba 0053

Cyprus 00357

Cyprus (Northern) 0090392

Czech Republic 00420

Denmark 0045

Diego Garcia 00246

Djibouti 00253

Dominica 001767

Dominican Republic 001809

Ecuador 00593

Egypt 0020

El Salvador 00503

England (UK) 0044

Equatorial Guinea 00240

Eritrea 00291

Estonia 00372

Ethiopia 00251

Falkland Islands 00500

Faroe Islands 00298

Fiji 00679

Finland 00358

France 0033

French Guiana 00594

French Polynesia 00689

Gabon 00241

Gambia 00220

Georgia 00995

Germany 0049

Ghana 00233

Gibraltar 00350

Greece 0030

Greenland 00299

Grenada 001473

Guadeloupe 00590

Guam 001671

Guatemala 00502

Guinea 00224

Guyana 00592

Haiti 00509

Holland (Netherlands) 0031

Honduras 00504

Hong Kong 00852

Hungary 0036

Ibiza (Spain) 0034

Iceland 00354

India 0091

Indian Ocean 00873

Indonesia 0062

Iran 0098

Iraq 00964

Ireland 00353

Italy 0039

Ivory Coast 00225

Jamaica 001876

Japan 0081

Jordan 00962

Kazakhstan 007

Kenya 00254

Kiribati 00686

Kuwait 00965

Kyrgyzstan 00996

Laos 00856

Latvia 00371

Lebanon 00961

Liberia 00231

Libya 00218

Lesotho 00266

Lithuania 00370

Luxembourg 00352

Macau 00853

Macedonia 00389

Madagascar 00261

Majorca 0034

Malawi 00265

Malaysia 0060

Maldives 00960

Mali 00223

Malta 00356

Marshall Islands 00692

Martinique 00596

Mauritania 00222

Mauritius 00230

Mayotte 00269

Mexico 0052

Micronesia 00691

Moldova 00373

Monaco 00377

Mongolia 00976

Montserrat 001664

Morocco 00212

Mozambique 00258

Myanmar (Burma) 0095

Namibia 00264

Nepal 00977

Netherlands 0031

Netherlands Antilles 00599

New Caledonia 00687

New Zealand 0064

Nicaragua 00505

Nigar 00227

Nigeria 00234

Niue 00683

Norfolk Island 00672

N. Ireland (UK) 0044

North Korea 00850

Norway 0047

Oman 00968

Pakistan 0092

Palau 00680

Panama 00507

Papua New Guinea 00675

Paraguay 00595

Peru 0051

Philippines 0063

Poland 0048

Portugal 00351

Puerto Rico 001787

Qatar 00974

Romania 0040

Russian Federation 007

Rwanda 00250

Saint Helena 00290

Saint Kitts 001869

Saint Lucia 001758

Saint Pierre 00508

Saint Vincent 001784

Samoa US 00684

Samoa West 00685

San Marino 00378

Sao Tone 00239

Saudi Arabia 00966

Scotland (UK) 0044

Senegal 00221

Seychelles 00284

Sierra Leone 00232

Singapore 0065

Slovakia 00421

Slovenia 00386

Solomon Islands 00677

Somalia 00252

South Africa 0027

South Korea 0082

Spain 0034

Sri Lanka 0094

Sudan 00249

Suriname 00597

Swaziland 00268

Sweden 0046

Switzerland 0041

Syria 00963

Serbia 00381

Taiwan 00886

Tanzania 00255

Thailand 0066

Togo 00228

Tonga 00676

Tokelau 00690

Trinidad 001868

Tunisia 00216

Turkey 0090

Tuvalu 00688

Uganda 00256

Ukraine 00380

United Arab Emirates 00976

United Kingdom 0044

Uruguay 00598

USA 001

Uzbekistan 00998

Vanuatu 00678

Venezuela 00582

Vietnam 0084

Virgin Islands UK 001284

Virgin Islands US 001340

Wales (UK) 0044

Yemen 00967

Yugoslavia 00381

Zambia 00260

Zimbabwe 00263



03:25 Mutant Planet
04:15 Gator Boys
05:02 Treehouse Masters
05:49 Bondi Vet
06:36 Swamp Brothers
07:25 Too Cute!
08:15 Bondi Vet
09:10 Treehouse Masters
10:05 Tanked
11:00 Too Cute!
11:55 Bondi Vet
13:45 Gator Boys
14:40 Treehouse Masters
15:35 Tanked
16:30 Mutant Planet
17:25 River Monsters
18:20 The Wild Life Of Tim Faulkner
19:15 Tanked
20:10 Ten Deadliest Snakes
21:05 Treehouse Masters
22:00 The Wild Life Of Tim Faulkner
22:25 The Wild Life Of Tim Faulkner
22:55 Gator Boys
23:50 River Monsters
00:45 Monsters Inside Me
01:40 The Wild Life Of Tim Faulkner
02:35 Tanked
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AVENGERS- AGE OF ULTRON ON OSN MOVIES HD

THE EXPENDABLES 3 ON OSN MOVIES ACTION HD

03:25 Whitechapel
04:15 Doctors
04:45 Eastenders
05:15 Sinbad
06:00 Doctors
07:30 Eastenders
08:00 Death In Paradise
08:55 Stella
09:45 Sinbad
10:30 Eastenders
11:00 Doctors
11:35 Death In Paradise
12:30 Stella
13:25 Sinbad
14:15 Doctors
14:45 Eastenders
15:15 Death In Paradise
16:15 Stella
17:10 Sinbad
18:00 Doctors
18:30 Eastenders
19:05 Death In Paradise
20:00 Holby City
21:00 I Want My Wife Back
21:25 Rev.
22:00 The Living And The Dead
23:00 Hebburn
00:00 Doctors
00:30 Eastenders
01:00 Holby City
01:55 I Want My Wife Back
02:20 Rev.

03:00 What Happened Next?
03:50 Ultimate Survival
04:40 How It’s Made
05:30 Dirty Jobs
06:20 Mythbusters

03:15 Wheels That Fail
03:40 GI Dough
04:05 Auction Hunters
04:30 Dallas Car Sharks
05:00 How Do They Do It?
05:30 How Stuff’s Made
06:00 Alaska: The Last Frontier
06:50 Cuban Chrome
07:40 Fat N’ Furious: Rolling
Thunder
08:30 GI Dough
08:55 Auction Hunters
09:20 Dallas Car Sharks
09:45 How Do They Do It?
10:10 How Stuff’s Made
10:35 Mythbusters
11:25 Man vs Expert
12:15 Incredible Engineering
Blunders: Fixed
13:05 GI Dough
13:30 Auction Hunters
13:55 Dallas Car Sharks
14:20 Alaska: The Last Frontier
15:10 Cuban Chrome
16:00 Fat N’ Furious: Rolling
Thunder
16:50 How Stuff’s Made
17:15 How Do They Do It?
17:40 What On Earth?
18:30 Ed Stafford: Into The
Unknown
19:20 The Island With Bear Grylls
20:10 Auction Hunters
20:35 Dallas Car Sharks
21:00 What On Earth?
21:50 Ed Stafford: Into The
Unknown
22:40 Mega Shippers
23:30 Fat N’ Furious: Rolling
Thunder
00:20 Cuban Chrome
01:10 What On Earth?
02:00 Ed Stafford: Into The
Unknown
02:50 Mega Shippers

09:00 Living With Fran
09:30 Suburgatory
10:00 Brooklyn Nine-Nine
11:00 The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon
12:00 George Lopez
12:30 The Goldbergs
14:00 Mad Love
14:30 Suburgatory
15:00 Brooklyn Nine-Nine
15:30 Dr. Ken
16:00 Last Man Standing
16:30 George Lopez
17:00 Late Night With Seth Meyers
18:00 Two And A Half Men
18:30 Two And A Half Men
20:00 The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon
21:30 Last Man Standing
22:00 South Park
22:30 Louie
23:00 Louie
23:30 Late Night With Seth Meyers
01:00 Last Man Standing

04:50 Zou
05:00 Loopdidoo
05:15 Art Attack
05:35 Henry Hugglemonster
05:50 Calimero
06:00 Zou
06:20 Loopdidoo
06:35 Art Attack
07:00 The Hive
07:10 Zou
07:25 Loopdidoo
07:40 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
08:05 Sofia The First
08:30 Miles From Tomorrow
08:45 PJ Masks
09:10 Sheriff Callie’s Wild West
09:35 Doc McStuffins
10:00 Sofia The First
10:30 Goldie & Bear
10:55 Jake And The Never Land
Pirates
11:25 The Lion Guard
11:50 Miles From Tomorrow
12:15 Henry Hugglemonster
12:30 Sheriff Callie’s Wild West
12:55 Minnie’s Bow-Toons
13:00 Sofia The First
13:30 Doc McStuffins
13:55 Miles From Tomorrow
14:25 The Lion Guard
14:50 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
15:20 Doc McStuffins
15:45 Jake And The Neverland
Pirates
16:00 Sheriff Callie’s Wild West
16:30 Doc McStuffins
16:55 Sofia The First
17:25 Goldie & Bear
17:50 Jake And The Never Land
Pirates
18:20 The Lion Guard
18:45 Miles From Tomorrow
19:00 PJ Masks
19:30 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
20:00 Doc McStuffins
20:30 Sofia The First
21:00 Jake And The Never Land
Pirates
21:30 PJ Masks
22:00 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
22:30 Sheriff Callie’s Wild West
22:45 Minnie’s Bow-Toons
22:50 Zou
23:05 Henry Hugglemonster
23:20 Calimero
23:35 Zou
23:50 Loopdidoo
00:05 Art Attack
00:30 Henry Hugglemonster
00:45 Calimero
01:00 Zou
01:15 Loopdidoo
01:30 Art Attack
02:00 Calimero
02:15 Zou
02:30 Loopdidoo
02:45 Art Attack

06:00 Boyster
06:10 Super Matrak
07:00 Star vs The Forces Of Evil
07:25 K.C. Undercover
07:50 Supa Strikas
08:15 Phineas And Ferb
08:40 Camp Lakebottom
09:10 Gravity Falls
09:35 Lab Rats
10:00 Rocket Monkeys
10:25 Ultimate Spider-Man
10:50 Boyster
11:45 Pair Of Kings
12:35 Lab Rats
13:30 Phineas And Ferb
13:55 Phineas And Ferb
14:20 Kickin’ It
14:45 Kickin’ It
15:10 Disney Mickey Mouse
15:15 Mighty Med
15:40 The 7D
16:05 Lab Rats
16:30 Pickle And Peanut
16:55 Penn Zero: Part Time Hero
17:25 K.C. Undercover
17:50 Supa Strikas
18:15 Lab Rats
18:40 K.C. Undercover
19:05 Disney Mickey Mouse
19:10 Annedroids
19:35 Phineas And Ferb
20:00 Kirby Buckets
20:25 Gamer’s Guide To Pretty
Much Everything
20:55 K.C. Undercover
21:20 Pickle And Peanut
21:45 Lab Rats
22:10 Mighty Med
22:40 Disney Mickey Mouse
23:00 Programmes Start At 6:00am
KSA

03:00 Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives
04:00 Man Fire Food
05:00 Chopped
06:00 Guy’s Grocery Games
07:00 Man Fire Food
08:00 Chopped
09:00 Barefoot Contessa
10:00 The Kitchen
11:00 Trisha’s Southern Kitchen
12:00 Chopped

13:00 Guy’s Big Bite
13:30 Guy’s Big Bite
14:00 Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives
15:00 Man Fire Food
16:00 Chopped
17:00 The Kitchen
18:00 Trisha’s Southern Kitchen
19:00 Chopped
20:00 Man Fire Food
21:00 Ace Of Cakes
21:30 Ace Of Cakes
22:00 Patricia Heaton Parties
23:00 Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives
00:00 Iron Chef America
01:00 Ace Of Cakes
02:00 Patricia Heaton Parties

03:25 Midsomer Murders
05:15 Come Dine With Me Couples
06:10 The Doctor Blake Mysteries
07:05 Chopping Block
08:00 Midsomer Murders
09:50 Come Dine With Me Couples
10:40 The Chase
11:35 Chopping Block
12:30 The Doctor Blake Mysteries
13:25 Emmerdale
14:20 Coronation Street
14:45 Come Dine With Me Couples
15:35 Chopping Block
16:30 Don’t Tell The Bride
17:25 The Syndicate
18:20 Emmerdale
19:10 Coronation Street
19:35 Chopping Block
20:30 Don’t Tell The Bride
21:25 The Syndicate
22:20 Coronation Street
22:50 Emmerdale
23:40 The Doctor Blake Mysteries
00:35 Coronation Street
01:00 Emmerdale
02:00 Coronation Street
02:30 The Doctor Blake Mysteries

00:37 Ben & Holly’s Little Kingdom
01:00 Blaze And The Monster
Machines
01:22 Blaze And The Monster
Machines
01:45 Zack & Quack
01:55 Zack & Quack
02:05 Team Umizoomi
02:28 Louie
02:35 Louie
02:40 Olive The Ostrich
02:49 Paw Patrol
Nickelodeon HD
03:00 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
03:48 Henry Danger
04:12 Nicky, Ricky, Dicky & Dawn
04:36 The Haunted Hathaways
05:00 Max & Shred
05:24 Henry Danger
05:48 Nicky, Ricky, Dicky & Dawn
06:12 SpongeBob SquarePants
07:00 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
07:24 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
07:48 Winx Club
08:12 The Loud House
08:36 SpongeBob SquarePants
09:00 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
09:24 Harvey Beaks
09:48 Henry Danger
10:12 Nicky, Ricky, Dicky & Dawn
10:36 The Haunted Hathaways
11:00 Winx Club
11:24 SpongeBob SquarePants
12:12 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
13:00 Breadwinners
13:24 The Loud House
13:48 Get Blake
14:12 Rabbids Invasion
14:36 100 Things To Do Before High
School
15:00 Game Shakers
15:24 The Loud House
15:48 SpongeBob SquarePants
16:12 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
16:36 Harvey Beaks
17:00 Sanjay And Craig
17:24 Harvey Beaks
17:48 Breadwinners
18:12 Henry Danger
18:36 Nicky, Ricky, Dicky & Dawn
19:00 100 Things To Do Before High
School
19:24 Game Shakers
19:48 SpongeBob SquarePants
20:36 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
21:24 Breadwinners
22:12 Sanjay And Craig
23:00 SpongeBob SquarePants
23:48 Henry Danger
00:12 Nicky, Ricky, Dicky & Dawn
00:36 Max & Shred
01:00 The Haunted Hathaways
01:24 Sanjay And Craig
02:12 SpongeBob SquarePants

03:00 Living With Fran
03:30 Mad Love
04:00 The Goldbergs
04:30 The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon
06:00 George Lopez
07:00 Late Night With Seth Meyers
08:00 The Goldbergs

03:00 Banshee
04:00 House Of Saddam
05:00 61*
07:15 Joe’s Palace
09:15 Capturing Mary
11:15 The Fever
13:00 Walkout
15:00 Witness Protection
17:00 The Fever
19:00 Bored To Death
19:30 Any Given Wednesday With
Bill Simmons
20:00 Six Feet Under
21:00 True Blood
22:00 The Leftovers
23:00 Generation Kill
00:00 Bored To Death
00:30 Any Given Wednesday With
Bill Simmons
01:00 Six Feet Under
02:00 True Blood

08:30 Prefontaine
10:30 Atlas Shrugged Part 2: The
Strike
12:30 Testament Of Youth
15:00 Listen To Me Marlon
17:00 Prefontaine
19:00 What’s Love Got To Do With It
21:00 Calendar Girls
23:00 Clouds Of Sils Maria
01:15 Choke

03:00 The Age Of Adaline
05:00 A Promise
07:00 Cinderella
09:00 The Age Of Adaline
11:00 A Promise
13:00 Big Eyes
15:00 Jackie & Ryan
16:45 Ricki And The Flash
18:30 Avengers: Age Of Ultron
21:00 Spy
23:00 Danny Collins
01:00 Poltergeist

04:15 Ghatothkach - Master Of
Magic
06:00 Alpha Dogz: Pups United
08:00 Miffy The Movie
09:45 Snow Queen
11:15 Jack And The Cuckoo Clock
Heart
13:00 Blackie And Kanuto
14:30 Memory Loss
16:00 Pixies
18:00 Snow Queen
20:00 Delhi Safari
22:00 Memory Loss
23:30 Pixies
01:00 Miffy The Movie
02:30 Delhi Safari

04:00 Android Cop
06:00 My Old Lady
08:00 The Single Moms Club
10:00 Jack And The Cuckoo Clock
Heart
12:00 The Package
14:00 The Last 5 Years
15:45 The Single Moms Club
17:45 The Second Best Exotic
Marigold Hotel
20:00 Words And Pictures
22:00 Horrible Bosses 2
00:00 Tracers
01:45 The Second Best Exotic
Marigold Hotel

11:00 Castle
12:00 Fashion Star
13:00 Fit For Fashion
14:00 The Simpsons
14:30 The Simpsons
15:00 Bones
16:00 American Idol
17:00 American Idol
18:00 Private Practice
19:00 Switched At Birth
20:00 Making Mr.Right
21:00 Fit For Fashion
22:00 The Simpsons
22:30 The Simpsons
23:00 Bones
00:00 American Idol
01:00 American Idol
02:00 Private Practice

04:00 Made In China
05:30 All On The Line
06:30 Theatreland
07:00 Bob And The Trees
08:30 Final
10:25 Kill The Poor
11:50 Convention
13:30 Flakes
14:55 Marvin’s Room
16:35 Kill The Poor
18:00 Vernon, Florida
19:00 No Maps In These Territories
20:30 Bob And The Trees
22:00 Jacqueline Argentine
23:30 Out There
23:45 The King
01:10 Killing Joke:
Death/Resurrection Show

03:01 Paw Patrol
03:24 Ben & Holly’s Little Kingdom
03:35 Dora The Explorer
03:59 Max & Ruby
04:07 Bubble Guppies
04:29 Little Charmers
04:41 Shimmer And Shine
05:05 Dora And Friends
05:27 Zack & Quack
05:38 Blaze And The Monster
Machines
06:00 Paw Patrol
06:13 Fresh Beat Band Of Spies
06:36 Dora The Explorer
07:00 Wanda And The Alien
07:11 Zack & Quack
07:22 Dora And Friends
07:46 Blaze And The Monster
Machines
08:10 Paw Patrol
08:35 Shimmer And Shine
08:58 Dora The Explorer
09:22 Little Charmers
09:32 Paw Patrol
09:57 Bubble Guppies
10:20 Fresh Beat Band Of Spies
10:40 Zack & Quack
10:52 Team Umizoomi
11:15 Louie
11:22 Louie
11:30 Ni Hao, Kai-Lan
11:53 Olive The Ostrich
12:03 Max & Ruby
12:26 Wanda And The Alien
12:37 Ben & Holly’s Little Kingdom
13:00 Blaze And The Monster
Machines
13:45 Zack & Quack
13:55 Zack & Quack
14:05 Team Umizoomi
14:28 Louie
14:40 Olive The Ostrich
14:49 Paw Patrol
15:24 Ben & Holly’s Little Kingdom
15:35 Dora The Explorer
15:59 Max & Ruby
16:07 Bubble Guppies
16:29 Little Charmers
16:41 Shimmer And Shine
17:05 Dora And Friends
17:27 Zack & Quack
17:38 Blaze And The Monster
Machines

07:00 Doki
07:25 Dick ‘n’ Dom Go Wild
07:50 My Cat From Hell
08:40 How It’s Made
09:30 What Could Possibly Go
Wrong?
10:20 Mythbusters
11:10 Bondi Vet
12:00 My Cat From Hell
12:50 Ultimate Survival
13:40 How It’s Made
14:30 Dirty Jobs
15:20 Mythbusters
16:10 Doki
16:35 Dick ‘n’ Dom Go Wild
17:00 Deadliest Space Weather
17:50 NASA’s Unexplained Files
18:40 What Could Possibly Go
Wrong?
19:30 Mythbusters
20:20 How It’s Made
21:10 Deadliest Space Weather
22:00 NASA’s Unexplained Files
22:50 What Happened Next?
23:40 Ultimate Survival
00:30 Mythbusters
01:20 Deadliest Space Weather
02:10 NASA’s Unexplained Files

03:00 True Crime With Aphrodite
Jones
03:48 Who On Earth Did I Marry?
07:00 Swamp Murders
10:20 Reel Crime/Real Story
11:10 California Investigator
12:00 Who On Earth Did I Marry?
15:20 Reel Crime/Real Story
16:10 Heartbreakers
17:00 Web Of Lies
20:20 The Wives Did It
21:10 Murder Comes To Town
22:00 I Am Homicide
22:50 The Vanishing Women
23:40 Missing In Maui: A
Disappeared Special
00:30 Scorned: Crimes Of Passion
01:20 I Am Homicide
02:10 The Vanishing Women

03:15 The Hive
03:20 Sabrina Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch
04:10 Hank Zipzer
04:35 Binny And The Ghost
05:00 Violetta
05:45 The Hive
05:50 Mouk
06:00 Hank Zipzer
06:25 Sofia The First
06:50 Disney Mickey Mouse
06:55 Gravity Falls
07:20 Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug
And Cat Noir
07:45 Backstage
08:10 Bunk’d
08:35 Shake It Up
09:00 Hannah Montana
09:50 Wizards Of Waverly Place
10:40 Good Luck Charlie
11:30 Jessie
11:55 Jessie
12:20 Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug
And Cat Noir
12:45 Hank Zipzer
13:10 Austin & Ally
14:00 Liv And Maddie
14:50 Dog With A Blog
15:15 Disney Mickey Mouse
15:20 Gravity Falls
15:45 Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug
And Cat Noir
16:10 Violetta
17:00 Backstage
17:25 Alex & Co.
17:50 Girl Meets World
18:15 Liv And Maddie
18:40 Binny And The Ghost
19:05 Austin & Ally
19:30 Bunk’d
19:55 Jessie
20:20 Backstage
20:45 Good Luck Charlie
21:10 H2O: Just Add Water
22:00 Binny And The Ghost
22:25 Sabrina Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch
23:10 Hank Zipzer
23:35 Binny And The Ghost
00:00 Violetta
00:45 The Hive
00:50 Sabrina Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch
01:40 Hank Zipzer
02:05 Binny And The Ghost
02:30 Violetta

03:10 Henry Hugglemonster
03:20 Calimero
03:35 Zou
03:45 Loopdidoo
04:00 Art Attack
04:25 Henry Hugglemonster
04:35 Calimero

04:00 Big Ass Spider!
06:00 Non-Stop
08:00 The Berlin File
10:00 Metro
12:00 388 Arletta Avenue
13:45 Non-Stop
15:45 Breakdown
17:30 The Berlin File
19:45 The Expendables 3
22:00 Machete
00:00 Skin Trade
02:00 7500

04:00 Green Card
06:00 Man Of The House
08:00 Mr. Destiny
10:00 Green Card
12:00 Odeio O Dia Dos Namorados
14:00 Father Hood
16:00 Mr. Destiny
18:00 Thank You For Smoking
20:00 The World’s End
22:00 Good Luck Chuck
00:00 Wanderlust
02:00 Thank You For Smoking

03:30 All’s Faire In Love
05:15 A Lot Like Love
07:00 Greenberg
08:45 Kill Bill: Vol. 1
10:45 Dragonfly
12:30 Kill Bill: Vol. 2
14:45 Signs
16:30 Confessions Of A Shopaholic
18:15 Six Days, Seven Nights
20:00 Rob Zombie’s Halloween
21:45 Con Air
23:45 Beyond A Reasonable Doubt
01:30 Hidalgo

03:00 Castle
04:00 Fashion Star
05:00 Fit For Fashion
06:00 The Simpsons
06:30 The Simpsons
07:00 Bones
08:00 American Idol
09:00 American Idol
10:00 3 (Three)

03:00 Second Chance
04:00 Good Morning America
06:00 Once Upon A Time
07:00 Devious Maids
08:00 The Blacklist
09:00 The Flash
10:00 The Catch
11:00 Devious Maids
12:00 The Blacklist
13:00 The Ellen DeGeneres Show
14:00 Live Good Morning America
16:00 Second Chance
17:00 The Ellen DeGeneres Show
18:00 The Blacklist
19:00 The Flash
20:00 The Art Of More
21:00 Mr. Robot
22:00 American Crime
23:00 Second Chance
00:00 Devious Maids
01:00 Mr. Robot
02:00 American Crime

03:00 The Disappearance Of
Eleanor Rigby: Him
05:00 Young Ones
07:00 The Silent Mountain
09:00 The Melancholy Fantastic
11:00 Young Ones
13:00 Before I Go To Sleep
15:00 A Mother Betrayed
17:00 The Melancholy Fantastic
19:00 The Disappearance Of
Eleanor Rigby: Her
21:00 Siberian Education
23:00 Horns
01:15 The Melancholy Fantastic

03:15 Eight Below
05:15 Ice Age: The Meltdown
07:00 Big Fat Liar
09:00 Monsters Inc
11:00 Tinker Bell And The Legend
Of The NeverBeast
13:00 Dunston Checks In
15:00 Monsters University
17:00 Dinosaur
19:00 The Pacifier
21:15 College Road Trip
23:15 Dinosaur
01:15 The Pacifier 

03:30 Testament Of Youth
06:00 A Beautiful Mind
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DIAL161 FOR AIRPORT INFORMATION
Arrival Flights on Thursday 28/7/2016

Airlines Flt Route Time
THY
772

Istanbul 00:10
JZR 239 Amman 00:20

JZR 267 Beirut 00:30
FDB 069 Dubai 00:55

DLH 635 Doha 01:00
QTR 1086 Doha 01:15

Arrival Flights on Thursday 28/7/2016
Airlines Flt Route Time
THY 772 Istanbul 00:10
JZR 239 Amman 00:20
JZR 267 Beirut 00:30
FDB 069 Dubai 00:55
DLH 635 Doha 01:00
QTR 1086 Doha 01:15
JZR 539 Cairo 01:20
SAI 441 Lahore 01:30
KAC 1802 Cairo 01:30
PGT 858 Istanbul 01:40
RJA 642 Amman 01:45
ETH 620 Addis Ababa 01:45
AXB 395 Kozhikode 01:50
THY 1464 Istanbul 01:50
ETH 3402 Addis Ababa 02:00
KKK 6506 Istanbul 02:05
GFA 211 Bahrain 02:15
KAC 418 Manila 02:15
UAE 853 Dubai 02:25
THY 768 Istanbul 02:50
ETD 305 Abu Dhabi 03:05
OMA 643 Muscat 03:05
RJA 644 Amman 03:10
FDB 067 Dubai 03:15
MSR 612 Cairo 03:15
QTR 1076 Doha 03:25
PGT 860 Istanbul 03:30
KAC 544 Cairo 03:40
LMU 510 Cairo 04:00
RBG 551 Alexandria 04:05
JZR 555 Alexandria 04:15
FEG 931 Alexandria 05:00
THY 1414 TZX 05:05
DHX 170 Bahrain 05:10
THY 770 Istanbul 05:15
QTR 8511 Doha 05:25
JZR 529 Asyut 06:00
PAL 668 Manila/Dubai 06:25
KAC 412 Manila/Bangkok 06:30
BAW 157 London 06:40
JZR 1541 Cairo 07:10
FDB 5061 Dubai 07:15
IRA 673 Ahwaz 07:15
JZR 503 Luxor 07:25
KAC 382 Delhi 07:30
KAC 346 Ahmedabad 07:35
KAC 206 Islamabad 07:40
KAC 204 Lahore 07:40
SVA 512 Riyadh 07:50
FDB 053 Dubai 07:50
KAC 302 Mumbai 07:50
KAC 332 Trivandrum 08:15
KAC 344 Chennai 08:15
KAC 362 Colombo 08:20
KAC 352 Kochi 08:20
UAE 855 Dubai 08:25
KAC 784 Jeddah 08:50
ETD 301 Abu Dhabi 09:00
KAC 284 Dhaka 09:00
ABY 125 Sharjah 09:05
IRA 667 Esfahan 09:05
QTR 1070 Doha 09:20
RJA 648 Amman 09:30
FDB 055 Dubai 09:40
SAW 703 Damascus 09:45
CCE 345 Sohag 10:00
SYR 341 Damascus 10:05
UAE 873 Dubai 10:40
GFA 213 Bahrain 10:40
MEA 404 Beirut 11:00
JZR 561 Sohag 11:25
RBG 553 Alexandria 11:30
JZR 165 Dubai 11:50
FDK 801 Damascus 12:15
FDB 075 Dubai 12:25
JZR 241 Amman 12:30
UAE 871 Dubai 12:45
FEG 933 Sohag 12:55
MSR 610 Cairo 13:00
THY 766 Istanbul 13:10
KAC 620 Doha 13:10
BON 101 Sarajevo 13:55

KNE 231 Riyadh 14:00
QTR 1078 Doha 14:05
KAC 672 Dubai 14:05
AXB 393 Kozhikode 14:10
KAC 178 Vienna 14:15
GFA 221 Bahrain 14:20
FDB 057 Dubai 14:20
JZR 779 Jeddah 14:25
SVA 500 Jeddah 14:30
KAC 742 Dammam 14:55
KAC 788 Jeddah 15:00
KNE 529 Jeddah 15:05
OMA 645 Muscat 15:10
ETD 303 Abu Dhabi 15:10
ABY 127 Sharjah 15:35
UAE 857 Dubai 15:45
NIA 251 Alexandria 15:50
RJA 640 Amman 16:00
FDB 051 Dubai 16:10
QTR 1072 Doha 16:15
JZR 535 Cairo 16:20
JZR 257 Beirut 16:25
KNE 531 Jeddah 16:35
JZR 787 Riyadh 16:45
KAC 562 Amman 16:55
KAC 118 New York 17:00
SVA 510 Riyadh 17:15
GFA 215 Bahrain 17:30
FDB 8053 Dubai 17:45
JZR 177 Dubai 17:45
THY 1282 TZX 17:50
JZR 777 Jeddah 17:50
KAC 678 Muscat/Abu Dhabi 17:50
QTR 1080 Doha 17:55
JZR 483 Istanbul 18:20
KAC 176 Geneva/Frankfurt 18:20
MSR 620 Cairo 18:30
KAC 786 Jeddah 18:35
KAC 774 Riyadh 18:35
KAC 502 Beirut 18:35
JAV 621 Amman 18:45
KAC 542 Cairo 18:55
KAC 618 Doha 18:55
KAC 104 London 19:00
GFA 217 Bahrain 19:05
UAE 875 Dubai 19:05
FDB 063 Dubai 19:10
KAC 614 Bahrain 19:10
ABY 123 Sharjah 19:15
JAI 572 Mumbai 19:35
KAC 674 Dubai 19:45
KAC 154 Istanbul 19:45
FDB 059 Dubai 19:50
DLH 634 Frankfurt 20:05
ABY 121 Sharjah 20:10
KNE 381 Taif 20:10
MEA 402 Beirut 20:15
OMA 647 Muscat 20:20
JZR 189 Dubai 20:25
MSR 618 Alexandria 20:30
QTR 1088 Doha 20:35
FDB 5053 Dubai 20:55
KAC 174 Munich 20:55
ETD 307 Abu Dhabi 21:05
UAE 859 Dubai 21:15
ALK 229 Colombo 21:20
KLM 417 Amsterdam 21:25
THY 764 Istanbul 21:30
KAC 676 Dubai 21:35
QTR 1082 Doha 21:55
GFA 219 Bahrain 22:00
NIA 151 Cairo 22:10
ETD 309 Abu Dhabi 22:10
JZR 125 Bahrain 22:15
AIC 981 Chennai/Ahmedabad 22:25
MSC 501 Alexandria 22:30
JZR 185 Dubai 22:55
MSC 403 Asyut 23:10
JAI 574 Mumbai 23:20
MSR 614 Cairo 23:30
JZR 513 Sharm el-Sheikh 23:30
FDB 071 Dubai 23:35
PIA 205 Lahore 23:40
JAD 301 Amman 23:45

Departure Flights on Thursday 28/7/2016
Airlines Flt Route Time
AIC 976 Goa/Chennai 00:05
BBC 044 Dhaka 00:10
MSC 404 Asyut 00:10
JZR 1540 Cairo 00:20
JAI 573 Mumbai 00:25
MSR 615 Cairo 00:30
FDB 072 Dubai 00:30
KLM 411 Amsterdam 01:05
MSC 416 Sohag 01:05
JZR 502 Luxor 01:15
THY 773 Istanbul 01:40
DLH 635 Frankfurt 02:00
SAI 442 Lahore 02:30
ETH 621 Addis Ababa 02:45
THY 765 Istanbul 02:45
AXB 396 Kozhikode 02:50
KAC 177 Vienna 02:55
PGT 859 Istanbul 02:55
KAC 783 Jeddah 03:30
UAE 854 Dubai 03:45
THY 769 Istanbul 03:45
RJA 645 Amman 03:55
OMA 644 Muscat 04:05
FDB 068 Dubai 04:05
ETD 306 Abu Dhabi 04:10
MSR 613 Cairo 04:15
KKK 6505 Istanbul 04:20
PGT 861 Istanbul 04:30
QTR 1077 Doha 04:35
RBG 552 Alexandria 04:45
JZR 560 Sohag 05:00
LMU 511 Cairo 05:00
FEG 934 Sohag 06:00
THY 1465 Istanbul 06:00
RJA 643 Amman 06:25
QTR 1087 Doha 06:30
THY 771 Istanbul 06:45
GFA 212 Bahrain 06:50
JZR 240 Amman 06:55
FDB 070 Dubai 07:05
JZR 164 Dubai 07:15
QTR 8512 Doha 07:25
FDB 5062 Dubai 07:55
IRA 672 Ahwaz 08:15
BAW 156 London 08:25
FDB 054 Dubai 08:30
KAC 173 Munich 08:35
JZR 778 Jeddah 08:50
SVA 513 Riyadh 08:50
JZR 256 Beirut 09:05
KAC 787 Jeddah 09:30
KAC 671 Dubai 09:30
JZR 534 Cairo 09:30
KAC 619 Doha 09:30
JZR 482 Istanbul 09:45
ABY 126 Sharjah 09:45
UAE 856 Dubai 09:50
KAC 101 London/New York 10:00
ETD 302 Abu Dhabi 10:05
IRA 668 Mashhad 10:05
RJA 649 Amman 10:15
QTR 1071 Doha 10:35
FDB 056 Dubai 10:40
SAW 704 Damascus 10:45
KAC 677 Abu Dhabi/Muscat 10:50
KAC 153 Istanbul 11:00
KAC 501 Beirut 11:00
SYR 342 Damascus 11:05
CCE 346 Sohag 11:10
KAC 561 Amman 11:20
KAC 165 Rome/Paris 11:25
KAC 741 Dammam 11:35
GFA 214 Bahrain 11:35
MEA 405 Beirut 12:00
KAC 541 Cairo 12:05
UAE 874 Dubai 12:10
RBG 554 Alexandria 12:10
JZR 776 Jeddah 12:15
KAC 785 Jeddah 13:00
JZR 176 Dubai 13:10
FDB 076 Dubai 13:10
FDK 802 Damascus 13:15

JZR 786 Riyadh 13:20
FEG 932 Alexandria 13:55
MSR 611 Cairo 14:00
ETH 3403 Addis Ababa 14:00
THY 767 Istanbul 14:10
UAE 872 Dubai 14:15
PAL 669 Dubai/Manila 14:45
KNE 382 Taif 14:55
KAC 773 Riyadh 15:00
KAC 673 Dubai 15:05
FDB 058 Dubai 15:05
GFA 222 Bahrain 15:05
AXB 394 Kozhikode 15:10
KAC 617 Doha 15:15
QTR 1079 Doha 15:15
JZR 188 Dubai 15:50
KNE 530 Jeddah 15:55
KAC 613 Bahrain 16:00
SVA 505 Jeddah 16:00
BON 102 Sarajevo 16:05
OMA 646 Muscat 16:10
ABY 128 Sharjah 16:15
ETD 304 Abu Dhabi 16:20
NIA 252 Alexandria 16:50
RJA 641 Amman 16:55
KAC 675 Dubai 17:00
FDB 052 Dubai 17:00
JZR 266 Beirut 17:10
JZR 512 Sharm el-Sheikh 17:15
QTR 1073 Doha 17:25
KNE 532 Jeddah 17:25
UAE 858 Dubai 17:40
SVA 511 Riyadh 18:15
JZR 184 Dubai 18:20
GFA 216 Bahrain 18:20
JZR 538 Cairo 18:30
FDB 8054 Dubai 18:40
KAC 1801 Cairo 18:55
KAC 563 Amman 19:00
THY 1283 TZX 19:05
QTR 1081 Doha 19:05
JZR 238 Amman 19:15
JZR 124 Bahrain 19:20
MSR 621 Cairo 19:30
KAC 285 Dhaka 19:40
JAV 622 Amman 19:45
GFA 218 Bahrain 19:50
FDB 064 Dubai 19:50
ABY 124 Sharjah 19:55
FDB 060 Dubai 20:30
UAE 876 Dubai 20:35
JAI 571 Mumbai 20:35
KAC 331 Trivandrum 20:45
DLH 634 Doha 20:50
ABY 122 Sharjah 20:50
KAC 343 Chennai 20:55
KAC 353 BLR 20:55
KAC 351 Kochi 21:00
KAC 543 Cairo 21:00
KNE 232 Riyadh 21:10
JZR 554 Alexandria 21:15
MEA 403 Beirut 21:15
OMA 648 Muscat 21:15
MSR 619 Alexandria 21:30
QTR 1089 Doha 21:45
DHX 171 Bahrain 21:50
FDB 5054 Dubai 21:55
ETD 308 Abu Dhabi 21:55
ALK 230 Colombo 22:20
KAC 381 Delhi 22:25
UAE 860 Dubai 22:25
KLM 417 Dammam/Amsterdam 22:25
THY 1401 ADB 22:25
KAC 301 Mumbai 22:30
KAC 205 Islamabad 23:00
GFA 220 Bahrain 23:00
ETD 310 Abu Dhabi 23:05
NIA 152 Cairo 23:10
QTR1 083 Doha 23:20
KAC 411 Bangkok/Manila 23:25
MSC 502 Alexandria 23:30

`

KNCC PROGRAMME FROM THURSDAY TO WEDNESDAY (28/07/2016 TO 03/08/2016)

SHARQIA-1
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS                                           11:45 AM
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                        2:00 PM
KANGAR HOBINA                                                                                         4:45 PM
KANGAR HOBINA                                                                                         7:00 PM
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                        9:15 PM
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                        12:05 AM

SHARQIA-2
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN-3D                                                                 1:00 PM
KANGAR HOBINA                                                                                         1:30 PM
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS                                           3:30 PM
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN                                                                         5:45 PM
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS                                           8:00 PM
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN-3D                                                                 10:15 PM
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN                                                                         12:30 AM

SHARQIA-3
JASON BOURNE                                                                                             12:15 PM
JASON BOURNE                                                                                             2:45 PM
FINDING DORY                                                                                               5:15 PM
JASON BOURNE                                                                                             7:30 PM
ABU SHANAB                                                                                                  10:00 PM
JASON BOURNE                                                                                             12:15 AM

MUHALAB-1
JASON BOURNE                                                                                             12:15 PM
JASON BOURNE                                                                                             3:00 PM
JASON BOURNE                                                                                             5:30 PM
ABU SHANAB                                                                                                  8:00 PM
JASON BOURNE                                                                                             10:15 PM
JASON BOURNE                                                                                             12:45 AM

MUHALAB-2
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN                                                                         11:30 AM
FINDING DORY                                                                                               2:00 PM
FINDING DORY                                                                                               4:15 PM
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                        6:30 PM
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                        9:30 PM
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                        12:30 AM

MUHALAB-3
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN-3D                                                                 12:30 PM
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS                                           2:45 PM
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN-3D                                                                 5:15 PM
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS                                           7:30 PM
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN                                                                         9:45 PM
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN                                                                         12:05 AM

FANAR-1
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                        12:15 PM
KANGAR HOBINA                                                                                         3:00 PM
KANGAR HOBINA                                                                                         5:00 PM
ABU SHANAB                                                                                                  7:15 PM
KANGAR HOBINA                                                                                         9:30 PM
ABU SHANAB                                                                                                  11:45 PM

FANAR-2
SUBMERGED                                                                                                   11:30 AM
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN                                                                         1:30 PM
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN-3D                                                                 3:45 PM
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN                                                                         6:00 PM
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS   -3D                                8:15 PM
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN-3D                                                                 10:30 PM
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN                                                                         12:45 AM

FANAR-3
FINDING DORY                                                                                               12:15 PM
SUBMERGED                                                                                                   2:30 PM
SUBMERGED                                                                                                   4:30 PM
FINDING DORY                                                                                               6:45 PM
SULTAN- HINDI                                                                                               9:00 PM
SUBMERGED                                                                                                   12:15 AM

FANAR-4
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS                                           12:00 PM
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS                                           2:15 PM
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS                                           4:45 PM
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                        7:00 PM
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                        9:45 PM
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                        12:30 AM

FANAR-5
JASON BOURNE                                                                                             11:30 AM
JASON BOURNE                                                                                             2:00 PM
JASON BOURNE                                                                                             4:30 PM
JASON BOURNE                                                                                             7:00 PM
JASON BOURNE                                                                                             9:30 PM
JASON BOURNE                                                                                             12:05 AM

MARINA-1
JASON BOURNE                                                                                             12:30 PM
JASON BOURNE                                                                                             3:00 PM
FINDING DORY                                                                                               5:30 PM
JASON BOURNE                                                                                             7:45 PM
JASON BOURNE                                                                                             10:15 PM
JASON BOURNE                                                                                             12:45 AM

MARINA-2
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                        11:30 AM
FINDING DORY                                                                                               2:15 PM
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                        4:30 PM
ABU SHANAB                                                                                                  7:15 PM
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                        9:30 PM
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                        12:15 AM

MARINA-3
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN                                                                         12:45 PM
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS                                           3:00 PM
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS                                           5:15 PM
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN                                                                         7:30 PM
NO FRI

Special Show “THE LEGEND OF TARZAN”                                       7:30 PM
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN                                                                         10:00 PM
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN                                                                         12:30 AM

AVENUES-1
FINDING DORY                                                                                               11:45 AM
KANGAR HOBINA                                                                                         2:00 PM
DISHOOM -HINDI                                                                                          4:15 PM
KANGAR HOBINA                                                                                         7:00 PM
KANGAR HOBINA                                                                                         9:15 PM
KANGAR HOBINA                                                                                         11:30 PM

AVENUES-2
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN -3D-4DX                                                     12:30 PM
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES:                                                  3:00 PM
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN -3D-4DX                                                     5:30 PM
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS -3D-4DX                       8:00 PM
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN -3D-4DX                                                     10:30 PM
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN -3D-4DX                                                     1:00 AM

AVENUES-3
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE                                                                          11:45 AM
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                        2:00 PM
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE                                                                          4:45 PM
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                        7:00 PM
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                        9:45 PM
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                        12:30 AM

AVENUES-4
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS                                           11:30 AM
JASON BOURNE                                                                                             1:45 PM
FINDING DORY                                                                                               4:30 PM
ABU SHANAB                                                                                                  6:45 PM
ABU SHANAB                                                                                                  9:15 PM
NO MON
Special Show “THE CONJURING 2”                                                     9:00 PM
MON
JASON BOURNE                                                                                             11:45 PM

360 º- 1
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN-3D                                                                 12:30 PM
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN                                                                         3:00 PM
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN-3D                                                                 5:30 PM
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN                                                                         8:00 PM
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN-3D                                                                 10:30 PM
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN                                                                         1:00 AM

360º- 2
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS                                           11:45 AM
NOW YOU SEE ME 2                                                                                     2:15 PM
SULTAN- HINDI                                                                                               5:00 PM
SULTAN- HINDI                                                                                               8:15 PM
NOW YOU SEE ME 2                                                                                     11:30 PM

360 º- 3
FINDING DORY                                                                                               12:45 PM

FINDING DORY                                                                                               3:00 PM
FINDING DORY                                                                                               5:15 PM
FINDING DORY                                                                                               7:30 PM
LAMMA SHOFTAK (When I Saw You)                                                 10:00 PM
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                        12:15 AM

AL-KOUT.1
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS                                           12:30 PM
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE                                                                          2:45 PM
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS                                           5:00 PM
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS                                           7:15 PM
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                        9:30 PM
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                        12:15 AM

AL-KOUT.2
JASON BOURNE                                                                                             12:15 PM
JASON BOURNE                                                                                             2:45 PM
JASON BOURNE                                                                                             5:15 PM
JASON BOURNE                                                                                             7:45 PM
ABU SHANAB                                                                                                  10:15 PM
JASON BOURNE                                                                                             12:30 AM

AL-KOUT.3
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN                                                                         12:45 PM
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN-3D                                                                 3:00 PM
FINDING DORY  -3D                                                                                     5:15 PM
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN                                                                         7:30 PM
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN-3D                                                                 9:45 PM
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN                                                                         12:05 AM

AL-KOUT.4
SUBMERGED                                                                                                   12:15 PM
SUBMERGED                                                                                                   2:15 PM
SUBMERGED                                                                                                   4:15 PM
KANGAR HOBINA                                                                                         6:15 PM
KANGAR HOBINA                                                                                         8:15 PM
SUBMERGED                                                                                                   10:45 PM
SUBMERGED                                                                                                   12:45 AM

BAIRAQ-1
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN-3D                                                                 12:00 PM
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN-3D                                                                 2:15 PM
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS   -3D                                4:30 PM
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS   -3D                                6:45 PM
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN-3D                                                                 9:00 PM
THE LEGEND OF TARZAN                                                                         11:30 PM

BAIRAQ-2
KANGAR HOBINA                                                                                         12:30 PM
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS                                           2:45 PM
FINDING DORY                                                                                               5:00 PM
KANGAR HOBINA                                                                                         7:15 PM
ABU SHANAB                                                                                                  9:30 PM
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS                                           11:45 PM

BAIRAQ-3
JASON BOURNE                                                                                             1:00 PM
KANGAR HOBINA                                                                                         1:30 PM

ACCOMMODATION

FOR SALE

1 room in a fully furnished
CAC 3 bedroom flat is avail-
able for single individual
with kitchen and drawing
room facility in Ishbiliya
Block 1. Indian/Pakistani
Muslim is preferred.
Contact: Afzal Shafi
99714430 (C 5193)
23-7-2016

Kuwait

Chrysler 200 (2.4l), 29,500
km, sky blue, model 2013,
excellent condition, diplo-
mat’s used car, KD 2,500.
Contact: 99407427. 
(C 5194)
26-7-2016
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Ambition takes center stage. Achievements that win you rewards and
recognition are yours for the making-but you must make them happen. You

cannot simply wait around and expect recognition to happen without the effort.
Congratulations with your progress toward using positive assertiveness techniques. At
home today you could be expecting guests and besides the snacks and drinks you may
want to set out some of the many games you have. If the games are seen, several people
will grab hold and enjoy a game or two instead of listening to another person’s bowling
experience. This way your party will be a relaxed, fun sort of evening with nothing serious

planned. You can be a skillful planner that makes a great deal of harmony.

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

The business may profit from your ideas today, but politically speaking, you
must be careful how you phrase your suggestions. Let others talk in a group meeting
today-you take the notebook and keep your notes flowing for reference later. You have
animal-like instincts and when it comes to big business, you are always where the action is
most intense. Your penetrating mind gets straight to the truth every time. Exciting to be
near, you are an entrepreneur, the big wheel. Sometimes you are restless and driven.
Communicating with friends or relatives this evening can be an enjoyable break from your
busy workday. There is talk of golf, tennis and perhaps, fishing. Lovers, children and other
people or things dear to your heart are emphasized now.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

You may find that both your personal growth and your career may depend
on how you can handle some very sensitive psychological material that may be coming
up now. Resolving conflicting opinions and deciding between opposing views or different
options is essential now. You must decide one way or another, or else you are stuck in a
rut. It’s easy to be distracted, so study things through in order to act from a position of
knowledge rather than out of ignorance. Your sense of responsibility is so well developed
that you always end up managing any situation in which you become involved. You are
disciplined, work hard and are good at getting others to work with and for you. Be encour-
aged, you can make a positive difference in people’s lives.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

The daily stress can make you feel as though you would have liked to stay
home, under the covers. Before the morning advances however, you are grateful you mus-
tered up the energy to enter into the workplace. You come up with new solutions to an
ongoing problem and everyone is congratulatory. You are beginning to understand how
cycles of change and industry ups and downs really work. Given to clear headedness,
practical insight and vision, you may find several new opportunities that will show off your
productive ideas and logic. Survival in business, whether it is your own business or a busi-
ness for which you work, occasionally depends on your ability to laugh. Relax and enjoy
your growth this evening.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Things do not work out magically today but, with your positive attitude,
you should see a change in the way life has been unfolding lately. You have grasped some
of the difficulties and you and a few co-workers are able to solve problems. You are imagi-
native and understanding in areas of the mind that are the most personal or private-depth
psychology. The words here are: staying power. If there is a job, you can do it. As an excep-
tional worker, you pour yourself into any task with absolute determination. You take on
obligations as though you just cannot get enough. You enjoy discipline, and limitations
are seen as opportunities rather than as handicaps. Enjoy the celebration of life. There are
surprises this evening.

Leo (July 23-August 22)

Leave your mind and your attitude open to the possibilities of change
and growth. Double-check your list-make changes where necessary. At one point you
may find yourself actually smiling because of the opportunity that is presently available to
show your wisdom or talent in some everyday task that takes place. Leading, teaching
and the ability to follow will be beneficial to your future and influence people. Home, fam-
ily, friends and community involvement are where you enjoy relaxing. There may be a
scout meeting, a religious gathering or some other get-together that allows you to relax
and just enjoy those around you this evening. General good feelings and a sense of sup-
port and harmony make this a happy time.

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

Today could be a frustrating time both at home and at work. Ask yourself if
you are taking care of yourself in the ways of nutrition, exercise, rest, play and intellectual
stimulation. Today you may find yourself making poor choices, particularly if one of these
things is lacking. Choosing the best buy may not be in your best interest this afternoon. It
would be best to choose the most passive route possible so that you can be refurbished.
Perhaps you are able to close or complete old projects, make phone calls to set up
appointments for next week and perform more of this type of activity. Take time after
work this afternoon to relax-think about the balance in your life. Plan a sightseeing trip
with a friend or a family member for this weekend.

Libra (September 23-October 22)

You have a lot of energy to pour into practical and career decisions. Your
career or life-path may depend on your talent for responding and making something out
of ideas, insights and whatever is challenging. The business world may call for your ability
to react and build on opportunities. This may mean you are in a job where you study, coor-
dinate events and help people find what they need. Perhaps you are a politician, a travel
advisor, librarian or the manager of a company. It would not hurt to do some serious think-
ing along the lines of talent versus dollars. You are excellent at what you do and it may just
be the time to ask for an increase in salary or benefits. You enjoy some form of sports this
evening-be sure to bring plenty of water.

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

Your tendency to compromise and settle for less than you dreamed can be
a problem. Given the opportunity, you may choose the path of least resist-

ance, willing to bypass some of the things you always wanted in favor of expediency.
Career moves must be given special attention now. A business coach may help you find
the points to consider when you go for an employee review. If you do not speak up and
ask for what you want, you may not get to your goal. You might find that a community
college has a class in some sort of business psychology. The timing for these changes is
now. Others should find you most enthusiastic. In fact, they may find you extremely intu-
itive. You enjoy helping others, now it is your turn to collect on a few helpful hints.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

A fusspot or worrywart is something you used to be . . . Congratulations for
evolving. Sarcasticno, you are really growing and contributing and just about ready to
jump into some leadership position. Many editors or writers stop and wonder if the
changes will ever stop. You may have had that insight recently about worry. There is
always something . . . Now is your time. You have fine-tuned and developed into the per-
son and worker or performer that you always wanted to be. Look around you at the com-
pany you keep and the achievements you have made and be glad. A pleasant day can be
enjoyed as you let the kite full of worries fly away. There are opportunities for self-expres-

sion that lends itself to your particular ideas and thoughts.

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

You may surprise yourself with the results of your labor on a craft project
this morning. Whatever you are working on could turn into a handy inven-

tion. As a craft worker with an innate critical sense, you are always full of suggestions. If you
are working, this creation may be in the form of some advertisement and will create quite
a stir. You may be asked lots of questions. How do you do what you do what made you
think like this if your complete idea is not accepted, parts of it will be . . . Kudos to you! You
may find yourself and a friendly co-worker hovering over topics of trivia at the noon break.
You are quick-minded. This afternoon and evening you take advantage of the community
bicycle-sharing system and you enjoy the views.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

Fine verbal skills and a natural sense of justice make legal work a distinct
possibility. You could be most persuasive with others and eloquent in speech and commu-
nication. You must have done well in school debates. The situation is a natural for self-
expression and your ideas and thoughts are heard. Working with laws, natural or fabricat-
ed, amounts to a real talent. You also have a great interest in new ideas-the truer and more
lasting the better. At home this afternoon you may want to write down the music you
have been creating in your head. If you do not know how to write the music down consid-
er a tape recording of your melody until you can get someone to write it out. You may be
most pleased at the outcome. Wiggle your feet in water this evening.

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

CROSSWORD 1325

ACROSS
1. A condition (mostly in boys) characterized

by behavioral and learning disorders.
4. In some classifications considered a subor-

der of Orthoptera.
12. A chest in which coins from the mint are

held to await assay.
15. The Tibeto-Burman language spoken in the

Dali region of Yunnan.
16. A person who commits larceny.
17. Electronic warfare undertaken to prevent

or reduce an enemy's effective use of the
electromagnetic spectrum.

18. A member of the Siouan people formerly
living in the Missouri river valley in NE
Nebraska.

20. Affected manners intended to impress oth-
ers.

22. Having branches.
24. Evergreen trees and shrubs having oily

one-seeded fruits.
26. United States newspaper publisher (1858-

1935).
27. A resident of Iowa.
29. (`cease' is a noun only in the phrase `with-

out cease') End v 1.
31. A native or inhabitant of Scotland.
34. A brass instrument without valves.
37. The time when something happens.
41. A publication (such as a book) that is

reprinted without changes or editing and
offered again for sale.

43. (informal) Of the highest quality.
44. A soft silvery metallic element of the alkali

earth group.
45. A formal expression of praise.
47. An ester of adenosine that is converted to

ATP for energy storage.
48. Medium-sized tree having glossy lanceo-

late leaves.
50. A small ball with a hole through the mid-

dle.
51. A colorless odorless gaseous element that

give a red glow in a vacuum tube.
52. An undergarment worn by women to sup-

port their breasts.
53. People having the same social or economic

status.
55. An ugly evil-looking old woman.
57. (Akkadian) God of wisdom.
58. Harsh or corrosive in tone.
65. The Mongol people living the the central

and eastern parts of Outer Mongolia.
69. Italian lawn bowling (played on a long nar-

row dirt court).
71. (Old Testament) In Judeo-Christian mythol-

ogy.
74. A branch of the Tai languages.
75. A lipoprotein that transports cholesterol in

the blood.
76. A clear colorless volatile liquid (alcohol)

used as a solvent and antiseptic.
80. A master's degree in business.
81. An agency of the United Nations affiliated

with the World Bank.
82. A long slender cigar.
83. Tag the base runner to get him out.
84. Standard time in the 8th time zone west of

Greenwich, reckoned at the 120th meridi-
an west.

85. A person who hides aboard a ship or plane
in the hope of getting free passage.

86. A loose sleeveless outer garment made
from aba cloth.

DOWN
1. Little known Kamarupan languages.
2. Fallow deer.
3. The length of a straight line passing

through the center of a circle and con-
necting two points on the circumference.

4. Ancient Athenian philosopher.
5. (astronomy) The angular distance of a celes-

tial point measured westward along the
celestial equator from the zenith crossing.

6. A constellation in the southern hemisphere
near Telescopium and Norma.

7. A descendent or heir.
8. Common black European thrush.
9. Not firm or firmly fixed.
10. A Mid-Atlantic state.
11. A colorless and odorless inert gas.
12. The state prevailing during the absence of

war.
13. A gonadotropic hormone that is secreted

by the anterior pituitary.
14. A Christian holiday celebrating the birth of

Christ.
19. A republic in the West Indies on the west-

ern part of the island of Hispaniola.
21. (Old Testament) The Hebrew prophet who

led the Israelites from Egypt across the
Red sea on a journey known as the
Exodus.

23. Military action involving the use of elec-
tromagnetic energy to determine or
exploit or reduce or prevent hostile use of
the electromagnetic spectrum.

25. Of or relating to or characteristic of the
prehistoric Aegean civilization.

28. A radioactive element of the actinide
series.

30. Place in a line or arrange so as to be paral-
lel.

32. Stout-bodied insect with large membra-
nous wings.

33. The ending of a series or sequence.
35. Ritual hand movement in Hindu religious

dancing.
36. A small Asian country high in the

Himalayas between India and Tibet.
38. A soft gray ductile metallic element used

in alloys.
39. Light informal conversation for social

occasions.
40. Large elliptical brightly colored deep-sea

fish of Atlantic and Pacific and
Mediterranean.

42. A island in the Netherlands Antilles that is
the top of an extinct volcano.

46. (Babylonian) God of storms and wind.
49. (Old Testament) The second patriarch.
54. United States newspaper publisher who

founded an important press association.
56. South African term for `boss'.
59. Being nine more than forty.
60. An official prosecutor for a judicial district.
61. Remote city of Kazakhstan that (ostensibly

for security reasons) was made the capital
in 1998.

62. A gonadotropic hormone that is secreted
by the anterior pituitary.

63. Enthusiastic approval.
64. Small tree native to the eastern United

States having oblong leaves and fleshy
fruit.

66. A genus of Lamnidae.
67. Cubes of meat marinated and cooked on a

skewer usually with vegetables.
68. Jordan's port.
70. The probability of a specified outcome.
72. A collection of facts from which conclu-

sions may be drawn.
73. Again but in a new or different way.
77. Any of various long-tailed rodents similar

to but larger than a mouse.
78. United States musician (born in Japan)

who married John Lennon and collabo-
rated with him on recordings (born in
1933).

79. Concerning those not members of the
clergy.
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SUDOKU

Solution

Q. What do cats read in the morning?
A. Mewspapers!

Q. There were four cats in a boat, one
jumped out. How many were left?

A. None. They were all copy cats!

Q. What is a cat’s favorite color?
A. Purrr-ple

Q. What game did the cat like to play with
the mouse?

A. Catch!

Q. Where did the school kittens go for their
field trip?

A. To the mewseum.

Q. What kind of cats like to go bowling?
A. Alley cats!

1. What Disney film contains the classic song ‘Be our Guest’?
2. Who keeps a watchful eye over Cinderella making her dreams

come true?
3. ‘One Jump’ is a song from which Disney film?
4. Which Disney film starts in the underwater world of Australia’s

Great Barrier Reef?
5. The villain, Randall Boggs, appears in which Disney film?
6. In which Disney film will you hear the song ‘He’s a Tramp’?
7. What is the name of Simba’s Disney partner?
8. Which Disney character sings the song ‘Who’s Been Painting My

Rose Red’?
9. What type of animal is Kaa from The Jungle Book?
10. In which city is the 2007 Disney film Ratatouille based?

DISNEY THE QUIZ

Berry and vanilla
yoghurt pops

Ingredients
• 2 x 4-hole, 1/2 cup-capacity plastic ice-

block moulds.
• 1 cup frozen mixed berries
• 1 1/3cups apple juice
• 2 x 170g tubs low-fat vanilla yoghurt

Method
1. Blend berries and juice until smooth.

Transfer to a jug. Pour berry mixture even-
ly into each mould. Freeze for 30 minutes
or until just firm.

2. Spoon yoghurt evenly over berry mixture
in moulds. Place lids on moulds. Freeze
overnight or until firm. Serve.

RECIPES FOR KIDS

Make your own
snow globe

What you need
• Small jar (a jam jar is perfect)
• Small ornament or toys
• Beads or buttons
• Glitter
• Water
• Super glue or a hot glue gun
• Ribbon

Activity
1. Gather your supplies.
2. Take the lid off the jar and set it on the table, inside

facing up. Glue your ornament and beads, buttons
or any other embellishments to the lid.

3. Fill the jar with water and sprinkle some glitter into
the water.

4. Once the ornament is dry, screw the lid back on,
making sure it is very tight. Turn it up the right
way. Shake it to test it out (How cool is a snow
globe!).

5. Hot glue or tie some ribbon around the top and
bottom to decorate and make it even more special
as a gift.

Did you know?
• Fast food (or junk food) is the name given to food

that can be prepared and served quickly, often
served at basic restaurants or in packaged form for
convenient takeaway/takeout. It is typically inexpen-
sive to buy but unhealthy to eat.

• Popular forms of fast food include burgers, fries, piz-
za, fish and chips, kebabs and fried chicken.

• Well known fast food franchises and restaurants
include McDonalds, Kentucky Fried Chicken (KFC),
Pizza Hut, Taco Bell and Burger King.

• As well as at restaurants, fast food is commonly sold
at convenience stores and gas stations. Examples of
this include hotdogs, meat pies and doughnuts.

• Fast food is often highly processed and produced on
a large scale to decrease costs. Ingredients and vari-
ous menu items are typically prepared at a different
location before being sent to restaurants to be
cooked, reheated or quickly put together for the cus-
tomer’s convenience.

• While hamburgers, fries and pizza are seen as tradi-
tional fast foods, countries throughout the world sell
all types of fast food that may not be so well known.
Some examples of these include kebabs, Chinese
takeaways (friend noodles, rice and meat dishes),
sushi and bento type foods in Japan and fish and
chips in the UK, New Zealand and Australia.

• Consumers in the USA spend over $100 billion on
fast food every year.

• McDonald’s is arguably the world’s most well known
fast food chain. There are McDonald’s restaurants
found in over 100 countries around the world and
they serve over 40 million customers every day.

• Due to increased awareness of public health and
obesity levels, efforts have been made to improve
fast food menus by lowering fat levels or at least
offering healthier alternatives. While these health
concerns are generating more attention, fast food is
still linked to worldwide weight gain problems,
increased diabetes risks and healthcare costs.

ACTIVITY

Color me!

ANSWERS

1. Beauty and the Beast

2. Fairy Godmother

3. Aladdin

4. Finding Nemo

5. Monsters, Inc

6. Lady & the Tramp

7. Nala

8. Queen of Hearts, Alice in

Wonderland

9. A Python / Snake

10. Paris
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Ellie Goulding’s cab driver told her he didn’t like
her music. The ‘Burn’ hitmaker was amused
when she used taxi app Uber and her driver

told her how he had had someone from her band in
his car earlier in the day - but failed to recognize his
famous passenger. She tweeted: “Mine said he had
someone from Ellie Gouldings band in earlier. But
didn’t like her music soooo. (sic)” Ellie was tweeting
in reply to fellow singer Lorde, who had told her fol-
lowers how her own Uber driver had spent their
journey telling her about having an unnamed
famous passenger. And the ‘Royals’ hitmaker admit-
ted she felt he wasn’t as impressed to have her in his
vehicle. She tweeted: “uber driver currently busting a
nut about the fact that there was a ‘celebrity passen-

ger’ just before me “I can tell our ride, by compari-
son, sparkles significantly less for him “i can feel it
from the back seat, his dazed glow. he’s probably
now pretending that i am not here, that they are still
together, and alone (sic)”Ellie and Lorde aren’t the
only stars to have had unfortunate incidents with
the taxi app as Kanye West recently almost missed a
private showing of Sacha Baron Cohen’s latest movie
‘The Brothers Grimsby’ because his car took him to
the wrong place. Sacha,44, previously said of the
hilarious blunder: “Unfortunately, Kanye was
brought around to the wrong address. His Uber
dropped him off at the wrong address and he ended
up sitting on the street for half an hour.” And a few
weeks later, the ‘Famous’ rapper hitched a ride with a

paparazzo after his hired car left him stranded. As he
walked towards the pile of photographers lingering
outside a fitness facility, the 38-year-old rapper
clutched his phone as he looked around for the
motor he’d rented.  He pondered, “Where is this
black sedan? before adding to the paps, “Hang on
one second. [I] Uber everywhere.” The photographer
filming the fashion designer immediately offered to
give him a lift to “wherever” he needs to go. Kanye
replied as a smile spread across his face: “I don’t
need Uber anymore.  I just have the paps take me
where I want to go! I’ll ride with you then.  come on,
let’s go!”

Ellie Goulding’s not recognized by driver 

Margot Robbie says the best part of her job is being
able to help out her family financially.  The ‘Suicide
Squad’ star loves to splash the cash on her loved

ones that she banks from her Hollywood roles, but she is
cautious about being over generous.  Speaking to Stylist
magazine, Margot explained: “It’s literally the best part of
the job, 1000 per cent. But it’s also a really weird position.
“Someone that has been in the industry longer than me
explained it. They said, ‘It’s like giving out medicine and too
much is not going to help, you could end up killing some-
one by overdosing them, you need to give them enough
to achieve what they need at that moment.’  I asked, ‘But
how do you know?’ There is no perfect way of doing it, it’s
just something to be aware of.” Margot, 26, and her family
weren’t well off when she was growing up, and she is very
aware of how much things cost and won’t waste money.
Margot said: “I grew up in a family where you can’t leave
food on your plate so that would make me anxious.”
Explaining how she still loves a bargain, she added: “When

I see something like ‘half price drinks’ I am like, ‘Brilliant we
should get twice as many of them.’” One drawback of being
an in-demand actress though is that the ‘Legend of Tarzan’
star doesn’t get to see enough of her family, especially her
mother Sarie. Asked how much time she gets with her
beloved mum, the Australian starlet said: “Nowhere near
enough, I get snippets of a phone call. In 10 years I don’t
want to look back and think I missed anything important,
so if that means getting on a plane and flying for two days
to spend 18 hours at home I’d rather do that.” She is so seri-
ous about spending time with her family she has specific
days off written into her contract. She revealed: “I get it
written into my contract because if you just ask for the
days off they say, ‘Well we’ll lose $50,000 if you do that,’ and
obviously you don’t want to be the person who’s like, ‘Sure,
I don’t care if you lose $50,000.’ “ 

Tom Holland’s

superhero advice

Tom Holland was told not to let playing Spider-Man
“affect” him by Chris Hemsworth. The 20-year-old
actor received a “really lovely” email from his ‘Heart of

the Sea’ co-star - who is known for playing Thor in the
Marvel universe - after he landed the role of the superhero
and is doing his best to take the Australian hunk’s advice.
He said: “Once I got cast he sent me a really lovely email
about just make sure you keep your feet on the ground
and you don’t let this affect you. “You keep your family and
your friends close and, and that’s exactly what I’ve done.”
And Chris isn’t the only Marvel star to have advised Tom -
who made his Spider-Man debut in ‘Captain America: Civil
War - as he also received some tips from ‘Iron Man’ actor
Robert Downey Jr. when he screen-tested with him for the
coveted role. Tom told E! News: “As you can imagine I was
pretty terrified and he came up to me and said, ‘Look, I felt
exactly the same as you did when I did my test for Iron
Man but just relax, let your body take over and, and if it’s
meant to be it’ll happen.’ “ ‘Spider-Man: Homecoming’ start-
ed shooting two weeks ago and while the British actor is
enjoying doing his own stunts, he admits it’s also quite ter-
rifying. He said: “I’ve been scared, for sure. I can’t tell you
what the stunt was because it’ll give something away but I
basically had to nose dive like thirty-feet or something like
that and, and it was really fun but it’s that moment when
they’re like three, two, one that you’re like, ‘Ahhh.’ But it was
awesome.”

Robbie enjoys her job because
she helps out her family Rochelle Humes’s

anniversary tribute
to Marvin

The Saturdays singer wed the former JLS star
four years ago, and in a gushing Instagram
post, she spoke at her joy of being his wife.

Posting pictures from their wedding photobooth,
Rochelle wrote: “Happy 4th wedding anniversary to
the only man for me. My absolute world. Love you
forever.” And Marvin - who has a three-year-old
daughter Alaia-Mai with Rochelle - also took to social
media to pay tribute to his gorgeous wife. He wrote:
“Happy 4th Wedding Anniversary to the love of my
life @RochelleHumes everyday just gets better.. I
love you (sic).” Marvin, 31, recently revealed how he
still can’t believe that he got to marry 27-year-old
Rochelle. He said: “I fancy Rochelle massively and
constantly find myself looking at her thinking, ‘Wow,
that’s my wife.’”  Marvin also said how the couple
don’t want to wait too much longer before giving
Alaia a brother or a sister. He shared: “I’m always
broody! I love having that little baby in your arms.
Rochelle is more broody now than ever because two
of her best girl friends are pregnant. “It’s all up to the
big man upstairs. I think we’ll have number two
within the next year to 18 months, before Alaia is
four.”

Ozzy Osbourne

is proud of Jack 

Ozzy Osbourne is proud of what a great husband and
father his son Jack is. The Black Sabbath rocker
recently spent 10 weeks travelling the globe with

30-year-old Jack for new TV show ‘Ozzy and Jack’s World
Detour’ and he says it has great to spent with his son, who
has two daughters, Pearl, four, and 13-month-old Andy
with wife Lisa. He revealed: “He’s a very fair-minded guy.
He’s a great father to his kids and a great husband to his
wife. Doing this show has just been a laugh.”  Jack also
loved the experience as he got to bond with his dad. He
added to Rolling Stone: “It’s kind of awesome to be 30
years old and spending, like, 10 weeks travelling with your
dad. By the time you’re 30 and married, this type of thing
usually doesn’t happen. So it was a pretty awesome oppor-
tunity.” And Ozzy - who also has daughters, Aimee, 32, and
31-year-old Kelly with wife Sharon - was pleased he could
rely on his producer son to get them to places.  He told Us
Weekly; “Jack was able to navigate us to some very remote
places.” Jack then quipped: “He is a crap navigator. I guess
when you’re the Prince of Darkness...someone else can
read the map.” In the show, the father-and-son duo visit
iconic locations in countries including England, Cuba and
the US.  Speaking about Havana, Jack said: “Growing up in
America, I’ve been told Cuba is this evil place. But what I
experienced was far from evil.”

Katy Perry doesn’t have any grey hairs, although she
has been dying her hair since she was 15. The 31-
year-old singer songwriter has admitted she hasn’t

spotted a single silver stray hair amongst her dark tresses
“yet”, although she has been coloring her locks since she
was a teenager and wouldn’t have noticed if an odd grey
had of crept through.  Speaking to People magazine the ‘I
Kissed A Girl’ hitmaker said: “I haven’t spotted a grey yet -
I’ve been dying my hair jet black since I was 15.” However,
the raven-haired beauty has a relaxed attitude towards the
ageing process , and believes visible signs of growing older
shouldn’t be feared by women.  She explained: “[Wrinkles]
are not your enemy-they’re just proof that you’ve smiled.”
And Katy has revealed she has stopped worrying about
other people’s perceptions of her and is embracing turning
40, although she still has a while to go until she reaches
the milestone.   She explained: “In your twenties, you
spend too much time worrying about what people think of
you, and financially, can be sort of a mess.  “Your thirties
are about independence, loving yourself as you are, finan-
cial freedom, consciousness, and good company. I heard
your forties are even better.” Meanwhile, the California-
born star has admitted she is willing to go to any painful
measures and experiment with a variety of beauty treat-
ments to keep her looking youthful. She said: “My goals
are: to be more SPF-conscious, experiment with facial
peels and lasers, take control of the size of my pores, and
continuing to try to choose healthy eating habits. “I get
lash extensions every two weeks from Lisa Mayer, usually
at 7:00 am for 2.5 hours,” “Pain is inevitable; suffering is my
choice.” And Katie has revealed she wants to look like the
American television personality Paula Deen when she gets
older. Speaking about her inspiration, she simply said:
“Paula Deen.”

Katy Perry doesn’t 
have any grey hairs

Kerry Katona not
fit enough to

touch her toes

Kerry Katona was left red-faced when her personal fit-
ness instructor asked her to touch her toes and she
couldn’t do it. The 35-year-old TV star has seen her

weight go up and down over the years but she’s currently
working hard to get back a fabulous figure. Kerry was getting
hot and sweaty on Wednesday but when her coach asked her
test her flexibility she couldn’t get anywhere near her feet. Her
hilarious Twitter post revealed: “My fitness coach told me to
bend down and touch my toes. I said, ‘I don’t have that kind of
relationship with my feet. Can I just wave?’ “ Mother-of-five
Kerry won’t let her limitations stop her from getting in shape.
Despite her toe trauma, the busty blonde motivated herself to
go for a jog and work hard. She tweeted: “Just had a great jog
feeling amazing now!! Xx “they say you should listen to your
body ... So I asked my body if it wanted to work out today and
it said ‘listen here fatty, do it and die!’ “ Although she is keen to
get in shape, Kerry doesn’t put any pressure on her kids to
work out as she doesn’t want her older daughters Molly, 14,
and 13-year-old Lilly-Sue - her kids with ex-husband Brian
McFadden - to stress over their body image. The Atomic Kitten
singer - who also has Heidi, nine, and Max, eight, from her
marriage to Mark Croft, as well as two-year-old daughter
Dylan-Jorge, with third spouse George Kay - previously said:
“There’s nothing wrong with regular exercise, but I don’t want
my girls obsessing over dress sizes and calorie counting. It’s all
about feeling good.”
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Demi Lovato has paid tribute to her late dog. The
‘Confident’ hitmaker was devastated when her
beloved pet pooch Buddy was killed in a coyote

attack last year and she has taken to her Twitter
account to remember him. She wrote: “RIP to my baby
boy Buddy. You will forever be my baby angel. I miss
you so much.. Wish Batman could’ve met his big broth-
er.  “One year since I lost you. I love you Buddy.”
Following his death, Demi got a tattoo to pay homage
to her dog, which said: “Buddy was here”, and was
inked in the form of a child’s handwriting. Last year,

the 23-year-old singer shared her devastation with her
fans with an emotive Instagram post.  Alongside a
video of herself with Buddy, Demi wrote: “One year
ago today, God blessed me with the sweetest little
angel and my very first son. Words will never be able to
express my love and bond with him.  “I felt like he was
literally my baby because the connection I had with
this little guy was scarily human. I believe he came into
my life at the perfect time but he left way too soon
and a piece of my heart will always be broken without
him in this world.” Demi added that despite Buddy’s

death, the cute canine will always be part of her life.
She continued: “I love you so much Buddy and I miss
you every single minute of every single day but you’ll
live on in my heart with memories like this forever ...
RIP my little baby boy and angel. I love you my little
lion heart. Your light is inside of me.”

Demi Lovato’s tribute to dog

Jennifer Lopez is set to collaborate with Giuseppe
Zanotti on a new fashion range.  The 47-year-old
singer songwriter has partnered with the Italian fash-

ion designer to create a footwear and accessories line
called Giuseppe for Jennifer Lopez, which the 59-year-old
believes was a “natural evolution” for the pair because he
has always been “inspired” by the ‘Ain’t Your Mama’ hitmak-
er.  Speaking to Vogue online about the forthcoming fash-
ion venture, Giuseppe said: “I’ve always been inspired by
Jennifer and love the way she looks in my shoes. “It was a
natural evolution to collaborate together.”  And the
‘Wedding Planner’ actress - who founded her eponymous
clothing label JLO by Jennifer Lopez in 2001 - has admitted
she has held a longstanding passion for extravagant
footwear and has hinted she is also excited to work with
Giuseppe. She explained: “I think it goes without saying
that like every other girl, I love a killer pair of shoes.
Whether I’m walking the red carpet or dressed casually, the
right shoes complete my outfit to make me feel beautiful,
sexy, and fearless.”  Giuseppe announced the news on his
Instagram account, which saw him post a picture of him in
discussion with the mother of two - who has Maximilian
and Emme, both eight years old, with her ex husband Marc
Anthony.  Alongside the post, he wrote: “A Special Release:
Giuseppe Zanotti and Jennifer Lopez are joining creative
forces in an exclusive, new capsule collection.
#GiuseppexJennifer launches worldwide in January 2017
@JLO #GiuseppeZanotti (sic)” And Giuseppe has teased the
forthcoming capsule, which will include crystal encrusted
boots, embellished wedge trainers and platform shoes, as
well as two leather handbags, will be the perfect amalga-
mation of the duos style.  The creative mastermind - who is
known for his embellished stiletto heels and 18 carat gold
menswear trainers - explained: “[It will be] like Jennifer,
sensual, sophisticated, modern but also playful and edgy.
“Everything you would expect from the both of us - bad-
high heels with shapes that are fierce and, of course, have
some sparkle!” Jennifer and Guiseppe’s collection is set to
hit stores in January next year.

Jennifer Lopez and Giuseppe
Zanotti shoe collection

Adriana Lima mixes avocado with her conditioner
for “super shiny” hair.  The 35-year-old Brazilian
supermodel - who signed to Elite Model

Management in 1999 after winning Ford’s Supermodel
of Brazil beauty contest aged 15 - has admitted she
“likes” to mix the fruit with the hair product for a deeper
condition, although she only uses the concoction on
her brunette tresses “just” once a week.  Speaking about
her beauty hacks, the catwalk icon - who has graced the
runway for lingerie giant Victoria’s Secret, Prada and
Louis Vuitton - said: “I like to mix my conditioner with
one whole avocado. So my hair is like super shiny. Just
on my hair. Just once a week.” And the mother of two -
who has six-year-old daughter Valentina and regularly
has a hair wrap, which is a traditional hair treatment in
her home country.  She explained: “In Brazil we do a lot
of hair wraps.  You wrap your hair around your head
with bobby pins.  You can do the hair when you sleep
and then take it out in the morning.  Every Brazilian
knows how to do it.  Just when it’s needed, I do it.  Of if I
have a nice dinner with my friends, or just because.” And
Adriana has revealed she follows a simple daily beauty
regime as well, which sees her source organic skincare
products from a beautician in Paris who tailors the
products to suit her skin. Speaking to Elle she said: “I
wake up, and I put sunscreen ... so I do not have a lot on
my skin.  But I like to use products from my facial guy
that I go to in Paris.  His name is Herve Herau and I like
to use his facial cleanser.  There is a serum and a light
lotion for the day.  And everything that he makes, he

makes himself, and is organic.  I carry his products and
just do all of it to myself in the morning.  He is a differ-
ent type of facialist. When you go in it’s not like there is
a menu, he builds everything for you, for your skin.”

Lima mixes avocado 
with her conditioner

The 18-year-old ‘Keeping up With the
Kardashians’ star - who built up her
beauty empire over two years before

launching this year - has teased she would
like to open a shop for her make-up brand,
and has revealed plans for an outlet to
accompany her e-store are “on the menu” for
her ever evolving cosmetics company.  When
Kylie was asked by a fan whether she will
open a cosmetics shop via Twitter, she
replied: “Dats on the menu (sic).” Meanwhile,
Kylie was forced to redesign her e-store earli-
er this year after it continually crashed on cus-
tomers due to the high volume of traffic
drawn to the platform.  Speaking previously
about the amendments made to the web
age, she said: “I’m going to change our hold-
ing page (“the line” which keeps my site from
crashing because of the mass amounts of
people) and find an alternative that still keeps
my site up and running. I don’t like it either.
But I love you guys and my passion for my

business is very serious. For the many many
people who got their hands on one of my
glosses or mattes I can’t wait to see you in
them.” And the teen entrepreneur - who
boasts a make-up capsule expanding over 15
lip kits, which include a lipstick and lip liner
duo, seven lip glosses, four metals as well as
the recent Kyshadow eye make-up palette -
unveiled three shades in her debut lipstick
launch has revealed she never intended to
release the “two nudes” Candy K and Dolce K
to Kylie Cosmetics at the same time.
Speaking previously about her plans for the
beauty brand, she said: “I wasn’t going to do
two nudes  during my original launch, which
included Dolce.  But I just loved Candy so
much, I didn’t care!” Although the brunette
beauty has always intended to make the mat-
te shade a “pink-nude”, although she had to
experiment with the color a little. She
explained: “I was looking for a good pink-
nude.”

Kylie Jenner wants to
open a Kylie Cosmetics store

Alessandra
Ambrosio collects

Barbie dolls

The Victoria’s Secret Angel has always been a huge fan
of Mattel’s iconic blonde doll and now has an exten-
sive collection which includes toys made as far back in

1959 - the year the doll was launched. Alessandra loves to
hunt the dolls down online and in shops and although she
used to get embarrassed by her collecting obsession she
now pretends they are for their seven-year-old daughter
Anja. The Brazilian catwalk beauty - who also has three-year-
old son Noah with her husband Jamie Muzur - said: “(I love
Barbies) including antique ones from the 50s. I have about
60, although I can now claim I buy them for my daughter!”
Over the years Alessandra has also amassed a lot of lingerie
sets from her job with Victoria’s Secret and she doesn’t like
to get rid of any because you can “never have too many”. In
2014, Alessandra modeled the Dream Fantasy Bra which
cost $2.5 million and was made from 16,000 rubies, dia-
monds and sapphires, all of which were strung together
with 18 karat gold. Ruth Handler was inspired to create
Barbie after watching her daughter Barbara playing with
paper dolls as if they were adults.  She also noticed Barbara
couldn’t properly dress her dolls in the clothes she had
made them. Ruth along with the help of her husband Elliot -
who worked for toy manufacturers Mattel - developed and
launched Barbie and instantly had a hit on their hands
which has lasted to this day. Reese Witherspoon is produc-
ing a film about Ruth after securing the movie rights to
Robin Gerber’s book ‘Barbie and Ruth’, which documents her
rise to success with the doll.

Tara Palmer-Tomkinson has vowed to
not have any more cosmetic surgery.
The 44-year-old socialite’s hard par-

tying in the 90s resulted in her cocaine use
spiraling out of control and eventually
caused her nasal septum to collapse and
have to be repaired with a rhinoplasty pro-
cedure in 2006 to correct the shape. In
2011, she had fillers injected into her nose
to give it a more natural looking appear-
ance but she says those days of relying on
doctors are over now. Speaking to Closer
magazine, Tara said: “I look this way - I’m
not going to go out and have surgery. I’m
44 and it definitely hits you; there is pres-
sure to have surgery. I find it hard and I
buy every anti-ageing cream there is. But
I’m not going to change myself.” Tara now
chooses to deal with her issues with her
appearance and the ageing process from

within. She said: “I have a good psychia-
trist,  I  read a lot of psychology and I
believe that to be a kind person is so much
more important.” Tara - who is Prince
Charles’ goddaughter - also takes a more
natural approach to her appearance these
days, and takes a lot of exercise to main-
tain her athletic figure.  She said: “I have a
salsa teacher twice a week, do body con-
trol stretches, eat healthily and drink lots
of water.” Tara hasn’t completely said good-
bye to her party girl lifestyle though, and
does permit herself the odd glass of wine.
The former ‘I’m A Celebrity... Get Me Out Of
Here!’ contestant said of her vices: “I’m
someone who plans not to smoke or not
to drink coffee, but I’m also not going to
abstain from drinking wine - I can have the
odd glass.”  

Tara Palmer-Tomkinson says
no to more cosmetic surgery

Blake Lively thinks it would be “fun” to bring back ‘Gossip
Girl’. The 28-year-old actress became a household name
after playing Serena van der Woodsen in the drama

series, which ended in 2012, and she believes her former cast-
mates would “enjoy” a reunion series. She said: “I don’t know, it
would be fun. We had such a great time doing that that I think
we all would really enjoy that.”  And when told by E! News pre-
senter Marc Malkin that he misses the show, Blake - who is
expecting her second child, a sibling for 19-month-old daugh-
ter James, with husband Ryan Reynolds - admitted she does
too. She said: “I miss it sometimes, too!” The ‘Shallows’ actress
took the time to consider what her former TV alter ego is up to
at the moment, and thinks the fashionista is in a good place.

She said: “She’s probably on vacation, living it up... She hasn’t
been in touch.” Meanwhile, ‘Gossip Girl’ executive producer
Josh Schwarz admitted he hasn’t even considered the possi-
bility of bringing back the show, which ran for 12 seasons. He
said: “We haven’t really explored some of those conversations.
Maybe, I don’t know. We haven’t really thought about it.”
However, he did admit that because “the Internet has
changed” so much, it would be interesting to see the show in
an age of Snapchat, Instagram and other current social media
apps. It was previously revealed that Rumer Willis was the first
choice to play Serena in the show. CW’s casting director David
Rapaport said: “I think the network initially pitched us Rumer
Willis for Serena.  “I love Rumer, she’s grown into quite an

amazing actress and person, but that, to me, was based on
protecting the investment of a television show where cre-
atively, these lesser-known girls really captured the essence of
the show and carried it for six years.”  And David also revealed
that Ashley Olsen was considered for the part of Blair Waldorf,
which eventually went to Leighton Meester.  Speaking about
others who tested for the show, he said: “I read so many peo-
ple. I think at the end of the day, we tested Blake, Katie
Cassidy, who is now on ‘Arrow’, and this girl who was (Serena)
on the ‘Gossip Girl’ book.”-Bang Showbiz

Blake Lively wants ‘Gossip Girl’ reunion
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We’ve all went through a phase where we struggle
with our hair being extremely dry and weak after
bleaching. It’s the summer and many of us fantasize

about our dark tans, blonde locks and summer love, but we
never truly think about the damages we can cause to either
our hair and skin. The thing is, we can all change the color of
hair as much as we want, but it is very important to take care
of our hair after we’ve done whatever we want, or else we’ll
just end up with extremely unhealthy and damaged hair.
Many times we want to go for a color change, and most of the
times we want to go lighter or add in some highlights or low-
lights, where we must bleach our hair for the perfect shade of
blonde, bronde, honey, you name it! We tend to forget or not
even notice that not only the bleaching can ruin the quality of
our hair, but what’s even worse is what we do to our hair after
we’ve bleached it! 

The very first thing you want to STOP using is shampoo
after you’ve bleached your hair for an entire week. Yes, a week.
The reason is because the peroxide in the bleach has already
stripped your hair raw from all the natural oils that your hair
normally contains, and shampoo contains sodium lauryl sul-
fate which will only damage your hair more and keep it dry as
the Sahara Desert! Stick to using deep moisturizing condition-

ers for a week, I know it might be hard to do so but trust me,
you will thank me later if you didn’t know this fact. 

Stay away from flat irons
For a month after bleaching, always try to use leave in con-

ditioners, as well as deep moisturizing conditioners, because
this will help you lock in the moisture in your hair which will
allow it to repair itself faster and hopefully go back to what it
was before you’ve bleached it. For that extra extra moisture,
add Extra Virgin Olive Oil to your shampoo, conditioner or just
leave it in your hair after you have shampoo’d and condi-
tioned your hair. 

Stay away from flat irons, curling irons, any sort of tool that
you use that gives off heat because it will only make every-
thing worse. Try to keep the hairstyling only for occasions, and
you’ll notice how fast your hair will be repaired. 

If you are REALLY suffering from how dried up and burnt
looking your hair is, or how obvious the tips of your hair are,
you might want to consider going for a trim, or chopping off a
chunk of your hair to make it at least look healthier.  

Seafood diet
Always add protein to the outer layer of your hair, your hair

is basically made out of protein. One thing I did, when I went
much lighter I really hated how my hair looked like because
no matter how I styled it, washed it, moisturized it, it would
always look awful! So I started thinking of almost every way
possible and what I started to doing is going on a seafood
diet. I know it might sound irrelevant of ridiculous but it actu-
ally worked! Omega-3 packed foods and protein filled foods
will always be good for you, however they are essential for not
only having healthier hair, but also better skin and nails. 

If all of the above fails, then you’ve either went for a really
bad and unprofessional hairdresser or just considering shav-
ing it all off! Nothing is worse than having burnt hair, it makes
me insecure actually, because my hair has become a part of
my personality, sounds weird but it’s true! Ladies, please con-
sider the damages you are about to cause before going for
that drastic change, and most importantly always consider the
type of hair you’ve got, because sometimes your hair cannot
tolerate the bleach. Enjoy your locks! 

Your hair is part of your personality

In ‘Indignation,’ a
maturing Logan Lerman

changes course
Logan Lerman is already one of the most sought-

after young actors in Hollywood. You might then
expect the 24-year-old to have a steady lineup of

dystopian young-adult adaptations or house-party
comedies in the pipeline. But his latest is in a different
direction entirely: industry veteran James Schamus’
Philip Roth adaptation, “Indignation.” The role, Lerman
says, is exactly the kind of material he’s attracted to, and
he doesn’t mind turning down more cookie-cutter (and
lucrative) parts in order to find his own path.

“Let the other actors take the bad roles,” he joked in a
recent interview, only using a different word for “bad.”
“I’m trying to figure out who I am through the choices I
make. I don’t know myself well enough. I’m still trying to
figure out what person I want to be.” In “Indignation,”
which opens Friday, Lerman stars as Marcus Messner, the
only son of a Jewish butcher in Newark, New Jersey.
While the Korean War is raging, he goes to a Christian
college in Ohio, where his rigid principles are challenged
by a forward but fragile young woman (Sarah Gadon)
and a rigid and judgmental dean (Tracy Letts). 

Veteran stage actor
The directorial debut of Schamus (the longtime writ-

ing and producing partner of Ang Lee and the former
head of Focus Features), “Indignation” is a revelation of
the maturing talent of Lerman. His performance is subtle
and smart, but also with the kind of confident charisma
that can make stars out of young actors. In the film’s
lengthy 20-minute centerpiece, he volleys back and
forth with Letts, holding his own with the Pulitzer Prize-
winning playwright and veteran stage actor. “It was terri-
fying, but I like that. I mean, I didn’t enjoy myself. But I
wanted the challenge. I want to be the guy who can take
the responsibility to try to tackle difficult obstacles,” says
Lerman. “When we got to set it was like two boxers get-
ting ready for the fight. 

I had trained and been focused and brought a lot of
caffeine.” And he won the admiration of Letts. “One of
the great joys for me was Logan. He was a complete
unknown to me,” says Letts. “He’s so good in the role and
so smart and so prepared. He’s the real deal. I left very
impressed with Logan Lerman.” Lerman, a Los Angeles
native, made his feature film debut at the age of 8 in
2000’s “The Patriot.” Child actor roles continued to mount
up: playing a young version of Mel Gibson and a child
Ashton Kutcher; playing the son of Christian Bale (“3:10
to Yuma”) and of Russell Crowe (“Noah”).

Glorified credit
The biggest hint to Lerman’s ability came in Stephen

Chbosky’s adaption of his own novel, “The Perks of Being
a Wallflower,” a tender coming-of-age tale. His leading
breakthrough was playing Percy Jackson in the demigod
franchise, but the more crucial turning point may have
been the rewarding experience of co-starring in David
Ayer’s World War II tank drama “Fury.” “After ‘Fury’ he just
said, ‘Look, I’m not going to do anything unless I want to
do it.’ He gets these offers every five minutes for more
money than god,” says Schamus. “What can I say? He
showed up off-book, lines memorized, ready to work
and he can mano-a-mano with Tracy Letts.” Lerman is
also, for the first time, a producer of the film. He calls it a
“glorified credit” but acknowledges a deeper involve-
ment in the process is important to him. “That’s the only
way I work now,” says Lerman, who’s also producing one
of his next films, “Sidney Hall,” a drama about a young
novelist overwhelmed by sensation success. “I just want
to find films that I like and help them get into produc-
tion and do whatever I can to make it happen.”

And in that pursuit, Schamus - long synonymous
with intelligent adult dramas - has been an inspiration.
“It’s a privilege to spend a minute with him, let alone
hours and days. He’s a wonderful mentor,” says Lerman.
“My relationship with James goes very deep into the
fabric of who I am, in a way. He’s responsible for why I’m
here right now making movies. The films that he cham-
pioned and made and distributed - the people he took
chances on and the films he’s been a part of - are the rea-
son I’m interested in film.” — AP

Logan Lerman poses
for a portrait on
Tuesday, July 26,
2016, to promote his
film, ‘Indignation,’ in
New York. — AP

For Dorkas Kaya and other young patients
with HIV, seeing the walls of their resi-
dential treatment facility transformed

with broad splashes of color and graffiti-like
scribbles brought a singular reaction: “Whoa!”
Artist Jose Parla spent several days last week
decorating bedrooms, hallways and common
areas of the Incarnation Children’s Center in his
signature improvisational style, the latest proj-
ect in a charitable effort that commissions top
contemporary artists to make pediatric health
facilities less intimidating. “We were all like
‘whoa,’ yelling, ‘cause it’s so different,” said Kaya,
a 19-year-old who has been in the center for
three years. “I like the colors. It brings life to the
place.”

The nonprofit RxArt’s simple mission is to
help children heal through the power of art by
taking their mind off their surroundings, even
for just a little while. They’ve brought in an
impressive roster of artists to pediatric wards
across the country to create original works on
walls, ceilings, floors, even medical equipment.
In fact, former art dealer Diane Brown founded
RxArt 15 years ago out of her own claustro-
phobia of CAT scan machines.

“I was having a CAT scan and I was terrified,”
she recalled. Her only escape was using her
imagination to think about a painting by one
of her favorite artists, Matthew Ritchie. When
the test was over, she realized she had hardly
been aware of it. She decided, “I’d like to do
this for other people, but in case they didn’t
have my imagination or background, I would
have to be more concrete.”

Amusement park ride
RxArt has since worked with such artists as

Jeff Koons at Advocate Children’s Hospital in
Oak Lawn, Illinois; Kenny Scharf at Kings
County Hospital Center in Brooklyn; Urs Fischer
at the Cedar-Sinai Maxine Dunitz Children’s
Health Center in Los Angeles; and John Monti
at Children’s Hospital Boston. Thirty-two proj-
ects are complete. Seven more are in the
pipeline.

Koons’ project decorated a CAT scan
machine with decals of his iconic monkey
images. “Having the monkey faces on the scan-
ner ... feels more like this would be like an
amusement park ride, something that’s a fun
experience, not something to be frightened

of,” the celebrated pop artist says in a RxArt
video of his project created in 2010. Brooklyn
artist Parla, whose exuberant works hang in
One World Trade Center and the Brooklyn
Academy of Music, created a mural in the
rooftop garden of the 21-bed Incarnation cen-
ter in upper Manhattan.

“It’s a free-flowing piece” with positive
words over it such as “incarnation” and “love,”
said Parla, who also decorated rooms with spe-
cially designed wallpaper with his signature
graffiti-like motifs. A recent $1 million grant
from the Gerard B. Lambert Foundation has
allowed RxArt to secure artists for more ambi-
tious projects and expand to more cities.

Large panda paintings
There is no cost to the institutions, and

while the artists are offered $10,000 honorari-
ums, Brown said it’s insignificant when com-
pared with what they can make in their stu-
dios. Turner Simkins, whose 14-year-old son
Brennan spent three years at St Jude Children’s
Research Hospital in Memphis, Tennessee, with
acute myeloid leukemia, said the large panda
paintings by Rob Pruitt in the hospital’s multi-
purpose room are a cheerful respite from
despair. Simkins, who lives in North Augusta,
South Carolina, said Pruitt’s work, made of
shimmering mirrored discs the children can
touch, “gives the kids something to think
about besides their condition. Something
cheerful ... affects your spirit, demeanor and
how you start the day.”

RxArt is in the midst of designing studies to
assess whether visual art can also help children
heal. Some past medical research has suggest-
ed that pleasant environmental stimuli, like
natural sunlight and music, might affect
patient well-being or help motivate health
care workers to deliver better care, though
there isn’t evidence yet of a strong correlation.
“A positive and comforting environment can
have a major impact on patients’ experiences,”
said Dr Barry Coller, physician-in-chief at
Rockefeller University Hospital. “This is espe-
cially true for pediatric patients who are a par-
ticularly vulnerable population.” — AP

Art with heart: Making children’s
health wards less scary 

Specially-designed wallpaper by artist Jose Parla lines the top of a teenage patient’s
room at the Incarnation Children’s Center, Thursday in New York. — AP photos

Specially-designed wallpaper by artist Jose Parla decorates a wall inside the dining hall
at the Incarnation Children’s Center.

Kenny Scharf paints a hallway with his art at Kings County Hospital Center in the
Brooklyn borough of New York.

Photo provided by RxArt shows a CT Scanner room decorated with artwork by Jeff Koons,
from left; Monkey and Hanging Heart (Violet/Gold) at Advocate Children’s Hospital in
Oak Lawn, Illinois.Artist Jose Parla paints a mural at the Incarnation Children’s Center in New York.

Photo provided by RxArt shows a CT Scanner room featuring three artworks by Jeff
Koons, from left, Monkey, Hanging Heart (Violet/Gold) and Dog Balloon at Advocate
Children’s Hospital in Oak Lawn, Ill.
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Beyonce on Tuesday led nominations for the MTV Video
Music Awards as she basked in acclaim for her inter-
twined film-album “Lemonade.” The pop diva was in the

running for 11 awards at MTV’s annual extravaganza, which
will take place August 28 in New York’s Madison Square
Garden, a shift from the more common venue in Los Angeles.
Adele came in second with eight nominations. All but seven
were for the chart-topping English balladeer’s “Hello,” which
with more than 1.6 billion views is the fifth most watched
video ever on YouTube.

“Hello,” filmed by the Canadian director Xavier Dolan,
shows Adele on the phone with a younger version of herself
and was the first music video created for the high-resolution
IMAX format. “Hello” was in the running for Video of the Year
against Beyonce’s “Formation,” the most overtly political work
of the former Destiny’s Child singer’s career as she aligned
herself with the Black Lives Matter protest movement. Filmed

by Melina Matsoukas, “Formation” at one point shows a row of
police officers with their hands in the air and graffiti on a wall
that reads, “Stop shooting us.”

The video riled some conservative commentators and law
enforcement groups who voiced anger when Beyonce per-
formed the song at the Super Bowl, the most watched televi-
sion event of the year. Shot in New Orleans, “Formation”
marked a shift in sound by Beyonce to the southern city’s
bounce hip-hop scene. “Formation” was her first single off her
album “Lemonade,” which she released in April to accompany

a film that she made for HBO. The album and film are full of
references to infidelity as well as forgiveness, drawing specula-
tion that Beyonce’s husband, rap mogul Jay Z, had been
unfaithful. If Beyonce sweeps the awards, she would make
MTV history. Peter Gabriel holds the record for the most VMAs
in a single night, taking home 10 in 1987 amid a global follow-
ing for his animation-driven “Sledgehammer.”

Posthumous nods for Bowie 
Other nominees for Video of the Year included Kanye

West’s controversial “Famous,” in which the rapper boasts that
pop superstar Taylor Swift may sleep with him and that he
made her famous. Despite her protests over the song, the
video features a naked woman in bed with West who resem-
bles Swift as well as nude doppelgangers of other celebrities
including Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump.
Also in the running for the top prize were two videos domi-
nated by dancing  rapper Drake’s “Hotline Bling” and pop
celebrity Justin Bieber’s “Sorry.” Bieber’s “Sorry” is the sixth
most watched video ever on YouTube, closely trailing Adele’s
“Hello,” which was released on the same day last year.

The late rock icon David Bowie’s video for “Lazarus” took
four nominations, although not in the main categories. Bowie,
who embraced music videos as an art form when MTV was in
its infancy, released “Lazarus” three days before stunning the
world with his death from an unannounced battle with cancer.
The video, in hindsight, was full of foreshadowing of his death
with the singer levitating over a hospital bed and retreating
into a closet with outfits from his prolific music career.

‘Disappointed’ Jonas 
The VMAs have often been more closely watched for inci-

dents at the televised gala than for actual winners, who are
determined by fan voting. At last year’s awards, West vowed to
run for president in 2020, although his level of seriousness
was unclear. In one small controversy already this year, Nick
Jonas said on Twitter he was “disappointed” he was not nomi-
nated for “Closer,” in which he and Swedish singer Tove Lo
grope longingly for each other but struggle to connect physi-
cally. But minutes later, the onetime child star tweeted that he
would not let himself be bothered by “small stuff.” “Actually
after thinking about it more, there are so many amazing
things happening in my life and career. Nine out of 10 boxes
are checked.” — AFP

Beyonce leads MTV 
Video Music Award nods

Stars come out 
to sign anti-Trump

petition

About a hundred Hollywood actors and music stars, from
Lena Dunham to Moby, have signed a petition against
what they say is the “hateful ideology” of Republican

White House hopeful Donald Trump.  “We are a coalition of
artists who, today, are joining millions of Americans in our
commitment to defeat the presumptive Republican nominee
for president, Donald Trump,” the online pledge reads. “We
believe it is our responsibility to use our platforms to bring
attention to the dangers of a Trump presidency, and to the
real and present threats of his candidacy.” Among others on
board: actors Kerry Washington, Julianne Moore, Patricia
Arquette, Jane Fonda and Woody Harrelson, and music stars
Russell Simmons, Michael Stipe and DJ Spooky.

Keen to throw a spotlight on potential threats posed by
Trump, they warned that the billionaire real estate mogul
“wants to take our country back to a time when fear excused
violence, when greed fueled discrimination, and when the
state wrote prejudice against marginalized communities into
law.” US voters, the group said, should “use the power of our
voice and the power of our vote to defeat Donald Trump and
the hateful ideology he represents.” Americans will vote for
president on November 8. — AFP

File photo shows Kanye West accepts the video vanguard
award at the MTV Video Music Awards at the Microsoft
Theater in Los Angeles.

In this file photo shows Adele onstage at the Brit Awards
2016 at the 02 Arena in London.

Beyonce performs during the Formation World Tour at Telia Parken on Sunday in Copenhagen, Denmark. — AP photos

Celebrity golf fan
arrested after touching

Justin Timberlake

ACalifornia man was arrested for disorderly con-
duct after Justin Timberlake said he got too
physical with him last weekend during the

American Century Celebrity Golf Championship at
Lake Tahoe, sheriff ’s officials said Tuesday. Keith
Weglin, 29, of Sacramento, California, was booked
into the county jail for the misdemeanor Saturday
afternoon, posted $640 bail and was released late
that night, Douglas County Undersheriff Paul Howell
said. TMZ first reported on a video showing some-
one’s hand slapping or touching Timberlake on  the
back of his neck as the singer walked through the
gallery between holes during second-round play at
Edgewood Tahoe Golf Course in Stateline about 60
miles south of Reno.

Timberlake could be heard saying, “Bro, why
would you do that?” Howell told The Associated Press
Weglin was arrested for his conduct as deputies were
escorting him from the course “after the ‘touching’ of
Timberlake.” “It is not related to the contact he made
with him,” he said in an email to AP. Timberlake’s rep-
resentatives did not immediately respond to a
request for comment on Tuesday Weglin did not
immediately respond to a telephone call seeking
comment. It was not immediately clear if he had a
lawyer. Howell said later Tuesday that he considered
it “a very minor event” but that he was issuing a news
release “due to an undue amount of inquiries.” Weglin
allegedly was intoxicated when he “inappropriately
touched” Timberlake’s face, Howell said in the state-
ment.—AP

This file photo shows Keith Weglin, 29, of
Sacramento, California, taken at the Douglas County
Jail in Minden, Nev. — AP

Singer-songwriter Lori McKenna now has
a Grammy trophy sitting on her piano at
her home in Massachusetts, thanks to

Little Big Town’s hit song “Girl Crush,” but her
five kids still don’t think that makes her cool.
“They are impossible to impress,” the 47-year-
old McKenna said during a recent interview in
Nashville, Tennessee, with a laugh. “But thank
God for them, because I would get too much
into it and take myself too seriously. If some-
one wasn’t asking me when dinner was, I
think I would be in trouble.”

Over her career, which spans back into
the late ‘90s, she’s written songs for Faith Hill,
Alison Krauss, Reba, Keith Urban and Hunter
Hayes in her basement just outside of Boston,
between loads of laundry and cooking. But
recently she’s been on a successful streak,
winning a Grammy this year for best country
song for co-writing “Girl Crush” with Liz Rose

and Hillary Lindsey.  “When you get a
Grammy, you’re supposed to drink cham-
pagne out of it,” McKenna said.  “We were kid-
ding at my house, like we should really eat
mac n’ cheese out of this.” On Friday, she will
release her tenth album, “The Bird & the Rifle,”
which includes her version of “Humble &
Kind,” a No. 1 hit for country star Tim McGraw
that has spawned a music video collaboration
with Oprah Winfrey and even a book that was
released this year.  “I just wrote it one day
when the kids were at school, and I literally
was thinking about, ‘Have we told them
everything we want to tell them?’” she said.

Her kids are really proud of that song
because it’s all about them, she said. And she
manages to impart advice to her children,
such as don’t lie, don’t cheat and don’t steal,
without sounding preachy. “The Bird & the
Rifle” was produced by Dave Cobb, who
helped country singer Chris Stapleton and
Americana artist Jason Isbell also pick up
Grammys this year, and together they achieve
a nostalgic collection of folk-country songs
filled with vivid imagery and honest, authen-
tic lyrics.

“You always feel like you’ve written a good
song if it feels like an old song,” McKenna said.
McKenna’s skill as a songwriter is finding
inspiration in the most mundane places, such
as on the title track, “The Bird & the Rifle.” She
was folding laundry and listening to a rerun
of the ABC sitcom “Modern Family” when one
of the characters makes a joke about a moth-
er and daughter getting matching tattoos of
“a bird and a rifle.” The songwriter turned that
punch line into an extended metaphor about
the tortured relationship between a woman
who wants to spread her wings and the man
who wants to keep her close. “I think it makes
it cooler in a way that it comes from a joke
‘cause it sounds really dark,” McKenna said.
“And maybe it is, but she does fly away.” — AP

Pierce Brosnan has come on board
Scott Mann’s soccer thriller “Final
Score” opposite Dave Bautista,

Alexandra Dinu and Julian Cheung.
Signature Entertainment’s Marc Goldberg is
producing alongside The Fyzz Facility’s
Robert Jones,  James Harris, Mark Lane, and
Wayne Marc Godfrey. Babak Eftekhari will
co-produce, with Elizabeth Williams execu-
tive producing. Highland Film Group’s
Arianne Fraser and Delphine Perrier will
handle global sales and serve as executive
producers alongside Mark Canton,
Courtney Solomon, Zac Adler and David
Sullivan. The Gersh Agency is co-represent-
ing US rights.

Highland Film Group introduced the
project in February at the Berlin Film
Festival. Shooting will begin on Aug 8 in
London at West Ham United’s iconic Upton
Park Stadium, which has  been the home of
Premier League soccer club for over 100
years. West Ham United will be relocating
to Olympic Stadium in East London next
season and the venue will be handed over
to a British property developer following
production. 

Mann is directing from a script by The
Brothers Lynch and Jonathan Frank, in
which the stadium is seized during a sport-
ing event by a group of heavily armed
criminals demanding ransom. An ex-soldier

must use all his military skills to save the
35,000 capacity crowd, one of which is the
daughter of his fallen comrade. “Final Score
may be set in London but truly it’s a story
that’s relatable the world over,” said Jones.
“Scott Mann’s vision has scale, white knuck-
le tension, humor and heart.” Brosnan
recently completed production on Martin
Campbell’s “The Foreigner,” co-starring
Jackie Chan and produced by The Fyzz
Facility’s Wayne Marc Godfrey. He will star
in “Across the River and into the Trees,”
based on Ernest Hemingway’s novel of the
same name, which will also be directed by
Campbell.

Brosnan is currently filming AMC’s new
drama series “ The Son,” based on the
Philipp Meyer novel about the rise and fall
of a Texas oil family. Brosnan also stars in
the soon-to-be released thriller “I.T.,” pro-
duced by his production company Irish
DreamTime, alongside Voltage Pictures and
Friendly Films. Bautista was previously seen
in Marvel Studios’ “Guardians of the Galaxy”
and Sony-MGM’s “Spectre,”  starring Daniel
Craig, and most recently wrapped produc-
tion on Matthias Hoene’s “Warrior’s Gate”
for EuropaCorp. Brosnan is represented by
CAA. — Reuters

HBO didn’t renew
‘Project Greenlight,’

Damon says

“Project Greenlight” won’t be getting a fifth sea-
son on HBO. Matt Damon told The Associated
Press on Tuesday that he was shocked that HBO

didn’t pick up his and Ben Affleck’s show, which chronicles
the production of an independent film. “I really liked it and
thought that the show went great,” Damon said while pro-
moting the latest “Jason Bourne” film. “I’m not one to ques-
tion (their programming). They do such a great job. But we
have to take it out again.” Damon said that that they’ll start
shopping the show around, and he thinks that a streaming
service like Amazon or Netflix might be a good fit.

“There are places where I think we could do really well,”
he said. “Project Greenlight” aired on HBO for its first two
seasons from 2001 to 2003, before moving to Bravo for
season three in 2005. The show came back to HBO for a
fourth season last year to much buzz and some controver-
sy starting with Damon’s comments regarding diversity, for
which he later apologized. The show this past season,
which was centered on the production of director Jason
Mann’s dark parlor comedy “The Leisure Class,” became a
cultural touchpoint.

Even in production, it already seemed like a relic of a
different era, with its white male director focusing on
wealthy, mainly white characters at a time when diversity
and representation in film were in the spotlight more than
ever. Producer Effie Brown became a breakout star of the
season, providing fascinating insight and commentary
week to week on those issues while also overseeing the
production of the film. A representative from HBO said in a
statement that it was initially imagined as a one-season
revival and that they decided in early 2016 that another
season “did not make sense for us.” “We are proud of the
show and were pleased with its run throughout the years,”
HBO said. — AP

Family keeps hit songwriter Lori
McKenna grounded, inspired

In this file photo, Lori McKenna appears at
the 58th annual Grammy Awards at the
Staples Center in Los Angeles. — AP

Brosnan joins Dave Bautista
in soccer drama ‘Final Score’

Pierce Brosnan
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Faithfuls in traditional outfits wait for the arrival of Pope Francis at the John Paul II International airport in Krakow-Balice yesterday.  Pope Francis heads to Poland for an international Catholic youth festival with a mission to encourage openness to
migrants. — AFP

Now in his 60s with a greying goatee, electric organ
maestro Mamman Sani long ago turned local legend,
but it took decades for his dreamy hypnotic sounds to

travel beyond dusty Niger. Until very recently the self-taught
musician’s only commercial recording was a cassette tape dat-
ing back to 1981. But nowadays he spends his time between
his house in Niamey and a recording studio in Ghana, where
he aims to produce dozens of albums.

At home, where he made a living as a teacher then worked
for the UN’s cultural agency UNESCO, Sani’s music has long
featured on national radio and television, most often as inter-
lude music between programs. In a quirk of fate, however, it
was the original decades-old cassette that brought interna-
tional renown, when in 2013 young US musician-cum-ethno-
musicologist Christopher Kirkley stumbled on it in Niger’s
national museum while exploring West African sounds. “The
space was overflowing with dusty CDs, cassettes, and reels,
and hunkering down from the insufferable heat outside, I pre-
pared to spend a long week in research,” he said.

“Mamman’s cassette was the first I pulled from the shelf,
and I almost passed over it. But I was captured by the photo-
graph-a black and white picture of a young man with a goatee
and a knit cap, hands on what appeared to be an organ.”

‘Pixelized sand’ 
“The music proved equally intriguing. The instrumental

compositions were simple but dreamy, repetitive but hypnot-
ic. It was esoteric and bizarre, unlike anything I had ever
heard-the imaginary audio track to an arcade game of desert
caravans trekking through a pastoral landscape of pixelized
sand.” In the same way that Ry Cooder propelled Mali’s Ali
Farka Toure to world fame, along with the musicians of Cuba’s
Buena Vista Social Club, Kirkley set out to launch Sani in
France and Europe with three  vinyls, including “Taarit”, and a
2013-2015 tour. “Mamman is one of the first people to create
this hybridization of folk music with modern synth,” Kirkley
said.

“I think that Mamman’s music would have been very inter-
esting to a lot of electronic musicians at the time he was
recording, but the barriers of connectivity kept Niger rather
isolated.” “Either way, Mamman’s music remains avant-garde
and very personal, uncompromising even,” Kirkley added. “I’m
just happy that we’ve had a chance for his music to finally be
heard.”

‘Love at first sight’
Born in 1952 in Ghana’s capital Accra to a Nigerien father

and Ghanaian mother, Sani moved to Niger in the late 1950s
but began playing music only in his late teens while studying
to be a teacher. “A builder used to lend me his harmonica at
weekends and I’d play French hit tunes on Saturday nights,” he
said. He refused to study biology, taking English instead
because he was afraid of algorithms “though musical improvi-
sation often is algorithms!” he joked. After the harmonica he
learnt to play guitar, using bicycle brake cables for some of the
strings.

He listened to black American stars Otis Redding, James
Brown and Percy Sledge, composing his first tunes and play-
ing at night in public. It was only in the 1970s that he came
upon his first organ thanks to a musician from Burundi who
was then on tour. “It was love at first sight,” he says. In 1979 he
saw an ad for a second-hand Orla electric organ going for 400
euros. Strapped for cash, he sold his motorbike to buy it. After
teaching himself the keyboard he quickly became prolific and
was soon to start composing theme music and interludes for
national television while working for UNESCO. But three
decades later, despite becoming a houehold name he still
finds it hard to make ends meet and this year had to sell one
of his two prized organs. — AFP

From Jakarta to Bali and Yogyakarta, the Indonesian art
world is flourishing.  Buoyed by a growing, affluent middle
class at home as well as interest from international buyers,

numerous boutique galleries and artists’ communities have
sprung up, while events such as the Jakarta Biennale, the annual
ArtJog fair, and Bazaar Art Jakarta have fuelled interest. But crit-
ics warn a lack of government funding and high-quality art
museums means many Indonesians are missing out. 

Businessman Haryanto Adikoesoemo is determined to
change that: next year he will open the Museum of Modern and
Contemporary Art in Nusantara (Museum MACAN). “The
Indonesian art (scene) now is one of the biggest and the best in
Southeast Asia but we are lacking institutions to support this,” he
told AFP. He added that while the country was home to a
“vibrant” arts industry, it was “lacking very nice museums that
are open to the public”. Thomas Berghuis, the former curator of
Chinese art at New York’s Guggenheim Museum, has been
appointed director at MACAN, and the first exhibition is set to
include works from Adikoesoemo’s collection of about 800
pieces by Indonesian, Asian and Western artists.

It has been a decade since he first had the idea to use his per-
sonal collection to help create a world-class art museum open to
the public, but feels now is the best time to open such a space in
Indonesia.  When it comes to art, he believes “more and more
people around the world are looking at Southeast Asia.” The
4,000 square meter (43,000 square foot) venue will have an
indoor sculpture garden and a special education zone. It is part
of a bigger development in Jakarta, still under construction, that
will include restaurants, cafes, offices and residences.
Adikoesoemo’s collection, built up over a quarter of a century,
includes works by S Sudjojono, considered the father of
Indonesian modernism and the expressionist painter Affandi, as
well as pieces by well-known Western artists such as Andy
Warhol, Frank Stella, Jeff Koons, and Gerhard Richter. 

Art lovers 
Adikoesoemo, who is funding the venture, also wants it to be

a space for emerging artists to showcase their work. There are
hopes too of collaborations with galleries abroad. “We want to
create a platform for cultural exchanges-for Indonesian art to be
brought to the world, and for world art to be brought to
Indonesia,” said Adikoesoemo, who is head of logistics company
AKR Corporindo. The opening of MACAN is hotly anticipated in a
country where many private collections are shut away from the
public, existing museums are fairly basic, and government-run
institutions are mostly of a low standard.

ArtJog organiser Heri Pemad said the museum was “the
answer that many contemporary art lovers have been waiting
for”. “Currently the museum scene in Indonesia is beyond sad.
Public taste in art is developing faster than the museums, where
time seems to just stand still.” Berghuis also hopes MACAN will
encourage young professionals keen on a career in the arts by
offering opportunities in areas such as exhibition management,
art curation and conservation, and legal affairs. “The vision is
about us being part of and helping to foster a healthy art ecolo-
gy for Indonesia,” he said.

The launch comes at a time when the Southeast Asian art
scene is rapidly developing. Singapore, which launched an
annual art week in 2013, last year opened a $376-million
National Gallery that boasts the world’s biggest public collection
of Southeast Asian modern art. It houses more than 8,000 works
from the 19th and 20th centuries.  The city-state’s popular fair,
Art Stage, will next week open its inaugural event in Jakarta
showing contemporary works from more than 50 galleries.
Adikoesoemo hopes MACAN can boost the region’s position as
an art hub, and bring something fresh to Indonesia’s cultural
landscape. He added: “I believe that by appreciating and under-
standing art we can improve our quality of life.” — AFP

This file photo shows Niger’s self-taught legendary musi-
cian Mamman Sani posing with his first and second
albums. — AFP photos

Niger’s self-taught legendary musician Mamman Sani pos-
es in Niamey.

Mamman Sani’s electric sound 
finally travels beyond Niger

This undated artistic photo illustration released by the Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art in Nusantara
(Museum MACAN) shows the exterior design for a major museum billed as Indonesia’Ωs first dedicated to international
modern and contemporary art. — AFP

Museum sketches bright
future for art in Indonesia
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